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!ntroducTion 

History 

HIGH DENSITY orsK DRIVE T!CP.NOLOG"! 

?.otating sto~age devices have traditionally occupied a nic.~e to 

themselves by ?roviding low cost storage of large amcur.~s o= data. 

Slow access times always characterize this area of storage. This 

is in contrast to the core and semic:onduc:tor memories whic.'i: featu..""9 

fast access but at high cost. With disk or drum memories, large 

amounts of data can be made readily available to the computer as ,. 

"on line" storage. 

During the past twenty years of disk drive developmen't, the 

cost per stored bit has gone down c:Onsiderably while the amount of 

stored i+lfortr'.ation per machine has greatly increased. The earliest 

disk drives used 214- inch fixed disk arrays with hydraulic accessing 

mechanisms. These were usually for large size computers. '!'heir 

physical size usually precluded their use with small office 

computers·. 

With the invention of the removable llf. inch disk and disk asserr.blles, 

a new market was opened up providing disk drives to the small 

computer user. These disk pac:.'l(s could be removed and stored at will. 

Programs were written to call for a certain pack or pac:.'lcs to be 

installed to complete the job at hand. The concept of a resident 

computer program further increased the use of disk fil.es. 

The capa:city of disk fi.les increased witn each new techno.logy step. 

In order to permit these technology s:teps, improvments needed to be 

made to the disk surf ace finish, the magnetic coating materia..ls , 

the air bearing .or air .lubricated head construction, the read/write 

head positioning mechanism· and associated electronics, including 

the logic fa.'lli..ly, used to control. each machine function and many 
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HIGH DENSITY DJ:SK DR..!'/E r:::c~.:rnt.OG"! 

?.otating s-r:orage devices have 'traditionally occupied a nic.:.:e ~o 

themselves by ?roviciing low cost storage of large an:our.-:s of da-ea. 

Slow access times always characterize 'this area of s'torage. Th.is 

is in C:C"Utrast to the core and semic:onduc:tor memories which feati.;."'t! 

fast access but at high cost. With disk or drum memories, larg~ 

amomts of data can be made readily available to the compu-:er as 

"on line" storage._ 

During the past twen'ty yea..""S of disk drive development, 'the 

cost per stored bit has gone down considerably while the amount of 

s'tored info%'1l'.ation per t:t.achine has greatly increased. The earliest 

disk drives used 21'. inc.~ fixed disk arrays with hyd:'aulic accessing 

mechanisms. These were usually for large size computers. !:"lei.: 

physical size usually precluded their use wi"th small· office 

computers·. 

With the inven-eion of the removable 14 inch disk and disk asserr.l:llles, 

a new market was opened up providing disk drives to 't!le small 

computer user. These disk packs ccul~ be removed and stored at will. 

Prosrams were written to call for a cenain pac:.tc or pac:.1cs to be 

installed to complete the job at hand. The concept of. a residen1: 

computer program further increased the use of disk files. 

The capacity of disk files increased with each new technology step. 

In order to permit these technology steps, improvments needed to be 

made to the disk surf ace finish, the magnetic <:eating materials , 

the air bearing .or air l\lbric:ated head constl'Uc:tion, the read/write 

head positioning mechanism and associated electronics, including 

the lope family, used to control each machine function and many 
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- - other areas. Each new improvenent required finer to.lerancing 

of most parts associated ·..ri th the disk drive mechanisms. 

Hiaher storap densities are usually ac."lieved by increasing the 

radial trade density and the circumferential bit density. 

Increasing the track density has been a problem large.ly cont:rcl:led 

by the tolerance .build up of the mechanical. parts associa-eed 

with the disk drive spindle bearing system and the access mechanism. 

With the invention and successfu.l imp.lementation of a "track 

following servo system, further increases in track density were 

possible until the tolerance build up associated with pack inter-

change forced the designers back to the concept of fixed disk 

storage again. By now 9 the amount of storage per disk drive and 

the present requirement to have all. data on line to· the computer 

at all. times has reduced the need for pack interchange thus making 

possible still further increases in track densit-J. Track densities 

have been in.creased from about 20 tracks per centimeter to a present . 
;75 

val.ue of 189 tracks per centimeter. Developments present.ly underway 

in track following techniques involve the individual addressed 

head with staggered servo data and read-write data. This may 

eliminate these last barriers and permit re!!lovable pad<:s on very 

high density machines. 

Circumferential bit density increases usually require reductions in 

magnetic head to disk surface spacings. These changes have not come 
. ~ 

easily as the finish or flatness of the disk surface must be 

improved with each decrease. The magnetic oxide coating materials 

must change ~ong with the size and shape of each magnetic oxide 
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par'ticle. On early disk drives the air bearing fo?""'...ed between 

the magnetic head a.~d the disk sur=ace was conttolled by forcing 

compressed air bet: ... een the t".ro surfaces. An inwn"tive application 

of air lubrication principles provided the.present self lubricated 

head air bearing. Typical spacings started out at around 12 microns. 

Today the head to <i:i~k spaci:ig is arot.md a ha.lf micron. The gap 

.between the magne~ic pole pieces of the head have alsb been reduced 

to permit closer bit spacing. Values presentl.y used are around 

l micron. The materials used to make the head pole pieces have 

changed from permalloy to ferri tes because of the increase4 

frequencies involved in record and read back functions. 

Requirements for increased logic speed have brought their own 

family of improvernen'ts. These range from the vacuum t"llbe or valve~ ) 

through transistors to the present specialized integrated circuits. 

Typical data speeds have gone from l bit per 100 microseconds to a 

present l bit in one tenth of a microsecond. Storage capacities 

have changed from one million bytes per machine to over 300 million. 

These rapid improvements and increases in cape.city will. c:cntinue 

for at least another decade. There are designs on i:he drawing 

boards of several. manufacturers that will permit a four to eight 

fold increase in capacity within the next two years with no real 

end in sight~ For each limiting factor new teclmolcgies have been 

invented. For examp.le, as track densities increase, the width of 

a track decreases. The head materials presentl.y used have a grain 

size equa.l to the track width of the next generation disk drives. 

Already ·many firms are working on. thin film heads. These heads 

are made by depositing thin fi.lms of magnetic metals or alloys to 
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Comcetition 

dimensions fa:r smaller than the grain size of the besi: fer:-i ~=s. 

The disk coating materials, which preseni:ly consis't c:- ~ir..y 

pa:r'ticles of ferric oxide bonded in an epoxy resin layer of aboui: 

one micron thickness, will be· replaced with thin films vacuum 

deposited on the disk at thicknesses approaching SO -.:housandt.~s 'of 

a micron or 5 X 10-a meters. 

Tremendous improvements have been made in the codes used to transmit 

the data. Error detection and error correction codes permit accura:t: -

data even with disk defects encompassing t:lOre than a whole byte of 

data in a record. Concepts have now been developed which per:nit a 

disk surface defect to be skipped during the wri'te process. Furi:her 

improvements b addressing will permit many such defects to be 

transparent to the user. 

The extension of disk drives as low cost, high density storage 

device~ is expected to continue for many years to come. Magnetic 

recording requires low energy per bit to write and takes a sho~ 

time to write. There is a lower limit to the time needed to wri'te 

a bit. It is controlled by the domain switching time of the disk 

coating material. For ferric oxide films this is aeout 50 nano-

seconds or about hal.f the present bit spacing time. Transmission 

speed is therefore limited to 20 mil.lion bits per second. The 

actual density of the recording for both track density and 

circumferential density is limited only by the magnetic domain 

size. This limit will not be reached for many years • 
. , 

Competing teclmologies a:re electron beam, holographic, semi-

conductor RAM, charge coupled devices, and bubble memories. Of 

these, holographic and thermal electron beam memories a:re slow 

writers. Certain dyes permit write, read and rewrite capability 
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Fu-:ure 

for holographic memories but most are read only devices. The 

same limitation to read only after an initial write is true of 

thermal electron beam memories. Their usefulness is limit:ed 

. to large lil>rary storage such as legal cases or court histories 

where the data does not need to change over many years. Bubble 

memories, charge coupled de·Ti.ces, semiconductor-electron !::eam . 

and semiconductor MOS and bipolar RAM will co111pete and replace 

<:ore memories or fixed head per tra~ machines within the next 

few years but they cannot replace the large capacity disk drive 

without a more than tenfold decrease in cost and a more than 

doubling of the world's semiconductol' capacity. Such is not 

likely within ten years. 

I suppose this is the hardest par"t to summarize. Since there is 

easily an eight to tenfold increase in capacity presently 

available within the current technology, one might suppose further 

technological changes might produce another decade increase in 

capacity. The amotmt of data available in a single disk drive 

c:ould well become 30 thousand million bytes by 1990. Thru put is 

limited to 20 million bits per second or 2.5 million bytes per 

second because of the magnetic domain switching time limitation. 

This may well equal the bes1: channel accep1:anc:e times of the next 

generation of computers • Byte size may be increased which will 

reduce the cycle time per byte. Interleaved by byte records can 

double circumferential density without increasing channel speeds. 

Staging devices may-" be employed to buffer the disk data and the 

c:hm:me1. 

Presently a storage contr<;>l unit is required for a group of drives. 
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Conclusions 

. 
This storage control unit has its own microprocessor construc'ted 

of discrete logic blocks. It is controlled by a resident 

microprogra!!l tha": performs all ":he housekeeping functions for a 

large number of drives. Fut:ure drives may each haw their own 

microprocessor. Each drive may then be tailored to a specific 

s"torage funC'tion by means of its ow-n mi ere-program. L-!any -:asks . 

presently per=orr.:ed'by the controller or even the main c~puter 

can now be delegated to an integrated drive. Processing of data 

for storage is an easy task for such a drive. Processing the 

data prior to transmittal to the main computer is an easy s'tep, 

particularly if we have individualized disk drives that are· 

tailored by a par"!:icular oicroprogram. Combinations of disk dri•re 

and mass tape systems are currently available. Their futiire 

usage may well p.lace a company or government in real time control 

of its r~Sc.)urces or re cords . 

Disk drives offer large , non voli tile data storage that is 

accessible in miliseconds. !t has an advantage of not requiring 

periodic replacement such as tapes. Destruction of data due to 

catastrophic malfunctions such as head crashes have been 

minimized by the use of low mass, light load magnetic heads in 

sea.led environments. 

Data storage and retrieva.l has made possible the present grow--..h 

in computer technology. As the storage capaci t:'j of a computer 

insta.llation is increased so is its capacity to handle complex 

programs. Presently there are a few programs developed or being 

developed that require very large data bases. These are mainly 

iri the field of simulation, modeling, and pattern analysis. As 

these fields progress in their complexit:'j and capability larger 



·-- data storage devices will be required. The tec.'lmology prese~tl7 

available can provide storage capacities 'that challeng9 o:;r 

ability to manage them. Considerable work is needed· in ca-:a 

management and programming to provide the type of environment 

needed to handle large data base systems for tomorrows r9search; 

and development. As our data base expands,. so do the !"is:-:s -:o 

the freedom. of il:i~viduals caught up in sue.Joi a net"..rork of da'ta 

storage. Responsible governments will, therefore, need to 

guard against such encroachments. 

"i 
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High Density Disk Drive Technology 

The developt'!ent of the digital cor.iputer has required a 

parallel development of storage devices. Of the niany available 

teclmologies for data storage , magnetic disk drives lend them-

selves to the best solution by providing low cost, easily 

accessible, non voli 'tile storage. The history of their de•relop-

ment extends over· 20 years first with the drum memories and th.en 

disk memories. During this period storage capacities have 

increased over a hundred.....i:old while costs have tumbled making 

todays cost per bit the lowest in history. The paper presents 

some of the his-:ory of the development of the disk drive by 

outlining the major improvements in tec.inology tha't have taken 

place. A ~mparison is Pl'.'O_~,ded that compares the various o~her 
-; .... -;: 

technologies us1!d for data storage and lists some of their 

advantages and disadvantages. 

The trend towards larger data based sys'tem and the storage 

devices needed to handle the storage .requirements of the future 

is discussed. Some concepts of future usag~ couple the now 

popu.1.ar micro processor with the disk drive which can provide 

a compact intelligent storage device. This power is only hinte~ 

at in the drive a.'ld controller combination which is presently 

in use. The controller portion can be expanded to process much 

of the data before it is p.assed on to the computer instead of just 

doinc housekeeping and sequencing. 

/ .. 9. 
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PUBLICATION INTENDED ALL RIGHTS 
RESERVED 

RECORDING ELECTRONICS 

THE HEAD STRUCTURE 

The magnetic head is a modified torroid of magnetically penneable 

material. It is provided with an air gap and a suitably dimensioned window 

around which a coil is wound. The shape may vary with intended use but 

every attempt is made to keep the structure magnetically efficient. 

The tenninology is illustrated in Fig. 1.1. The core has some thickness 

and width. The width defines the track width recorded on some media. The 

throat height is the thickness of the core at the air gap, and the length 

of the gap is referred to as the gap length. 

The coil is usually referred to by the number of turns and whether it is 

centertapped or not. 

The ring structure is the one most used in the literature, particularly 

in writing the equations describing its action or interaction. No attempt 

will be made here to go into this aspect, but it is well described in the 

literature, Hoagland and Karlquist being the earliest authors. 

For our purposes we will be satisfied by looking at the field lines. 

and their behavior, as affected by the various mechanical aimensions. The 

magnetic fields produced by current in the windings is mostly developed 

across the higher reluctance of the air gap. The field lines leave the 

higher penneability core surface nonnal to that surface and seek the 

opposite side, tenninating nonnal to that surface. 

2.1 
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THE HEAD STRUCTURE 

The-.field intensity is greatest within the gap and diminishes with 

increasing distance following the inverse square law. As can be seen in 

Fig. 1.2, the field expands out from the gap. It is this portion of the 

field that is used for writing, the remainder is wasted. Obviously, the 

closer to the gap the media is kept, the more efficient the Write process. 

This separation then becomes a fundamental parameter in the recording and 

reproduction process. 

In hard disc drives it is referred to as flying height and in tape drives 

as separation. In tape applications where the tape is expected to be kept 

in contact, any separation of the head and media is deterimental. In disc 

drives it is deliberate and is part of the design. This is necessary in 

order to minimize head-media wear expected at the higher velocities used. ",) 

Other structures that have been used to date include those shown in 

Fig. 1.3. The w.indings may be either around the core itself or around the 

back bar. This structure has been implemented in ferrite in the IBM 2314, 

and 3330 machines. There are two back gaps that are shorter and larger ... 
in area than the main gap. Here the reluctance is minimized to increase 

efficiency. The Cl structure was used in all the earlier disc machines 

from the IBM Ramac 350 to the 2311. The pole pieces were made of laminated· 

Pennalloy in order to reduce both co_re and hysteresis losses. Notice the 

poor back gap contact in Fig. 1.4. This was due to the slight angle neces

sary to produce the front gap using lapped parts. This head structure was 

later abandoned due to the poor frequency response of the thick laminations 

of the Pennalloy. Ferrite afforded improved permeability at higher frequencies 

2.3 
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THE HEAD STRUCTURE 

and was therefore used extensively for the next twenty years until grain size 

became comparable to trackwidths. 

IBM announced the Winchester head in its 3340 product in·l974. Its 

structure pennitted lower flying heights with less mass and therefore a lower 

loading force with less energy content on contact. Its structure is shown 

in Fig. 1.5. A small C structure is bonded to the face to provide the~gap 

and the coil winding window. The two outside rails, A, B, constitute the air 

bearing surface, replacing the large ceramic or barium titanate sliders used 

in the earlier high mass heads. The center rail carries the head C core and 

is machined to the width of the track. There are variations of this slider 

fonn using only two rails that carry two head C cores or two thin film heads. 

Sometimes this structure has a machined cavity that produces a low pres.sure 

area. This low pressure area is balanced against the high pressure area ,,,) 

under the rails to make a self loading slider that does not require an 

external load force. The earliest heads required an air supply to establish 

the air bearing required to maintain head-disc separation. The development 

of a self lubricated slider removed the requirement for a pressurized air 

supply. These heads were loaded onto a spinning disc through a cam arrange-

ment with a load of 350 grams. The heads required removal before the disc 

was stopped. With the introduction of the Winchester head, the head load and 

mass were low enough to pennit contact start and stop, thus pennitting a i 

sealed environment. A comparison of the two types of air bearing is shown in 

Fig. 1.6. The dimensions are exaggerated in order to show the principle. 

2.5 
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THE HEAD STRUCTURE 

PUBLICATION INTENDED. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. 
) 

The next head type used is the thin film head, so named because it is 

manufactured using thin film techniques. Here the various parts of a head 

are deposited as films of magnetically permeable materials such as Permalloy, 

conductors such as copper or aluminum, and various insulators. The precisjon 

of photomasking techniques permit precise trackwidth control to dimensions 

down to the sub micron level. The structure of the thin film head is shown 

in Fig. 1.7 A and B. The actual shape of the various etched deposits varies 

with design. 

The return to a Pennalloy core structure is pennitted because the core 

losses are greatly reduced. The very thin films ·pennissible by the technique 

reduce these losses significantly. 

In tape drives the core material remained Pennalloy for a long time. 

This was due t~ the relatively low tape velocity compared to discs. Recently 

they have moved to ferrite to improve frequency response and head wear. Their 

structure is not unlike that previously given, except that multiple heads are 

sandwiched together to provide the required number of parallel tracks simul

taneously used. The tape is held in· contact by the use of pressure pads and 

guides. Some heads have two cores per track: One specifically for writing 

which has a wide trackwidth and a wide gap length; The second head follows the 

the Write head in tape direction and is constructed with a narrower trackwidth 

and a narrower gap length. This is done to reduce off track positioning errors 

and to improve the Read frequency response. 

Disc heads must, of necessity, be a compromise in gap length, as they are 

used for both reading and writing. Fig. 1.9 shows why only one head is used. 

2.7 
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RECORDING ELECTRONICS 

DISC/TAPE STRUCTURE 

Magnetic tapes have long been manufactured using a backing material 

usually of plastic, but earlier tapes used paper. Today Mylar is extensi.vely 

used, as it stretches or deforms less. The magnetic material is gamma ferric 

oxide imbedded in a binder and coated onto the surface of the backing uni

formly. Calendaring, a Memorex invention, was later used to reduce the surface 

roughness and hence head wear. 

Discs are made from an aluminum alloy blank stamped from sheet stock of 

high purity. The blank is then polished such that its flatness is controlled 

within microinches. A mirror finish to within a light bQnd is the result. 

This disc is coated with a slurry of ganma ferric oxide and a suitable binder. 

Down through the years this coating has become thinner and thinner, going 

from about 1 mil to 3Su" in twenty years. Changes in formulation have occurred 

to improve coating hardness, uniformity, coercivity, particle size, particle 

dispersion, and adhesion. 

Ganma ferric oxide has been used extensively due to its fairly square 

hysteresis curve. This curve relates the B and H fields as functions of the 

intensity (see Fig. 2.1). It is noted that the permeability of the oxide 

changes both from field intensity and from past history. What makes the 

particle so useful is the ease of saturation and the retained B field, Br. 

This is the chacteristic that permits recording. In saturation recording 

the coating is saturated first in one direction and then in the other as a 

3.1 
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DISC/TAPE STRUCTURE 

function of the data to be recorded. The spacing between flux reversals 

detennines linear data density. The linear distance is divided into cells 

to which is assigned a bit of known value, thus on play-back (read) each bit 

is reproduced in its correct cell and the data is recovered. A typical disc 

or tape magnetization pattern is illustrated in Fig. 2.2. The cross section 

is taken longitudinally along the track. The location of the N,-N juxtaposi

tion or S,-S juxtaposition is referred to as a transition, the center line 

being the exact location of the transition. Since this is the moment at which 

a.moving head sees a maximum time rate of change in flux, a voltage is 

developed in the coils surrounding the core as the core gathers the flux, due 

to its higher penneability than the surrounding air. This simplistic explana

tion will suffice for here. More precise development of the theory is given 

in the literature. 

The surface of discs is polished to the desired flatness in order to 

minimize the head-disc spacing variations. Any variation in flatness is seen 

by the head as an up and down motion as the disc rotates, which excites the 

mass-spring mechanics of the head, causing further head-disc separation and 

possible contact on the negative excursion. Contact has been a problem with 

the high load, high mass head, as the disc is damaged extensively due to the 

energy of contact. Particles are removed ~hich further contaminates the 

air stream under the head, which causes further disturbances and further contact. 

The final effect is called a crash. Crashes have essentially been eliminated 

with the Winchester style slider. Some disc manufacturers deliberately add 

alumina particles to the coating slurry in order to force a contacting head 

3.3 
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DISC/TAPE STRUCTURE 

to rebound from the hard particle. A problem with the alumina is that it is 

non-magnetic and therefore represents a magnetic discontinuity which is read 

by the head as a noise voltage. Size control is required in order to keep 

the top of the particle below the expected position of the head. Contact of 

the Winchester head is deliberate during start-stop operations. The disc 

coating is given a thin coating of a fluorocarbon in order to improve its 

wearability without causing stiction. r 

The coating thickness influences the spacing between transitions. Hence 

as the data density has increased, so the coating thickness has reduced. This 

effect is easily seen when one considers that the field required for satura

tion must emanate from the head gap ~hich reduces as the inverse square of 

the distance from the gap. The further the field must penetrate, the larger 

the initial field; therefore the wider the field lines. If point 0 on Fig. 2.3 

is 300 Oe or saturation value, then the particle at A is not saturated. But 

if A is 300 Oe, then D is much higher and its influence extends to E and F, 

thus widening the field or reducing the obtainable density. The height of 

the head is above the media a:llii has the same effect of reducing the potential 

transition density. 

~.5 
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RECORDING ELECTRONICS 

HEAD CIRCUIT 

In order to write a transition, current must be passed through the coi1s 

of the head windings first in one direction and then in the other in tim~ 

with the imaginary cells assigned to each bit recorded on the moving disc or 

tape. To see the effects of such current reversal, we need to develop an 

equivalent circuit for the head. We expect it to include resistance due to 

the conductivity of the wire used. It must have inductance due to the turns 

and the core structure materials. we would also expect interwinding and 

wiring capacitance. See Fig. 3.1. This then becomes a simple RLC circuit, 

as i11ustrated in Fig. 3.2A. The equations for a step current in LaPlace 

) 

fonn concern the vo 1 tage deve 1 oped across the head windings as we 11 as the ~·) 

current through the head windings. 

!fl ( 
1 } = CS (LS+R} (3·2) 
1 <.:. CS+ LS+R ,' 

I(s) ( s + .B. ) (3·3) = L 
SC(S2~5 + LlC) 

This can be rewritten as (3·4) which is the standard fonn: 

I(s) ( s + 21:w. ) (3·4) 
SC(S2+2!.WnS + Wn 2) 

4.1 
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HEAD CIRCUIT 

The current through the head winding which produces the flux is simply the 

voltage divided by the R and L of the head. This is not exactly true, since 

the interwinding capacitance plays a role in the true current, but it is 

sufficiently accurate for our purposes. 

I(s)Head 
= ~ = I(s} 

R+LS S 
I' 

( 1 J CS (LS+ R) (3·5) 

( 
1 cs ). 

ft+ LS+ R 
(3·6) 

re 
( 

1 ) (3· 7) 

which, when written in the standard fonn, becomes Eq. (3·8): 

{3·8) 

As we examine these equations we see the tenns 2!;Wn and Wn 2 are identical for 

both the voltage and the current. The R value is small, being typically only 

a few ohms for low winding heads. The damping factor,!;, calculated from the 

algebraic equation 
I 

E. = 2i;W L n or i; = R 
2LWn 

(3·9) 

a,n 
would be small, indicating that both the voltage and current will be exponen-

tially damped sinusoid instead of a modified square wave, as we would wish. In 

order to do this, we must add a resistance~ither in series or in parallel. 

4.2 
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HEAD CIRCUIT 

In sunmary, the field strength seen by the media depends on the current 

value, the ratio of reluctances, the flying height or spacing, and the coating 

thickness. The design of the head must therefore acconmodate all these when 

attempting to maximise the lineal transition density. Also the head inductance 

increases with the square of the turns, whereas the output voltage only in~reases 

as a direct function of turns. Trying to compromise output and rise time becomes 

difficult because of the inductance. 

4.6 
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HEAD CIRCUIT 

Figure 3.7 shows the positional relationship of a particle of oxide as it 

travels within the gap and the field strength it sees at each position. 

Clearly current curve 1 takes the particle from -M to +M within the distance 

of the gap travel; whereas, with current curve 2 the particle is well outsi.de 

the gap before +M level is reached at the trailing edge. This indicates that 

the particle will not be saturated and will therefore retain old information. 

The saturation is not quite this bad as the write current is usually greater than 

required for saturation. Similarly a particle at the gap center at the start 

of the transaction remains saturated at -M as the field when crossing the 

trailing edge is nearly zero. 

Magnetically the head circuit can be described by a reluctance diagram. 

(Fig. 3.8). In the construction of the head these reluctances must be con

sidered. The core leg and back gap reluctances total must be small compared 

to the front or working gap. 

When writing the front gap should be wide in order to assure complete 

saturation during current ri-se time. Its reluctance will therefore be greatest 

as desired. However, in its construction the core area is considerably reduced 

at the throat in order to maximize the external field as shown in cross section 

in Fig. 3.9. The reluctance which is a function of cross section will be 

increased, hence the field strength in the area is increased thereby creating 

the possibility of pole tip saturation. Pole tip saturation effectively widens 

the gap as that portion saturated has a µof 1 1 ike air. 

4.5 
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HEAD CIRCUIT 

the rise time with minimum ringing. The actual overshoot is about 3-5% which 

is acceptable. When the current is measured using a current probe, the ideal 

wavefonn is not seen. To see why, we must relook at the equivalent circuit. r" J·ZC; 

We see a capacitor and a resistor on both sides of the current probe. The 

equation can be modified and does reflect the true waveform. 

Where RP, Wnp' and r;P are the parallel equivalents and the tenns 

with the subscri rt 1 are those on the lead side of the probe. 

For reading the damping must be adjusted for a z;= 0.7. The reason for this 
------------------------------ ---
is that for current we are talking about a time domain response and for reading 

we are talking about frequency domain response. See Figures 3.3 and 3.4. 

Refering to the current's time domain response and the hysterisis curves 

for the media as shown in Figures 3.6 and 3.5 respectively, we can see the 

magnetic effect of ringing of the write current. The overshoot A, causes 

the media to be pushed further into saturation while the undershoot B, brings 

the media back out of saturation. This is undesirable. 

Since the write current cannot change instantaneously, there is a period 

of time during which the media sees less than a saturating field. If the rise 

time of the write current is short compared to the time a media particle travels 

from one edge of the head gap to the other, then that particle is assured of 

leaving the influence of the gap saturated in the new direction. From this 
I 

we can see that the trailing edge of the head gap exerts the final influence 

on the media. 

4.4 
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HEAD CIRCUIT 

The equation becomes (from Fig. 3.28): 

v = =~ 
s 

which reduces to Equation 3.11: 

v(s) = C(S2 + s 1 ) 
"R'C' + IT 

1 
filill 

1 
R +CS 

R(~) 
R + 1 IT 

LS 

+ LS 

when written in the standard form it becomes Equation 3.12: 
/ __,~ ., j -

, >I -
,· , 

I --
= I (s) 

C(S2 + 2r;WnS + w/) (1)' - ~::::-
/· ~I . j l_ c 

Similarly we develop the current equations as before: 

I(s)= ~ = __ rc ..... s_) _2 ____ _ 

LS LCS{S + 2r;Wn + W;, 2 ) 

(3.10) 

(3.11) 

(3.12) 

(3.13) 

(3.14) 

We ~eed both equations 3.12 and 3.14 as they describe the voltage swing across 

the head during a a write and the current wave fonn. With R properly chosen to 

make l; = 1.0 for no overshoot we obtain the case of. no 'ringing in either 

voltage or current. Practice shows that a z;;: of .95 is best as it improves 

for Wv · ./ 
I / ''''~1 

/ 
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RECORDING ELECTRONICS 

HEAD PERFORMANCE 

In inductive heads which are the only ones considered so far, the rea·d 

back perfonnance of the head is directly releated to the velocity of the 
• 

recorded transition, the number of turns on the core, and the efficiency of 

the flux gathering paths. The instantaneous read back voltage is then pro-
dtP portional to KN crt· The flux resulting from a transition is complex having 

field lines changing in slope from some positive value to some negative value 

or visa versa over some distance. The work of Karlquist and Hoagland's studies 

have provided the basis for these interactions with considerable work done 

by others following. It is not the purpose here to detail the derivations, 

but we will use their results. 

KARLQUIST 

.1. [ - ( g/2 + x) -Hx (x ,y) = ng tan 1 y J + tan 1 

2 . 

-1 ({g/2 + x) + 
Hy (x,y) =21Tg ln (g/2 _ x)z+ y~ 

(4.1) 

(4.2) 

These two equations show that there is both a horizontal x component 

as well as a y component of flux. Where g is the gap length, x and y are the 

component vectors. 

Most authors have neglected they component for simplification by assuming 

a thin media; however, there are features of the read back pulse that can only 

be predicted by using the y component. 

5.1 -
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The idealized thin media pu1se is given by: -
e (x) ; K1.f'_M 1x(x - x) Hx(x)dx = (M 1x*Hx) x where* is the convolution. 

·d" 

There are several other derivations that should be looked at besides the 

arctangent equations. Others have used the Gausian, Lorentzian and modified 

Lorentzian versions. We will use the results of their work here, but will 

not go into the magnetics nor derive the equations. Our purposes will be 

filled as we understand the effect of the various parameters of the head on 

the read back and writing process. 

As expected the center of the transition is the ooint of the maximum 

time rate of change of the recorded flux; therefore, the read back voltage 

will be a maximum trailing off on either side. We will use the Gausian or _) 

bell shaped curve for understanding as shown in Figure 4.1. We refer to this 

pulse as an isolated pulse. Hoagland and others have shown that linear super

position holds for this pulse. Therefore as we record positive and negative 

transitions alternately on the disc the resulting waveform will be a train 

of positive and negative pulses of the general shape shown in Figure 4.1. 

As these pulses are crowded together we can use superposition in order to 

predict the resulting waveform or interaction. 

In Figure 4.2A the peaks of the two pulses do not interface, but there is 

interference between them. The resultant waveform remains nearly the same in 

peak-to-peak amplitude, but does not return to the base line between them. In 

Figure 4.28 the spacing is closer. Here the pulses interact stnongly, influencing 

both amplitude and peak position. Note the reduction in amplitude of the resultant 

peaks and also the shift in position of the peaks compared to the original. 

Since a train of data is time dependent as to its value in a data stream, this 

shift becomes significant. We refer to the shift as bit shift or peak shift 

5.2 
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and it results strictly from pulse interaction. 

If we were to test the peak amplitude of the read back waveform as a 

function of transition spacing or transition density, then we get what is 

called a transit.ion or bit density curve. This is shown in Figure 4.3. 

Each head and disc com~ination has its own curve depending on their 

many parameters. Bit shift OT transition shift can also be similarly plotted 

on the same graph coordinates. The extension of the amplitude curve relates 

to the wavelength of the transition spacing and the gap length. If the gap 

field includes two transitions the net flux is zero, hence' a maximum at B 

in Figure 4.3. The head disc parameters are gap length, throat height, flying 

height or spacing, media coating thickness, media coercitivity and remenance, 

and head core reluctance. Amplitude is affected by throat height, he-ad 

spacing, coating thickness and remena~ce particularly in the flat or non

interacting portion of the curve. The point at which the roll off occurs is 

affected by gap length, flying height, coating thickness and media coercitivity. 
I 

From the above it can be seen that some parameters-affect both amplitude 

and roll off. Generally speaking, if we want to increase transition density 

we need to fly closer, use thinner media of higher coercive force and use a 

narrow gap head. All this shows up in the equations for Pwso or the ~ voltage 

pulse width of the isolated pulse as shown back in Figure 4.1. 

There is an equation that has been derived to expr~ss the Pwso in terms 

of distance. 

5.3 
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HEAD PERFORMANCE 

PW50 = ~ g2 + 4 ( d + a + o ) ( d + a) 

Where g = 9ap length 
d = head media separation 
( = media thickness 
a = transition length 

(4.3) 

The transition length has been expressed as 'a' for N1Zn fer;.rite heads. 

o (. Br 
a = 2 He Kd - ~ (4.4) 

No mention is made of the field spreading effects of finite rise time 

nor of the core re 1 uctance and penn e ti vi ty. Kd is an empi ri ca 1 number equal to 

0.75 for particulate media and about 0.9 for thin metal films. The equation 

does not hold too well for MnZn ferrite heads. A possible explanation is that 

NlZn heads usually have a magnetic dead layer therefore flying height is 

incorrect as is possibly the gap length. If it were perfectly annealed, the 

equation for •a• might be in error due to Kd not counting the effect of finite 

rise time. 

If we observed an isolated pulse on an oscilloscope, we would see a slight 

asynmetry and a trailing undershoot. Going back to the earlier Karlquist 

equation, we can see that there is predicted a y component. It is this y 

component that causes the asynmetry as il 1 ustrated in Figure 4.4. 

This distortion must be considered when predicting bit shift and amplitude 

using superposition. It is presently done by entering points on the curve into a 

computer and having the computer do the work to generate the transition density 

curve. A general density curve can be drawn relating amplitude to Transition 

Spacing/PW50. 

5.4 
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SATURATION CURVE 

If the amplitude of the read back signal were plotted as a function 

of the write current amplitude or given transition density, we get a new 

curve called a saturation curve. As the value of current is increased, we 

would expect the read back amplitude to increase as it would in a linear. 

system. However, as we approach saturation in the media the amplitude levels 

off and remains steady for· increasing amplitude. If the media is thick, the 

saturation curve rolls off instead of remaining flat with increasing current. 

To understand why this is so, consider Hoagland 1 s tenninology of near 

field and far field. The near field is defined as the field within one gap 

length from the gap center as shown as point A in Figure 4.5. Point B is in 

what is called the far field. 

It can be shown that for a head disc interface where the combination of 

flying height and coating thickness is equal to or less than the gap length 

the saturation curve remains essentially flat for increasing current provided 

the pole tip is not saturated. If the furthest particle of the media 

is further away from the gap than one gap length then the total effect is to 

broaden the transition width which reduces the amplitude the same as if the 

PW50 were increased which is exactly what happens. This was explained in 

Figure 2.3. The resultant saturation curve looks like that of Figure 4.6. 

As expected from the transition density curve earlier discussed, the 

amplitude fo_r higher transition densities is reduced -by superposition. 

A saturation curve may be drawn for each density; therefore a typical 

saturation curve is a multiple curve showing at least the minimum and maximum 

density curves for the prepared recording system. Note that as in Figure 4.7 

5.5 
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the current of saturation for each density is different indicating that 

saturation is also a function of transition density. The usual transition 

density curve can be taken at a single current value or it can be plott~d 

using the minimum saturation current level for each transition density. T~ 

optimize a system it is profitable to choose the current value that best · 

overwrites old information. It should also be noted that if the recording 

involves the far field, the ~lope of roll off increases with increasing 

density. This is shown in Figure 4.8. This roll off can be expected from 

the field spreading effect of the particle in the far field vs. the recorded 

wavelength. The correct write current must always be chosen to the right of 

the maximum for the lowest density to be recorded. 

Since we noted that the so called saturation peaks occur at lower write 

current values for increasing transition density, we might ·expect-·the ability 

of writing higher transitions to erase a lower transition signal previously 

recorded to be diminished. Such is the case and results in a new curve called 

the write over curve. It is usually drawn on the same graph as the saturation 

curve, Figure 4.9. The curve data is taken by first writing the lower density 

signal and measuring its amplitude. This amplitude is called O.db and becomes 

the reference. The higher density is then written over the lower density using 

the same value of write current. The residual low density signal amplitude is 

measured. This is done by using a high Q filter turned to the low density 

frequency in both cases. The high density signal is thus eliminated from the 

measurement. The ratio is taken as a -db level and is plotted on the graph. 

The resulting curve then indicates the degree of erasure and the quality of 

the recorded signal. As could be expected, any degradation of a signal affects 

the ability to read a transition and then assign it to its correct time slot. 

5.6 
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A second valuable measurement is the ratio of the amplitudes of the 

of the highest to lowest densities recorded. This is usually expressed as a 

percent. The lower the percentage the further the two points are apart on 

the bit density curve, or if the two points are a fixed density ratio apart 

then it indicates the points are further to the right on the bit density · 

curve. This is particularly true if the recording involves the far field. 

Figure 4.10 illustrates this effect. 

In the near field case, the ratio of F2/Fl is about 0.9, whereas the 

far field ratio is .4/.75 or .53. Back to the near field case, to get the 

same .53 ratio the transition density separation is Fl to F3. 

Because of the write over requirements the write current must be kept 

high, but if the far field effect are involved, both the amplitude and 

resolution, hence bit shift, suffer. A compromise must then be made between 

the two. It is then obvious that far field recording is undesirable. Write 

over values above -26 db are unacceptable. Usually we require at least -30 db 

to keep from degrading the amplitude and resolution or bit shift. The current 

value is always to the right of the saturation point regardless of the write 

over value. This is necessary to ensure erasure of old infonnation. 

The last important measurement is the signal to noise ratio. Noise 

consists of five general components. First is the electronic noise assoicated 

with the amplifier first-stage, the amplifier input current noise times the 

head impedance plus the amplifier voltage noise referred to the input. These 

two add as the square root of the sum of the squares. Barl<hausen noise in the 

head core is also similarly added. The second noise is the media noise 

associated with the particle size, particle distribution and dispersion. 

5.7 
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For particulate media this noise is considerable particularly as the track 

width diminishes. This noise increases as an inverse power function of track 

width. The third major noise source is the write over noise already discussed. 

The fourth noise is side fringing noise as read by the head from the adjacent 

track. The fifth noise source is the minor bit noise. These and electronic 

noise will be considered in a later chapter. The media noise will be worse 

for particulate media and best for thin film media such as metal films. This 

can be seen by considering the particles as separate magnets, each surrounded 

by a non-magnetic binder. Thus each particle contributes to the overall field, 

but as the view of the head decreases either in gap length or in track width, 

then the individual fields dominate which thus modulate the head signal. 

If we record a single frequency signal (single density) and we were to 

read it back noiselessly the resultant spectrum would be a single line equal to 

the bandwidth of the measuring equipment. As we allow noise to enter the system 

the spectrum broadens into the typical bell shaped distribution for white noise, 

or if colored, as by media noise, a different shape. We could plot the peaks 

of all pulses in the presence of this noise and we would get a similar curve. 

Since we are most interested in these peaks as they represent the true position 

of the reproduced bit, we need to concern ourselves with the amount and sources 

of the noise. Similarly, as we move further to the right on the bit density 

curve, we must add the time shift caused by pulse superposition or interaction 

when we write bits of at least two different spacings randomly. The result is 

three curves or more each centered on the predicted peak shift'd'for the 

indicated bit spacing and each containing the probability of peak position due 

to noise. This is illustrated in Figures 4.11 a, b, and c. The work was 

first described by 0. E. Katz and is the subject of a paper by him and 

Or. Campbell published later. 
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The ordinate may be changed to that of the time deviation from the 

expected time position of a recorded transition in a data stream. When 

this is done, Figure 4.llC becomes a plot of the probability of a transition 

being detected as a function of the expected transition of a noiseless non, 

interacting system. If the time window allowed for each transition to be 

assjgned to its correct time slot in a data stream were to be drawn on the 

curves of Figure 4.llC, we would notice that a portion of the transitions on 

either side of 'w'would be misplaced or be in error. We will discuss this 

further at a later time as there are· many other effects that contribute to 

the number of transitions detected outside of its assigned window. 

SIDE FRINGING 

As mentioned earlier a significant noise source is side fringing. This 

signal has two components. Consider the head gap. It is three dimensional. 

So far we have only considered the field directly under the head core but the 

field emanates from the side of the gap just as much as below it. The field 

intensity limits for saturation are just as far as the depth of recording 

and worse as the field of non saturation extends even further. The head 

can read this field every bit as well as that under the head. Also.it is as 

if the media were infinitely thick (to the side). Thus we would expect the 

field to behave as if it were a thick media or •tfar field" recording. This 

resu~ts in low density signals to b~_ read at a higher amplitude than high 

density signals. Now we measure write over as a ratio of two low density 

amplitudes before and after a high density overwrite. It can be easily seen 

that the write over value is degraded by the side fringing signal since non 

saturated infonnation is available to influence the head. The side fringing 

signal pick up is greater for low density signals. If two tracks were 
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irrmed1ately adjacent, the adjacent track recorded with a low density signal 

and the true track recorded with a high density signal then when reading 

the true track the read back signal would contain the low density signal 

as read to the side. If we were to plot the value of the fringing signal 
I 

as a function of the low density frequency, we would observe an increasing 

fringing pickup with decreasing low density or decreasing frequency. All 

this means that the signal. to noise ratio is fur.ther degraded from both on 

track low density signals previously recorded as well as adjacent track low 

density signals Figure 4.13 and 4.14. 

MINOR BIT 

Another noise source is the effect of the edges of the core away from 

the gap. These also represent a discontinuity in permeability and thus will 

·appear as a partial gap. The gap length being infinity. On closer inspection, 

infinity is not correct as some field lines prefer to travel around the core 

and exit the side of the core thus generating a voltage in the coils. 

This is illustrated in Figure 4.15 A, B. The resultant pulse is very 

broad and of low amplitude but contains significant energy. An experiment 

can be set up in which a low density signal is recorded and read back as 

isolated pulses. The amplitude and position of both the isolated pulse and 

the minor pulse are plotted as a function of the low density bit spacing. 

At a certain spacing which coincides with an exact multiple of bit spacings 

equal to the core length the isolated pulse is dramatically affected by the 

minor bit as it adds, Figure 4.16, or subtracts its energy to the isolated 

pulse height by the few percent amplitude of the minor bit, but such is not 

5.10 
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the case. Amplitude increases of -100% have been observed indicating that 

energy is involved, Figure 4.16. The reason this is not observed more often 

is that normal recording is of higher density which masks some of the effect. 

As this noise does affect the recording performance the head is modified to 

reduce the pick up. 

Head manufactures usually degrade the leading and trailing core edges 

either by increasing the flying height at these edges or by machining the 

edges so that it is not parallel to the recorded transition or by crumbling 

the corner so that it does not present a unifonn edge equal to the track 

width. This phenomenon is only a reading phenomena. The write field 

strength at the trailing core edge is not sufficient to move the media. remenant 

field, Br, enough to influence the read back process. 

This can best be seen when recording on a disc on the inner diameters 

where the pole edges's' are not over the track A.made by the regular gap. 

Then moving the head to have the gap over the'B'track. No evidence is seen 

of the signal recorded while writing'A. even when using a spectrum analyzer 

as the measuring device. The thin film heads have significantly shorter 

core pieces, therefore the minor bit is substantial. It shows itself as an 

undershoot on both sides of the isolated pulse. A second effect in disc 

recording is an amplitude modulation as a function of radius for· constant 

frequency record. These two effects are shown in Figures 4.17 and 4.18 

respectively. 
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The number of undulations being determined by the ratio of the pole 
f/4- 1.1.11 

thickness and the diameter change from ID to the 00.,A.. Similarly, we would 

expect a modulation if we wrote varying bit density signals on a constant 

track as shown in Figure 4.19 which is the standard density curve. At ver1 

low densities the transition spacing exceeds the pole tip length, therefore, 

no modulation occurs. The above assumes equal pole tip lengths. 

The isolated pulse shape is the same for all low density signals below 

the pole tip length. When the transition spacing nears the pole tip length, 

the shape of the isolated pulse changes until it affects the amplitude. 

Thereafter the density curve is modulated for all higher density signals. 

J 
During this chapter we have focues on three fundamental curves that 

I\ 
describe the performance of the heads and discs together. We can.su11111arize 

by drawing several curves that relate the various mechanica~ dimensions of 

the head and disc. The unlabeled dimensions are considered unchanging. 

The five mechanical parameters that affect head-media performance 

significantly are the head gap length, head spacing, head coil turns, 

media thickness and media coercitivity. The actual shapes of the above 

curves are only to show trends not actual ratios. Of these curves the head 

gap length, head spacing and media coercitivity control the transition 

density performance as long as the signal to noise ratio remains the same. 

Generally we can say that as head gap length decreases, as long as the 

combination of flying height and media thickness is kept within the near 

field deftnition, transition density can increase. 
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OFF TRACK CONSIDERATIONS 

Both tape and disc machines exhibit problems with registration of the 

written track and the reading head. In tape machines this occurs in two 

areas. First the skew of the head centerline from the centerline passing 

thru the center of all parallel transitions. The angle produces two problems. 

The angle produces a cosine error in the track width which lowers the signal 

amplitude and a cosine function that broadens the transition as seen by 

the head gap thus lowering the amplitude and effectively increasing the Pw50 

which reduces frequency response. The other is tape registration which is a 

problem relating to the guides and the slitting process of the tape itself. 

In disc drives part comes in the form of disc runout which is similar 

to the tape guide-slit edge problem wherein the disc- does not always rotate 

around the same point. This is due to bearing problems. Earlier disc drives 

have a cantilever bearing system which accentuates the problem. Also pack 

mounting repeatability is a problem. These together cause the disc line 

of rotation to precess which moves the track from its expected posi'tion as 

a cosine error. With a disc stack of more than one disc this makes the 

error subject to vertical location. 

Another area of concern is the carriage and ways. These are the moving 

parts that hold the head arms and allows movement into and out of the pack, 

a radial change in position. Any tilt of this assembly either due to machining 

or due to debris on the bearing surfaces will again cause a cosine error 

which worsens the further the head position is from the bearing surface. 

The manufacturing repeatability of the head arm and its alignment introduce 

either direct off track position error due to misalignment or cosine and 

cosine error from gap skew as previously discussed. The latter group of 
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errors have been eliminated in the fixed pack concept which was introduced 

in 1974 by IBM in the 3340 machine wherein the heads, carriage and way are 

included with the spindle in a separate package or module. The remaining 

tolerances remain until they can be reduced by changing the location of the 

bearings to either side of the spindle and carriage. 

Early disc drives used a detent arrangement to locate the position of each 

track. These tolerances were enormous compared to the track spacings. 

For example in the 2314 the track spacing is 10 mills. A total of 3 mills 

was allowed for all the above tolerances, or 30% of the track width. Later 

machines achieved better registration by utilizing a close~ loop positioning 

servo to locate each track. Here a single head, the servo head, is.made to 

follow a pre-recorded track containing positioning information. This cut the ') 

carriage til't error to about half and similarly the precession errors. Added 

though is the ability of the servo system to follow the track. 

The total savings were positive thus permitting a present 960 tracks per 

inch or about 1. 04 mi 11 track spacing for the Memorex 3652 machine. Any 

mispositioning of a head in relationship to its recorded track results in 

increased noise in the form of adjacent track signals during read. A misplaced 

written track similarly creates problems for both the track of interest as 

well as the adjacent track and finally a reduction in signal amplitude due 

to the mispositioning. As can be seen the closer together the tracks, the 

less movement can be accepted before the signal is degraded. Typical ratios 

of head width to track separation remain fairly consistent for all machines 

5 .14 
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at around 70% which is just the same as for the old detent machines of the 

1960's. The difference being that some tolerances have been reduced 

permitting an increase in track density up to the next limitation. 

An example of the signal degradation due to mispositioning is illustrated 

in Figure 4.33. The signal read will be A, the intertrack gap is B and the 

adjacent track signal is C. Fringing is also a factor. 

A 
Sig= T(on track amplitude);:-~· + F1 

c 
Noise = T(on track amplitude) ;:;- + F2 + T (surface noise) 

At the ID the gaps are separated by 

At the OD the gaps are separated by 

.-d 1 
2 ln (BP Ill bi ts 

2dj~ R1J 
-'Z·l(BPI) (lroll bi:ts 

If the gaps are symetrical around the radial line, then + at OD the length 
-1 d/2 

b = R(l - cos« ) = Ro(l - cos (sin ( -- ))) 
R 

-1 ~ 
At ID the length of b = R(l - cos ) = R ( 1-cos (sin (~)) 

-1...!lL..2 -1 d/2 
the difference is R0 (1 - cos R ) - R1(l - cos Rl) 

This could be compensated for by the servo track spacing as far as track 

centerline is conoe~ned as well as the intertrack spacing. 

The skew wi 11 be twice the difference between a and B if we a 1 i gn the gaps 

to the radial line at the O.D. I.O. = 2 ( a- B). 
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However, if we align the gaps to the radial line at some mid position 

then we would get ± (CL=B) for both the I.D. and the 0.0. The true alignment 

point would be at the radius where a=o.s0 sec Fig. 3.35. 

Now the difference between CL and s is large and normal skew misalignment 

is usually kept to within ±30 or ±0.5° to minimize amplitude loss. This then 

restricts the total travel of the head. For example: • 

R = 6.5" D = 0.02" 

CL = sin -'( ~) = .08814736" 
6.5" 

.01 .01 
1.08814736 = sin .01899061 = .5265" radius 

d 
if = • l" R0 = 6.5" R1 = 4.0" CL = .44074106°, B = .71621585° 

2 

!:. b .120 mills. This says that!:. .C is 2(6 - CL) 

bo = 6.5(1 - cos(sin- 1 5~§)) = 1.4234 x 10-4 

= (.275475°)2 

_1.05 10_4 
b1 = 4.0(1 - cos(sin --;f)) = 3.125 x 

This is close to the 
spec for ± 0. 50 skew. 

This says that there is no positioning reason for not having two heads, one for 

write and one for read with a radial head movement. 

The problem is the isolation required. 

Vw = 7.VBP 
-3 

VR = 1.0 x 10 V @ -30 db S/N 
.001 

Vwn = ( 31 . 622777) 

= 

I Ole•'\ 
for 1~ db isolation for a noise contribution of -30 db. 
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1 • 01 
.00000768 bo = 6.S(l - cos(sin- -gs")) = 

l . 01 
b = 4.0(1 - cos(sin- ~ = .00000312 . 1 

ti b = .000,004,56 or 4.56 u" 

that is for a gap spacing of 10 mills 

Try gap spacing of .10 11 

6.S(l - cos (sin 
_1 .OS 

bo = 03)) (.000029S9)6.5 = .00019234 = 
_1 .OS ) 

b1 = 4.0(1 .. cos (sin 4J) = (.00007313}4 = .00031251 . 

t.b = .120 mills 

s .16 a. 
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R/W BLOCK DIAGRAM 

Figure 5.1 is a general block diagram that may be used to define the 

circuits required. All R/W channels have this fonn. Its complexity may be. 

increased depending on the sophistication of the recorded signal or it may be 

decreased for very iimple signals. As most disc drives have multiple heads, it 

is obvious that some means be prqvided to isolate the individual heads from 

each other while allowing one head to function. This is the function of the 

block marked Matrix. lt is fed from an address register that contains the 

head number selected. ·, For ~easons to be discussed later, these two blocks 

may be repeated. The blocks marked Read and Write perfonn these:basic services. 

A means must be provided to select either. That is the function of the blocks 

marked Read Select or Write Select. Part of the write chain includes the 

Write Pre Driver, the Trigger and any encoding functions. The Read Chain 

includes the Linear Amplifier and Filter, the Detector, and a decoding or 

declocking scheme. Some subfunctions include Address Mark Detection and 

synchronization. A necessary set of functions include the Safety Circuits. 

These are provided in order to protect the recorded data either from simulta

neous co11111ands or from failed components or circuits. These circuits. do not 

respond to legitimate though unintended co11111ands. Tape drives generally perfonn 

these functions multip1y in groups of 5, 7, or more depnding on the machine 

type. It is the prupose of the remainder of this book to address each of these 

blocks in turn. We will discuss the various interactions and requirements 

particularly those related to the head-disc interface. 

WRITE CIRCUITS 

The write circuit used depends on the head winding structure whether it 

is single-ended to reference, single ended floating differential or centertapped 

6.1 
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differential. The circuit also depends on the time between transitions. 

In the single ended version the write current required for saturation is 

alternately reversed in the windings producing the alternating flux 

reversals required for writing. This can be accomplished by the circuit of 

Figure 5.2A. Here the complimentary emitter follower drives is driven by a 

square wave that is carried above and below ground. The current flow is 

then detennined by the voltage level out of the driver and the value of 

resistance in series. With large input voltage swings the value of the 

series resistor can be made large which minimizes the L/R time constant and 

thus reduces the time of the recorded transition. Power dissipation is large 

both in the Driver transistors, the input driving circuit and the series 

resistor. 

The current is detennined from EQ 5.1 and 5.2 

Vin+ - Vbei 
DC I+ 1 

= R + Rh f ls 
(5.1) 

,.,. Vin- - Vbe 2 

DC I- = R Rh t L 1 + 
{5.2) 

If the circuit is balanced to ground then these two currents are equal 

except for the slight differences in Vbe and the input voltage swings. The 

circuit is worse cased by considering input swing variations, the Vbe variations 

and the two resistors variations, one a fixed and the other the winding 

resistance. 

6.2 
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Power dissipation for the transistors is simply calculated, again 

worse case conditions must be assumed. 

= 
(Vsupply max - Vsig min.,. +. Vbe max(Vr1 ~ ,..,,., -.. Vb,."',." 

R min + Rh min 

It will be noted that the current is a function of time; therefore, the 

actual transistor power dissipation is less than EQ 5.3 would indicate during 

the time of the transition. Also the true maximum may not occur at Vsig min 

but at some other value. At the time after switching,the current thru the 

inductor car1not reverse instantaneously, therefore, the transistor power 

dissipation is increased in the same transistor until the current falls off 

to zero on its way to the opposite maximum. The base voltage changes to the 

opposite polarity but the current remains the same. The power peak is given 

by EQ 5.4. 

PT 
Peak = (Vsupply max - (-Vsig min) + Vbe max) I Max 

Where I max is the current detennined by equation 5.1 (or 5.2). 

(EQ 5.4) 1 

This transient power dissi·pation must be considered, particularly when 

secondary breakdown can occur. The choice of transistor then not only 

depends on·the voltage and current, but unfortunately both at the same time. 

Figure 5.3 shows the relationships. 

6.3 
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The head circuit cannot really neglect the capacitance; therefore, the 

actual head current is determined by EQ 5.41 for a step function, using the 

circuit of Figure 5.28. 
1 

= 

(
{LS + Rh) CS- ) 

( s ) . LS + Rh + C~ . 
,. 

V sig (5.4)2. 

s 

This breaks down to a third order step: 

V sig (s) ( l cs•+ 1~" C 5 +. 1) (5.5J.. 

All this slows down the rise time1 widens the transition widt~which in turn 

widens the PW50. 

Another circuit that could be used is shown in Figure 5.4. Hel'l!the 

write current""is determined by the series combination of R, the head circuit, 

and the saturation resistance of the transistor. 

I 
h{DC) = 

V - Vsat 

R + Rh -+-l <;. {EQ 5.6) 
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The transient behavior is the same as EQ 5.5 only V sig is replaced 

by +V. 

It should be noted that the rise time is affected by the storage time 

of the transistor. If the storage time is very small compared to the 

transition time then it might be a useful circuit. Note that the transistor 

current is nearly double being 

v - Vsat 
= R + Rh<: 

+ V - Vsat 
R 

(EQ 5. 7) 

The power dissipation in the resistors are very nearly constant. The 

voltage breakdown requirements for the transistor include the voltage developed 

across the head at turn off time due to the inductance. This can be nearly 

the--same as +V meaning the transi star wi 11 see 2V during the transient. 

Also the voltage goes negative indicating that the transistors require a 

co11111utating decode to prevent breakdown (shown dotted). 

The damping of the head for a zeta of .95 can be accomplished by the 

collector resistors or by the addition of a third resistor in parallel with 

the head. 

Tolerances on the Resistor, the Vsat, the supply, and the head winding 

resistance determine the range of write current expected in a manufacturing 

run. 

A third circuit is shown in Figure 5.6. Here the transistor storage 

time is eliminated, but the current source must supply nearly twice the head 

6.5 
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current as is also required in Figure 5.4. The conmutating diodes are 

eliminated by making +V equal to twice that required which leaves a bias of 

+V on the collectors. This accommodates the negative V swing of the head 

without saturating the transistor. A penalty is that the transistor power · 

dissipation is high. The average Pw being for the transistor, 

Pw are = {+V - I R + Vbe - Vb)I 5 S""f" 
(EQ 5.8) 

The time domain transient equation is the same as equation 5.9 and 5.10 

1 
I(s) rr (EQ 5.9} 

Ih --1.. a-) = S(S2 + 2RC S + 

!(s) Wn2 
(EQ 5.10) = S(S2+ 2~WnS + Wn 2 ) 

The transistor voltage breakdown requirement is 1.5 V due to the voltage 

rise resulting fro111 inductive current. Again the damping is achieved via 

2R or a third resistor in parallel with the head. It will be noted that the 

current thru a resistor at switching time goes from I/2 to ~I during the 

transient and back to I/2 again for one half of the cycle. On the second 

half cycle it goes from +I/2 to -I/2 and then back thru zero to + I/2 again. 

The degree of achieying these excursions is controlled by both zeta and the 

head capacitance. 
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The peak power dissipation for the resistor is threfore approximately 

(EQ 5.11) 

occurring at time A on Figure 5.7. 

A fourth circuit and its variations can be used which reduces the power 

dissipation by requiring a ~urrent source of only I instead of the 2! as used 

in the previous two circuits. The basic circuit is that of a current controlled 

bridge. In this circuit the current path is controlled by a pair of emitter 

followers in the upper half of the bridge. The base voltage swing Vbl - Vb2 

must be large. The negative going portion must be greater than the voltage 

developed across the head during switching. n' s.J 

The average power dissipation of the upper transistors is half the DC value t-) 
if the signal on Vbl - Vb2 exceed the transient head voltage. 

= (V - Vb1+ + Vbe) I 
2 (EQ 5.12} 

The head current equation is the same as in EQ 5.10. If the input Vbl 

and Vb2 is less than the transient voltage then current must flow thru Tl or 

T2 during a portion of the transient; therefore, the power dissipation is 

increased by that current flowing times the V-Vb difference. 

(EQ 5.13} 

Where It is that portion of Ih supplied thru the transistor. 
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PUBLICATION INTENDED. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. 

R/W BLOCK DIAGRAM 

The modification of the head current is due to a portion of I source 

being supplied thru the non off upp.er bridge transistors. One disadvantage 

of this bridge circuit is the circuits that are required to drive the bridge. 

These circuits also have power dissipation particularly the circuits driving 

the upper half of the bridge due to the large swings required, and if fast 

speed is required, low impedance, high current. 

There are several circuits that may be used. Note the phasing required. 

Because of the various propagation delays and turn on - turn off times, the 
t:/fAldll i1,,ttr 

bridge may exhibit current spiking where both t~a11tGitiER1s may be on momentarily 

at the same time providing a path directly from +v to the current source. 

Fortunately, the current source prevents the larger currents that occur in 

saturated bridges. 

With these drivers the current sources detennine the swing available. 

The tolerance of the various resistors and the tolerances on the current source 

must ensure adequate swings on Vbl and Vb2 to maintain an unaltered current 

wavefonn. Care should also be exercised to minimize this margin as the power 

dissipation of the bridge depends on these voltages and the current. If too 

large a margin is provided, A in Figure 5.9, then the lower half of the bridge 

has a higher than necessary dissipation. If not enough margin is provided, 

then the bridge saturates and rise time is degraded. Further if the swing on 

Vbl - Vb2 is small then the upper half of the bridge experiences a higher 

dissipation. Normally, the upper half of the bridge only sees the difference 

+V and Vbl or Vb2.times the current source value. By using the circuit of 

Figure 5.118 this is minimized. One nice thing about the combination of 
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PUBLICATION ·INTENDED. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. 

R/W BLOCK DIAGRAM 

Figure 5.8 and 5.118 is that it is easily integrated. Integrated circuits 

cannot tolerate PNP switches at either high currents or high speeds, therefore, 

theyare avoided. This last combination is very effective for two terminal 
Z ~/llE/t 

thin film heads where the voltage tran$ient is below the base - emitter ~ 

voltage. Those heads that have large voltage transients must necessarily 

use a different circuit sucn as Figure 5.6. The head field for all two terminal 

heads is proportional to NI. The read back voltage is also propo~tional to 

N d<j>/dt. 

There is another class of head circuit that is very popular for reasons 

to be discussed later under multiple heads. These heads feature a centertap. 

They are therefore a three terminal device as Figure 5.12. 

Th•! circuits used to drive this head are necessarily different. One 

principle is immediately obvious and that is that the write current flow is 

into either terminal A or terminal C and out terminal B depending on the 

direction of the writing flux desired. The head inductance is preportional 

to N2; therefore, the number of head turns required for the same N I as previ

ously discussed needs to be double, therefore the inductance is multiplied by 

four. One advantage is that the read back voltage is twice the previous value. 

Bandwidth restrictions force the use of a total of N turns therefore the 

readback voltage is the same but the write current is double to keep the 

same NI. 

The head circuit can be either the full differential, or it can be 

half where the inductance is equal to LA-C/2 (EQ 5.14) as can be seen by 
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PUBLICATION INTENDED. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. 

R/W BLOCK DIAGRAM 

LA-B + MB-C {EQ 5.15} where Ms-c is the mutual inductance of the section 

B - C reflected into A - B. The capacitance for the half equivalent is twice 

the value of the differential capacitance. The damping resistor is half. 

Alt this is shown in Figure 5.13 A and B. 

L Total = LA - c = LA-8 + Ms-c + LB-C + MA-B (EQ 5.16) 

Either circuit will yteld the correct results when used in equation 5.10. 

The circuits that are used are discussed below. 

The first circuit is the saturated switch version as shown in Figure 5.14A 

and B. In Figure 5.14A the DC current is established from EQ 5.17. 

= 
V - Vsat -

Rh 
R + -2 

(EQ 5 .17) 

Worse case values can be assigned that give the range of currents over 

production runs. Note that the current I is only passing thru half of the 

head windings when calculating the current for the field required. This 

circuit is only useful where the storage time is acceptable. 

The damping resistor Ro is not affected by the series current determining 

resistor R in contnast to that of the two terminal head circuits of Figure 5.4. 

The voltage excursions on the collector are the same due to twice the 

current. No conmutating diodes are required as the voltage on the collectors 

never go below ground. 

6.10 
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R/W BLOCK DIAGRAM 

For this circuit, though, the collector - emitter voltage breakdown 

must be greater than twice the +V supply. 

The circuit of Figure 5.14B is different. It also suffers from stora~e 

time in the switching transistors, but the voltage waveform is different even 

though the DC value is identical to EQ 5.17. 

It will be noticed that the collector voltage goes below ground, while 

the second one goes to ground. This requires conmutating diodes, also a second 

look at the equivalent circuit. The commutating diode places both ends of 

the head at near ground forcing a head equivalent circuit of just a series Rh 

and the inductance Lr for the duration of the conduction of the diodes.· The 

time for rise during this period is essentially LA-C/Rh which can be very long. 

When the transient voltage reduces as the change in current drops, then the 

circuit reverts to the standard parallel RLC of Figure 5.13A or B. Obviously 

this is not a desirable circuit. 

The most popular circuit is shown in Figure 5.16. Here the full speed 

can be achieved but at the cost of transistor power dissipation. The voltage 

V is chosen to keep the negative transient voltage at the collectors above the 

input Vin+. The damping resistor is chosen to satisfy EQ 5.17 for a zeta of 

0.95. 
1 

(EQ 5 .17) 

The waveforms are shown in Figure 5.17. Notice the collector voltage relationship 

to the base voltage marked as 'margin' also the peak voltage to the VW level 

that must be within the VcEO breakdown voltage, (collector to emitter). 
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PUBLICATION INTENDED. ALL RIG~TS RESERVED. 

R/W BLOCK DIAGRAM 

For a P maximum we use EQ 5.18. 

= (Vee MAX - Vb, Min•+ Vbe MAX) I source MAX (EQ 5.18) 

. 
We may divide power by two only if the switching signal has no de component. 

If the DC average of the in~ut waveform is not zero, then some other factor 

must be used. Its value will lie b.etween 1 and 2 depending on the asynmetry. 

Another consideration is the length of time one transistor is conducting. This 

is due to the thermal lag of the transistor structure. For slow waveforms 

the power dissipation must be considered as the full value even if there is no 

de component of the input signal. Localized heating of the junction may exceed 

the allowable junction temperature. 

The junction temperature for all circuits can be calculated using the 

transistor thermal resistivity value published for that device. 

Tj = (RJc + RcA)(°C/W)(Pw Max)(Watts) +TA Max (EQ 5.19) 

Where RJc is the thermal resistance in °c;watt from junction to case, 

RCA is the thermal resistance in °c;watt from case to ambient air 

PWMax is the power dissipation in watts, and TA is the ambient ma~imum 

temperature in °c. 

For best reliability the junction temperature, Ta, should not exceed 

100°c even though a device may be rated to 12s0c or even 1so0c. The temperature 

rise is the first half of the equation. It may be modified by adding a heat 

sink which alters the parameter RcA· Nothing can be done for RJc though. 
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R/W BLOCK DIAGRAM 

Air flow also enters into RcA value and is usually published as a family of 

curves. For writing circuits the power dissipation is fairly high in 

comparison to standard circuits particularly as large currents are required 

in high inductance circuits. The requirement to keep the collectors out af 

saturation forces higher collector voltages. 
• 

= 1source( 
_! ) (EQ 5.20) 

i +-f3 

BASE DRIVE 

A further consideration is the base drive. The impedance of the base 

driving circuit needs to be kept low in order to reduce the Miller effect 

feedback. If the input impedance is high the head voltage transient will be •• ,} 

capacitivf!ly coupled to the ~ase circuit possibly forcing the transistor back 

. out of conduction and the opposite transistor back into conduction. Figure 5.18 

illustrates this effect where the dotted line represents the feedback thru 

Miller capacitance. The transistors also requires consideration when 

designing the base driver circuits. It also affects the current thru the head 

and the current source. All the circuits previously mentioned that are driven 

from current sources will have these limitations. Those that are saturated 

switches will have only the Miller effect to contend with. Equations 5.21 and 

5.22 describe these effects. 

= 

V base = 

I source -
Ic 

a ·- I ( - fouMc I 

Vin _ (! Vh Transient ) 

l_ + Rin 
cs 

Rin 

(EQ 5.21) 

(EQ 5.22) 
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PUBLICATION INTENDED. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. 

TIME DOMAIN SOLUTION 

The time domain solution for the head voltage and the head current as 

described in EQ 3.11 and EQ 3.14 are given in EQ 5.23 and 5.24 respectively. 

1 _l 11 2 I(s) L Wn 
V ( s) = -( S .... 2._+_2_l;;_W-nS_+_W_n_2_) 

:;: IL Wn -~Wnt . {172 
e Sm( 1 -l;; wn° (EQ 5.23) v1 - l;;z 7 

i -1 I ( s) =1-1 _I_(_s_) _w_n' ___ _ 
S(S2 + 2~WnS + Wn 2 ) 

. /f-l;2J 
sin(Wn Ji -€'t - tan -i -~ . ) (EQ 5.24) ' 

It may be noticed that most write d~4iver ci:rcuits bases are driven differentially. 

This type of input is forgiving of any slight unsymmetry in the input waveform 

as long as the unsynmetry is repeated on each input. This is illustrated in 

Figure 5.19 where the crossovers are not occurri.ng at the centerline due to 

slope unsynmetry. Such unsynmetry may be caused by variations in rise and fall 

times. A typical switching input swing requirement for differential unsaturated 

switches is about l.OV. This value guarantees total cut off of the opposite 

transistor. We assume that 0.4 volts Vbe are required to bring a transistor 

into a slightly conductive condition and by 0.7 to 1.0 volts the transistor 

is completely on. When using transistors with larger Vbe sat voltages, they need 

to be provided larger input swings in order to correctly switch them. 
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WRITE VOLTAGE CONSIDERATIONS 

Since the write voltage transient forces the collector voltage to be 

high to acco1T111odate the swing, we might profitably look at what we can do 

to limit the total swing. Restating EQ 5.23 again, we can ignore the time 

varying terms and just look at the magnitude portion as shown in EQ 5.25. 

I L Wn 

·11 - 1;; 2 
(EQ 5.25) 

by substituting KNt. = L and ignoring the damping term in the denominator 

as~ is a constant for all write system = 0.95, we get: 

I KN 2 

{KN2c 
= 

NI . .fK (r:Q 5.26) 

iC 

Now we see that NI is proportional to the flux required to saturate the media. 

For a given head - media interface, NI is a constant. If we change the flying 

height and/or the gap length in order to reduce the current then we can reduce 

the transient voltage, but just reducing I forces N to be increased to keep 

the same saturating flux which accomplishes nothing. The only other alternative 

is to either improve the head efficiency by reducing the throat height provided 

we can do so without saturating the core pole tip or increasing the capacitance. 

This latter will lower Wn which increases the rise time which may be excessively 

detrimenta 1 . 

WRITE PULSE SHAPING 

One way to improve the rise time in a head that requires a large number of 

turns, such that the Wn is lower than desired, is to pulse the current source 

in time with each switching edge. The effect is to force the head current to 

6.15 
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WRITE PULSE SHAPING 

rise towards the higher value and then just before the required current value 

is reached to drop the current source value to its nonnal value. A penalty 

for doing this is that there is a voltage across the_ head capacitance remaining 

that needs to be removed before the head current can settle to its final value. 

The width of the pulse will require careful control in order to orchestrate 

the desired result. A circuit for doing this is shown in Figure 5.20, along 

with the wavefonns in Figure 5.21. 

As can be seen the voltage tr.ansient is very large. The rise is fast 

during the pulse then it reverts to a negative slope until the transient is 

over. The equation takes the ~onn of two parts where the 

(EQ 5.27) 

notation is for two step functions at differing times and Im= I + Io (EQ 5.28). 

B. PRE DRIVER CIRCUITS 

The circuits used to drive the Write Drivers can range all the way from a 

direct connection to the Flip-Flop to a intennediate amplifier or switch that 

is used to establish the bias levels required and/or the- base current requirements. 

For the saturated versions the driving circuit need only provide the base 

current required and a voltage output swing capable of turning the driver 

transistors on and off. Standard.T2·L logic blocks are usually sufficient. 

If higher base current is required an open collector output device can be used \ 

efficiently. An example of both is shown in Figures 5.22 A, B, and C. 
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PUBLICATION INTENDED. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. 

B. PRE DRIVER CIRCUITS 

For the non saturating switches either a T2L, ECL or a voltage translating 

switch can be used. If T2L logic blocks are to be used, care must be taken to 

minimize the Miller feedback transients during the up level by maintaining law 

impedances or by using pull up resistors as required in the saturated versi-0n. 

ECL logic has the advantage of law impedance and a voltage swing sufficient to 

switch the driver transistors. 

If the write drivers are PNP and the head is tied to a negative voltage, 

then the type requires no base translation as shown in Figure 5.22C but may 

be connected directly if sufficient base drive is supplied. If the head 

centertap is grounded, then the bases of the write drivers need to be driven 

from a potential sufficient ta keep the driver transistors out of saturation. 

This function is best perfonned by a current switch unless the storage time of 

saturated switches-and their voltage swing can be tolerated. 

With the current switch Pre Driver both the impedance and the voltage 

swing requirements can be designed in. Figure 5.24 shows an NPN driver with 

a PNP Pre Driver. The -V ref is chosen to keep the Write Driver collectors 

(3,4) out of saturation during the head transient. The bases of the Pre 

Driver can be driven directly from either T2l or ECL logic blocks. This 

kind of circuit lends itself to large separations between the Pre Driver 

and the Write Driver wherein the impedance can be that of an interconnecting 

cable for termination purposes. The current in the Pre Driver needs to be 

large enough to produce the Write Driver base drive voltage swing required. 

When this circuit is worse cased both the Write Driver turn on and turn off 

requirements must be met but also the Miller feedback from the head transient 

must be allqwed for. Lastly, the Write Driver base breakdown voltage Vber 
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B. PRE DRIVER CIRCUITS 

must not be exceeded. These equations are complicated by the base current 

requirements of the Write Driver. A set of equations follows. 

= \rsource (i -L max 1\ 

I 
) - I source I J ~ax ( EQ 

max 2 ,J3i..max + I 
5.30) 

(EQ 5.32) 

If more than one Write Driver is desired to be connected to a conmen Pre Driver, 

then due consideration needs to be paid to capacitance as associated with the 

RC of the Pre Driver load. One problem when driving long cables between the 

Pre Driver and the Write Driver is that both ends must be terminated in the 

characteristic impedance of the cable in order to absorb the transients associated 

with both the Pre Driver output and the Miller feedback of ~he Write-Drive. 

This will ensure quiet operation with no reflections. A network can be 

designed to drive multiple cables with their characteristic impedance at both 

ends. A circuit for doing this is shown in Figure 5.25 
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B. PRE DRIVER CIRCUITS 

Symmetry shows that half the impedance of a twinaxial cable or the 

impedance of a coaxial cable must be used for Z0 • 

= = 
R {R + -10 

l 2 2 (EQ 5.33) 

The voltage swing at the bases of the Write Driver will be a function of the 

two current sources as before (EQ 5.29, -30) but now R needs to be modified 

to include the effects of the network. This is best illustrated by considering 

Figure 5.26 when only one Write Driver is activated and the second is idle. 

= fi R3 j I ~ R2 +2 + R, )R, 
source 

i c + B '.• ;i. + ZR, 
(EQ 5.34) 

(EQ 5.35) 
R +R +EL 

1 2 2 

This is the base to base voltage with no base current effects from the 
3 4 

Write Driver. 
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C. CURRENT SOURCES 

The current sources considered are those used to generate the write 

current. Several design requirements must be met. First the current source 

must be stable with temperature and supply voltages. Second the manufacturing 

tolerances must be minimized. Two circuits are considered here. The first, is 

the zener controlled emitter degenerative circuit of Figure 5.27. This is 

shown as a negative current.source. 

For this circuit to function correctly the voltage on the collector of 

Ql must always be more positive than its base. This prevents saturation. 

When the collector is connected to the Write Driver this means that the most 

positive base of the Write Driver must be at least two Vbe drops above the 

base of Ql. Notice that the Di ode Dl is added to compensate for the Vbe of 

Ql over temperature. This is only true if the di ode characteristics of both _;) 

Ql and 01 are the same and the currents are the same. Doing this is rather 

wasteful so a compromise is made allowing a degree of temperature compensati:on·. 

The zener D2 is chosen for a sharp knee or at least a fairly flat zener potential 

around the maximum and minimum currents expected thru Rl. If the diode drop 

Vo1 is the same as the Vbe at the operating current then the current source 

is essentially: 

( EQ 5. 36) 

Since this is fairly ideal we need to consider the whole circuit. The circuit 

includes the TLL interface and Q2. 
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C. CURRENT SOURCES 

First we will saturate Q2 for a maximum of 25 ma. This will ensure that the 

zener will be operating well past tts knee. 

25.ma 
at. 

With Q2 saturated we can proceed to the input of QL 

Iz = 
min 

(EQ .5·.·37) 

The voltage at the base of Q1 will be, realtive to the minus supply, _as follows 

if we ignore the fact that the first tenn Vzmin is contrary to Vzmax used to 

calculate Iz min as given in EQ 5.Je. 

= 

Therefore the current source will be: 

I source 
min 

(EQ 5. 35) 

(EQ 5.40) 

If this current source were to feed the Write Driver of Figure 5.16, then the 

actual head current would be reduced by ..the base current drawn by the Write 

Driver as indicated in EQ 5.20. 
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C. CURRENT SOURCES 

The maximum write current can be found as follows: 

= 

I = sourcemax 

+Vmax - (Vmax) - Vo, m1· n· - Vz m1· n·" - ( ) 
------------------------~----------...;....------~....;.;.~M~-I ------------,.,,,., Q 

R1min i S1 max 

Vb1max - Vbe1max 

R2min 

The manufacturing tolerance (more than worse case) is then: 

~I = I I source source max - source min. 

( EQ 5. 4 t) 

(EQ 5.44-) 

It should be noted that several factors can be controlled by choosing both 

the zener voltage large compared to Vbe1 and v01 and using a temperature 

compensated zener with 1% or better resistors for R2 • Also closer tolerances 

on the zener voltage Vz and the zener impedance Rz. 

Going back to the saturation curves of Figure 4.8, we can see reasons for 

a small delta I source when we are forced to use thick media where the 

saturation curve rolls off. If we are using media where the saturation 

curve is flat above saturation then we can use cheaper wider tolerance parts 

for the current source. 
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C. CURRENT SOURCES 

We can go thru a similar procedure if we choose a positive current 

source. 

The second type of current source is the current mirror. This circuit· 

finds favor if the whole is to be integrated on single chip. The circuit.of 

Figure 5.28 is a simple Wilson current mirror. The requirements for stable 

current are the value of R3·and the matching of Ri, Ri, Qi and Q2. Often the 

current thru Qi is multiplied by the junction area ratios of Qi and Qs with 

due consideration for the periphery of the emitters. The function of Q2 is 

to supply base current to Qi and Qs bases at the cost of the error Ib . 
. 2 

= I Error = · (EQ 5.4J"} 

Current multiplication can also be achieved by varying the relative value 

of R, and R1 • Since the resistors in integrated circuits typically have a 

tolerance of 25%, this means that some other resistor type must be used for 

R3 or it can be laser trimmed as one manufacturer has done. 

Power dissipation for both types need to be calculated to ensure the 

junction temperature is not exceeded nor the devise forced into second breakdown. 

The output voltage is simply the conducting base voltage of the write driver 

less one Vbe or Ve max. 

Psource =PCvc max - V.1 min)Is max+ 
,.,..,. {!J+I 

""" 

ls Vbe min 

13 +I ..... ,. 
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D. DATA 

In most recording applications the Write Data is received on multiple 

lines which must be converted to serial form before writing on the media. This 

is easily handled by a parallel to serial converter under the control of the 

write clock. The output of the shift register, or serial data is then changed 

to pulses if the data is true, or no pulses if the data is false. These 

operations are shown in Figure 5.29 which includes a means of providing 

alternations of the input lines to the Write Pre Driver if used and/or the 

Write Driver. The alternations in input level provide the current switching 

which in turn provides the flux changes of the recording. 

The function of the 'and' block A can be modified to suit the code used 

for recording by the use of an encoder. These circuits will be covered later 

when we discuss codes. There is one other function that can be included in the 

Bbck A and that has to do with Pre Compensation. Consider for a moment the 

transition density curve Figure 4.3 and the interaction between transitions 

that cause the reduction in amplitude and pulse shift. When writing a data 

pattern there is not a constant density but discreet changes in density depending 

on the data content and the code used. The plot for bit shift or pulse shift 

included in the density curve was achieved by measuring the peak spacing between 

two adjacent transitions separated by long areas of no transitions. This type 

pattern can also occur in a data stream for some codes. If we were to write 

the transition in such a way that a pulse that is shifted early in time compared 

to its true position could be compensated for by writing the transition late. 

Similarly a pulse that is shifted late can be corrected by writing it early. 

Thus when this signal is read back the pulses are very nearly back to their 

true position. This is know as Pre Compensation. W~en a head - media choice 

6.24 
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D. DATA 

is made for a particular machine design, compromises can be made that can increase 

the density beyond that safety obtainable by using Pre Compensation. Generally 

speaking for the FM codes Pre Compensation is advisable below a resolution of 

0.7 and definitely required below 0.6. The subject of codes is discussed later. 

The circuits chosen to implement Pre Compensation must consider any parallel 

delays in the logic paths as any unsyrrmetry there will write bit shift. This 

can best be achieved by using logic gates from the same clip for all parallel 

functions. As we begin the design we need to determine the number of discreet 

shifts required. These depend on the code used and the transition density 

chosen. For example, one code might exhibit two levels of bit shift, ! 5 and 

! 9ns. These are sufficiently far apart that it would be expedient to design 

a system that implemented the shifts. A truth table then needs to be generated 

that describes the pattern and the expected shifts. We will leave this function 

to the chapter on codes as the implementation of the code is done simultaneously. 

This will suffice for the present. 

We have now completed the blocks used for writing with a single head. There 

were many blocks described for each function. How they are put together and 

which block is chosen depends on the power supply, biasing, bit timing vs. 

circuit delays such as saturated transistors, intended cost goal, and the 

head - media interface magnetically and electronically. 

6.25 
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READ CIRCUITS 

Referring to the block diagram Figure 5.1, locate the Read Pre Amplifier. 

This particular block detennines the basic signal to noise ratio of the 

machine. It also provides the functions of signal amplification and impedance 
d~ 

change. When reading a head signal which is the result of the at of the 

recorded transitions the windings of the head are connected to the Pre Amplifier. 

The amplifier also has some input capacitance and some input resistance, Zin. 

Since we are concerned with a maximum voltage at the Pre Amplifier input for 

voltage amplifiers, the concept of impedance matching is incorrect. We must, 

however, properly damp the RLC network as previously discussed such that we 

have a zeta of 0.7 for a maximally flat bandpass. Now Rand C of the head 

adds appropriately to the Zin and Cin of the amplifier and must be included 

in the calculations. 

Single ended amplifiers, which most engineers are familiar with, have poor 

corrmon mode rejection meaning that for any ground shift voltage, power supply 

voltage noise, or magnetic and electric field noise coupled into the signal 

leads the amplifier wi.11 treat them as if they were signal. This is 

disastrous for high speed magnetic recording. For this reason all wide 

bandwidth read amplifiers use the differential connection as illustrated in 

Figure 6.1. Differential amplifiers have excellent corrmon mode signal rejection 

and corrmon mode power supply noise rejection. 

The differential connection itself needs some basic understanding. Head 

signals are usually referred to in volts, peak to peak, Differential. This 

means that the voltage across the two inputs or outputs is measured between 

the two inputs or outputs as a Peak to Peak value. An oscilloscope is the 

usual measuring instrument. The usual oscilloscope set up is A - B for the 

two inputs. 

7.1 
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READ CIRCUITS 

If we measured 2 mV PP differential signal between points A and B, we 

would then expect to measure 1.0 mV PP between point A and ground also from 

point Band ground. This is referred to as 1.0 mV PP single ended. (S.E.) 

The tenn 11 differential 11 means the difference in voltage between terminals . 

A and B. In Figure 6.2A we can see that the voltage difference between 

term$.nal A and Bat point C is +O.SmV - (-0.SmV) = +l.OmV (EQ 6.1). 

Similarly, at point D we measure -0.SmV - (+O.SmVJ=-1.0mV (EQ 6.2). 

The resultant waveform would be a voltage with an amplitude of 

l.OmV - (-1.0mV = 2.0mVpp differential (EQ 6.3). We could look at the 

following relationships. 

2mV PP diff = lmV PP SE = 0.5mV8p SE (EQ 6.4) 

where S.E. is single ended, and B.P. is base to peak. 

We could add to the complexity and say that this signal is 0.707mV RMS 

Differential or we could say it is 0.3535mV RMS single ended. 

With the above background we can now talk about the amplifier itself. 

The parameters we are most concerned with are high gain, wide bandwidth,_l~w 

noise, low output impedance, and high input impedance with a differential 

/ connection and high common mode signal and power supply rejection. 

The input signals are typically in the low millivolt to microvolt range. 

- This immediately requires that the amplifier noise referred to the input 

must be considerably lower than these levels. For example, we require an 

amplifier that has a Signal to Noise ratio of +30 db, meaning 

s 
20 log N" = 30 db (EQ 6.5) 
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READ CIRCUITS 

For an expected 1.0 ITNPP signal, S, we need to first convert this to 

.3535 mV RMS differential. The noise limit can then be calculated from 

= 31.622 s = - = Antilog 30 
20 N 

0.3535 mV RMS 
N .{tQ 6.6) 

N = ·3535 mV RMS = 11.17 micro volts RMS Diff. (EQ 6.7) 
31.622 

If the amplifier gain were 100 then we would expect to measure 1.117 mV RMS of 

noise at the amplifier output. The amplifier input impedance and the source 

impedance play a dominant role. There are two sources of noise to consider, 

first the voltage and shot noise, meaning with the inputs shorted together we 

would measure an output noise equal to this internal noise voltage source times 

the amplifier gain. The second noise source is a noise current. To develope a 

voltage we simply multiply thisTnoise times the input circuit impedance. In our 

case this is an RLC circuit; therefore, we would expect it to vary with 
1 

frequency. There is a third noise source called F noise, but as this is below 

a few cycles and most magnetic recording occurs at much higher frequencies, we 

can effectively ignore this noise. 

If the head were purely resistive then we could add the two noise sources 

as the root mean square: 

K {Vn"+ ItiR*' = K(effective noise) (EQ 6.8) 

where K is the gain of the amplifier and R is the resistive head. 

v 7.3 
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READ CIRCUITS 

This becomes complicated as we use the true head.impedance. The noise is 

no longer white noise, but is coloured by the reactive h~ad,Figure 6.4. Generally 

we connect the headand measure the noise as a total noise instead of trying to 

separate the various types of noise. 

We may choose a commercially available Pre Amplifier or we may design our 

own. The Fairchild µa733 is one that has desirable characteristics. Flexible 

gain, reasonable input impedance, fairly low output impedance, very good 

Conmen Mode Rejection Ratio and about 12~v of noise measured in lOMHZ bandwidth. 

The amplifier bandwidth is around 70.MHZ. A variation of th~ ~a733 design is 

the Signetics SE592. The basic difference is in the use of a pair of current 

sources instead of a single source supplying the first stage. The basic 

connection is a common emitter differential pair driving a common emitter 

second stage with shunt feedback. The output stage is common collector. 

These two commercial devices will suffice as long as the head signal is 

several mV minimum, and the head impedance is low. When lower level head 

signals are invo1ved, then a better amplifier is needed. There is another 

connection that might be better and that is the cascade stage. Here the 

input impedance is about the same, but Miller feedback is considerably reduced. 

The shunt feedback connection does reduce the Miller feedback from that of 

a straight gain stage using a conman emitter circuit. Compare these circuits 

in Figure 6.5 thru 6.7. 

The low noise is achieved by the use of transistors that have very low 

base resistance,rib. A selection can be made based on fib, breakdown voltage 

and Ft. If desired, the amplifier could be designed and integrated as 

7.4 
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READ CIRCUITS 

an IC using the design rules for the pertinent parameters. 

We will design several Pre Amplifiers here in order to show the method, 

considerations and procedures. 

The basic amplifier will be done first; see Figure 6.8. Simply, the 

input impedance differentially is equal to 2(re + Rm) ScE (EQ 6.9). 

There are other considerations involving the collector, 

those. The output impedance differently is 2(RL + re 
BEF1 2 

-RL - 2 RL 
The gain differentially is -----

2(re1 + Rm1) 
or 

but we will ignore 

+ Rm) (EQ 6.10) 

(EQ 6.11) 

where re is the emitter resistance, Rm is the bonding resistance internal to 

the transistor. 

These simple equations suffice as they will give us the true value within 

a few percent. If we have chosen a transistor with sufficient Ft, then the 

bandwidth will be detennined by the Miller effect and any stray capacitance. 

The Miller effect is worse if the input source resistance is large and 

less if it is low. f~,JM ff6 '• 1 

v = 
0 

(EQ 6.12) 
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READ CIRCUITS 

substituting and rearranging we get: 

k 
A = Vin = 

If we allow Rs~ 0 then we have the case of zero input resistance which is 

close to the case of being driven by an emitter follower. ~ 
I/• '.:"- · V ( . i 

V. _ V1r LL : "-I_'--~~·-' --,, _ ---- ·-,: r I · r r-.:..E '.1 r , _, . -1 . ( 
l i ''--/.. - ' 

~ 
------------- -.....___,_ .. ---

1 
~-i: (CS) .. 

-- ·-- 1 
. '(re+ Rm)(RL + CS) + RL 

(EQ 6.15) 

If the frequency is raised so that I c~ \ = RL in magnitude, then the equation 

reduces to: 

= 
\.. 

which indicates that the true -3db point for the zero Rs case is slightly 

lower than where \xc I= RL. 

The whole object is to show that as long as we use the circuit of Figure 6.8, 

we will not get good bandwidth even if we drive the inputs with emitter followers 

in order to reduce Rs (Figure 6.10). 

Notice also that the bandwidth reduces quickly if RL is large. This may 

be acceptable, though, so we will finish the design. The current source and 

the dynamic range needs to be considered next. The power supply +V can be 
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determined from the current source 

(EQ 6.17) 

In order to get sufficient reverse bias on the collector junction, we can refer 

to the transistor plots of ·constant bandwidth as a function of VcE and Ic. 

Choosing the VcE for the best bandwidth, we only need to assure ourselves that 

the negative output signal swing which is the input signal times the gain cannot 

saturate the collector junction. 

+- V;n max pp SE << (Isource) 1 + B 

(EQ 6.19) 

A·/;., . --- / 
' "I I : - ~. --..... 

If these three equations are satisfied in the worse case, we have established 

the +V level. For example, using the parameters below determine the values 

required using the circuit of Figure 6.10. 

S = 70 Min 
Ft @ 2.ma = 400 MHZ 

Cob = 5.PF 

Vin max = 10.MVff Plf.f 

F sig max = 5.MHZ 

7.7 \ 
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First we will design for.a bandwidth of at least 50 MHZ so that we have 
control of the phase over a manufacturing run. 

With an emitter fQ/fower input we can assure that Mi 11 er effect is sma 11 

therefore the roll off is approximately when !Xe/ = R . Notice that we have 
several capacitors in parallel1 C0 b of the amplifier, C0 b of the enmiter follower 
and some Cbe of the emitter follower plus stray capacitance. · 

(EQ 6.20) 

assume 20pf 

1 
= 1.59xl02 n (EQ 6.21). = 

Therefore RL cannot be greater than 150 n 

At a current of 2.0 ma per transistor we need a current source of 4.0 ma. 

The gain of the 2nd stage is approximately 

RL 150 
A2 = re + Rm = 26 + 5 = 8.333 

2ma 

The V swing across the RL is 

· Vinpp 
2 Ai. = = 

lOrnv 
2 8.333 = 41.665 mv pp se 

The max DC capability of the output V swing is 

(Is)(RL) = (4.ma)(150 ) = 600.mv pp se 

which is well ~ov~ the 41.665~V expected. 

.(O. ,.:zi 

(EQ 6.23) 

(EQ 6.24) 
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We need about 5 volts reverse ·bias on the collector junction as the Vee 

needs to be greater than 

(EQ 6.25) 

Vee -(-0.75V) - (2.0ma)(lSOn) ~ 5.V 

: . Vee ~ + 4. 55V 

to allow for worse case conditons let us choose 6.0V for Vee. 

The output quiescent voltage is then (nominal) 

Vc 2 - Vbc 3 = 6.0v - (2.0ma)(lSOn) - 0.75v = 4.95v (EQ 6.26) 

If we choose the negative supply as -6.0v then the current source if a 
; 

resisto~ should be (nominal) 

f 2Vbe 
R i = - 6. ov f = I i. Sv - 6. Ov f = 1.125Kn 

4.0 ina 

Similarly we can calculate the input emitter follower resistor for a 

2.0ma current as (nominal) 

R = 2 

lvbe - 6.ovf = lo.75 - s.ol = 
2.0ma 2.0ma 

2.625Kn 

(EQ 6.27) 

(EQ 6.28) 

The output emitter follower can only be calculated if we know the impedance 

we wi 11 be driving. Let us assume we wi 11 drive a 300n. 1 oad. Our output swing 

is 41.66 mVpp· This requires that we be able to pull down the emitter voltage 

such that it can follow. 

7.9 
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Vo pp 

R 
0 

= 
41.66 mvpp 

300 n = 

PUBLICATION INTENDED. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. 

0.1388 ma required. (EQ 6.29) 
, A/,. 

( C t:nd ) efi 
~ ,, .. · 7· 

.:.(V, .. ,·,~-
1 .. 

f l//' .,·1 1, ~ 
Output capacitance wi 11 increase this va 1 ue. ' , ~~ I, 1 ( )) f 1) ;-:--:---)/· · ) ~, 

-?.'. 

- . ) . 
/~ 

./ 

We can provide this current easily with our 2.0 ma sources /·. ..~ .. 

= 
Vo - (-6V) 

2.0 ma = 
4.9v + 6.0v 

2.0 ma 

. / . 

= 5.45K, nominal (EQ 6.30) 

The true gain is not the 8.33 of EQ 6.22, but is modified by the two emitter 

fol lowers. 

The gain is approximately 

R2 
(8.333) 

lc1 + R2 

2.625K 
(8'. 333) 

26 + 2.625 
2 

Ro 
Ro 

re 3 

R6 
+ R6 = 
+ RoR6 

Ro+ R6 

(5.45K) (O.SK) 
5.45K + O.SK = 

26 + (5.45K)(0.5K) 
2 5.45K + O.SK 

(.995)(8.333)(.972) = 8.059 

(EQ 6.31) 

~EQ 6.32) 

The above was done to show the attenuation of the other stages and in practice 

you will measure very close to this. 

7.10 
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READ CIRCUITS 

Let us look at the effect of the current source resistor. If there is a 

1.0 Voltpp noise signal on the input, then we would expect the output 

quiescent voltage to vary. 

It would be 

,. 

= l\,aI = l.OV. 

1.125Kn 
(15CX2) = 0.1333 volts (EQ 6.33) 

Depending on the balance of the circuit we would ~xpect some of this change 

to appear in the output as a differential signal. Assume the balance was 2% 

off then the output would contain 2% (0.1333v) or 2.666 mV noise. 

If our minimum input signal were 1.0 mV then the output would be 

(8.059)(1.0 mv) = 8.059 mv with a 2.666 mv noise for a S/N of ~:~~~ = 3.02:1 (EQ 6.34) 

which is disastrous. 

Well, what can be done? .There are several. One is to provide the best 

balance in both transistor parameters and resistor values, and second to make 

R1 a current source. Now the current will not vary with noise and the current 

balance is optimized. A current source is shown in Figure 6.12. 

The current source is ca 1cu1 a ted as fo 11 ows : ·s 

= 

f vJ Ra 
R .+ R 

2 3 

R1 

be- - I _ v fi I.! )'I ( k,, f ! \ 

l't·tr f.;-•l: J 

Rr.: /_ - 2-j/~) 
f.1(i\Ltf_~ 

(EQ 6.35) 
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Notice the placement of the capacitor C. This is positioned in order 

to reduce noise across R1 which detennines the actual current. 1~} value 

is high enough so that the lowest frequency component of noise is sufficiently 

attenuated. 

The second current so~rce type is shown in Figure 6.128. It is basically 

a Wilson source. 

Now we have got a very good idea of what the nominal case should be. 

We have no idea of what will happen worse case. Let us pursue this as it is a 

very important consideration. Worse case is always figured to use the various 

parameters in the direction that emphasizes the calculation in the ctir.ection 

desired. 

The minimum value of stage current (non current source version) is obtained 

by modifying EQ 6.27. (use 5% values) 

C> 

= f-2 Vbemax - V,;, ·mini = 
R max 

b (2)(0.SOv) - (~5.7v)/ 
1181 S'2 

(EQ 6.36) 
1 

= 3.471 ma instead of our desired 4.ma 

This includes the temperature effects on vbe. 

Similarly, we can calculate the maximum current 

= 
l-2 vhe min - v_ maxi 

Ri min 
= 

f-("2)(0.7v):. (-6.34v)I 
1068 S2 

= 4.588 ma (EQ 6.37) 

7.12 
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The output voltage variations are complex. We will take the straight 

forward case first. 

Vo min = Vee min - ~Is 7x x~ ~~max 
. s. JOv [4-~88maH 1 !~oo) (EQ 6.38) 

Notice that I 3 max really depends on V0 min, therefore, the current is not the 

true maximum at all but less. We can best calcu·late a usable value by assuming 

a straight 2 ma for I 3 and ignoring the fact that it is worse than worse case, 

but this is acceptable. 

. · . Vo min = 5. 70V - ( 2. 286 ma . 006 ma) 157 n - O. av 
= 4.460 v 

(EQ 6.39) 

Similarly we can obtain V 0[ :•min) (a, min j 
Vo max = V cc max - . -

2 l+ 62 nnn1 

I, min ~ 
l+S 3 max RL min - Vbes min 

~ 3.4~1 ma)( 
-, 

70 ) 2.0 ~ = 6.30v - 143 n - 0.70v l + 70 1 + 70 

= 6.30v (1.711 ma - .028)143 - 0.70v 

= 5.36v (EQ 6.40) 

There is a 0.9v difference between the two worse cases meaning that in 

manufacturing we will see this spread. 
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In actuality it is worse than this because we cannot buy discreet transistors 

with Vbe's so well matched. Let us look at the Ic current again. 

For this we need to refer to the Vbe vs. Ic curves as well as the 

spread between devices. This spread can be as great as a tenth of a volt at 

these currents. The unbalance then becomes, 

O.lv 
ti I = - = 4.41 ma {EQ 6.41) 

fJ.lli. 
Ima -

2 

This means that one transistor is drawing almost all the current and· the second 

is nearly cut off - drawing only 

4.588 - 4.41 = 0.178 ma 

The amplifier is useless to us if built out of discreet transistors. Now do · 
i 

you see the advantage of doing a worS.f! case analysis. We can modify the circuit 

to force current balance by employing two current sources of half the value and 

adding a capacitor of a suitable value between the emitter as shown in 

Figure 6.13. Now balance is restored, but at the cost of a zero and Pole in 

the gai.n equation (6.42) for low frequencies. 

Rx 
r +Rm+ .l. 

! cs 
A = 

= (EQ 6.42) 
C(re + Rm) S + 1 
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,. ...... 
The gain curves ~shown in Figure 6.14. 

Usually for a low voltage low current stage we do not need to worry about 

the power dissipation of the transistors, but we will calculate those values 

anyway. This combination cannot occur but it will assure us that we are safe. 

Pw max 

~ (:::~~:~1 (::+~max [~cc ;~.vb"max -(( 4·5:8 ma~:a::J 
= (4.S:Bm·)( ~~ )~.3v + l.6v -((4·:8~~ ( ~~) -:~). 14~ 
= (2.286 x 10-3 )(6.3 + 1.6 - 3.26 x 10-1 ) = 17.314 mW (EQ 6.44) 

For a transistor that has a derating factor of 1. 7 mw/ 0c this amounts to a 

17.314 mw 

1. 7 mw/ oc 
= 10.18° Crise 

The two worst resistors are R1 and Rs. These are respectively 

and 

= ( I - 2 Vbe mj n - V. ~ = 22 • 48 mw 
R "'in l .••• 

= (Vo max+ Ve max) 2 = 
Rs min 

(5.36V + 6.3V) 2 

5.177K 
= 26.26 mw 

(EQ 6.45) 

(EQ 6.46) 

(EQ 6.47) 
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This completes the design except for the noise. This circuit is quite noisy 

for several reasons. Fjrst the effective noise voltage source resistance rib is 

twice due to the emitter follower input rib used to increase the bandwidth and 

the regular gain transistor input source resistance rib· Second, the gain is 

only 8.03 which is not enough to ensure adequate Signal to Noise ratio into the ,,. 

following stages. Third, the common mode power supply rejection and comnon mode 

input signal rejection is very poor. All this adds up to a poor choice. Some 

degree of immunity can be achieved by using transistors that have lower Cob and 

using current sources and an emitter capacitor. These 3 changes improve the 

design and permit higher gain. The capacitor could be eliminated if the circuit 

we-reintegrated where Vbe matching is typically better than 5.mv. 

A much better circuit is the cascade amplifier. We will discuss this 

next. It is easily integrated. 

Transistors 5 and 6 are the current scources. The current is fixed by 

Rz and R3 with R1. Transistors 3 and 4 is the first stage. Its emitter 

feedback is thru C and its load is re of transistors l and 2. Then transistors 

l and 2 provide the gain where their load is R4 and Rs. The output stage is 

transistor7and 8. 

~ 

The advantage of this circuit is that the gain of the first stage is one, 

therefore, Miller capacitance is only 2(Cob). This devise can be made large 

in order to ensure rib is small therefore low noise. Bandwidth is determined 

by R4 and Cob of transistors 1 or 2 and these can be made small in order to 

reduce Cob. 

Let us proceed as we did before and start with the value of R4 and Rs . 

From 2N918 transistor data, 7.16 
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T1.,2 Cob = 1 9 @ 5 v . pf . 

Ft = 1.2 GHZ 

1 (EQ 6.48) 

1 = 1 

50.MHZ(2ir)(l.9 + 1.9 + 3)pf (5xl07 ){2ir)(6.8xlO-i2) = 4.68xl02Q 

use 450 RL nominal. 

Gain A1 = RL 450 25 nominal = = (EQ 6.49) 
re + Rm '-1i+5n l l 2ma 

26 
Gain A 3 = re1+ Rm i T + 5 1.000 = = 

re2 + Rm2 '26 + 5 
2 

(EQ 6.50) 

Therefore the total gain is (25)(1) for the same bandwidth. 

Next we will calculate the current sources for 2.0 ma each using our ± 6V 

power supplies letting R2 and R3= 500Q each. 

2._(2ma.) R2 Ra 
S + 1 R2+ R3 - Vbe . 

2.0 ma 
(EQ 6.51) 

< 5 .~b&~oo) - ( 4~~~- 3 )(2500) - o.75V 
= 

2x10- 3 

= 3 - 6.622xl0- 3 - 0.75 = 1.121<.Q 
2x10- 3 
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Notice the effect of the R2 R3 network as a result of base current; it 

reduces the effective base voltage. This is why we used 500neach. If we 

chose a value to save current then the loss could be substantial in the worse 

case analysis. 

The output voltage, Tx71becomes an interesting function of all the series 

bases and the output base. 

v = 0 

= 

The value 

R 1 = 

Vee - R4(IR 1 )(1 - (1_:_.1) - vbe, 
a + 1 

6V - 450(2.0ma)(l - _g_ - 0.75v 
151 

= 4.362 Volts 

of R7 _ 8 for the same 2 ma of current simply is, 

v'J + v_ 4.36 + 6.0v 
= = 5 .18K n 

2.ma 2.0ma 

(EQ 6.52) 

(EQ 6.53) 

And lastly, the value of Rs should be such that the variations in base current 

of T x i and 2 do not disturb the vo 1 tage. 

Choose Id of 6 ma then 

R6 = v - 2 vd cc 
6.ma 

= 
6.0v - 1.6v 

= 733(2 (EQ 6.54) 
6.ma 

Now we could look at the bandwidth of the first stage collector. Since 

A3 = 1 the C effective is = 
(1 + A)Cob = (1 + l)Cob = 2 Cob = 2(5pf) = 10.pf 

BW = 1 

21t RC 
= 1 

2& ) 2 2ma 10pf 
= 1.22 GH 

(EQ 6.55) 
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... 

or not worth bothering about except for the effect on the imput impedance Zs. 

For a 5 MHZ signal into our head circuit, we get the following due to the 

differential connection. 

If we choose a typical head with Lh = 10 uh, Ch = 10.pf and Cob = 5pf, 

we can calculate R. 

1 1 1 
t? = 2 .rwn R = ct2 ~wn and Wn = -J L ct 

1 
Wn = -Yoo- 5H)(l .5x10-i1F) = 8.165 x 107 rad 

R = 1 577. n = 
( 1. 5x10-11) (2) (. 707) (8.165xl0 7) 

At 5.-·0 MHZ this then becomes an attenuator a of the input circuit. 

(R) (-.iXc) 

a = R - jXc 

X + R(-jKc) 
L R-jKc 

= 

(577) C-j2.122K) 
= 577 - j2~122K 

314 + (577)(-j2.122K) 
577 - j 2 .122K 

I .. 2.122Kn where Xe 
2rr(S MHZ)(Ch + 2 C2b) 

XL = 2rr (5 MHZ)( 10.,µ h) = 3. l4xl02n 

= o.644 ~o 

(EQ 6.56) 

(EQ 6.57} 

(EQ 6.58) 

This value of attenuation is better than the case where Miller effect 

is large which in· turn both lowers the resistor value to keep { the same, but 

also increases the capacitance which worsens the attenuation. 

7 .19 
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We could complete the design by doing a worse case analysis for gain, V0 , 

Power dissipation, and dynamic range, but we have already done that. The use 

of the cascade stage only adds a slight complication yet pennits a low noise 

design. 

The amplifier noise contribution can be calculated from the following 

equation: 

Vn~ diff • 2 [(4kT Bw)(rib + 2 ~) + 4 zs'i lcBw (e1, + e'~F)}] (EQ 6.59) . 

where K is Boltzman's constant, T is the temperature in °Kelvin, Bw is the 

Bandwidth of interest, rib is the base resistance (base thennal noise), 
1 1 

gm= re is the collector transconductance ("Zgiii is the collector shot noise), 

Zs is the Head impedance,~ is the charge on the electron, Ic the collector 
1 1 

current, 6 the Base current shot noise, and "67Tf) the co 11 ector current 
0 

noise. The function of frequency is that obtained from the usual noise -

frequency curves. If the amplifier bandwidth is much higher than the frequency 

of interest, we can use the value of 62 unmodified. We will address this again. 

Lastly, we should consider the two commercially available amplifiers. 

In using these amplifiers great care should be exercised in adhering to the 

specifications. For example, to rely on the typical specifications is to 

invite trouble during a manufacturing run. As is done in worse case analysis 

we use the parameter in the direction that accentuates the result. When using 

the µ~733C, the gain at the 400 setting can be anywhere between 250 and 600. 

To calculate the worse case for a minimum input signal we would use the gain 

of 250 and when doing the maximum input case we use the maximum gain of 600. 

Now we know what our true output variations will be. These then should be 

7 ·.20 
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considered against S/N ratios for the low gain low input case and against the 

linearity specifications for the high gain high input case. Assume our minimum 

input signal is 0.5 mVpp diff, and our maximum signal is 5.5 mVpp diff. The 

S/N ratio is calculated from the input noise data. But the manual only gives 

a typical value. We could guess that this value might vary± 6db and use· that in 

our equations. 

First we must co/ert the 0.5 mVpp diff to RMS diff by dividing by z.'12 -. 
to give 1·7fl 7 x10-"'v RMS diff 

the S/N = -If 
1·7' 7 xlO · V rms di ff = ]. J(,,S (EQ 6.60) 

(2)(1.2xl0- 5Vrms diff) 

in db it is 20 log 7-~'$ = 17, J~~db (EQ 6.61) 

This value is very low, therefore, another devise is indicated that has 

a lower noise or a narrower bandwidth of interest. Similarly for the linearity 

case. 

(V5 ;g max)(A max) = (5.5 mV)(600) = 3.3 VPP diff. (EQ 6.62) 

This value exceeds the minimum output voltage swing into a differential load of 

2.Kn by 0.3V. Again the devise is not suitable. Now these two examples were 

only given to emphasize the parameters of interest that we should concern 

ourselves with. As long as we use these parts within their specifications 

we are assured of good performance. 

What is the value of input signal that guarantees 30db S/N at 10 MH Bandwidth? 

Vinmin = (2)(anti1og ~~)(l.2x10-s V)('2)t/2) = 2·1~" mVpp diff (EQ 6.63. 
pp 
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If we restricted our Bandwidth of interest to 5 MHZ then we could vs~ 

signals the-{2 lower or l·rti mVpp. 

\)Bw of interest 
Bw given 

\f 5.MHZ 
=10.MHZ = 0.707 (EQ 6.64) 

Another parameter that requires attention is the offset. At the 400 gain 

setting, the maximum output offset is 1.5 V which must be subtracted from the 

dynamic range as published as output voltage swing. Going back to our example, 

what is the maximum input signal that we can accept and still use the devise at 

this gain. 

Vinpp max = (Vopp min - Vaffset max) = (3.0VPP - l.SV,) = 2.SOmV (EQ 6.65) 
A max 600 . P! 

From what we have discussed then for a 30 db S/N we need 2•1r+ mVpp min 

to input, from the maximum input we are limited to only 2.50 mV or 

for the restrictions we have placed on the circuit. 

Lets look at this again for a gain of 100. Again the noise of EQ 6. 63 

holds. The Vin pp max needs to be calculated at the new gain using EQ 6.65. 

Vin pp max 
3.0 Vpp - 1.5'1,, 

= = 110 (EQ 6.66) 

which is much more sensible. Now we have at our disposal a dynamic range of 

Z·t'f mV to f3·b mV that is guaranteed to meet our specifications. 

When.using the SE 592 there is some improvement in the specification 

for offset. This is due to the dual current sources used in the input stage. 

This can be taken advantage of to increase the input dynamic range from 

the last example to: 
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Vin max = ( 3.o - 0 ~ 75 ) = 20.45 mV diff 
pp 110 PP 

(EQ 6.67) 

We will need this feature in a later chapter when we are dealing with 

considerable offsets at the input. 

Some improvement in the output swing at lower than 2K output loads can 

be achieved on both devices by providing more pulldown current at the output 

emitter followers. This must only be done within the limitations of the 

output emitter followers current handling capability, the alteration of the 

quiescent operating point due to the increased base current requirement and 

the power dissipation increase. This output pulldown current can be supplied 

either from a pair of resistors connected to the negative supply pin or 

from a pair of current sources. 

These two devices then when used within their specifications can perfonn 

quite well as preamplifiers. 

One added feature of the SE 592 is in its use of external feedback 

elements that can perfonn network filter functions. 

A second requirement for the pre amplifier function is to interface 

with the following functions. If the pre amplifier, Read, and following 

amplifiers are very close then the emitter followers provided in all the 

examples given so far will suffice to isolate the collector load from 

any following capacitance which is its purpose. 

In most cases however the pre amplifier is mounted close to the head and 

any head moving rnec~anism such as actuators, linear motors, etc. In these 

cases the output emitter follower is not adequate to drive any intervening 

cable. 
7 .23 
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For example, if we expect a 3.0 V less offset pp differential signal 

maximum, and we want to drive this into a 92 nor son coaxial cable pair, each 

cable must carry a 1.SVPP SE less offset/2 signal. At 92n Z0 tenninated at 

one end we need a current drive capability of over* 8 ma. For best linearity - . . 
an emitter follower should have over 10.ma current load. This can be provided 

by a second emitter follower capacitively coupled to the cable. A transistor 

should be chosen to handle the voltage, current and power dissipation. The 

function can also be provided by a co11111on emitter amplifier with the collector 

loads equal to the cable impedance. Both circuits are shown in Figure 6.17A 

and B. 

In Figure 6.17A we need to provide a 92n coaxial cable with a maxi·mum 

of 1.SV pp SE signal. (Use SI tolerances) 

V1r.1Cfc min - Vbe max + 1-v-lmin 

RE max = l.S VPP SE max 
Z 0 min 

= 

2.ov - o.8ov+ 6.7v 
1.S v. 
87 .4,.,.,. 

(EQ 6.68) 

= 402 n max 

to allow some margin for linearity we need about 10% less or about 360.n max. 

The value of C needs to be large enough to handle the lowest frequency FL of 

interest without attenuation 

1 
(EQ 6.69} 
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The maximum power dissipation in the transistor is 

P w max = ~I + s1max)vbemax + V+ max - Vin mi] (IE)~~.~~.~ 

substituting we get 

Vin min ~ Vbe max + Iv jmax 

Re min 

(EQ 6.7a) 

' ( EQ 6. 71) 

= [( 1 }\ ] [ 2 . av - a . av + 6 . 3v] ( 300 ) 
PW max 1 + 3ao a.aov + 6.3V - 2.av 324n 1 + 300 

= 117.7 mW ( EQ 6. 72) 

with a Tal8 can transistor with 1.7 mW/°c thennal transpnductance 
/I 

we would get a 117. 7 mv 
1.7 mw/ 0c = 69.2° C rise at the junction. (EQ 6.73) 

The second circuit, Figure 6.178 is designed as follows: 

The single current source required needs to supply, (this includes la% margin 

for linearity). 

I . = 1.1 in pp max = -=--- 1.1 ( v. ) ( 1 5V~ 
s mm z 0 n min 87. 4 

= 18.8 ma min 

If this current source were a resistor to + 6v and Vin were +3.a Vmax then 

that resistor would be 

V+ min - Vin max + Vbe max 
18.8 ma 

= 186.1 n 

The true resistor wiJl be 5% less or 176.8 n 

= 
5.7v - 3.av + a.av 

18.8 ma 

(EQ 6.74) 

(EQ 6.75) 
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We had best use a current source and we would get better results for 

CMR performance. 

We next need to calculate the resistor ~· If we design for a gain for 

the stage of 1w014 then 

26 
I\: = 92n -

nom 20.ma 
Sn = as. 7n {EQ 6.76) 

Notice that we could ignore r8 + Rm as they are small compared to RE. If we 

did we would only be off a few percent. 

The same stage could be designed with two current sources of half value 

with a single resistor of 2 I\: between them and still get the same DC and AC 

results. But if the current were supplied by resistors, then the gain equation 

is modified and the CMRR would be considerably degraded. 

We next need to verify that the transistors will not be saturated. If 

we had a 3.0V min input DC and a 1.SV max AC pp signal SE then the base will 

be 

VAC SE max 
2 = 3.0V - l.SV 

2 
= 2.25V min (EQ 6.77) 

The collector swing is the maximum current times the Z0 ma~ or 

(20.0 ma)(96.6n) = l.93V (EQ 6.78) 

this leaves us 2.25V - l.93V = 0.32V of margin worse case. 
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If we were to use the µa 733 or SE 592 the Vince would range from 2.4 

to 3.4 volts so some restrictions would need to be placed on the maximum 

output V swing to avoid collector saturation worse case. 

If we used son coax cable ·an the currents would need to be increased 

accordingly. At.Jo '~ ,,.,11 

Atul f$A1lll IC~llJl'#NtS ..,,I/ 

INT,MP T~,<,,,..,N,,TM~I" rtlte ff"Atrt.I 4T 8 .,rll' INll, 

"'"'JI e.1.-c,e, .. ,.,_. ( f,;,;, 1t6 t,,.17 s /t, "'""" J 
A better cable is a twinaxial cable. It consists of a shielded 

twisted pair with good control of Z0 • The impedance is listed as ohms 

differential. For our 920 coax case, they could be replaced with a 1840 

twinax cable with all the equations for current •ct remaining the same as 1840 

differential equals 920 single ended. Nonnal twisted pair is around 1250 

requiring increased driving currents for the same signal swing. The Z0 of 

the calculations is ~ the Z0 of twinax cable. ( ~' '· 18 11 - ") 

We will leave this exercise up to the student to worse case the design. 

The main benefit of twinaxial cable is its inherent balance. This is req~ired 

for phase balance as well as amplitude balance which maintains the ColTITlon 

Mode Rejection of the system while reducing noise pick up. 
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A separate series of preamplifiers are used in the tape drive industry. 

None are presently used in the disc drive industry, although some thought has 

been given to their use. The preamplifiers considered are the conmen base type. 

This typ~ can be made true differential by driving the centertap with a single 

current source or by capacitive coup 1 i ng and a pair of current sources·. The 

interposition of the dtode ~atrix forces this type of coupling due. to the large 

offset voltages. 

Figure 6.18 A thru C show variations of the same basic type. The gain of 

these stages is not much different from the gain equations previously given. 

We will develop this equation. 

XR0 is the total number of series diodes that would be used if a matrix 

were required. It is for this reason that this type of Preamplifier is not (:;i 
used in the disc drive industry. Also the noise.contribution of each diode 

should be taken into account. · The gain is a function of the head impedance. 

Whereas the attenuation of the head circuit was previously considered, it now 

shows up in the total gain of the amplifier. 

Deriving the gain equation as EQ 6.79, we can see the total effect. We 

will not include a damping resistor as we do not need it because the amplifier 

load is high (2re). From Figure 6.19 we get: 

I RT -c~ 
' ts + ~T Vs,,~l l ,#J()J cu .. n (?T ) ~ T ts .,. I?, ~ f?r= 2. ~ fi".v + zr-~ 

(EQ 6.79) 

. 
{_, = ,,., (}) 

v.~.ns) 
{EQ 6.80, 
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which becomes in the standard fonn: 
I 

R r ( S ... ~ 2. { ..,,. 5 + w., .. ) 
(EQ 6~81) 

(EQ 6.82) 

\loo; 2. !ft. w .. l. Cl(,, 

• Al1) = :. 
({.,. ( ) .. t- 2. l """ sf' w .. '") v,.,,(J) (EQ 6.83} 

wile.I"<.. r<.r .::. 2..X J?.p +- 2 I~ .::: 2. ( x l{J ·1- /"(.) 

We could cancel out the two's then to get 

A<r; = 
(EQ 6. 84) ._ 

( ') 

which would be the single ended gain which is the same as the differential gain. 

Since 21Wn = ~ we can see the effect of the series diodes and the 

input resistance 2re of the amplifier on the gain. The gain is inversely 

proportional to the matrix diodes added. 

If we were to damp the circuit for a zeta of .707 for maxima.lly flat 

current input and/or gain as a function of frequency we would ne~d 

(EQ 6.85) 
.2. ~ w .. c. 

If we had a 10\il head with 25.PF capacitive load, we would require 

Y{ T = (EQ 6 .86) 

Obviously this would cut down the gain available considerably. 
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If we restricted ourselves to 
o 'LR ,_r- -- 11_ + /3A. ~ : I' ,, l I e. ~ __ 
z_ then 

the Bode plot as shown in Figure 6.20 is obtained. 

i -x~ c = 

I ·- (EQ 6.88) 

The significance of all this is that for signals of interest between the 

corners we have a 6 db/octave gain reduction. It might be of interest to 

compare the gain equation if there were no capacitor. 

A = 2 ~,_ o<. l,-... L s +- z X ~7 + 2. t-e... -
(EQ 6.89) 

The Bode plot as shown in Figure 6.21 has only one pole located at L/RT. 

For our 10 µh head with 2(26)n series resistance it would be located at 

5.2Xl0 6 radians or 8.27Xl0 5 Hz. The addition of the capacitance then makes 

a considerable difference in the plot. 

The advantages of such an amplifier, of course, is the reduction of 

noise. This is achieved from two sources -- first the reduction in bandwidth, 

and second the very low input impedance lowers the electrostatic noise field 

interference, but it does worsen the electromagnetic noise interference. 

Shielding and twisted cable will then help. We will discuss .the bandwidth 

effects at a later time. 
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MATRIX CIRCUITS 

As shown in the Block Diagram, Figure 5.1, when more than one head is 

to be used alternately, or non simultaneously, then some means must be provided 

to electrically separate the heads both during writing and during reading. 

Early machines accomplished this function by the use of centertapped heads 

and a diode or diode transistor network. 

First let us discuss ~he write separation function. 

In Figure 7.lA two heads are to be electrically separated by the use of 

diodes. Current flow is from the PNP transistor T1 emitter-collector to the 

head centertap, thru 1/2 the head winding, the series diode, the conducting 

Write Driver transistor and out the current source, I source. The reversed 

voltages and diode polarities are used for the PNP version of Figur~ 7.lB. 

Again, as discussed in Chapter 6 on Write Drivers, collector saturation is 

avoided by providing a sufficient voltage on Vin or viii" to allow for the 

transient, but now also the transistor Tt VcE sat and the diode drop. The diode 

direction is in the direction of current flow when writing so unless some 

means of reverse biasing them is provided the capacitance of the parallel heads 

is still connected during the transient. Resiston-R are added to reverse bias 

these diodes when the centertap transistor is cut off. The voltage chosen must 

exceed the transient. When calculating transistor current this extra Resistor 

current must be added. The reverse bias voltage must be greater than the 

transient voltage peak value. Figure 7.2 A and B show the relationships. 

Figure 7.2 B is a good way to visualize the various bias drops required 

to maintain linearity. The transients in both the negative and positive 

direction are compatible with the diode polarity; therefore, there need 

only be one damping resistor for all the heads, provided they are all the 

same, of course, See Figure 7.2C. The capacitance of the head is increased 

8.1 
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MATRIX CIRCUITS 

as expected as a function of the capacitance of the reversed biased diodes 

and any parallel capacitance. This is shown in Figure 7.3. Looking at only one 

side for convenience, we see that the 2 (head capacitance) becomes. 

(cpxc..,i. T 2<1.X< ...... ~c.,.,.,) 

(c, t c~ .. +zc .. ) 
(EQ; 7.1) 

As we look at the matrix and lump together some of the wiring capacitances 

Cw i..i. then we can write a new equation. 

(EQ. 7 .2) 

This is handy because we can now address the case where there are more than ~ 
two heads that are separated by the matrix circuits. It is obvious that 

just adding more and more heads in parallel will just increase the capacitance 

and thus lower Wn which slows down the rise time. If we can mal-4! the matrix 

~two level, meaning that we group the heads into subgroups and then connect 

them to the write driver thru a second diode, we can take advantage of this 

series parallel network to reduce the capacitance. The general equation 

becomes EQ 7.3 if there are B branches of X sub branches making a total 

of X•B = N heads. 

+ x ( zc.)( c, ) .,.. Cp 
Z C 4 + Cp 

I 

(EQ. 7. 3) 

It is easy to see that this equation can be minimized as a function of X 

and B if we substitute CE as the equivalent of 2 ch and c0 in series. 
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(EQ 7.4) 

N • For example let X · B = N heads X = B 

(EQ 7.5) 

This equation can then be solved for the desired number of heads as a function 

of the two groups which will minimize the head capacitance. Each head's 

cent~rtap has its own transistor and reverse biasing resistor. These tnansistors 

can then be controlled by a decoder operating from a register. The input base 

level must be corrected for the transistor emitter voltage chosen. In the 

example this voltage is ground; therefore, the bases will need to be driven (::J 
negative. 

Figure 7.SA shows one method of interfacing T2L logic blocks. Ground is 

the best 1 eve l to return . the head to because of the noise usually .on the supply 

voltages. Other configurations are possible that use some reference voltage .. 
as long as that reference is quiet electrically. The extra series diodes 

are considered when making up the bias diagram for the total circuit. This 

includes the select transistor, all series diodes, any head resistance, the maxi

mum voltage transient (in one direction), any required reverse bias of the 

Write Drivers, and lastly the variation in base voltage from the Pre Driver 

Circuit. 

The type of diode chosen depends on the write current. Usually a high 

conductance diode with as low a c0 as possible is best. Also, the leakage 

current when reversed biased is very essential as it affects noise in the 
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network during a read which will be discussed next. A IN4448 diode serves 

well in this position if the reverse leakage is specified. 

The second function of the Matrix is to connect the selected head to the 

Pre Amplifier as well as block the large voltage swings of the write function 

from damaging or disturbing the Pre Amplifier. This function is not so 

straight forward as was the circuit for isolation during write. 

Consider the circuit of Figure 7.6A. The nodes A and 8 can be called the 

main nodes. Branching off from the main node is the Write Driver circuit 

isolated with a pair of diodes, Di and D2. The Write Driver circuit also 

includes the Write Damping network. It should be noted that current flow from 

the reverse bias source Ri thru the centertapped write damping resistor sub

tracts from the write current as seen by the head. This reverse bias is 

necessary in order to isolate both the Write Driver capacitance and the Write 

Damping resistors from affecting the read function. It can now be seen that 

any leakage in any reverse biased diode will affect the read signal. The . 
problem with reading is that the read signal is A.C.~ therefore, using diodes 

not only would fonn a half wave rectifier but silicon diodes would not even 

conduct. One way this can be accomplished is to force a small current thru 

the head and diodes such that they fonn a conducting path to the Pre Amplifier. 

The currents for both halfs of the head cancel their flux therefore the data is 

not disturbed magnetically. About 2.0 ma is necessary in order_ to adequately 

forward bias the diodes to a sufficiently low series resistance. The Head 

AC signal now modulates this current which passes the signal to the Pre Amplifier. 

Resistors R2 and Ra are tied to a negative voltage in this example to supply 
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MATRIX CIRCUITS 

the desired current. The DC voltage at this node C,D is equal to 

Va SAT + (r,,."'X ~) + :z. ~ = v'" ~ v.P 
(EQ 7.6) 

= 
.+ V - Vet s.•r1 - V, 

~ ,_ 
(EQ 7'. 7) 

When writing the head voltage transient as given in EQ 5.23 needs to be 

blocked by Diodes Os and 04 ~ therefore, R4 is included to provide the reverse 

bias. This then means that when writing the Pre Amplifier sees -V on its input. 

This may not be desirable particularly for some conmercial types. The circuit 

is modified as shown in Figure 7.68 to add another pair of Diodes Os and 06 

to block the large write transient blocking voltage. Another pair o.f _resistors 

now need to be added to supply current thru Os and 06 when reading to forward 
-
bias them. Also yet another pair of diodes need to be added to clamp this 

voltage when writing to a value tolerated by the Pre Amplifier. 

The current flows are now much more complicated. The extra current Ds 

and 06 needs to be supplied thru R2 and Rs~ This current splits between 

Os and 03 as also 04 and 06. 

We can come close to the real currents as we assume that the diode drops 

are referenced to the head centertap voltage as shown in EQ 7.8 to the 

Pre Amplifier input. 

(EQ 7.8) 

\/, = \I (1 x~) +. v, t- v_,)-V.1.-
r /+ IN V Cf fAT -4- OIAt 2. 

..,. V _ Vo s..r, _ ( Va s"'r ..,. (1 ... uJ~ 
- ""tt•aJ 111,..... ::' 2 Ill .. 

recognizing that we want the current to split at this point. 
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Now we can make the Resistor Rs equal to 

{EQ 7.10) 

All this assumes that the v0 drops are equal which is of course not true.· 

These errors will show up as a small unbalance in current in the head as well 

as an imbalance in voltage at the Pre Amplifier inputs. This latter is disastrous 

as these voltages are usually several tenths of a volt which the Pre Amp cannot 

handle without saturating. Going back to the Pre Amplifier circuit of Figure 6.13 

and Figure 6.15 or Figure 6.6, we can see a solution. The coupling capacitor 

in the emitter feedback path effectively isolates the two input mismatches. 

A 11 we a re left with is a sma 11 d·i ff erenti a 1 unbalance due to the unequa 1 

attentuation thru the diodes. This affects the Corrmon Mode Rejection Ratio ~) 
of the amplifier which needs to be high. The function of Read Damping is 

accomplished either thru the network or by the addition of another resistor 

across the output tenninals. This is necessary due to the different value of 

Zeta between Read and Write. A better position would be across the main node. 

This way the attenuation is lessened. The resistor value for Read Damping is 

higher than for write dampingf therefore, we can leave the Read Damping across 

the main node for both Read and Write and make the Write Damping resistor for 

the paral_lel function to get the lower value required (See Figure 7.8). 

The attenuation of the head signal is calculated from three simultaneous 

equations. 

= 
A 

l • /_, + LJ + f?n 1- ~, .. ,.,. -/- fep) -1l"i, , r 

(EQ 7 .11) 
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0 v = ·c.(o) 
(EQ 7.13) 

(',,~) ~ 
-o V~• ! c (e. ]). V11l )(tr~ +If'') 

(EQ.7.14) 

~ = 0- i-~0i.J 
-P 

-= - :. J. 

1-: 
-15 0 

J 

A.C.e. - /3 t -PA 

c -P 

-j) 6 

From the above it can easily be seen that if the Read Damping resistor were in 

place of Rs and R& then its necessary low value would- greatly attenuate the read 

signal. As it is, only one pair of diodes cause the main attenuation. All 

following attenuation is small, (R2 + R3 and Rs+ R&), if the bias voltages are 

high enough. 

We know the Pre Amplifier input voltage from EQ 7.8 and 7.9 is the Reading 

input voltage. When writing the input voltage is clamped by diodes o, and 08 • 

The input voltage during write then is v0 . This is conmen mode and is about 
7 or8 

-0.7 Volts. It can now be seen that when switching from Read to Write and from 

Write to Read the amplifier input voltage common mode goes from +0.7 volts to 

-0.7 volts or a 1.4Vchange. As long as these voltages are true corrmon mode, 

the amplifier sees no transient,but due to the tolerances previously mentioned, 

some difference remains which forces large step changes in input voltage. These 

must be amplified for the duration of the time constants involved. The case 

where the Pre Amplifier is driven by current sources is easily calculated. 

~/t ... 1tS1tN-r 

(, (DV?1Fi:) 
= (EQ 7.15) Is • .,11.u ,.,..,. 
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MATRIX CIRCUITS 

The actual transient time is slightly longer due to the conduction of the 

previously cut-off transistor during the last portion of the transient 

(about 0.1 volt). We can calculate AVdiff in the worse case by assuming all 

diodes in the upper half of the matrix have high voltage drops and all the. 

diodes in the lower half have low voltage drops for similar currents. Also 

we can take the tolerances tn the resistors in such a direction to accentuate 

the problem. 

3 V, '""y. L. J - J V, ,..,.,, I J {EQ 7.16) 
rr 1,..,,.,. I"' .z -;,, 

The associated time must be accounted for in any selection process. 

In the multi level matrix the equations for attentuation and AVdiff need 

to be modified to include the extra levels of diodes or diode drops. 

For a two level matrix as shown in Figure 7.4, for example, Equation 

7.8 is modified as in EQ 7.17. 

V - '' ~ .. r i- f]•·Asy ~} + 2. \/,. 1-- \lip, - V.1r f,.,.<J - Vr~~i'I \" -rA._., ¥ 

ti4v, ......... ~"' 
~ 

,,..., +l•ttV 

L.J V P1w :: ~ Vp '"'"'" f., z-.,) - ~ Vp ,...,:., f11 z .... ~J 
similarly we must double both left hand Ro•s of Figure 7.8 to get the 

attenuation. 

(EQ 7 .17) 

(EQ 7.18) 

(EQ 7.19) 

As can be imagined, the losses in these networks are substantial. Also, 

the noise induced by the diode noise and the reduction in Conman Mode Rejection 

play a heavy role in reducing the signal to noise ratio. Obviously, such 

methods can only be used if the head signal.is large compared to the total 

system noise. 
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A further problem is that the write transients are not completely 

blocked from the Pre Amplifier. If we replace the reversed biased diodes 

leading to the Pre Amplifier by capacitors we can easily see how the Pre 

Amplifier is overdriven. ;-~" ~') 7. 10. 

If R0 and Ro are about ion, the transient is simply 

( Vt~J:.4~ Xi 0 ~) (EQ 7.2Q) 
(0.... + f;. 

If we assume the fundamental frequency component of the transient is 

SMHz then the signal transferred is 

i~- - ) ( 'y 'v -'"') 2 iT A. r-.,,,~ .II.. I 'f(1Q / 

= 
70.1) v,.,,,. SI A 

JO_ j 3·1$ "AIO 

.,. : Z·2o ... V 

These matrices can be inverted polarity wise by using NPN write drivers, 

reversing all diodes and bias voltages, including the Read Select transistor 

network feeding Ri and R3. 

A much better method is to provide a separate Pre Amplifier and Write 

Driver for each head. This has been done in several disc drives since 1977 

to great advantage. By mounting an IC containing these circuits on the head 

or near it most stray capacitances are reduced, comnon mode unbalances are · 

eliminated and stray field pick up is reduced. Modern Integrated circuitry 

can perfonn this function for several heads at once when properly addressed. 

A general circuit is shown in Figure 7.Jt. 
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MATRIX CIRCUITS 

The current source can be switched on and off for writing. When reading 

the Pre Amplifier can be activated by biasing. Irrmediately we can see one 

problem and that is that the write transient is seen by the Pre Amplifier bases. 

Depending on the head inductance and the required write current, thi$ voltage 

breaks down the base emitter junctions as one is forward biased and the other 

is zenered which reverses ory the next transient. For integrated circuits there 

are two detrimental results depending on the circuit values. 

Zenering an emitter - base junction causes low current S to be degraded. 

This is of little consequence if we use higher currents to bias the first stage 

of the amplifier, usually above 0.5 ma. The second effect is when the forward 

biased base-emitter junction conducts it effectively saturates the associated 

transistor which turns on a substrate PNP transistor altering the biases. This 

latter effect is eliminated if the transient duration is small compared to the 

turn on time of the substrate PNP. 

W~en more than one head is serviced from the same integrated circuit, 

the multi"Plexing function is achieved by appropriately shifting the biases 

to favor the selected circuit. For example, the write drivers can all be 

in parallel from the same current sources but the base drive can be raised 

a few volts for the selected write driver while the remainder are held, thus 

cutting them off, or the current sources can be switched separately. The 

Pre Amplifier is easily selected if the fir-st stage 1s our favorite cascode 

circuit. Here each head is connected to its own first half of a cascade 

amplifier with its own switched current source. The other stages are rar~a''~~ 

to this node with the upper half being a single circuit serving all. 
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MATRIX CIRCUITS 

When designing such an -IC, great care should be exercised in considering internal 

biases and power dissipation. Figure 7.11 shows a typical circuit presently 

used for centertapped heads. By proper consideration many IC's can be paralled 

to address many heads by using parallel circuitry and address lines. 

We might profitably consider the serial time required by these multiflexed 

circuits when handling data~ Before the first transition can be recorded, the 

write current source must be turned on and the current built up to final value 

in the head. This is typically about 100 ns or more. WorJ~1 when going from 

writing to reading we must turn off the write ·current source, turn on the Read 

bias circuits, recover the Pre Amplifier from the select transient back to the 

base line and include any following AC coupling in later circuits. T.hen times 

can be as great as 5 - 30us depending on circuit bandwidths. ~ 

8.11 
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SAFETY CIRCUITS 

This chapter is included at this point in the presentation because we now 

have completed all the basic circuits that interface with the head. The subject 

of safety has to do with the recorded data that resides on the disc or tape. 

Since this data represents the accumulated efforts of some programmer or computer 

operator then every means must be taken to assure the user that their data is 

not disturbed due to any malfunction of the circuits themselves. Of course, 

no amount of ehecking can protect any data if the machine receives a valid 

command to write even if it was intended or not. We will confine ourselves 

to only those malfunctions that are invalid or a result of component failure. 

There are several checks that will indicate a possible endangering of data. 

They are: 

1. Write Current and no Write Command 
2. Write Command and no Write Current 
3. Write Command and no Write Data 
4. Write Current during a protected data fie1d 
5. Write Current and not directly over the assigned track 
6. Write Command and a Read Command simultaneously 
7. More than one head selected at once (serial machines) 
8. Open heads 
9. Shorted heads 

10. Centertap Current Sense 

We will discuss each of these and propose circuits that can be used to sense 

the failure. 

1. Write Current and No Write Command 

If a circuit is provided that senses the presence of write current 

the output can be 'anded' with a signal indicating no command is present. 

The sensing circuit depends on the type of head that is used and also the type 
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of write driver chosen. For two terminal heads driven by saturated switches 

similar to that shown in Figure 5.4, we have several choices. We could monitor 

the current drawn from the +V·supply by providing a single series resistor. 

Then thru the use of a suitably biased comparator any current exceeding an 

acceptable value could be indicated. The problem of sensitivity could be · 

overcome by using a high valued resist,.or in parallel with a diode as shown in 

Figure 8.lA. 

With this circuit the V+ line previously used to calculate the Write 

Currents must be modified to subtract one Vbe drop during operation. Sensi

tivity can now be made as high as needed within the bias and conman mode 

requirements of the comparator. If no appropriately higher voltage is available 

to operate the comparator a current mirror could be used that makes use of the 

diode as a reference as shown in Figure 8.18. Here the current mirror ts not 

a true mirror due to the differences in v0 and Vbe of the two descrete devices, 

but sufficient current can be guaranteed to operate the following logic block. 

These circuits could be used with almost all of the write drivers shown in 

Chapter 7. The complimentary pair driver of Figure 5.1 would need two, one 

for each source or the emitter voltage itself could be monitored. 

With Current Source driven Write Drivers, the Write Driver emitter 

circuit could be monitored if a small modification is included. This circuit 
' 

type is shown in Figure 8.2. Diode D1 is added to isolate the emitters from the 

+V voltage expected on the collectors of the Current Source. Again, a comparator 

is made to sense if this voltage ever goes negative by 2 diode drops or less 

below the Write Driver bases. Note that the current thru R1 and R2 must be 

appropriately subtracted from the current source current value. The reference 

9.2 
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SAFETY CIRCUITS 

could be the voltage between the two bases itself which will reduce the worse 

case calculations. The fact that the base voltages will move up and down with 

data nonnally is cancelled out by the 'difference• connection shown dotted R~ 

R3. Feedback could be applied around the comparator (operational amplifier)~~ 

if desired. The logic signal resulting from sensing the current can now be 

'anded' with the Not-Write command to indicate the unsafe condition. A timing 

problem now exists that needs addressing. The response time of the current 

source to the Write Command will be slow on both edges as also the response of 

the sense curcuit. We are interested1 in this safety circuit1 if there is write 

current without a Write Command. When the Write goes off the combined delays 

of the Write Current Source and the sense circuit will indicate write current 

well past the trailing edge of the.Write Command. This false response needs to 

be blocked while maintaining the basic function. A simple circuit using a 

T2L or DTL logic AND or NAND1Figure 8.31 can cover most delays encountered. The 

sensitivity of T2 L circuits to s'low edges is of no concern due to the use of 

latches following that hold the fault infonnation. 

Similar circuits can be devised using other logic families. In this 

circuit we take advantage of the construction of a T2 L gate, or a DTL gate. 

If either input A or B of Figure 8.38 are low all current is removed from the 

input circuit with none left for the following transistor. When both go high, 

the the capacitor receives the current until the voltage rises such that the 

transistor turns on thus initiating a delay in the response of the AND/NANO 

function. When either A or B go low in response to the eventual fall of the 

write sense line the capacitor discharges thru Rl. When ~esigning for a certain 

delay the tolerances of Rb and the diode drops and transistor base turn on 

voltages must be considered. The resistor R6 typically has tolerances of! 25%. 

The delay time becomes close to the following equations when solved for T. 
9.3 
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(V, ,... - I/,~··) R, .,; 

~,,., - (). 1r~J : 

~'"' 

(EQ 8.1) 

0·7'i ~; = 
~v · v: y If. ·)( s + ;:_.,,' c.::) l \ .p ;..,,, - _p...,..,~ I""°'"' (EQ 8.2) 

:: ( v, ~•• - v, "'~ J. f11 • ., ){ f +- R. •• , IC...;. ) 

s [ s~ 
(EQ 8.3) 

If we take the inverse Laplace of the last two equations and solve for T, 

we have the maximum and minimum delays. 

&_t-,..,"' - V9 ,..,,.~)If, ... ,;. 
(( <. /o\A, '( (;..At,C 
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(EQ 8.6) 

( EQ 8. 7) 

With the above circuit, all we need to guarantee is that the maximum time 

of the write sense current remaining high and the m1nimum delay do not overlap. 

If we used this fault signal to shut off faulty write current directly without 

the latch then the circuit would oscillate. To see why we need only consider 

that if faulty current is sensed correctly which shuts off the current then the 

'sense' will drop after some delay which then pennits the faulty current and 

its following sense to return. All this repeats. Latching the fault indication 

prevents oscillation. 

2. Write Comnand and No Write Current 

This fault condition is sensed using the same sense circuit as in 

Figures 8.lA or 8.2. The difference is in the following 1 and 1 gate. 

Figure 8.4 shows the same circuit as Figure 8.3A except that the signals + Write 

Comnand and + Sense Current are changed to + Write Comnand and - Sense Current. 

Now if current is lost during a 'Write Comnand 1 then the fault is sensed. Again 

a timing problem exists at the leading edge of Write Comnand because the current 
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source and the sense circuit need time to respond. The same logic delay circuit 

will function correctly with the same but appropriately relabled timing 

diagram (Figure 8.3C). 

3. Write Co11111and and No Write Data 

When writing we need to be assured that data is being written on the 

media. What signals are there available to us that truly indicate that we are 

writing? In.tape machines this is an easy task as it is usual practice where 

there are Read Heads following the Write Heads. In Disc machines where the heads 

are used for both Read and Write a full revolution of the disc is required 

before Read Verify is possible. If we assume that the head is in 

proximity to the disc then we can sense the flux changes to verify that we are 

writing. Rather than a separate winding around the head core to sense the flux 

changes, we can sense the voltage transier1t across the head jnstead. There are 

several simple circuits that can do this with any type of head and write driver. 

They do increase the circuit capacitance which increases the current rise time 

as this needs to be consi.dered. The design must consider the attenuation Rl 

and R2, the voltage transient, and the voltage gain of A. Amplifier A should 

be a limiting amplifier compatible with the T'L logic of the Resetable Single 

Shot. If the cir~uit of Figure 8.SA were implemented the output would respond 

to only the positive transient; therefore, we would have one output for every 

other current transition. This is acceptable if the Resetable Single Shot 

time is greater in the worse case than twice the maximum current transition 

spacing. If both current transitions responses are required then the amplifier 

should be a linear differential amplifier with the outputs connected to a 

full wave rectifier thus achieving a uni·directional pulse for each current 

transition. Figure 8.6 is such a circuit. 
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SAFETY CIRCUITS 

Although the complimentary write driver is not often used, we will go 

thru the design. 

If the transient voltage expected worse case minimum at point B were 

7.V BP, then we could isolate the head from the differential amplifier with-an 

attenuation of 3.Srnax making, (this reduces the extra capacitance across the 

head proper with only a slight change to the 

damping if we keep the impedance high) 

(EQ 8.8) 

Giving us a 2V min transient applied to the base. 

The gain . of the amplifier could be set for 1 with the actual value of REmax mm 

and the I current sourcemin equal to less than the expected 2Vmin transient. 

This way the differential amplifier will limit on the minimum expected signal 

transient. The two equations are shown in EQ 8.9 and EQ 8.10. 

A"''"' = 
.:: (EQ 8.9) 

(EQ 8.10) 
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Dependiny on the speed of operation we try keeping !source to around 

2 to 5 ma, and use a transistor with a reasonable Fe. This is dictated by the 

Gain Bandwidth curves for the transistor. The next part of the circuit considers 

the value of the quiescent voltage at the base of Q3. This voltage should be 

such that during no signal the base must be conducting worse case. 

Assume Vbe = 0.75V as the conducting maximum Vbe required, then 

I/ > CJ-7S V 
VP .... ,..! ~ ... c' °" i.J (EQ 8.11) 

When operating, the most positive collector voltage will be when Q, or Q2 are 

cut off. We desi~ned the amplifier to do this deliberately to ensure limiting 

in the positive direction. When this occurs the voltage at the cathode.of 

Diode 1 or 2 is about 0.6V below +V. If the value of R3 is kept high so that 

( v. .. • - v .. , " ' "'" J If; ...... y 

.?: v ,.,A)t - 0 •"f t/ 
~ {EQ 8.12) 

--then transistor Q3 is cut off during the peak of the transient. 

The following two stages are designed considering the current of Q3, the current 

loss thru R6 and keeping Q4 out of saturation. The gain is made high only to 
I 

accommodate the current loss in R6 until the voltage rises to turn on the base 

of Q4. If we make R6 2Ko then our maximum loss of current will be 

{EQ 8.13) 
2.. if- ,.,;. 

±. f x (<. ,.., .. 
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The value of RS is chosen as we consider the current required to turn 

on Q4 and the minimum signal on the base of Q3. Because the diodes 01, or 

02 and 03 are always conducting then we should see almost the full limited 

signal at the base of Q3. Assume we only receive half or 1.0V, then the 

collector current of Q3 is approximately 

(EQ 8.14 )-

Once this is accomplished then we know that worse case we can turn on Q4 until 

the transistor Q3 is cut off when Q4 will then cut off. R6 should conduct any 

charge on the base of Q4 away before the next transient pulse. We keep Q4 out 

of saturation (only needed for speed) by using a Schottky diode between base 

and collector circuit. This circuit works well and is called a Schottky clamp. 

The base voltage vs. base current curve has some positive slope, so does . 
the Vsat as a function of Ic. As the base voltage is usually much greater than 

Vsat then the about 0.4 volt drop of the Schottky diode (which also has a posi

tive slope with increasing current) is sufficient to keep the transistor out of 

saturation. For example, if Vbe is 0.7V at some value of base current and Vee 

sat were 0.2 volts for some value of collector current, then 0.7V - 0.4V = 0.3 Volts 

or about 0.1 volt difference which we can use to reduce the base voltage to 

around 0.6V or out of saturation. This is a very rudimentary explanation as 

the soluti,on can only be obtained graphically since all 3 junctions voltages are 

changing to obtain final balance. EQ 8.14 is correct. 

(EQ 8.15. 
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The above circuit will then output a positive pulse for each transistor (plus 

or minus) in the worse case since we chose all our design criteria to ensure 

an output pulse for a minimum transient and we designed the amplifier to .limit 

above this value in order to reduce the current of Q3 for larger transient 

voltages. 

We will next consider the most used Write Driver and generate several 
• 

circuits that will function·as transition detectors for them. One of the 

problems we should consider is that of the polarity of the sensed transient. 

If we sense the negative transient at the collectors of the Write Driver Ql 

and Q2, then if the head were open on one side, we would still get a negative 

transient as the current flow will be thru the damping resistor. The affected 

transistor will saturate but the negative transient will still be present even 

though of a different amplitude. Remember that we minimized the Collector-Base 

voltage in order to reduce power dissipation; therefore, there will not be much 

difference in voltage between the saturated case and the normal case. A better 

way is to use the transformer action of the head to get the positive transient 
I I 

occurring at the off transistor (for NPN Write Drivers). This then assures 

us that the whole head ;.s working for if one side were open transformer action 

could not occur. 

The circuit of Figure 8.7 shows a typical connection. The attenuation of 

Rl and R2 is provided to help keep Q3 out of saturation yet guarantee it does 

conduct on the positive transient. Again the Schottky diode is provided to make 

a Schottky Clamp. The circuit includes the Matrix diodes just to show that 

9.10 
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it makes no basic difference except in bias levels. The diodes that pass the 

head current correctly to the Write Drivers also pass the positive transient 

therefore the transient will be available at the Write Driver collectors. 

If the head transient were 7.0V.BP SE then the attenuation max becomes 

If the head were shorted then there would be no V TRANS. 

If we design using this equation, then we ensure operation as long as the 

R.C. loading Q3•s base is small compared to the discharge times required 

between transients. Note also that because of the loading effect of R1 and 

R2 in parallel with Hib of Q3 the damping Resistor Ro total needs to be raised 

in value accordingly. This particular configuration lends itself to driving 

ground referenced logic and.is by far the better way to go than circuits that 

put in emitter degeneration in the emitter of Q3. 

lation is required such as we did in Figure 8.6. 

In these cases level trans-, 

Another circuit provides a capacitor charging and discharging current 

such that the end result is a combination including the effects of the Resettable 

Single Shot. This circuit has been used in head interfacing integrated circuits 

designed first by IBM. The capacitor is charged thru the diodes on each transi-

tion .. This reverse biases Q3's base. A negative current source steadily 

discharges the capacitor such that if the time between transitions exceeds the 

time for discharge to the Reference level Q3 turns on activating the Darlington 

Qs and Q5. Thus as long as transitions occur regularly within the time allotted 

then the output remains high. If they cease or the spacing exceeds the discharge 
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time then the output goes low. The circuit can be. used for a current indication 

by using the output at the top of R3 instead of the collector as is usual. This 

pennits other functions to be perfonned in parallel. We will not go into this 

design in detail except to note several considerations. First, the diode 

charging current does affect the damping depending on the state of charge of 

the capacitor. It also is affected time wise by the negative current source 

variations and the value oft as well as the B of the PNP transistors as they 

start to conduct or any leakage if cut off. When this circuit is integrated, 

these variations can be extensive. 

We might consider a circuit that could be used with the Bridge driver. 

This two terminal head driver's head transient negative voltage is not much 

different between an open head case and the normal head case. With the.upper 

emitter followers generally controlling the voltage the only Peak difference is 

the margin provided between the nonnal transient voltage and the negative swing 

of the supposed cut off emitter follower. This is not sufficient for an indication. 

However the· positive level of the emitter follower is significant in that it _can 

be measured against a reference. It is the difference between the Vbe lightly 

conducting and the Vbe heavily conducting. This is usually a few tenths of a 

volt against a solid reference. A circuit can be devised that can utilize this 

difference. 

If the head were open then the nonnal path for current is blocked; therefore, 

the lower half of the bridge will draw current directly from the upper bridge 

inmediately above it, such as from Q2 thru Q4 in Figure 8.9. 

9.12 
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The transistor QlO is provided a slight current of only a few hundred 

microamperes, r4, such that the base voltage of Q9 is at a voltage of say 

0.6 Volts. If the Write Current I1 were say 50 ma and the head were open 

with Vin high then Q3 is conducting from Ql even though the base of Ql is low. 

The base of Q4 is low so Q4 is cut off, but the base of Q2 is high since Q?' 

is cut off. Since the current thru Q2 is very low, being only leakage, then 

the Vbe of Q2 is around 0.4 Volts. This makes the difference between the bases 

of Q7 and Q9 about 0.2 Volts or sufficient to switch. Using low currents for 

I3 to reduce base current effects, we have a ctrcuit that will respond to 

open heads but it will not respond to nonnal and shorted heads. The voltage 

on the emitters of Ql and Q2 will not change in the case of a shorted head 

except due to rise - fall time crossing effects which are very narrow. A circuit 

that will totally detect true transitions at the Write Driver requires two 
-

detectors, one for open heads and one for nonnal heads since the shorted head 

case produces only a small transient voltage. The second circuit simply needs 

to verify that the head terminal voltages appropriately follow the upper half 

of the Bridge's base voltages. This can be done using a low gain differential 

amplifier and full wave rectifier similar to Figure 8.6 and shown in Figure 8.10 

for inductive heads. The amplifier isolates the head to reduce the extra 

capacitance. The output pulse width can be pulse width discriminated in order 

to isolate the shorted head narrow pulse, resulting from poor rise times, ·from 

the normal head wide pulse. This is only necessary if the rise and fall times 

of the pre driver are not very fast such that there is a glitch at the head 

tenninals at the intended transition edge. Figure 8.11 illustrates the phenomenon. 

9.13 
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The actual voltage change in the shorted head case is about half that of a 
\ 

nonnal head case as long the swing on the upper half of the bridge bases is 

equal to or exceeds slightly the regular transient. Getting back to Figure 8.10, 

the inputs signals are really not differential but are negative pulses referenced 

to a DC level for each oppositely occurring transition which alternates between 

inputs. We can use this to generate our full wave rectifed pulses if we limit 

cut off to a level between the half level expected from shorted heads and the 

minimum nonnal level. If the base swing were 5.0V, then we need a cut off 

level of around (.75)(5.V) = 3.75V. Choosing the +V supply sufficiently high 

such that 

(EQ 8.17) 

we can proceed as before. 

(7>X v .. -~-) -t•· •• ~ .. - ~."'" .. A•) tEQ 8.18) 
I .JOoJ.!(e_ I ,.,,--,., 

The remainder of the design follows from EQ 8.11 thru 8.14. 

There is a variation of the above circuit if the head is essentially 

resistive, such as the case of a thin film head. Here the voltage wavefonn 

at the head is almost a squarewave. Again, if power dissipation is minimized 

in the design, the down level applied to the upper bases of the bridge is 

slightly below that of the IR drop in the resistive head. One circuit that 

can discriminate the normal head from the shorted head or partially shorted 
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head is to diode couple the low level signal on each head tenninal and 

compare that to a reference. However this circuit cannot distinguish the 

case of no data applied meaning an open data cable or circuit somewhere earlier 

in the circuit chain. We must really use the dV/dt of each transition. This 

can be done using a frequency level detector such as is shown in Figure 8.·12 

or a + pulse rectifier and amplifier as shown in Figure 8.13. 

The circuit of Figure 8.12 should be driven from an intennediate amplifier 

to isolate the circuit capacitance from the head circuit. The level at Point B 

is a function of the voltage change at the inputs, the ratio of the two capacitors, 

and the time constant of C2 and the two resistors. For large capacitor ratios 

the. level at 5 is fairly smooth, but if we choose a smaller ratio with a short 

RC time constant, then the circuit will perfonn as a full wave rectifier with 

controlled output pulse widths. 

The circuit of Figure 8.13 may not require an intermediate amplifier if 

the coupling capacitor's value is small/and as the RC time constant should be 

large compared to the transition rate/ it requires large resistors which in 

turn affect the base bias due to base currents. The circuit is basically 

a full wave biased rectifier. The difference from the base line to the clipping 

level is determined by the resistor network Rl, R2 and R3. The upper portion 

of the transient is 'dot ored' and is available as a series of squared positive 

rulses at the output. 

A better circuit would result if an intermediate amplifier is used to 

permit lowered resistances. Lastly, if we consider the transition detectors 

9.15 
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they really indicate the correct functioning of the entire Write chain. 

Without write current there would be no transitions neither without a 

continuous data path and a functioning head. The only thing it does not 

tell us is if the head is in contact with or in proximity to, the media. 

4. Write Current thru a Protected Data Field 

There are several v~riations of this circuit family. The first 

involves the Memorex invention of the Write Protect feature. A simple circuit 

operated from a switch blocks the Write Conrnand from the Write Current circuits. 

The circuit usually indicates back to the control function that the Data is 

protected. One consideration is to design the logic circuits such that 

operation of the switch during a Write operation will not disturb the write 

in progress until the operation is over. A simple gated latch will accomplish 

this. 

A second variation is used in embedded servo type disc drives. These disc 

files have servo information pre written on the data discs in sectors or 

interleaved with the data. The same information must be protected in order 

to maintain correct servo operation. Counting circuits that are indexed to 

the disc position are usually used. Decoding the count determines the areas 

where the prewritten servo information is recorded. Circuits are also used 

that verify correct .operation of the counters, such as, frequency sensitive 

·:iiscriminators and phase locked loops. Protection of the servo data is of 

such inportance that redundant counters are sometimes used with phase detectors 

to monitor their differences. 
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5. Write Current and Not Directly over the Assi·gned Track 

Again there·are two checks perfonned to verify the head position 

in Disc Drives before a Write is allowed. The first requires the successful 

comparison of the desired address contained in a register and the written 

address recorded on the disc usually before each record. The second require~ 

circuits for monitoring the heads position with respect to some reference • 
• In track following servo systems there are signals available that are sensitive 

to the percentage variation from the tracks centerline. As the head deviates 

from the centerline by an amount exceeding the off track capability of a 

Read - Write - Read sequence at the track extremes, we require a signal that 

will tenninate a Write function inmediately. This is because any data there

after written will be difficult to read due to the off track, adjacent track 

and fringing crosstalk or interference. As the head mechanism cannot move 

instantaneously, some earlier or narrower range is sensed with a time limitation 

imposed for the system to restore the head to· be within these nonnal limits. 

Such circuit ti-ming must consider the mass and forces of the moving mechanism. 

Figure 8.17 illustrates the phenomenon by showing the head centerline movement 

compared to the track centerline as a function of time. The two limits are 

shown dotted with the appropriate sense levels and timing. 

This figure shows the head returning within limits within the allotted 

time~ If it did not then a signal would be generated that shuts off any Write 

in progress and notifies the control circuits. 

6. Write Conmand and Read Conmand Simultaneously 

This circuit is strictly a monitor of the control circuits, but it 

also checks for logic failures in that if a logic gate failed the opposing 

9.17 
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Co11111ands could be issued. A simple 'And' gate at the last logic position 

of the two co11111ands will suffice. This way the error can be caught up to and 

including the in~ut to the Analog Read and Write Circuits. 

7. More than One Head Selected 

Depending on the Matrix configuration, there could be several circuits 

required. If the number of .heads built into a machine is great enough, some 

designers choose to use two separate Write Circuits, two separate Read Pre 

Amplifiers and two separate Head Centertap drivers. When this occurs there 

must be circuits that monitor circuits to verify that one and only one is 

operating at any one time in serial machines or in parallel machines to see 

that all such circuits are operating simultaneously. 

First let us pursue the Centertap Monitoring Circuits. The engineer has 

a choice of an 'Exclusive Or' tree or an operational amplifier. The latter is 

least expensive even in the earlier machines when such a circuit had to be 

built of discreet components. 

Consider Figure 8.18. We have shown two heads with the centertaps capable 

of being grounded, with NPN Write Drivers and f1Vf centertap drivers. Reverse 

bias for the centertap is a rte3~tive voltage. The ratio of the resistors R2 

to Rc2 and Rl to Rel is large such that the correct amount of reverse bias is 

maintained to block the head transients. RF is chosen to provide a certain 

worse case guaranteed voltage output from the operational-amplifier. Rs is 

provided to cancel the affect of all but one of the reverse biased centertaps. 

For example, if Figure 8.18 showed 5 heads with 5 centertap drivers then Rs 
would compensate for 3 head centertaps leaving one to provide a~,ative signal 

and, of course, the other being at ground if selected. The circuit will respond 

9.18 
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with a negative output if more than one head centertap is grounded and with 

a positive output if only one or none are grounded. The design is worse caseJ 

as follows where N is the total number of head centertap drivers. 

:::. 

LI. ,.. ,;; 
+--

tfo ,...,.~ 

v~ ...... " 

+ 

(EQ 8.18) 

II t,.fr ,.,,,, 1 
~,~ J (EQ 8.19) 

(EQ 8.20) 

Vo.,,.,," [-(Ve-~·*) N 
IA- ,.Alll (EQ 8.21) 

- /f'f . + - 1?11 ... , .. .MuJ A', ,..A~ t"Olfl 
l<ct. M.4~ + I 

r-Vc- "" GN- z.) Vr ,.,.,..J ~ v ,. .... "!.!!] -· (EQ 8.22.) 
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Equations 8.18, 8.19, 8.22, and 8.23 require the worse case bias set into 

the comparator to be centered between the values of Vo min nonnal and 

Vo min 2 ON· By properly specifying the value of Rs this range could be 

centered around the Vbe of 2 transistors and the circuit of Figure 18.9 used 

instead of the comparator as long as the Vo difference is greater than one. volt. 

In the above equations, we neglected the voltage and current offsets and gain 

effects of the operational amplifiers. These should be included if the difference 

is less than one volt which would jeopardize the correct biasing of the transistor.-

Resistor REQShould be chosen to equal the resistance seen on the negative 

input in order to correct for balanced base or input currents. For the other 

two offsets the total resistance can be kept as low as possible within the 

current limitations of the centertap and bias resistor currents and the.voltage 

attenuation due to the action of Rc2 and R2 as it relates to the head transient 

voltage. Usually the voltage change due to one centertap circuit changing state 

is large so the main offsets are swamp .ed. 

The other monitoring circuits become just 'And' and 'OR' combinations of 

the previous circuits outputs in multfples. The block diagrams of Figure 8.20 
~ 

thru 8.22 show typical examples of some multiple arrangements. Notice that in 

Figure 8.20 we need both the indication for write current from either current 

source as well as the indication of more than one source on at a time for serial 

data machines. For parallel data machines the dotted addition is required to 

indicate a failure. There are variations of Figure 8.21. As it is shown 

the outputs of the Resettab 1 e S.i ngl e Shots are combined to indicate the function. 

This then would be 'Anded' with the delay gate of Figure 8.3A to capture the 

failure. However, if one of the Resettable Single Shots failed true then we 

would never sense any failure of transitions. The 'Exclusive OR' gate will 

9.20 
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catch this kind of failure. Usually we only try to sense no more than two 

serial failure conditions, beyond that would greatly complicate the design. 

The last arrangement shown in Figure 8.22 is for multiple groups of heads 

only one of which is pennitted at a time. Here we require two grou?s of 

operational amplifiers, one to sense more than one centertap as we discussed 

and the other to sense one h~ad centertap. The only difference in the design 

is the value of R8 also taking into consideration that there are now two loads 

on the Re resistors instead of one for both cases. The extra requirement for 

the 'One Sense' can be eliminated if the centertap selection of one head in 

each group simultaneously can be acconmodated, such 35 in parallel data machines 

and for machines where discrimination occurs in the Write Driver Channel and 

the Read Channel. In this last case a matrix can be formed connecting head 

centertaps and Write - Read circuits in some convenient or cost effective 

manner (see Figure 8.23). 

This matrix gives rise to a conman terminology used throughout this 

industry of X and Y. The X circuits are the most expensive and are therefore 

minimized in number. The cheapest are the centertap circuits and are maximized 

where possible. Hence the centertap circuits are often referred to as Y select 

circuits. 

8. Open Heads 

We discussed this situation in the section on transition sensfog. 

9. Shorted Heads 

This also was discussed in the transition sensing section. 
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transistor is turned on quickly, th.is pennits a discharge current to flow 

thru tne head Ila 1 f winding tna t nonna 11 y is ca 1 anced out that now is of 

sufficient magnitude to cause the media to be brought out of saturation 

thus actually writing a disturbance on the media. Because of this effect 

it is doubly important to minimize head capacitance, and maximize the 

discharge rate while maintaining sufficient drive to saturate the centertap 

driving transistor during writing. This then refers back to the circuit 

used to drive the bases of the centertap drivers which we did not discuss 

at that time. 

Once we have sensed a safety related failure we must now detennine what we 

can do to minimize the damage to the recorded data from either timing.or 

circuit related failures. The best thing we can do is to prevent the flow of 

head current either by blocking the current path_ at any point or several points 

or by sinking the current off to ground before it can reach the head. The 

first type usually are limited to shutting off the current sources and the 

centertap drivers logically. These precautions work well for co11111and related 

failures or timing failures, but they do not work if either the current source 

transistors shorted or the centertap transistors shorted or some other current 

path became established. Again, shutting off all current paths can block the 

current thru the head either at its source or at its sink despite a failure of 

one of the sources or sinks (centertap circuit). We can provide a circuit 

that clamps the current source to a potential that reverse biases the Write 

Driver emitters. Part of the precautions already exist when we added a series 

diode to protect the Write Driver emitter from the Current Sensing circuit during 

the off condition. Refer back to Figure 8.2, Rl and 01. If we connect a large ) 

9.23 
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10. Centertap Current Sense 

In the cases where the centertapped head or a group of centertapped 

heads are driven or connected directly to an Integrated circuit collector, 

there is a distinct possibility of a short between the collector junction 

and the substrate. This situation exists due to the usual practice of tying 

the centertaps together to a common voltage or ground. The favored method of 

sensing this failure is to monitor the current in the centertap line. A 

simple series resistor and a comparator suffices. The bias on the comparator 

allows up to nonnal write current and any combined leakages to flow without 

changing tfle output state of the comparator. 

There are many other circuits or conditions that could be monitored. 

The'se wi 11 evidence themse 1 ves to designers as they consider a 11 the poss i b 1 e 

paths erasing current can take thru the read from whatever source or all the 

combinations 'that can prevent data from being correctly written such as any 

data encoding circuits or clocking circuits. They all need to be monitored 

and latched for the protection of stored data. 

One side-light to the half open centertapped head case not previously 

discussed is the condition during selection by the centertap driver. Consider 

for a moment what we discussed back in Capter 7 on Matrices. We were very 

careful to balance the Read biasing currents so that the flux generated cancels. 

When a head coil opens on one side the bias current now is unbalanced and hence 

can partially erase the media. However, the flux is very small and is not 

usually of sufficient magnitude, if properly designed, to bring the media particle 

back into the open portion of the hysterisis loop. There is one other circuit 

parameter that we have neglected and that is the single ended matrix capacitance. 

See Figure 8.24. When a head is reverse biased, the cable, head, and diode 

capacitance is charged with some number of coulombs. If the centertap selection 

9.22 
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transistor to the collector of the Current Source Transistor and tie its 

emitter to a potential more positive (in this case) thari the bases of the 

Write Drivers, we can turn this transistor on inmediately upon sensing any 

failure. This is achieved by an 'OR' tree driven from each of the safety 

·cir-cuit storage latclies. Some engineers like to turn it on every time we· 

are not writing in order to quickly dfscharge the current source lines. The 

transistor and its base current drive must be capaole of handling any current 

resulting from shorting the current source transistor which means the current 

would be that obtained thru the emitter resistor in series with the difference 

in potential between the source supply and the clamp transistor emitter reference. 

~""""' This must be worse cased as failure to do this mightAforward bias one of the 

Write Drivers. A circuit is shown in Figure 8.25 for the NPN Write Driver with 

\ 

the centertap referenced to ground. Other configurations are left to the reader. ~ 

A typical design would ensure the following equations are met. 

::: 
If, ,..,,., 

{EQ 8.24) 

(EQ 8.25) 

(EQ 8.26) 

(EQ 8.27} 
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~ ,..,,., - .2 ~ ,.. ... ,, 

t!., _1' 
(EQ 8.28) 

If all these 5 equations are met simultaneously then the clamp will operate 

correctly even in the event of a shorted current source. Notice we are worse 

than worse case, out totally safe as we used V- min and V- max as simultaneous 

conditions in EQ 8.24 and 8.25 respectively. 

This concludes the current related safety considerations . 
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This chapter deals with the detectors or the circuitry used to sense the 

transitions recorded on the media. We will discuss the intervening amplifiers 

in the next chapter as the type of amplifier depends on the type detector 

chosen. The detector in turn depends entirely on the head signal and the 

region of operation. Let us refer to Figure 9.1. This figure is our old 

friend the bit density curve with some added segments. Historically, all 
• 

magnetic recording was done using the left hand side or the 'good' resolution 

portion, Region 1. Here the various frequency or density components result in 

very similar amplitudes. Therefore a string of transitions produces signals 

of fairly equal amplitudes with little interaction. The process of detection 

is to sense the peak which results from the instant of maximum time rate of 

change of flux of the transition and output a pulse, the leading edge 

of which, corresponds to the center of the transition. Circuitry for doing 

this consists of some amplitude reference and a peak sensing circuit. The 

amplitude reference serves to eliminate noise associated with the signal base 

line, Figure 9.2. As the signal is bipolar there needs to be two references 

or some means of changing the signal to unipolar. A Full Wave rectifier fills 

this latter function quite well. The peak sensing circuits are required to 

be very accurate. For this reason, amplitude sensing circuits fail. Consider 

the peak of sine wave. The change of the amplitude as a function of time is 

very poor, changing only a few percent over a considerable number of degrees. 

Amplitude sensitive circuits then will have poor time resolution of the peak. 

They are also sensitive to the variations in amplitude of each transition in 

a chain for no pulse is of the same amplitude as its neighbor due to variations 

in media and head-media mechanics. 

10.1 
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Two other signal processing.circuits resolve the dilenwna. They are the 

differentiator and the intergrater. Here the slowly changing peak value becomes 

a fast cha~ging base line crossing as the slope of the peak changes from one 

polarity thru zero to the other. This result is ideal as we can build base . 

line crossing sensing circuits very easily. The question now becomes which 

of the two is better. First the differentiator. The circuit or amplifier 

has a zero at the origin. The gain then increases from zero at zero frequency 

to infinity at infinite frequency. Our head signal is complex in that it can 

be described as a fundamental sine wave with many hannonics. Noise also enters 

the picture. As we pass the bandwidth of interest, the gain continues to 

increase, therefore, all the noise of higher frequencies will be amplified 

accordingly while the signal of interest remains at its lower gain. The result 

is a decrease in signal-to-noise ratio. Practical circuits have finite band

width as they roll off due to stray capacitances introducing a pole. We see 

then that practical differentiators have signal-to-noise ratio problems but 

are limited to the bandwidths of the circuitry. 

The intergrater on first look is ideal as its output results from a 

pole at the origin, or zero frequency, which produces decreasing gain for 

increasing frequency. If we were only dealing with a sine wave, the resulting 

waveform would always be symmetrical; however, we are dealing with a complex 

waveform containing many harmonics and noise which also vary in amplitude from 

pulse to pulse. Ideally, then we would have a base line crossing for each 

transition as the area under the curve alternates. But the signal's non

uniformity will result in variations in the time of the base line crossing 

from the actual peak time of the input signal. 
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When compared to the noise shifted differentiated signal bas~ line crossing 

and the quiet but time shifted base line crossing of the integrated signal, we 

are forced to choose the lesser of two evils. The differentiator has dominated 

the application mainly due to the way the higher frequency noise is rolled off 

by judicious choice of the pole location of practical circuits. The operation 

of the intergrator in the presence of defects accentuates the inaccuracies • 
• 

Compromises can be worked out using carefully placed zeroes to minimize its 

sensitivity to defects and amplitude variations, but no practical recording 

channel has succeeded in mass production using the approach. 

We will now develop a circuit that will perfonn the detection function 

previously described. The block diagram for such a detector is shown ·in 

Figure 9.3. The full wave rectifier can be built from the differential 

signal with a pair of diodes. See·Figure 9.4. Because the differential signal 

contains two positive peaks for each pair of pulses, the diodes will pass two 

positive peaks each one corresponding to a transition. Depending on the biasing, 

the output de potential will be one diode drop below the input base line or 

de potential. The driving circuit must ensure the two de levels to be equal 

or unsymnetry will result. Wherethe input and output are referenced to ground 

the diodes will subtract one diode drop from the signal before passing it on. 

Figure 9.5 illustrates this function. We could take advantage of this phenomenon 

by making the diode drop equal to the amount of signal around the base line 

(clipping level) that we want to remove to reduce sensitivity to base line noise. 

Under these circumstances the signal itself must be amplified to an amplitude 

such that V diode equals the percentage of the signal we want to remove. For 

). 
tJ 

example, if we want to remove : 10% of the signal around the base line, the } 

input signal must be amplified to 2( ~) (V0)in VPP diff. (EQ 9.1) 
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Such a circuit will function but is not easily changed if we want to change 

the clipping level percentage except by changing the amplitude of the input 

signal or the references. The signal swings are very large, as in our 

example: 2(10)(.?V) = 14.Vpp diff. is required. (EQ 9.1) 

When the full Wave Rectifier is DC coupled with an appropriately negative 

return voltage as shown in Figure 9.6, then the output amp1itude is equal to 

the input amplitude but is one diode drop below the input signal voltage. 

We need not get confused if we reverse the diodes to pass the negative peaks 

instead. Input DC balance is required for correct symmetrical operation. 

We could perform this function with active circuits such as is shown in 

Figures 9.7 or 9.8. The advantage of the emitter follower connection is the 
( ':) 

lowered impedance provided by the transistor. It has one disadvantage and ) 

that is the reverse base-emitter breakdown voltage, BVber' restrtcts the input 

signal peak-peak value for one emitter is conducting while the other is cut 

off. Again, input balance is required. The addition of the third emitter 

follower permits any percentage of clipping. It is similarly restricted to low 

amplitudes of around 7.Vpp SE max due to BVber· Another consideration is that 

of the transfer curves at around 0.1 volts difference where there is partial 

conduction of the transistors. The operation is very similar to a positive 

1 0R 1 circuit meaning only the transistor with the most positive base will 

conduct. It is this characteristic that permits Full Wave Rectification 

or Biased Rectification. The input amplitude must be such that the O.lV 

uncertainty is small compared to the signal of interest but within the 

restrictions imposed by the emitter-base breakdown voltage. 
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We will now turn our attention to the Gate Limiter. Its purpose is 

to provide a gate to operate the 1 and 1 circuit at the appropriate time to 

allow the pulse resulting from the differentiated signal peak to pass while 

blocking all. noise related signals. The output of the Full Wave Rectifier 

is limited either thru direct amplification or that resulting from positive 

feedback such as in a Schmidt Trigger. The latter circuit has the advantage 
' . 

of reducing the effect of noise around the threshold of the Schmidt, whereas 

the fonner will be noisy around the bias point. The gate threshold level 

results from either the Schmidt threshold or the amplifier bias point. 

Figure 9.9 illustrates the wavefonn relationships we want to design into 

the total circuit. 

If we design a limiting amplifier that limits around the clipping level 

we desire, then we have perfonned the-function we need. From Figure 9.9 

the clipping level value is detennined as a percentage of the input signal 

magnitude. Let us use 15% of 10.Vpp diff. This becomes 5.Vpp SE or 2.SVsp 

out of the Full Wave Rectifier and 15% is 375.mV. We next need to guarantee 

the reference of the input signal to the Full Wave Rectifier such that we 

have control over the percentage. We also need to include the tolerances 

of the diodes or transistors used to build the Full Wave Rectifier. We can 

do this with the circuit shown in Figure 9.10. 

Transistors 1 and 2 perfonn the Full Wave Rectification. Transistors 3 

and 4 are a high-gain differential amplifier. The input reference is ground. 

The bias reference is 375.mV with transistor 5 providing the same or similar 

Vbe drop. as transistors 1 and 2 if current sources land 3 are equal. This 

function is harder to perfonn with discreet components, but is very easy today 

10.5 
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when we can use the inherent matching in integrated circuits. The uncertainty 

of the bias point depended heavily on the variations in Vbe from transistor 

to transistor or diode to diode. The output of the amplifier becomes the 

output gate. If the signal swing is insufficient then further amplification. 

is necessary especially if the slope of the gate edges is poor. For our 2.SV BP 

amplifier input, we know that the output will be a squarewave, Figure 9.11, 

centered around the 325 mV to 425 mV, but modified by the Aandwidth of the 

amplifier. The more precise we want the gate edges defined, the higher the 

gain we require. With limiting it is not the output amplitude swing that 

defines the slope, but the gain divided into the input signal slope for the 

specified output swing. For example, if our gain were 100 and the output 

swing was limited to 2 volts then the input equivalent change would be 
2.V _ 
100 - .02 volts for a full swing of the output. This then would indicate 

that the output gate edge would be similar to the time it took for the input 

to change from 365 to 385 mV if the amplifier bandwidth is adequate. With 

proper biasing the output gate levels could be made compatible with some logic 

family which would make the following '·and' gate simple to construct. 

The considerations then are the bias point stability, the gate edge slope 

and logic compatibility. There is a propagation delay consideration particularly 

when using multiple gain stages in series to obtain the required gain. 

The Schmidt version is not too much different. Positive feedback is 

provided to the bias -point in order to interfere least wi"th the Full Wave 

Rectified signal fig.q.11The feedback resistor RF is connected between the out

of-phase output and the bias reference network. The percentage feedback is 

detennined by the signal swing on the collector and the resistor divider 

10.6 
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network to the input signal. This circuit is easier and cheaper since it 

provides a large gain, fast slopes and a more stable bias reference than a 

multiple amplifier chain required to get the same slope. Also a second 

advantage is the shorter propagation delay and freedom from noise while 

traversing the bias point. 

The differentiator may take several forms ranging from passive differen

tiator to active. Operational amplifiers are usually not suitable due to 

their restricted bandwidth. We can '11ild discreet active differentiators 

fairly easily. Consider a differential amplifier with a capacitor in the 

series feedback path or a resistor and capacitor. 

The gain equation simply becomes from Fig cr·r> 11 

= (EQ 9.2) 

When rearranged, we can see both the zero at the origin, which we desire, and 

a pole which would be helpful to restrict the bandwidth related noise. There 

are other poles resulting from the internal transistor and stray capacitances. 

The circuit"'is inherently AC balanced in the emitter but does require DC 

current source balance and load resistor balance if output DC levels are 

important. 

The same circuit can be built using an inductive load with similar results. 

Here a single current source could be used if we wanted to. See Fig. 9.14. 

2L 5 (EQ 9.3) 

Notice the absence of the pole. We do not escape as easily since all inductors 

have stray capacitance and series resistance. The Bode plot will show a roll 
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due to this capacitance and it will be second order with a zero close to the 

origin, but not at the origin. 

z 
(EQ 9.4) 

= (!, +zr-{ Le ,~ + ,?,C 5 + I) 

Some have tried to make the AC unbalance due to the separate inductors tolerances 

more balanced by winding the two inductors on a single core using bifilar 

circuits. If we were to use a simple RC coupling network as a differentiator 

we would have to contend with the attenuation. With the above amplifiers 

we can adjust the gain for a net gain instead of a loss. Of the two active 

differentiators considered, the first has a serious difficulty with DC stability 

if it is to drive a sensitive threshold circuit. The inductor version has a 

very low IR drop therefore is insensitive to variations in the current source 

or load resistor and current source balance. One way to retain the advantages 

of the first circuit is to add a balancing circuit to the current source and 

make the following stage differential with a large comnon mode input range. 

Balance is simply obtained by the use of a. potentiometer in series with the two 

sources in one of several configurations. Some are shown in Figure 9.15. 

Regardless we can use a differential following stage to provide the 

limiting function. The emitter followers are required to minimize Miller Effect. 

The circuit shown in Figure 9.16 consists of a differentiator followed by a 

differential amplifier. Here we choose not to use a Schmidt trigger as we 

10.8 
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want our output edges to correspond exactly to the center of the differentiated 

pulse peak which is the base line crossing out of the differentiator. The 

amount of gain required depends on the accuracy we require. If we were dealing 

with a sine wave input we could easily calculate the required gain. Assume . 

the input signal were a (2.5 - .375)VBP sine wave, 0-180°, of 1.MHz timing 
O.Siis 

or 180 for 2.77 ns/degree. If our logic 'and' gate had a minimum rise time 

of 5.0 volts in 5.55 ns then we should provide sufficient gain to make 2.0 

degrees of input signal at the base line equal to 5.0V logic level. Therefore, 

the minimum gain of the limiter and differentiator should be: 

(EQ 9.5) 

Going back over our bandwidth restrictions for the collector load resistor, 

we should provide this gain in several stages instead of one. 

'To get our gain we would probably require 

three stages. The gain per sta9e is "'/"67.4 or 4.06 per stage. We can do 

this fairly easily with basic emitter coupled amplifiers.similar to that shown 

in Figure 9.17. Because the input to the differentiator is single ended, we 

need another gain of 2. If the differentiator is designed for a gain of 2 

then we need 3 other limiters with a gain of 4.06 min each. The next problem 

we need to solve is the cascading qias required with DC coupled amplifiers. 

With discreet amplifier construction we could alternate NPN - PNP amplifiers 

and thus maintain a reasonable power supply voltage. This is probably the best 

way to proceed as AC coupling requires a knowledge of the low frequency band

pass requirements and hence the data code's spectrum. 
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Notice the timing requirement to center the propagation delayed dif

ferentiated pulse in the Gate square wave. If the Gate generator used an 

equal number of stages of limiting gain then the delays should be about equal. 

This becomes more important when we consider that the input signal actually 

varies in amplitude as a function of disc diameter(in disc machin~)or media·

coating variations. This variation must be considered when calculating the 

total gain required for both limiters. The total gain must be calculated 

based on the absolute minimum signal from the head as modified by any 

intervening gain stages using their minimum gain. 

Let us go thru a design using the ECL logic family as our output. This 

is chosen due to the levels and speed but particularly the non requirement for 

cascading bias. 

Going back to our circuit of Figure 9.12, we can make a small change to 

make it compatible with the ECL family. See Figure 9.19. The change required 

is in the base bias network for transistors 1 and 2 with regard to the bias 

required on the base of transistor 8 and the improvement required to reduce 

the effect of power supply variations on the clipping level by using the diode 

D as a partial regulator. Notice also that the Differentiator does not care 

about the use of the clipping bias as it is AC coupled and will not be 

affected by the difference in DC potential as does the Gate Generator. We will 

choose the bias values such that the input signal swing will not permit 

saturation of the Differentiator and Gate Generator collector stages. 

If the input signal maximum is 10.Vpp differential, the nominal is 7.0Vpp 

differential and the minimum is 5'.Vpp differential we then kriow tJ!tat the 

Full Wave Rectified signal is 2·5" V spSE max and- 1-2> VBP-SE min. We will 

10.10 
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retain our 15% clipping level. The bias for Transistors 1 and 2 should 

be: 
(EQ 9.6) 

Choose -~·3V to allow for tolerances of 5%. The bias for Transistor 8 should 

be: 
(EQ 9.7) 

If we do this then we have built in a one diode drop margin for the 

collectors 3 and 4. If we choose the resistor divider network to operate 

off -10 volts and have current of 10.ma to maintain sorne stability due to 

base currents then: 

I~. v - Vy 
/Vflf'i,,. No,,. tf,+l!'f = l·yJK 

~ 
(EQ 9.8) 

/o.-

'+. 3 
'+ 30 .... (J-.u. ~H .... I y) 

R, : - = 
((.),- '-

(EQ 9.9) 

J.o K (EQ 9.10) 

If we allow 5 ma for the diode, a IN4448, we should have approximately 0.7V 

drop. This leaves 5.ma for R2 and R3 to develop 0.375 volts. 

f? :: 
0-t'-l. v 

~ ~I·/.,.. 11) (EQ 9 .11) 
= 5 2. ....,,. 

1.. 5"·--

r:? } ::-
0-7 - O·ZGZ. 

'1>7 ~ c~ '(f6·6-- ti) (EQ 9.12) ,. 
c;. ~ 
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In order to minimize the disturbance to the bias due to base current variations 

in the operation of the Full Wave Rectifier, we should replace R1 with a 

4.3V 5% zener. This way all margins are met while maintaining a low 

impedance at the bases of transistors l, 2 and 8. We now need to lower R4 to 

allow 20.ma zener current as well as allowing a higher current thru the 

diode {10.ma). we· can also add a zener at the bottom to control the current 

sources (see figure 9.20A). 

Y- -V-z. -V, €-c- zl'D .... 1?) 
-----= (EQ 9.13) 

The value of Resistors R2 and R3 should be halved to acconmodate io.ma 

instead of 5.ma. Let R2 = 24.90 and R3 = 43.20 

If we- choose the CA 3045 transistor array we will obtain an added bonus of 

Vbe matching to 5.mv which will help. The 20.V breakdown between substrate 

and collector junction is adequate, as is the 15V collector to emitter 

breakdown. The base emitter breakdown needs examining for transistors l and 

2 as they will see the full swing of the input during rectification. The 

maximum input difference is 5.0 Vpp SE or just equal to the minimum specified 

BVbe for the devise. This is close but is acceptable. If the max input swing 

were larger we wou ld either have to find a transistor with a higher BVbe or 

use series diodes for rectification preceded by nonnal emitter followers 

in order to minimize distortion. We would also have to refigure the bias 

on the Gate Generator. Either way we are faced with a matching problem in 

order to minimize the unbalance of the rectifier halves. See Figure 9.208 

for the variation . 
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Continuing with our design. We will choose the current for the emitter 

follower rectifiers based on the stray capacitance on the node A. 

CT ::: 2 C,,., -4- Gtt (z +l"I) -+ Ca +Cw 

(EQ 9.14) 

For a 5.0 MHz sinewave input the requireG current must exceed 

( z,)vu-JcJz.z.ll·t'~ ) 
-:: I · 7 3 y.,;; -f-

- ( ' ) z. 'tr ,..,,p .. a. (EQ 9.15) 

This should operate well if we choose 3.0 ma to allow for rectifier 

linearity, capacitance and worse case variations. 

The current source 5,7 then becomes 

v~ .. ,lf/ - V;,",.. .. "' '+ .'3~•1l- I) ·7f v . ~ - ~ "'" 1z) «e. :: ~ 
~.,) ,.,.,,- '· f.1 f .,.,,::, ...... 

~,..,. 3 • .;i .,.,,· ~"' (EQ 9.16) 

The collector resistors for both the Gate and Differentiator should be 

related to the Bandwidth. For our 5.MHz signal we need a minimum of SO.MHz 

Bandwidth in order to minimize phase distortion and amplitude reduction. 

(EQ 9 .17) 

Where Cr = (2+A(C0b) + Ccs = (14)(.SBpF) + 2.8pF = 10.92pF 

If we choose 200 nwe can obtain a 1.2 volt swing with 6.ma Is(S). 

10.13 
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The gain becomes: 

t~ 

A= ------= 
:. '- .4 -r_ ~ "- (EQ 9.18) 

This gain is slightly higher than the 12 we assumed in equations 9.14 and 

9.17, but we have plenty of margin in both cases. 

The current source resistor should be: 

I<, = = 

Next we can choose an emitter fol19wer resistor 9, 10 , 15 , 16 to drive_ the 

following limiter stages if we allow 3 ma again we could use 

\1 - 1 /. - v ......... V- ,..,., V#e. ,.,,.,i 
..: 

/q12~V - o.7;v -J;J:." 
----~--"3--: 41JaK. 

~ "'"- l "-

<~ f-.J~I( 1.:r) 

(EQ 9.20) 

The design of the differentiator is next. Going back to Equation 9.2we would 

like to place the pole at an order of magnitude above the highest frequency of 

operation FH. {We, may modify this later when we consider noise degradation. 

(The Rule of Thumb usually makes the phase angle equal to 700 at FH). 

We would also like the gain at FH to be such that the collector signal 

is linear and centered around -1.2V in order to dr~ve the following amplifier. 

With a 2.5V peak rectified input signal we would require a gain loss to 

guarantee a linear swing. We can solve the dilenma by providing clipping at 

the collectors to reduce the amplitude swing while retaining the slope around 

the base line. A pair of back-to-back Schotky diodes (IN 5711) will function 

10.14 
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well as they have no storage time constraints. (Figure 9.20C) Linearity 

in the emitter circuit is maintained by making the impedance and current 

such that neither transistor is cut off. For our 200"'-collector resistors, 

two 6.0 ma current sources will give us a -l.2V collector voltage on each. 

The emitter circuit must have an impedance at 5.0 MHz of greater than 

v, .• 61'-Jt "''"' 

If Xe is greater than 4330 then that will satisfy the requirement. 

(EQ 9.21) 

I - I - -ti c = J. 7' FH Xe. - (z...,,. J. S''(.1,t:1" x 'fdJ 'Kl:Ji.; :::: 7. ,., "(.IQ Pq fi:i/ 'f• l. z. 
If we chose 62 PF then we should cover the worse case capacitor value 

since we calculated the minimum current source current at 6.ma. 

The gain at 5.0 MHz becomes . if RE = O 

It = 1. (1·( ... R .... ) + tl't -j z. 7l If,. c:. 

(l.OO 

= Sl>·"f L::!l:.t..• = 
The pole is located at 

2. Tf tf7 c. = 

.z. ( z. 00) 
= 

•I\ 117 ,.,H~ 

(EQ 9.23} 

{EQ 9.24} 

We could calculate the degradation in phase due to the real transistor 

parameters using the hybrid Tr model, but the frequencies are higher than we 

will be interested in (above 50 MHz). 

We can add current balance by using the potentiometer as part of the 

emitter source resistors. The remaining gain for both limiters needs to be 

calculated. For a minimum input signal of 5.Vpp Diff we have l.25V BP-SE 

out of the rectifier to make this signal be a l.V square wave with rise 

10.15 -
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and fall times equal to the logic families characteristics of J,1 ns then 

at 5.0 MHz 1.1 ns represents 

1.98° 

Therefore 

1.0V 
A = 

ifta9 (1.25V)(sin 1.980) (EQ 9.25) 

This indicates that the gain already provided with transistors 3 and 4 is not 

sufficient. Since we also need to match the propagation delay of both 

channels and the gain of the differentiator is only .778, then we need to have 

the differentiator channel gain equal to 

/. 0 v 
A('IMJll : 2 '!·76 (EQ 9.26) 

We need a gain of greater than 29.76 to achieve the same accuracy. Since this 

gain cannot be achieved in one stage using a MC10116 line receiver as an 

amplifier-limiter then two will be used. This is because f 29.76 < A~Oll~ ... ,411 

The final design needs on:y two series MC 10116 line receivers for each 

channel. The output 'and' gate can be a MC 10105 positiv.e 'or.nor' gate. 

Notice that this design is based entirely on a percentage of the nominal 

signal therefore amplitude plays a· dominant role in the detection process. 

If signal amplitude is lost then data is lost. 

The waveforms should be reviewed and are shown in Figure 9.21. The 

output pulse width is not controlled and may be equal to any value between 

10.16 
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1.1 ns and 50.ns depending on the input signal amplitude. If the differentiated 

pulse is not centered in the gate then noise can occur at the edges of the gate 

due to the noise of the differentiated signal. The clipping level may be 

adjusted to a different percentage of the nominal signal to change the width. 

of the nominal gate. To pro·perly characterize the circuit a plot of pulse 

centering as a function of a~plitude should be made, also as a function of 

frequency at certain fixed amplitudes. 

This completes the design of a detector that can handle signals in the 

left hand portion, Region 1, of the bit density curve. 

There are a large number of circuits that could perfonn this function 

depending on the availability of components and integrated circuits. In. 

putting together the circuits for each block, all we need to consider are the 

various interfaces, their voltage, current and timing requirements. 

Now what of ~he other areas of the bit density curve? We can evaluate 

them by looking at the waveforms in each area for a string of random data. 

In Region 2 the signal is modified due to the pulse interaction at the ,.,, 

higher densities. Resolutions can go down· to around 70%, meaning that for 

three transitions in a row, but isolated on either side, the center pulse 

barely crosses the base line. This is illustrated in Figure 9.22. Similarly, 

we show the triple pulse waveform for. each of the four Regions. If we were to 

use the detector we have just designed for Region 2 signals, the clipping level 

would have to be lowered to such an extent that the base line noise would pass 

thru. Or in other words, the minimum amplitude of the center pulse is less 

than the noise. In tenns of clipping level percentages in Region I we could 

10.17 
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have a clipping level range of from 50 to 15% or 35% where 50% represents 

the value where we just lose· a pulse and 15% of the level where we just pick 

up the noise. In Region 2 this range becomes negative; in other words, the 

clipping level value for loosing the center pulse is below the value to pick. 

up noise. 
I' 

• Since we must operate some detectors in these other regions, we will 

discuss methods for accomplishing this. The first clue comes from the way 

we visually determine the position of a transition pulse. Each pulse has 

some leading slope, some zero slope peak, a trailing slope of the opposite 

polarity, and some peak-to-peak amplitude difference. In Region I the amplitude 

is always in reference to the base line therefore some fixed or moving reference 

around the base line will suffice. Here in Region 2, or worse, the base line 

becomes a moving target depending on the transition pattern. We can take two 

approaches. The first is where each signal peak is clamped to a reference and 

the amplitude is measured opening a gate if the signal exceeds some delta. 

Clamping is achieved by a diode as shown in Figure 9.23. As the input signal 

approaches its positive peak, the capacitive current is shunted to ground thru 

the diode then as we pass the peak this current reverses, the diode reverse 

biases and the RC time constant is restored. This allows the negative slope 

of the signal to be measured by the comparator. This voltage is chosen to 

represent some percentage of the signal. As can be seen there will be a time 

delay before the gate is opened following the true peak or transition center. 

This must be allowed for in the design. Further problems are the forward bias 

of the diode and the capacitance on that node. The main problem though is the 

non-uniformity of the pulse amplitudes. If the second positive pulse were of 

a lessor amplitude than the first then the circuit will not clamp to the second 

peak. All of these problems are addresssed in the design that follows. 

10.18 
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The choice of the coupling capacitor is dictated by the stray capacitance 

of the following network. If C is very large compared to the stray capacitance 

then we have control of the signal transfer. Secondly, if the diode drop is 

small compared to the signal peak-peak amplitude, we retain control. Also, . 

if the diode has very short minority carrier life time, this also helps 

reduce the switching time between the forward conducting clamp and the peak 

following long RC time constant. Another problem is the variation in amplitude. 

This can be solved by taking advantage of the alternating nature of all read 

signals polarities. If we provide a deliberate positive current during the 

periods of time immediately following the comparator sensing level, we can 

ensure that when the waveform again changes to a positive slope there will 

always be sufficient charge to clamp during the positive sloped portion of 

the signal. This is illustrated in Figure 9.24 where the point B represents 

the point where the second half comparator operates and point A the first 

sensing point. All this clearly shows that two such circuits are necessary 

to cover both positi.ve and negative (positive on the opposite half of a 

differential signal). 

Consider our 5.MHz HF signal we used earlier. The diode should be a hot 

carrier type to eliminate the minority carrier lifetime and thus speed up the 

reverse recovery of the diode. If the forward drop is 0.4 volts then our 

signal should be 10 to 20 times this value or 4-8 Vpp min. Let us choose 

10.Vpp diff as an amplitude requirement nominal. If the stray capacitance 

is around 10 PF then the coupling capacitor should be large or 20 - 100 times 

that value or lets use 1000.PF. -The value of R should be such that it is 

large compared to Xe at the lowest sinusoidal frequence (FL) of interest. If 

that were 2.5 MHz then let 

10.19 
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/o 
f{ = I J X, = = (EQ 9.27) 

Let us choose 681n as a standard value. This forces the driving impedance . 

to be less than 60.11.which we can obtain by an emitter follower. 

Because the signal at the comparator input is less than a few voltr, 

it is well within the capability of an ECL line receiver. The basic design 

is shown in Figure 9.24. If we choose a comparator reference of 15% of the 

5.0Vpp-SE signal nominal then the comparator should be set to 

In order to try to keep this value close to the 2 diode reference, which we 

provided in order to keep the comparator signal within the range of the line 

receiver, we should make them part of the comparator reference. If we used 

a simple resistive divider as part of the negative supply to the diodes, then 

we maintain control and the comparator reference becomes relatively insensitive 

to the diode drop variations. The PNP switch should supply a current to the 

clamp equal to that expected· from the signal. TMll II f1,,-..f'Ly -

I = 
t;•;J v -- -,31-

7· Jy. ........ 
(EQ 9.29) 

Let us choose 10 ma. The bases of the PNP switch must be driven from a level 

such that the collectors do not saturate. The standard ECL levels are 

-0.81 max Hl and -1.85 min low. Two diode drops will guarantee a voltage 

more negative than the collectors. The IN4448 diode shows a minimum drop 

10.20 
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of 0.62 Volts at 5.ma; therefore, the two extremes will be (w,,,ld'~.case most 
positive) -

V;~ :: - 0·31 v - 2 (o·~l v) = - 2 · 0 ~ V 

11 -/./$'/ _ 2 ( f)./,2 v) = - 3·0~V v, .. = 

(EQ 9.30) 

(EQ 9'°31) 

Now all we need to do is guar~ntee a minimum of 5.ma thru the diode. Using 

a -5.2V ± 5% power supply, the resistor is cal~ulated from 

(~ - sJ)- V1.,. -t,.•'l'f +' J•t:1'fV = 3 ?~ - ,.,,." 

r.o 'f.tr:I- "4 = r'-k·/' ..... (EQ 9.32) 

If we used 300 n , we have p 1 enty without exceeding the current from the. logic. 

Now we know the current supplied from the PNP switch was chosen at 10.ma. 

The emitter resistor can be calculated as a nominal or we car1 ensure worse 

case that we have our 7.34 ma -- let us do the latter. 

~J = \/..,. ,.,,,., +- \I. ,..,,,, .,, - V~< _,. - (t ~-- ,,. n-)- J• "'Iv - O•IV (EQ 9.33) 

7, }i1'1C1.,-\ - 7• )'i& /tlO-J 

We can now calculate the current ~quired to maintain the two diode -1.4V 
,. . 

reference as the PNP ·swftch current subtr.acts. Using a -5.2V supply and a 

10.ma residual current for the diodes we get 

/').?f'V. +-)•/) V ·- ()·'S"V 

fO . .__ +- = Z.•tZll'oio 1 (EQ 9.34) 

= {/•'( -
Therefore the resistor total required from -5.2V is 

v. 2 (v "') · lf.•'l_~I/ - ,_( o.(,z.v} 
_ .... ....., - 1 -1 c. /f'f'·7-

= (EQ 9.35) 
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of 0.62 Volts at 5.ma; therefore, the two extremes will be (wat.case most 
positive) - ~ .... ·\ ~ 

v.,.:: -O·llv + z(o.t,z.v) = ~V 
. - .~. 

~&. .; -/./$r +2(1•'1Zt)= -~y A1ffl f'N,. oltl 

\ 1 _,.1rs+2(·tr;v'=-· 0 s 1'1'*1-" " Vb~ "'A°' ') 
Now all we need to do is guarantee a minimum of 5.ma thru the diode. 

5''0 
a -s.tv t SS power supply, the resistor is calculated from 

= 

I otJ I< 

t.f •7 S- -#- •'I . 
: 1•072.k ........ 

• f J i ) I~ 
~ = ~ ........ """"" 

--r ._,. ~ 

(EQ 9.30) 

(EQ 9.31) 

Using 

(EQ 9.32) 

If we used •n, we have plenty without exceeding the current from the logic. 
Al.SO r/,~full dPw"1 (1Jff.(UN( Ir ·r~o'f + /•h-V = Jo.J ---

/' I JOO .- . 

Now we know the current supplied from.the PNP switch was chosen at 10.~. 

The emitter resistor can be calcu1ated as a nominal or we can ensure worse 

case that we have our 7.34 ma -- let us do the latter. 

(<J = \/4' ,,.,.,, .. v. ,.., .,, - v,c -- (EQ 9.33) 

7. Jf>•1 .. ·l 
f.q I 

= i I • .,-~ ""') _, .... 

We can now calculate the current eequired to aaintain the two diode -1.4V 
,. . 

. reference as the PNP 4 swftch current subtr.acts. Using a -s.2v supply and a 

10.ma re·sidual current for the diodes we get 
.es .. 

. IS·?(V 4-,,,.,,. v - tJ.,rv + 10 . ..__ 

J!!i; • .,,," , ( EQ 9. 34) 
l•ifl. K 

10 ....... +- • Ar ,.,:_ 

: IO + 8•!D""' = 11·1-
Therefore the resistor tota1 required from -s.2v is 

v._ ... ,411 - %(V1 -otl _·lf.·t~v-1(0•'' 11) Z.CCt"""--/ • +,,.... _ 
= I l·"$1W. 1·11"'" ....... (EQ 9.35) 
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To get our reference for the comparators we need to find 

. 7 -v 4 2 {tJ.f1l.ll) I) -1 
-(• ~ ir1~ = ,., --:',... :::: Z(,·11-

1·1'1 iU.; 
(EQ 9.36) 

This leaves 

195. 7 - 26.5 n = 169.2 remaining (choose 169n1%) 

Now we have a squarewave resulting from the amplitude sensing of the negative 

slope following a peak. We need to 'and' this with a delayed pulse representing 

the absolute peak. But now we need a pulse representing each peak separated 

as to polarity one for each side. Note also that the Gate is now the total 

width of the transition spacing instead of just a pulse which goes away after 

the amplitude is lost. We need a circuit that accepts the first pulse and 

ignores any following until the change in polarity is sensed. 

We will now design the rest of the detector to go with the Gate Generator 

,we just designed. The differentiator is' similar to the one we designed for 

~the Region 1 detector only we will drive the two bases differentially instead 

of from a rectified signal. This way we retain polarity sensing. If we choose 

the base bias of -5.volts then the entire design can be repeated except for 

a stage that follows the limiting amplifiers. Notice our preoccupation with 

ECL compatibility. The differentiator outputs an edge for each zero crossing 

with undetermined edges in between due to the signal returning to the noisy 

base line of our example in Figure 9.22. This edge is unipolar for each 

peak of the same polarity thus we can separate the pulses. A circuit for 

generat.ing these pulses is called a split Bidirectional Single Shot. Although 
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not a true Single Shot the input timing makes it behave that way. It takes 

advantage of a single capacitor in the emitter feedback path just as in our 

l;near diffe~entiator only here the transistors are either conducting or 

cut off which makes it an overdriven differentiator. It functions by forcing 

the emitter current source to flow ONTO the capacjtor until its charge 

changes such that the trans i tor bi as changes to c-. forward bi as. Figure 9. 26 

shows the wavefonns. The collector 7 current changes from the source value 

to zero on cut off while the capacitor is changing its charge. When the 

emitter 7 voltage falls to the value necessarl to turn the transitor 7 back 

on increasing the collector 7 current back to the source value. When the 

opposite edge occurs the current which nonnally flowed thru the transistor 

( 8 now flows thru transistor 7 as well as its own source current, thus doubling 

( the collector 7 current until transistor S's bias allows it to turn back on. 

(j". ·. 
; 

Because of the double collector current, a pair of clamp transistors 9 and 10 

are added in order to keep the collector 7, 8 out of saturation. 

The design follows the ideas· presented in the wavefonns. Let us choose 

a current source of 10.ma in order to maintain circuit speed. 

\/- ... '""' - \/ "'~"' .. ,..,;., - V,t,~ - "' 4 . "" " - 0 . '"" -"· n-v.( EQ 9. 37) 
lo-~........_. = 1o·L 

~ }//""'" c~ '301-. a) 
If we want a minimum pulse width of 50.ns, then the capacitor should be larger 

than 
~'f 

(I_,.)( T~,.,) 
: 

-

. ·~·"7-
~X s-~,~-~ = 

l·'S" V - Ch fi' V 

-Rs ,..,:w -

l·trJ '- f:tt:>.' _,, 
7 V4 1ua ~ (EQ 9.38) 

~·'46 - ·I~ - .70 

(}0Jj·:r5J~ 10.23 

= /3.,? ~ 
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not a true._Singl e Shot the input timing makes it behave that way. It takes 
'·. 

advantage of a single capacitor in the emitter feedback path just as in our 

linear differentiator only here the transistors are either conducting or 

cut off which makes it an overdriven differentiator. It functions by forcing 

the emitter current source to flow ~t/TO the capacitor until its charge 

changes such that the transitor bias changes· to a forward bias. Figure 9.26 

shows the waveforms. The collector 7 current changes from the source value 

to zero on cut off while the capacitor is changing its charge. When the 

emitter 7 voltage falls to the value necessary to turn the transitor 7 back 

on increasing the collector 7 current back to the source value. When the 

opposite edge occurs the current which normally flowed thru the transistor 

8 now flows thru transistor 7 as well as its own source current, thus doubling 

the collector 7 current until transistor B's bias allows it to turn back on. 

Because of the double collector current, a pair of clamp transistors 9 and 10 

are added in order to keep the collector 7, 8 out of saturation. 

The design fo 11 ows the ideas presented in 'the waveforms. Let us choose 
J. 

a current source of 10.ma in order to maintain circuit speed. 

:. ) i/ ~ ( ~ "JOI .Ao ti.) 
If we want a minimum pulse width of 50.ns, then the capacitor should be larger 

than 

c. == (EQ 9.38) 

_ ..... · ---
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We should choose 75 to 82 PF since the pulse time is slightly altered by 

the transistor current as the off transistor starts to conduct. The collector 

load resistor is chosen to give greater than an ECL logic level change max of 

1.85-0.81 volts or 1.04V; let us choose 1.2 Volts at 10 ma. The two resistors 

associated with the clamp are set to develop 0.6V across the emitter-base 

resistor and 0.6 voltsacros·s·the base-collector resistor at 10 ma; therefore, 

they should be 600 each (choose 60.4 n). 

The remainder of the circuit is built using ECL blocks. The circuit for 

ignoring subsequent same polarity pulses is simply anRS latch followed by a Bi-· 

directional Single Shot. The only difference to the design from the Split 

Bidirectional Single Shot we just designed is when we tie the two emitter 

followers together thus performing the positive dot or' function. We will use 

300Jt..resistors for the emitter return .resistors as we calculated before. The 

delay line should be inserted in the limited differentiated signal path 

preferably between the two amplifiers in order to preserve as much synmetry 

as possible. A differential delay line is preferable. 

Now that was a lot of circuitry but we had to perform the functions required. 

To su1T111arize, we needed a Gate Generator capable of operating on peak-to-peak 

differences instead of a base line related reference. The circuit chosen 

introduced an amplitude dependent delay and a bidrectional gate equal to the 

timing between transitions plus or minus some error. This forced the pulses 

resulting from the limited differentiated signal to require a delay and to 

have separated positive and negative peak sensed pulses. We solved both these 

problerrtlwith a differential delay line which maintained most of the syrrmetry. 

(If a single ended delay line is used then the symnetry can be recovered by 

careful adjustment_ of__the _bias of the following differential amplifier. Note 
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that a gain of 2 is lost by going single ended and back to differential.) 

T.he separated pulses was obtained with a unique circuit called a Split 

Bidirectional Single Shot. We gated these two polarity-determined.pulses 

and gates thru an ~ND' circuit. The noise related pulses that might follow. 

the legitimate 'peak' pulse were ignored by setting and,.resetting an R.S. 

latch with the first pulse thru the gate. (Subsequent pulses do nothing.) 
fAClt 

The data is now in square wave form, an edge for/\transition, just like the 

write current was which was used to write the data. This was converted back 

to Return to Zero Pulses by the use of another Bidirectional Single shot 

only this time with a positive dot 'or' output. When testing this circuit 

the delay must be adjusted to pennit all acceptable signal amplitudes to 

pass without altering the time of the peak sensed pulse. Alteration may occur 

if the ~eak sensed pulse split the edge of the gate. The comparator sense 

level may be lowered if the noise related to a base line is absent. This may 

occur if the low frequency signal is high enough to keep the entire bit 

density within the poor resolution are<lof the Bit Density Curve. The above 

is strictly a function of the code used and will be discussed in a later 

chapter. 

A second Region 2 detector can be built using a simpler Gate Generator 

if the code guarantees that the signal will not return to the base line. 

The rest of the circuitry essentially does not change. We could say that a 

Region 2 detector is the most complex of all the possible detectors. The 

variation is simply to alter the signal by passing it thru a lead network, 

not a full differentiator. The reason is that there exists in Region 2 a 

partial shoulder on the lowest frequency signal which1 if differentiared/ 

produces a droop. It is this droop that is noise·sensitive. If noise enters 

10.25 
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the signal, and it does, the slope of the shoulder is changed either to zero 

or oppositely such that a zero crossing is obtained which results in an erroneous 

output pulse. It is this shoulder caused droop (Figure 9.27) that forces 

code related bandwidth limited Region 2 signals to still require a Gate 

Generator. Such is the case with the industry wide MFM code when used in 
$f{.)N0 f\JLL 

this region. If we use a lead network instead of ~differentiator then the 

droop is reduced and the output can be limited to create a polarity related 
ftPJT 

gate. We still require thet\differentiator because we need the precise time 

of the true peak. A lead network would distort the pulse timing. The circuit 

is shown in Figure 9.28. 

The shoulder can be shown to contain considerable 3rd Harmonic. 

The lead network need only attenuate the third harmonic to achieve the desired 

result. Let us design for a FL of 2.5 MHz. We want to reduce the differentiated 

3rd harmonic by 6 db more than the FL signal. This, of course, depends on the 

amount of shouldering we have on the lowest density signal. The pole associated 

with the network can be established from 

The 3rd harmonic gain of the differentiator is 3 times the gain at the 

fundamental; therefore, we want half of that to get our 6 db loss at the 

3rd harmonic. 

(EQ 9.39) 

(EQ 9.40) 
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Ca..: ' x4 ,:!.,j -
o = Rr: 

Xe. :; ').,, () (/ ,u;.. (!I ::. . (/ _, )(,) 
Z.t:>o ·""--"- l~ -;:r; 

")< {. ( c_-' Xe) l?e .:. - : ~ ,;p 0 .-e-.. -;;;. 
~-e 

c:s..... (!!> 

'}(.., (c.--' Xe) /'J}·JJ ...eC.:.. 4- ,-;4 ff e .: : 
6:... oe... 

I ;:: 

... 

z.~o.4!..;.... { f-~' {-~) = 

x, 
. 

. ~ (~' ::) = 

,::-....., oo;. 

~ 
7.-e~ 

3 {tH·Jv;4~ (ta..:'~) 
x(. 

A 
substituting the identity of tan- 1 A= sin-l,,j"1 +A,_ 

A 
we can get - sin(sin -I VI~<:)· 2 (sin(rr~'~Vr + -f J) 

(EQ 9.41, 2) 

(EQ 9.43) 

(EQ 9.44) 

(EQ 9.45) _ 

(EQ 9.46) 

. (EQ 9.47) 

(EQ 9.48) 

(EQ 9.49) 

{EQ 9.50) 

{EQ 9.51) 

(EQ 9.52) 

(EQ 9.53) 
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or A=#- = 1.2909944 (EQ 9.54) 

(EQ 9.55) 

tan-1 ~ 23.283731° = a (EQ 9.56) 

Xe = 200 sin 52.238756°.= 158.11 Q (EQ 9.57) 

158.11 = 122.47 Q tEQ 9.58} 
tan 52.238756 

for proof we will verify that ~c produces 133.33,t\..at 23.3830 

? 158.11 
- JFL = 3 sin 23.283731 = 133. 33 n QED 

(EQ 9.59) 

Our capacitor is 

c (EQ 6.60) 

Choose 390 PF. 

The resistor becomes, using our 6.0 ma current source, 

R = 12.2.·ll-.. - 2. ( 11- -t-s-) ;: /OJ•'+-... 

All other circuit values are as we calculated them before. 

The limiting gain required for a 5.0 VPP diff input signal is from EQ 9.25 

Amin = 1.0V 
(1.25V8p SE)(sin 1.98°) = 23.4 as before 

10.28 
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23.4 
Therefore we need -Y- • 11. 7 in the fol lowi.ng stages. 

The MC 10116 has a minimum gain of around 8; therefore. we need two series 

stages as before. This circuit is less noisy due to the clamping operation of 

the first c1rcu1t for Region 2 but1 as stated before,can only be used with 

signals that do not return to the base line between transitions but have 
'-•"() l'L r£1tAr1ve ""'"'""" 6E -r.::> AOP,., sq4'tAr& 

a reasonably small shoulder. " pc.,.&.~""f tMNtc..+ c.AN' ll11"- .:>l'r"" THE 1..,...,.....,1(,... .. ..,, .. c '•-v"~,.,,, 
F1c,,7M f'it•M. To TNe (;AT~ /.~ 14""' ' I\ 

·nws P.<.:Ji(ltC A ltSJ /lllllJy &Ar~ ~ f. (; 'I·,,, A nit Tf<le &wee PtA,,f.A- . 

The circuits of Region 3 are are far simpler, in fact. they are the 

cheapest of all. The drawback is. of course, the much paorer resolution 

and the attendent bit shift. We djd discuss ways of reducing the bit shift 

by using Write Precompensation. but in this ·region that method has diminishing 
LAr~ 

returns due to amplitude loss. We will discussAother methods of compensating, 

but they are restricted to certain codes. 

The block diagram is simply a differentiator followed by a series of 

limiters and a Bidirectional Single Shot. No gating and no need to line 

up pulses in the gate. See Figure 9.29. 

Again we will consider our 5.0 MHz, 10 Ypp maxdiff linear input signal 

only we will drop down to 1.0VPP diff for the minimum. This is consistent 

with practice in this region. The differentiator is the same as before --
..,.H, l{.«1<. 

we do not need to change a= ~M "9 (except remove the de 1 ay 1i ne from the Region 2 

version). All design criteria is the same since we want to use ECL logic. The 

only thing we need to do is to refigure the total minimum gain required. 

(EQ 9.61) 
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Knowing the gain of the differentiator is .778~9.9° from EQ 9.23, we 

require 
115. 77 

• 778 • 148.8 in the limiters (EQ 9.62) 

This is too much for two limiters with a gain of a.each therefore we need 3. 

The spare gain the~; 512 • 3.4 more than we need, but it does not hurt at 
n 148.8 

all Since the Signal iS limited. THt llfmll1Nl:JU or- rT.;I! C'-"'"'~7 eA,.,6-G /ffr./rtc.tlt.... 

1"P T~t:?;e P'tM"7 t>&Ilt:NfI.P 5.,01 ps Tlt'e ,,,,~eer,.,,.,,,, 5,,,,~,e ~vr>T. f1>lt. n;11~ ,..,,,~c.'~" ,., 
-r"L- f/l/,•u(7 Tl-IC ST 2.0 Pteov•llG.T Tl/e t.1,...1Tt""fi lfN' 8tl•L'""'-Ac.. f;,,,~t.r rtW>' ,t:,,;IJ'''''"'r. 

In Region 4 the detector is the same as in Region 3 only the bit shift 

or peak shift is so bad that other methods must be used to detennine the presence 

or absence of a peak in a particular time slot or bit cell. This will be dis-

cussed when we ta 1 k about c 1 ocki ng circuits. AA/ ,4-t.. r£itNATfv~ p,t: rovllSC a r., vr.F 

l'vU~ Ju,,...-. 1,.,a Ff'rMJ "'""" o&.11fN 1F1n1£A- ~11.. IC1Ftt1Q,., 2. "-<. > 1e1"1"''""" "'"" ~o.., 
N()tfE ()it:KA,1.17i1>1V ("'"" 11£ 'r.:;.t..£AAT,P. 

There is no reason to asswne that the preceding circuits could not be 

designed to interface with r2L logic or any other logic family and most 

were prior to 1965. 

Another type of detector is used in Region 2, particularly the right hand 

side of Region 2. As can be seen the shouldering which is due to 3rd hannonic 
/flNfJ 

content is worse to the left and better to the right wtl!tl!a is opposite for 

bit shift. We can take advantage of the lesser shouldering by introducing 

a circuit that is tolerent of some shouldering. Refer back to Figure 9.27. ~ 

As can be seen, the worry is when the noise content carries the differentiated 

signal back across the base line thus generating a false bit. In the circuit 

of Figure 9.~0fla delay line has been added in series with a Bidirectional 

Single Shot and applied to the clock of a 'D' flip flop. This then provides 

a clock for each zero crossing regardless of its legitimacy. The operation 

can be deduced with the aid of Figure 9.JDS 

10.30 
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"'· Knowing the gain of the differentiator is .778/'89.9° from EQ 9.23, we 

require 
115. 77 

.778 = 148.8 in the limiters (EQ 9.62) 

This is too much for two limiters with a gain of 8 each therefore we need 3: 

"fhe spare gain the~11'1512 = 3.4 more than we need, but it does not hurt at 
148.8 

all since the signal is limited. 

In Region 4 the detector is the same as in Region 3 only the bit shift 
/ 

or.peak shift is so bad that other methods must be used to detennine the presence 

or absence of a peak in a particular time slot or bit cell. This will be dis

cussed when we talk about clocking circuits. 

There is no reason to assume that _the preceding circuits could not be 

designed to interface with T2L logi9/or·any other logic family and most 

were prior to 1965. 
,/ 

/ 

/ 

, 
,' 

Another type of detect9r' ts used in Region 2, particularly the right hand 

side of Region 2. As can be seen the shouldering which is due to 3rd hannonic 
/ 

content is worse to the·· left and better to the right which is opposite for 

bit shift. We can take advantage of the lesser shouldering by introducing 
, 

a 2ircuit that is tolerent of some shouldering. Refer back to Figure 9.27. 

As can be seen, the worry is when the noise content carries the differentialed 

signal back across the base line thus generating a false bit. In the circuit 

of Figure 9.30/ia delay line has been added in series with a Bidirectional 

Single Shot and applied to the clock of a 'D' flip flop. This then provides 

a clock for each zero crossing regardless of its legitimacy. The operation 

can be deduced with the aid of Figure 9.JOS 
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As can be seen if the delay is established to be greater than the noisy 

droop area A and less than area B or the certainty area then the 'O' flip 

flop will reproduce the limited signal, delayed, without the noisy. area for 

a noise generated clock will just clock in the same polarity. 

A < Delay < B (EQ 9.63) 

The engineer must be able to guarantee the above equation for all head - disk 

variations over the proposed production. The remainder1of the circuit follows 

as before, with the use of a Bidirectional Single Shot to generate RZ data. 

There is anotner fonn of differentiator that can be designed that provides 

a poorer response to the third harmonic than the more traditional differentiator. 

Usually high frequency roll off is provided at the expense of true differentiation 

by placing the unavoidable pole such that the phase angle at the highest frequency 

is 100. For example, in a system where 

FH = 2 FL we choose Xe of the differentiator as 100 Slat FH 

therefore 

2 #"41'mf/(.. FH 

/00 .... 
( f!Jfo.y- ..... - ::: - 4.;;_ 70° 

(EQ 9.64) 

f? IM17T•lf 

100 .... 
J'•}f·-= = e-.._ 10· 

(EQ 9.65) 

~,,..crret< fi 
2.oO-

=2..:>)·z,I = '(t"c...-1 Z...rJ'1) 
~ l•·S1 

{EQ 9.66) 

2 lf'uTrlU( 3f1. 
2..00 ( I ) = ~ . (a,_- I Z.0'1 ) : 7 )• f }- A. 

} ~ J{J ,.,., / 

(EQ 9.67) 
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for a gain fF1.. (EQ 9.68) 

Then we can see the worsened effect of the shoulder. The new differentiator 

produces a fixed phase angle of +goo with a sine function in magnitude that 

can be judiciously placed to our advantage. 

This circuit was invented by a student named TSAI HWA CHEN* in response 

to an engineer's complaint of the foregoing effects. Mr. Sardella provides 

the following derivation from figure 9.31: 
i~ -j~ 

e - e 
From the identities ~ e1 = (EQ 9.69) 

Vo -)""r 
-= I - e = 

e?ji! e-i::;:r 
f';..,r -

e~tcT e :-;:-

- .5C" 

T.: e 

' ( e·~T 2J - . +J;;:-7 1) e. .... 

_ jwi 

e 

~) .. J .... e -.:-

- 2. j ( e_i-_1--_::_r_.Z._.1_· _c_-_j_._:_'X e-~ r) = ( 
7 ... v -/""] zj ~~A e 7 

*"Use of delay finc.s in Reading Manchester Codes," IEEE Trans. on 
Computers, Vol. C17 = #9, Sept. 1 68, Pages 827-845. 

(EQ 9.70) 

(EQ 9.71) 

(EQ 9.72) 
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which is a gain with a sinusoidal response at a phase angle of goo and delayed 
T 

by 2. 

If for a Region 2 system where FH = .2 FL we can choose to place 

FH at 1 then / (fr' '?· JZ. A) 

Wrt 7 71 - : ---z... z.. 

Where WH = 2 7T FH then we can calculate the delay required. 

2. ·1T ~ T T = 
I -z.. fH · 

This says that at 3FL and at FL the magnitude response is 0.707 or 

J ..,,. 
= -'I" 

Using this circuit the gain at 3FL becomes the same as at FL for a 
1 

2:676 improvement over the older method. 

(EQ 9.73) 

(EQ 9.74) 

(EQ 9.75) 

Because the accuracy of the peak itself in the presence of the 3rd 

hannonic is enhanced the limiter stage gain needs to b~ raised by 2.676 or 

more when using this differentiator due to the reduction in the 3rd harmonic 

content. A second filter is required in order to suppress the higher lobes 

of the magnitude response. This filter precedes the differentiator. 

The differentiator circuit is shown in Figure 9.31.s 

The delay line is placed across the collectors thus producing the 

function of subtraction differentially. The collector resistor load 

10.33 
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--~" 
is fixed,_~t Zo of the delay line thus absorbing reflected energy either 

way. 

This concludes the chapter on detectors. 

I 
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1s fixed at Zo of the delay line thus absorbing reflect£ 

way. 
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f 0. LINEAR AMPLIFIER 

The linear amplifiers are used to provide the linear gain between the 

preamplifier and the detector. They include stages of gain, selection, filtering, 

phase correction>·AGC gain control, and signal shaping. This chapter will deal 

with all these circuit functions. 

Reviewing the block diagram, Figure 5.1, we can see the placement of these 

amplifiers. Figure 10.1 shows a typical functional block diagram. 

We can now discuss the type of amplifier required based on what we know 

about the detector requirements. All detectors that include a fixed amplitude 

reference as a criteria for opening a gate require Automatic Gain Control (AGC)_ 

such that the input to the Detectors remains within some bounds. Those that 

do not have a fixed reference for the gate and those with no gate do not require 

AGC. There are some circuits that use a amplitude detennined reference for the 

clipping level instead of a fixed value such-as we used in Figure 9.19. This 

could just as easily be derived from the input amplitude by adding a filter to 

the diode isolated Full Wave RectiF1ed signal such as is shown in Figure 10.2. 

The dynamic range of the Detector input would be wider due to the variations 

in head signal and amplifier tolerances. The AGC restricts the dynamic range 

of the detector input to a more reasonable value which reduces the amplifier 

power dissipation associated with very large signal swings. 

Detectors in Region 3 do not require AGC. They do, however, require a 

very large gain but most of this can be in limiting stages as previously 

discussed. The Bandwidth of the Linear amplifiers requires careful control in 

order to properly pass the head signal while eliminating extraneous noise. They 

are also called upon to correct for non linear phase delays and to provide some 

11.1 
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spectral shaping in some cases. The code used determines the width of the 

Bandwidth while the data transfer rate or transition rate determine the upper 

fundamental frequency of interest. Most codes have a DC content thus any AC 

coupling after the differentiator is detrimental to the bit timing. This . 

occurs as the base line moves to make the area above and below the base line 

equal. When this happens the zero crossings are lost resulting in time 

shifted crossings. You will notice that all the designs of the differentiator 

that we discussed in Chapter 9 are DC coupled with balancing circuits, to elimi

nate offsets, following actual differentiation. 

AC COUPLING 

The linear amplifier, however, can be AC coupled as long as the low 

frequency cut off is below the frequency at which there is significant energy. 

This raises a problem as the 'r'of such coupling circuits is large making 

recovery from a DC transient or shift very long. We have this problem any 

time we change heads or when switching from a Write to a Read. If i"were 

10 µs then for the base line to be fully recovered we require 50.µs or 51°'. 

We can take advantage of the common mode rejection of a differential amplifier 

for corrmon mode shifts in DC level, but unfortunately almost all transient 

shifts are non symmetrical therefore differential. We must reduce this 

recovery time substantially as it forces an increase in the formatting time 

lost between records. There are two circuits that can be used that reduce 

'f for the duration of a switching transient yet allows the full T for data 

handling. These are shown in Figure 10.3A and B. 

11.2 
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In Figure 10.3A a chopper transistor is used in the inverted connection 

to short the coupling resistor for the duration of the transient. The charge 

on the coupling capacitor then can quickly reach the level required. After 

just a few microseconds the base drive is removed restoring the 'T' of the 

coupling circuit. The emitter follower pull down current must be great 

enough to charge the capacitor to the most negative transient value within the 

allotted time. Care must also be given to the emitter current - base current 

curves of the chopper transistor as there is still an offset, but this should 

now be corrmon mode therefore the recovery from the chopper offset appears 

much shorter and less noticeable. 

The second circuit shown in Figure 10.38 uses a Fet as a voltage controlled 

resistor. There are two considerations associated with its use. First the 

drain voltage of the transient may force the Fet into the current source mode 

which is past the knee of the Vo - 10 curves which increases the recovery time; 

and second, the capacitive coupling of the gate switching transient to the drain 

can leave an undesirable transient, butthis is also common mode or nearly so. 

The 'i of the couplfng circuit .must be at 1 east ten times that for the 

lowest fundamental frequency. This must include the effect of all the series 

coupling capacitors, base and emitter, up to the bases of the differentiator. 

For example, if we had 5 such coupling circuits each with al('of 10.µsec 

then a single one would have a -3db frequency ~ of 15.91 KHz, but 5 in series 

would be down 15 db at 15.91 KHz. The real -3db frequency would be 

The upper 3db roll off is controlled by the upper transition rate. 

11.3 
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In Figure 10.3A a chopper transistor is used in the inverted connection 

to short the coupling resistor for the duration of the transient. The charge 

on the coupling capacitor then can quickly reach the level required. After 

just a few microseconds the base drive is re100ved restoring the 1"' of the 
Nf N 

coupling circuit. Thel\emitter follower pull down current must be great 
er d1ro·:tt''i"- J rl'f' "4'- ~.:> 

enough to charg)\the capacitor to the most negative trrnhnt value,.\within the 

allotted time. Care must also be given to the emitter current - base current 

curves of the chopper transistor as there is still an offset, but this shou1d 
,._.._,/ .f lowtl';. /'1A(.611f,pl'! 

now be corrmon mod~~herefore the recovery from the chopper offset appears 

much shorter and less noticeable. 

The second circuit shown in Figure 10.38 uses a Fet as a voltage controlled 

resistor. There are two considerations associated with its use. First the 

drain voltage of the transient may force the Fet into the current source IOOde 

which is past the knee of-the Vo - I0 curves which increases the recovery time; 

and second, the capacitive coupling of the gate switching transient to the drain 

can leave an undesirable transient, butthis is also conman IOOde or nearly so. 

lo""' fl.Ill tco!!.!'1-f.-
:-----rhe 'T' of the couplfngcircuit,must be at least ten times that for the 

¥, lowest fundamental frequency. This must include the effect of all the series 

, 

/),""\ 
>VI~ coupling capacitors, base and emitter, up to the bases of the differentiator. 

I 

F= Z'17 7 ';;..~ For example, if we had 5 such coupling circuits each with a-r'of 10.usec 

then a single one would have a -3db frequency F, of 15.91 KHz, but 5 in series 

would be down is db at 15. 91 KHz. The real -3db frequency would be ¥ #'"::- r-

(f.1&~::tf;;qC~~f ;r :;;:)J-" ~[ :~·;(~'. ~;;;) y,;~~~q,.:,_~0 •0 ·i 

( 
f St'1'tf 

• 
The upper 3db roll off is controlled by the upper transition rate. 

~ ( 14--' (-#~)) 
: '7TJ ""'"' 
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LINEAR AMPLIFIERS 

. UPPER FREQUENCY ROLL OFF (Continued) 

Generally, the ~3db point•occurs near 1.5 times half the transition rate. 

!his is necessary as we need to include the hannonics associated with the 
~1UffC;.Jl/J1•i..7 r~!- ?,'.,,f.J;:.,;,,-,,s.NI(... IO,t """"7 $1,,,-.:... ,(ef'v':'.• .• ;:/;.,~ :1.; ••. :· 1 ·,, "'·' F1.o·;:. 

shoulders. The degree of roll off should be a function of the noise spectrum 

and usually is between 18-24 db per octave. A primary consideration is the 
rll (,-:> ... ,. Ptr,., 

effect on phase linearityt\which we will discuss shortly. The type of filter 

depends on the amount of roll off required, the amount of phase correction 

required and the degree of signal shaping required •. Most amplifiers use 

either the Butterworth type filter because of its marimally flat magnitude 

response, or the Butterworth Thompson filter which is a compromise between a 
/ll~P ,.,~N11vP£ 

maximally flat time delay~response. The Bessel filter is also used because 

of its maximally flat time delay characteristics, however, it has poor roll 
r;F.. 'T~t4•H~~.,.;.~._ 

off ~haracteristics. A newer approach is to use cosine~filters to shape the 

signal before detection in order to improve the PWSO. Generally filters are 

concerned with reducing noise while retaining the signal except as last 
; 

discussed. The amplifier must not contribute to the roll off significantly 
IN __ lf ,...A,.,v(.4t'lu'""(.,. lfi.~ "' 

as this type of roll off is uncontrolle~\due to stray capacitances, transistor 

junction capacitances, and Miller capacitance. For this reason, we follow the 

general rule of 10 times the required filter bandwidth for the complete amplifier. 

This means that each stage should have a bandwidth greater than 
~e.tv•Ru) · 
tn~upper 3db point where N is the number of stages in series. 

Fs,,.,L£ == f,,J, It.a, ( ~ c~-1 ( 41~' ~ )) 
GAINS J.J> ..... /11 

The amount of gain required in the linear portion can be calculated from 

the minimum head signal expected out of the Pre Amplifier and the minimum 

--
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LINEAR AMPLIFIERS 

UPPER\FREQUENCY ROLL OFF (Continued) 
<\ 

Generally, the -3db point; occurs near 1.5 times half the transition rate. 
/ 

This is necessary as we need to include the hannonics assodated with the 

shoulders. The degree of roll off should be a function of the noise spectrum 

and usually is between 18-24 db per octave. A primary consideration is the 

effect on phase linearity wh~ch we will discuss shortly. The type of filter 

depends on the amount of roll off required, the amount of phase correction 

required and the degree of signal shaping required .. Most amplifiers use 

either the Butterworth type filter because of its madmally flat magnitude 

response, or the Butterworth Thompson filter which is a compromise between a 
llNP A1'4,NITVf1€ 

maximally flat time delay!\response. The Bessel filter is also used be~ause 

of its maximally flat time delay characteristics, however, it has poor roll 

( · off characteristics. A newer approach is to use cosine filters to shape the 

signal before detection in order to improve the PWSO. Generally filters are 

concerned with reducing .noise while retaining the signal except as last 

discussed. The amp 1 i fi er must not con .. tri bute to the roll off s i gni fi cantly 
_,. . 

as this type of roll off is uncontrolled due to stray capacitances, transistor 
i 

junction capacit~nces, and Miller capacitance. For this reason, we follow the 
/ 

general rule of 10 times the required filter bandwidth for the complete amplifier. 

This means th~t each stage should have a bandwidth greater than 10...J; times 
/ 

the upper 3db point where N is the number of stages .;n series. 

GAINS 

The amount of gain required in the linear portion can be calculated from 

the minimum head signal expected out of the Pre Amplifier and the minimum 

11.4 
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signal required at the input to the Detector. 

We must then 

( Vt+t'AP 1<11..J ff> Pifl J A""'* P:~e 11,.r) 
determine the maximum signal that will 

(EQ 10.2) 

appear at the Detector 

input resulting from a maximum head signal times the maximum Pre Amplifier 

gain times the maximum Linear Amplifier gain. 

(EQ 10.3) 

If we compare the results of EQ 10.3 to the restrictions to the upper input 

voltage to the Detector, we will see if we need AGC or not, or if we need to 

increase the linear range of the Detector input.- For Region land 2 circuits 

it is preferential to use AGC which allows us to reduce the power dissipation 

of the last linear stages. It is also preferred that the signal level at the 

Detector inputs be established at at least -6db below the tolerable distortion 

limit of the Detector's first input stage. This allows a ±6 db margin to 

handle sudden amplitude changes without detrimental distortion. For Region 1 

and Region 2, fixed reference Detectors AGC is required unless the delta signal 

amplitude worse case is less than the Detector limits. Such is highly unlikely. 

As we discussed before it is also preferable to break the gain requirements 

up into several stages of low gain rather than one or two of high gain because 

of Bandwidth requirements. Conmercial differential video amplifiers can serve 

well in these positions except for the last stage or stages due to the signal 

output swing requirements for accuracy vs. the IC's specification. We designed 

for 5.0 Vpp nominal into the Detector because of the O.lV linear region of a 

11.5 
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GAINS (Continued) 

current switch vs. the percentage reference. As long as the signal remains 

linear where we require the peak this will always be true. 

SELECTION 

Often the head signal originates from several sources, such as, 

two groupings of widely separated heads, fixed heads and moving heads, or 

Read-Verify heads. Such arrangements can be suitably handled by providing 

separate loading and separate amplification at the first stage. The 

individual first stages can have different gains to acconmodate differing 

level signals. Selection is usually accomplished by a collector dot of 

the individual amplifiers with a switc~Jcurrent source. Such a circuit is 

shown in ~jgure 10_.4. Tttere is a_commercial device available, MC1445, that 

performs the same function though the input dynamic range is 1imited to a 

few hundred millivolts including offsets. As can be seen this circuit can be 

designed for any signal amplitude gain, Bandwidth, or bias levels. The design 

includes the usual considerations of linearity etc. Let us assume that the 

input signal is referenced to ground at 2oon differential with a -0.7V DC 

component across 4020 to ground each phase. This signal maximum can be 150 mV 

PP DIFF with a 50 mV maximum DC offset. Bandwidth requirements are DC to 

50.MHz. Let us have a gain of 2. This will allow us to connect the Preamplifier 

Linear Amplifier. First we can calculate R3 from the known value of Rl and 

R2 = 4020 to obtain the desired termination. 

::: 
( /.4-02.. I- Ck>:...( ~"'o) 

'+Oz.. ~ ~"l- - :Zva ~ 2''·l "" (EQ 10.4) 

("""- z."t ~ I~) 
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SELECTION (Continued) 

~1th a 150 mVPP DIFF input signal + 50 mV offset we can have a 200 mVPP 

differential 'input maximum. 

The collector resistor is based on the 50 MHz Bandwidth and the stray 

capacitance. Notice that this is the stage Bandwidth not the Amplifier Bandwidth. 

(EQ 10.5) 

= 
200 

(2)(2) = 500 

which represents the termination and the input cable in parallel single ended • 

... Choose RL = 200 = 2 RE,. and ~in= 20 

FMiller 
-)JI, 

= 

= 

{!- 1r f t(s x{.,, x I ~A) 
~~,ti~ 
I • f '} JC 10 f Hi!. 

CA I ll&t hAc. c 

(EQ 10.6) 

(EQ 10.7) 

0S>'4Hr 
Which means that the stray· capacitance dominates with a pole at 1111!!15 MHz which 

(,7.7 
satisfies our requested Bandwidth • 

11.7 
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SELECTION (Continued) 

Now that we have fixed the collector resistors we need to detennine the 

emitter current as that in series with the total emitter resistance RE + re + Rm 

determines the 1 i neari ty of the stage. I?. 4 0 0 
-11 ) __!:. - - .; /00 ""'" 
£b.. ~ { 4_, ~ (tte +re t-1<- = A - z. . . 

We calculated a 200 mv pp input maximum; therefore we need greater than 
Otff 

().zoo v = 2·0-
R.1 +-re. +-If-

fOO ... 

~ ,,, .. ,,r f-l~ 
MAI' 1'tov1t>i:s 1N 'ufF1c16.vT c"~ -ro " I>«>7°JCr.o,., 

This tbar =nas 'l:at NE htEd 'i::~_tt.at C'IFESIAi !e I !'UCL Elie va1iab~es 

associated with4re at this current level. Choose 4.0 ma.~ 

(EQ 10.8) 

,,-.. 

) 

The main resistor RE can now be determined. ,,~) 

Therefore 
,zoo -2. 

-5'" :: 

Just to see the effect of the emitter resistance, let us tabulate the 
4 6 "iii SS I 

gain change as a function of current I,Ausing n = '*+ 
I\ 2. ~ ~,., ,,,,~ 11/Q-"f,.VAC.. 

. i 
' -·· 

(EQ 10.9) 

(EQ 10.10) 

;$$$££, 

(EQ 10.11) 

·-
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All this means is that the distortion at the peak input signal amounts to an 

instantaneous gain change of about 2.04% differentially and about 6.1% single 

ended on one collector, the positive peak, and 2.21% on the other collector, 

negative peak. Now we see the reason for increasing the current. The factor 

or 2 is not sacred but strictly depends on the ratioiof re to RE & Rm. If we 

chose 8.ma then the distortion would be much less differentially and particularly 

on the positive peak. Now the designer has to choose between the power dissi

pation resulting from the higher currents and the amount of distortion that can 

be tolerated. This will be increasingly more important when we consider the 

higher level stages and the differentiator. 

l~f'TEI'. 
Notice back when we calculated the,ea::hl impedance for the differentiator 

EQ 9.23 and for the Gate Generator where no RE was used we were not concerned 

with collector peak distortion since we threw away the peaks with limiters, but 

'..___) we were. interested in the linear portion around the base line. But we !!!. 

---~ - : -
11.9 
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°'sELECTION (Continued) 

I 

4.0 
3.5 
3.0 
2.5 
2.0 
1. 5 
1.0 
0.5 
0.25 
0.125 

A+ A-

2.000 2.000 
1.9815 2.0145 
1.9575 2.0263 
1.9249 2.0361 
1.8779. 2.0442 
1.8045 2.0512 
1.6736 2.0573 
1. 3745 2.0625 
1. 0126 2.0649 
.66334 2.0660 

PUBLICATION INTENDED. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. 

DIFF I ---

ATOTAL DISTORTION 

2.000 0 
1.9979 0.105% 
1. 9916 0.42% 
1.9797 1.01% 
1.9592 2.04% 
1.9238 3.81% 
1.8555 7.22% 
1.68371 15.81% 
1.4460 27.70% 
1.1706~ 41.46% 

All this means is that the distortion at the peak input signal amounts to an 

~) instantaneous gain change of about 2.04% differentially and about 6.1% single 

ended on one collector, the positive peak, and 2.21% on the other collector, 

negative peak. Now we see the reason for increasing the current. The factor 

or 2 is not sacred but strictly depends on the ratio of re to RE & Rm. If we 

chose 8.ma then the distortion would be much less differentially and particularly 

on the positive peak. Now the designer has to choose between the power dissi

pation resulting from the higher currents and the amount of distortion that can 

be tolerated. This will be increasingly more important when we consider the 

higher level sta.ges and the differentiator. 

Notice back when we calculated the gain impedance for the differentiator 

EQ 9.23 and for the Gate Generator where no RE was used we were not concerned 

with collector peak distortion since we threw away the peaks with limiters, but 

we were interested in the linear portion around the base line. But we~ 

11.9 
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SELECTION (Continued) 

interested in the peak input into the differentiator as that determines the 

slope at the zero crossing. We might have improved our chances by settling 

for a higher ZE. This should have been calculated with 2 ZE instead of ZE. · 

Although the ratio of re to ZE is much smaller than our present one thereby 

maintaining linearity over a wider input swing and thereby making the loss in 

gain unnecessary. 

The linearity is determined solely in the emitter circuit (if linear 

resistors are used in the collector). 

The rest of the circuit can be designed with the tools we have already 

established and therefore we will not take the space to repeat them. We could {:) 

emphasize the bias of the current switch used to select the amplifier input 

to the collector dot. The most positive base must never cause the negative 

swing of the amplifier emitters above it to saturate due to Vbe and IRE drops. 

TOTAL AMPLIFICATION 

With all the previous background we will now design an amplifier to 

connect between the Preamplifier and the Detector. 

If the range of the Preamplifier output was 100 ,,1Vmin pp DIFF to 

150 mVpp MAX' including offset, and we wanted a nominal of 7.5 Vpp DIFF into 

our Detector (5.0MIN - 10.0 MAxVPP DIFF) then we can establish the gain required 

and the number of stages. From Equation 10.2 we calculate we need a gain of 

50 MIN and 66.66 MAX or 60.0 nominal. This is obviously too great for presently 

available video amplifiers for the output swing required~therefore we need to 

break it up. ~ = 7.74 but~= 3.914 which is muc:Amore easily manageable. 

11.10 
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TOTAL AMPLIFICATION 

Or we could use a µa 733 for the first stage with a gain of 10 followed by 
,..,,,,r 

a ·high level amplifier with a gain of 6 either...\1t&ld be acceptable but as we 

would like to add some other function, we will go with the 3 stage circuit. ~~ct.. 
1.;.Te TH47 ... i=- W{)UwT G6r /<VT~ T.trot11ll'F- w1rH T/#1& -"""",. s..,,..,t; ,,,,.,,,. oh"'.I'' ,/1"'1£Ci,&.C ... Jl.o•./I'~' 

"?' J! .l -· 

The amplitude MIN and MAX is shown for each stage in Figure 10.5. 

The bandwidth of .the amplifier is to be 50 MHz; therefore we need~ hJ 10 · S .) 

f,,N ~ & oJ: ,;_[..;.~• ( ~: .j;'Z )J )z f 3""'''" 
c .. , + r~. &. +- c..... = ---

= . f'B,, + .r-a,f + ,. Pr 

~ '''"" 

• 
J·fll.I- A &:az.. 

lfltf 

(EQ 10.12) 

(EQ 10.13) 

(EQ 10.14) 

This requires some thought for if we calculate the currents required to maintain 

a maximum of 5% distortion we must have only v-si distortion in each stage 

- or 1.7% e~ch. The disto . .,. tion is worst for the positive half cycle; therefore, 

we will use that value as our 1.7% MAX. 

(EQ 10.15) 

----~ ---~ =-· ~ 
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TOTAL AMPLIFICATION 

Or we could use a µa 733 for the first stage with a gain of 10 followed by 

a high level amplifier with a gain of 6 either would be acceptable but as we 

would like to add some other function, we will go with the 3 stage circuit .. 

The amplitude MIN and MAX is shown for each stage in Figure 10.5. 

The bandwidth of the aup 1 i fi er is to be 50 MHz; ther:.efore we need 

ifJ)so = 86.6 MHz at each stage. /la.~~·~ (<?o.Y CC-[ ·j-'( ' )j )-= rJ·"";r~ , i\. ,u... "~ _, J.;;:.L 
I 7 ~N 

CT = c • .(i +~) + cbL -i- c ... = o.rl,p (1 +.'-.;,..,.) + P··:rt,~ + 4·.:J11,: 

:: 13 'VJ I'~ 

f/L < 

I 
·~ .. .' 4 C/-(,,, • ..,. , .. ,;,, 

/ 

/ 

I 

... 

J 

I 

/ :' 2' (/ 7 XI¢.,_ 

/ 

'/.Jz. .... 

(EQ 10.12) 

(EQ 10.13) 

(EQ 10.14) 

This requires some thought for if we calculate the currents required to maintain 
3 

a maximum of 5% distortion we must have only v-s~ distortion in each stage 

or 1.7% each. The disto.r tion is worst for the positive half cycle; therefore, 

we will use that value as our 1.7% MAX. 

(EQ 10.15) 

11.11 
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TOTAL AMPLIFICATION 

1.Ly~ it. 

I,-I&. -I, 

= IZZ.••lf -

~ 

0 = l·cyi.I, - l•D'fZ. ], 1 .. - 2t Ia_ 
~ - -

- , . .,.·~· ± JF;;:. - y. (1·"""K1·•'J(.'~·) 
J.. (1.011~) 

- 1·2. 7'1 
= 

The correct root ;s 6.17.ma wh;ch gives ~re• 1.042 n 

(EQ 10.16) 

<:E"·. 
' 

\ 

/EQ 10.17) 

(EQ 10.18) 

(EQ 10.19) 

(EQ 10.20) 

1,. ( S-81.t ... ~ _, (_'"11..1 ... ., \ 
Stage 2 is l·t1'11.],_- l•t:'f'Z. z.('i.u·)J _ 2 , (z(,,.,, 2 -j)=-O (EQ 10.21) 

roots 

I·"'*' 1,':_, - 4· <tl8 l, _ - /. u.,. x•o i.. -

-'1''118 ± J 't·fli)" - 'f(/·()yi.)fl•l.1414./t.~~J 
2. ( , • .,y'l.. 

----~ ~ ·:- .. : -

(EQ 10.22) 
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TOTAL AMPLIFICATION 

·~ 

~ti,, 

roots 

= 

/. Oif z. I, 1 .. - -

/ 

- /•27'/o .± J e•2.7<f)1. - 'f (t•C•tz.f;-J·d)41c 1
) 

.!..(f·Cf#Z.) 

- I. 2. 7c.;. .:t / • Is:! XI<~· 

Z. • C4't 
= 

The correct root is 6.17.ma which gives 6re = 1.042 n 

+ J ('+·'fii)i.. - 'f(/•(){f'l...)t/•Z.1.111.1<1JJ 1
) 

:z. ( l·v"fl-) 

(EQ 10.16) 

(EQ 10.17) 

(EQ 10.18) 

(EQ 10.19) 

(EQ 10.20) 

(EQ 10.22) 
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TOTAL AMPLIFICATION (Continued) 

- t+·'ffl ~ 2,JJ,>U,!'; 
I 

2. (t·O~l..) 

The correct root is 13.58 ma which gives 

. T i. = /·''"?. --.-
-Jq.;-I .-1- )(i'l·>I)~ - 'f-(1·0·0.X-qf'-·'1&) 

.:. ( /1c4z..) 

- f 'f·)/ ± 4 'f·Ot:f 

2 (I· O'-(. ..,_,) 
= 

The correct root is 3Z."92 ma which gives Are = 1.042""" 

(EQ 10.23) 

(EQ 10.24)-

(EQ 10.25) 

(EQ 10.26) 

As can be easily seen the small built-in error in the equation is when we used 
26 

2(61.32) as Rr when we know the real resistance is TJNSr + 5 + RE to 

determine 12• 

The value of RE for each of the 3 stages is: 

l.' '{. }l. _, -
z' =,,-2./A. Stage 1: Re, = 'l·H- -S" -1 = -(, .17 , ,._ 

(EQ.10.27) 

,,.Jt -5" - H tt.~l-)- 2" .:. f1f•'f.,.. Stage 2: Rt: z. - ':' -: I. .,II_ /}• )8 I 

(EQ 10.28) 

Stage 3: A. 6 -1._ 
(EQ 10.29) 
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TOTAL AMPLIFICATION (Continued) 

If we used the two current source version as planned then the total value 

of·RE will be double or 

104.21, 108.81, and 111.06 n respectively for Rr • 

Now that we know the values of the nominal gain and minimum current· as for 

Fig 10.6 we can now calculate current sources, supply voltages etc. To do 

this we first need to make a bias diagram. We should also use a PNP stage in 

the middle in order to minimize the power supply requirements. The Bias 

Diagram is shown in Figure 10.7. 

If we DC couple the bases but AC couple in the emitters we can reduce the 
--

number of decoupling circuits. 

We make the bias diagram by establishing all the voltages including AC 

and DC associated with the collector, base and emitter circuit starting with the 

base. We will allow 6.db margin for the signal ·swi~s in every case in order 

to reduce the possibility of clipping. This is the same as using the differential 

swing as if it were the single ended swing. We will also allow 1 volt margin ,.,,v,, . ..,,.,,.... 
-t-fi'ff(. 11f~{,.117W6 ~~f ff~ 

between the base and the collector(~K' f16~*' e6~ ,_, l wcrH 7 "'"""''>'.l't'-
fltl'\'"S If( /...i~ST q.-S- 4'0"-7'7 lc::il1~~"'~,..v,(6u'.e" ...... r.:>(l /5~,_,p;~. 

Judging by the Bias Diagram, we can easily build the amplifier using ±1sv 

supplies with ± 6.2 zener references for the current sources as no collector will 

be forward biased. 

Stage 1 and stage 2 will require a series resistor to develop the correct 

bias for stage 2 and 3. 

___ ,_...,.....-_ ·~·,- '-11. la1 
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PUBLICATION INTENDED. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. 

LINEAR°'AMpLIFIERS 

TOTAL AMPLIFICATION (Continued) 

If we used the two current source version as planned then the total. value 

of RE will be double or 

104.21, 108.81, and 111.06 n respectively for Rr . 

Now that we know the values of the nominal gain and minimum current as for 
/ 

Fig 10.6 we can now calculate current sources, supply voltages etc. To do 

this we first need to make a bias diagram. We should also use a PNP stage in 

the middle in order to minimize the power supply requirements. The Bias 

Diagram is shown in Figure 10.7. 

If we DC couple the bases but AC couple in the emitters we can reduce the 

(·~ number of decoupling circuits. 

We make the bias diagram by establishing all the voltages including AC 

and DC associated with the collector, base and emitter circuit starting with the 

base. We will allow 6.db margin for the signal swings in every ~ase in order 

to reduce the poss·ibility of clipping. This is the same as using the differential 

swing as if it were the single ended swing. We will also allow 1 volt margin 

between the base and the collector. 

Judging by the Bias Diagram, we can easily build the amplifier using ±1sv 

supplies with ± 6.2 zener references for the current sources as no collector will 

be forward biased. 

Stagf 1 and stage 2 will 

bias foy"stage 2 and 3. 

require a series resistor to develop the correct 

11.14 
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PUBLICATION INTENDED. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. 

TOTAL AMPLIFICATION (Continued) 

We can now draw the schematic for the amplifier and it isR4ciwn in 

Figure 10.8. 

32•71-

i 'I . z S" v - '· S I v - o«? .r v . = /•t3ZK (EQ io.30) ,.17..__ 

~ /•/vK //, f"" '·2'f- ],..,,;, 

i4·ZiV- {,.S'J V -O·?o~, (EQ 10.31) 
~-------- : '5" It""' 

i3·5"~-.. 

.:,..~ §"//"' IX I-' i3•¥'1-- I-.:., 
_1 _ 0 , 1 v (EQ 10.32) 

I'+, Z )' II - (· > - .., 07 7 
- J:Z•?z.- _ ...... .-. 

~ .z..Do ....... Jl. ~J>·n.._z,.,.~ 

The maximum currents are calculated as: 

1s.1i'11-~-·¥'lv -"·7Dv = %·¥-t~ (EQ 10.33) 
f • O 3'f I(' .. A,)< 

;;-.1sv - r-·Jr v -tJ· 30 v : ~ f-:7-
i r;o;o.. -,)( (EQ 10.35) 

IS"• V+ )ff)-~·2u- ~/) - V~e .... ;., ::: 

IsJ ,.,,...>' :. 200 - I :t) 

To find R3 max we need to use the following: 

@· 111- ~t)- Ve", .... :.. .: 

z. ( Il, io..A") 

r. ~<t v - 2.. ~r v 7 .q - /$0· ..... ,., y 

2 (1·<+-l ,....,) - ) 
j ii[, 

( 1.1.U- I 73 ..... 

)• 3'( v - If • ~ 2.. v = '3 S". z7,,.. ,.,47" 

2( i3. co-) 
( ""'4-t- ">~ • 3 - I~) 

(EQ 10.36) 

(EQ 10.37) 

11.15 
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PUBLICATION INTENDED. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. 

LINEAR AMPLIFIERS 

TOTAL AMPLIFICATION (Continued) 

By using the maximum value we guarantee the collectors will not saturate. 

There will be a difference in Ve for each stage as the worse case is calculated. 

Let's do that. 

Ve 1 "'4 1' ;: ~·J. v--T- f :I)- 2. (Is, ,.,, .. J ~3 ,..,;,) - I.,., ( A'c. 14o,;.,) = 

= r;.,-1v - 20·t<;-X1 7,.i.) _ (·.:r-(24~.r~: 
::: f.·S-1- Z•z.t'- - 11 >-I: 2· ?/y V 

\L Cz... 14,A'rL ; -@·i. v •si.) + z (I; ...... ,:_x /f, ... ) + L1.,..:. (If'" ,.,,.;, ) 

= 
:. 

Ve. ""'"' -I -
= 

V- . 
'- l. ,.. "'' ; 

= 

_,.~Iv t 2 ( /J·4" -.)(~ ~·,f ... ) +- 11·"'~-... (;~., . .:.-...... ) 

_1:,.n .. -4- b. '/Z~il +-J·Z,f V .::.. -2·3?.s-V 

(~·iv -rx)~ - z ( ;s, _,X ~ ~14J-1s~~,.,. (If,~..,)() 
c,-.37 v - 2 ( g,~ 1-){_11'/· ?7-) -(i/•(l.t-;Jz~s-.~1-) 
;-. ?'f ii - .3·"~ v - z. '""" ii - CJ.SJ v 

-~· '-v-t: if) + z.. ( :I.s,. ,....,.,X_rr, ... A,.)+ Ih.. ... a,c (!?, ~J 
_r,&9 v .,. z.{ 1tT·o -)(J>--1.J-) +- 1s.~-c2~r,'f-;.J 

:: - -;-. J'? v + , . z ~ v + Cl- • ¥ / 11 ::. - "' ~ "2 I/ 

(EQ 10.38) 

(EQ 10.39) 

(EQ 10.40) 

(EQ 10.41) 

With the last result we see we need a couple more volts or so to keep 

the last stage out of saturation which might be accomplished by using 

+lSV for Vee. 

I/ :: l/s-... ~K)- 6s;""'"'Jt<1.. ... AJ =ltJ·c..Sv-(:;:r.1-)(z~s .. 11.) 
c~ ,.. ,"' V 

= 3·033 v' (EQ 10.42) 

which is too low. 
11.16 



PUBLICATION INTENDED. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. 

LINEAR AMPLIFIERS 

TOTAL AMPLIFICATION (Continued) 

We must eliminate R6 to lower the base voltage of stage three. This is 

mostly because of the large tolerance on Is3. 

- ~ z. V +>l) + J..si.. ,..,~ c K ... ... ,.;, ) 

_(·rt v +-(1 ?·~y. -;{z. v. "· r ..... ) = -3 · 277 v 

= 
= -~-·89v + (ta . .,o,._Xz."'~'"):. - l·v7V. 

(EQ 10.43) 

(EQ 10.44) 

The signal swing at the collector is 2.297V pp DIFF and following our 6.db 

margin rule this makes the minimum emitter peak voltage at stage 3. 

V A,/ - Z•Z.y?c,.1 
C ·- ~ y" c. "' ·- 2 I 'Z <t 7 v = - ?>. z 7/ - 0·0:. II - -

I.. -A 1 '). -J ,., .1 -:,.. (EQ 10.45) 

=. - 4 "f 7 v 17~ . 
which solves the emitter problem but we still have a collector problem in 

Stage 3. 

The base of stage 3 is +0.48V MAX peak, but the collector is 

3.033V - ~ or -1.4'>V 

or an overlap of 0.48V + 1.4~1V = 1.'lf:'J 

(EQ 10.46) 

We need to raise the collector supply to 17V to handle the collector 

bias problem. That is hard to obtain in most cases as t 15Volts are standard 

supplies. 

11.17 
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PUBLICATION INTENDED. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. 

LINEAR AMPLIFIERS 

TOTAL AMPLIFICATION (Continued) 

Perhaps we can reduce the tolerance on current Is3 from 

33.86 ma~ 45.7 ma = ~11.84 ma (EQ 10.47) 

The best solution is to AC couple the bases of stage 3 to remove the 

almost 4 volt tolerance. We can return the base resistors to a nominal 

-3.lV by dividing the -6.2V supply. This will permit all stages to be totally 

linear. The'T"of the coupling stage must take into account the base current 

associated with the 33- 45 ma. 
floret!. HO..., Ti-It. 1.1vo'-.tt. out. AHecuv 7/IE. Pe.!16111. 1110 eA16w111t c4</ fl~Pl'M"? ~t:"-1'-T 
1}11S ft?,Qc~1.Pv~£ - we ""!''"r /./AVE ll(tp 14 - 1~-v ~.,/.<'Lr.: Fol<. I'IA~~ Z; To /'/Ui.~A/r 11;c: .,,.: J4 c ~~"""''' 

Now we have designed a three-stage, high-level amplifier. Before we add 

~'\ ~:ters and phase compensate it let us turn our attention to an AGC stage. 

'l ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ""'- 7·~ - ~ -"C•·-#c.- .A... 

(J"t-J.-- ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ It. """"/ ~ ~ 
/+1 ~ ~ . A- ,;e'..-4-< -41- "'- ~ ~..-PL C• 4 • <__ 

~t ~ Moo.(.. -..-{. ~ ~ 'S° t.1~~ A ~ t£ ~ .•. ;.C'.;;::,. ff· .-.__ 
~ ~ G6 ~. tL ~ "'- d. ~--.~~ 
~~L.t.. w~~~~ ... ~ -. 

~ ( Nd.:. 1~ . t.t ~: .. -~ '---
~ · z ~ 3 ·------r / 
,,f-A4/ ~. ~ ""#". ..u ~ -u. ~ ~-7 .... ~ 
ti-- 4~ .:.. ......:_, . ~ ~ -<. ,;:-- - d
~ ~~ ~...Kyu..~~~~~ 
;;. ,...r- ~ d .4r .IJ .cc.._ ~A ~ ......,.. 4-
W M 4 ~.fft:iBt ~ ~ ~ ~ 
~~~~rt_. ~tL ~~ 

A ~d, ~-
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PUBLICATION INTENDED. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. 

LINEAR AMPLIFIERS 

TOT"it.AMPLI FI CATION (Continued) 

Perhaps we can reduce the tolerance on current Is3 from 

33.86 ma~ 45.7 ma = ~11.84 ma (EQ 10.47) 

The best solution is to AC couple the b?s~s of stage 3 to remove the 
/ 

/ 

almost 4 volt tolerance. We·can return the base resistors to a nominal 
/ 

-3.lV by dividing the -6.2V supply. lliis will pennit all stages to be totally 
/ 

/ 
1 inear. The 'i of the coupling stag~ must take into account the base current 

// ·,_ 

associated with the 33- 45 ma. 

Now we have designed a three-stage, high-level amplifier. Before we add 

filters and phase compensate it let us turn our attention to an AGC stage. 

11.18 
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PUBLICATION INTENDED. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. 

LINEAR AMPLIFIERS 

AGC STAGES 

We approach this design problem by first calculating the total gainNtX,...,..w 

required for a minimum signal at the head, minimum pre amplifier gain, minimum 
• IJCl"lltvft'- /1EQ1/l.ltc11 

linear amplifier gain to provide the 11WSA=t111a11~inputA to the Detector. 

(EQ 10.48) 

This gain assures us of ybth~~tJtttrm correct operation of the 

detector. The next number we need is the maximum signal output assuming fA,£ ~&n,Ne_r 
wlf'~ f"JJtfl.t,Tty Jo THlfr ,., !Jf. 

the amp 1 i fi e'i\ does not 1 imi t as using the maximum gain. 

(v,,fA... ,..J( At.A. .. • .)( .ti"". -) = v. ...... ·- (EQ 10.49) 

The amount of controllable attenuation required then is simply 

(EQ 10.50) 

If this number is1trU"t,..than1.rthen we really do not need AGC as the Detector 
~.,,,,, 

dynamic range ~1 handle tt ~~~rn~~lnw~~ta.:::IRlllUa-=iQ===iG~h:::' 

~ !ftW., ~Ef. Assume -< = .10 then we need an attentuator with 

at least a 10:1 range. The type of attenuator depends on the signal 

amplitude and on the signal bandwidth. Figure 10.9 shows several types 

that have been used. Contrary to the radio business, our AGC circuits 

must not introduce a coR1110ntn0de voltage change. The reason for this is 

11.19 
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PUBLICATION INTENDED. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. 

LINEAR AMPLIFIERS 

AGC STAGES 

W~roach ·, 
this design problem by first calculating the total gainMAX 

required for a minimum signal at the head, minimum pre amplifier gain, minimum 

linear ftmplifier gain to provide the maximum input to the Detector. 

(EQ 10.48) 

This gain assures us of linearity margin and correct operation of the 

detector. The next number we need is the maximum signal output assuming 

the amplifier does not limit and using the maximum gain. 

(EQ 10.4~) 

The amount of controllable attenuation required then is simply 

~ rtttV {EQ 10.50) 

If this number is7r1tttrthane.rthen we really do not need AGC as the Detector 

dynamic range wi11 handle it if the gain is lowered to make EQ 10.48 = 

VIN DET MIN instead. Assume~= .10 then we need an attentuator with 

at least a 10:1 range. The type of attenuator depends on the signal 

amplitude and on the signal bandwidth. Figure 10.9 shows several types 

that have been used. Contrary to the radio business, our AGC circuits 

must not introduce a commonrnode voltage change. The reason for this is 
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obvious if we consider that any connnon mode voltage influences the 

coupling circuits and depending on the conmen mode rejection ratio of the 

following amplifier we end up with a differential voltage change that 

disturbes the signal base line. As there is almost always a non-linearity 

somewhere we should avoid circuits that control the gain by controlling 

emitter current. 

In Figures 10.9A thru 10.9F, the gain control is achieved by a con

tolled resistance by either current or voltage. In each case the range 

of resistance is large but the input swing is limited due to the character

istics of the devices. In the case of diodes, we can examine the Vo-Io 

curves. Here we see that the signal voltage will be superposed on the 

curve which does affect the resistance instantaneously; therefore, the 

actual diode resistance is a function of the signal voltage as well as 

the control current thru R2. Fortunately, our signal is differential. 

When one diode is conducting more due to a positive going signal, the 

opposite diode is conducting less for th~ same reason which if we keep 

the swing .tmall the total resistance1 differential, remains almost constant. 

The input swing then should be kept below 100.mv MAX pp DIFF· The circuit 

of Fig. 10.9A is driven by a voltage source therefore the attenuation 

is simply 

(EQ 10.Sl) 

:: (EQ 10.52) 
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In figure 10.9B the attenuation circuit is driven by a current source. 

Here the gain of the stage is a function of the parallel combination of 

A = {EQ 10:53) 

In both cases there is a co11111on mode output voltage change that affects 

the output base line. Both circuits must be followed by a very good 

conmon mode rejection amplifier. The diode capacitance must also be considered 

as it affects bandwidth which will change as a function of the control 

current 'T" changes. 

In Figure 10.9C and D a Fet is used as the controlling resistor. · 

The equations are the same as for the diode versions, however, the controlled 

resistor is a function of voltage. If we examine the Fet curves we again 

find a signal swing restriction. As long as the drain to source voltage 

remains below about 100 mV PP DIFF then we remain in the resistive portion 

of the curve. Beyond that the resistance is pinched and we go into a 

current source mode where the resistance is very high thus distorting the 

signal wavefonn. We still have a conman mode problem due to the gate signal 

being capacitively coupled into the source and drain that may not be corrmon 

mode. Also the gate capacitance affects the bandwidth which is changed by 

the changing resistance ('T: = . R,s(v) c1'tr ) 

In Figure 10.9E a different type of attenuator is shown. These circuits 

are multipliers and care must be used in predetennining which quadrants are 

used. With careful balancing these circuits can be made to exhibit no change 
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in output DC or comnon mode voltage as a function of the control voltage. 

As this circuit is basically a 4 quadrant multiplier by biasing Vc1 to be 

always equal to or more positive than Vc2 only two quadrants are used. 

The circuit functions by mixing the two 1soo out of phase signals such that. 

one subtracts from the other resulting in reduced amplitude. The reason we 

must confine ourselves to o~ly two quadrants is that the gain slope changes 

with the control voltage polarity as shown in Figure 10.10. The reversal 

would cause a malfunction of the AGC closed loop operation. Because of the 

signal subtraction process very careful balancing and phase control must 

be used in the signal path. 

The DC collector voltage level is maintained by causing the current 

lost on one side to be made up by current from the opposite side as the 

control voltage is varied. 

The gain of the circuit is a function of the control voltage and 

the balance within the circuit 

A -

Where K is a constant depending on the matching of the diode, the 

transistors emitter-base diode, and resistor R4. 

(EQ 10.54) 

This circuit has a constant bandwidth only if it is correctly balanced. 

Any unbalance will cause unequal phase delays, therefore, altering the 

bandwidth as a function of control voltage. 

Of the three different types given here, lets choose the FET version . 
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There are several other considerations. If a junction FET is used, care 

must be used to see that the gate circuit is not forward biased. This is 

·responsible for the capacitive coupling in the two examples shown. We could 

eliminate the capacitors of Figure 10.90 and use a MOS FET as long as the 

DC difference is zero. If not then currents will flow altering the DC ~ 

quiescent point causing a differential shift in the output. A series 

capacitor ift either the drain or source lead will eliminate the problem. 

To use the circuit we must first detennine the amount of attenuation 

required. If the attenuation required results in a large resistor Ri th~n 

the bandwidth degradation must be calculated at both extremes. 

If this is intolerable then the attenuator must be broken up into two 

stages with some gain in between if necessary to keep the signal to noise 

ratio high. In any event isolation prevents interaction. 
Fi; to. 'f c 

Fi. - 2. 'T( 'T 

If in our example we want a 

' 

(EQ 10.55) 

(EQ 10.56) 

= (EQ 10.57) 

-lJ/, 4-( (~ = ').PP 

50 MHz bandwidth and C~s is 4. P~hen we want 
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~t...U· 
If RDSON MAX were 100.A.then the maximum attenuation achievable is,from 

EQ 10.55 

too ..... 

(EQ 10.59) 

~ (ovi.( ~O."IS~ CAr~ nH.#JCNtfCI& ec. T', 

~ti-. t"or~ 

To get an attenuation ofAlO we need two in,isolated series. We could~ower the 

R1 to keep the same attenuation while maintaining above 50 MHz bandwidth. 

I<. "'"" = 

-- 0 ·JI(,, l 

, _ o. 11<.Z.) 
o. lt'G> z.. 

(EQ 10.60) 

= 21/:1.2 ..... ,..,.., : t oB·/ -. - (EQ 10.61) 

(EQ 10.62) 

As the stage bandwidth calls for /"2(50 MHz) then choose 300 ... for better 

dynamic range. 

The isolation can be obtained with an emitter follower or an intervening 

gain of 3.162, thus maintaining the signal-to-noise ratio as much as possible. 

The circuit is shown in Figure 10.11. Transient coupling recovery can be 

added imnediately following the first coupling capacitors as shown in 
fAllCS .,,o 

Figure 10. 3A or B or ft can be added fo 11 owing both coup 1 i n~capacnors if 

,-

~) 
...Ji.,.:-

needed. ,,..._. 
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We could have made the second stage of attenuation like that shown 

in Figure 10.90 with similar results but we would need to calculate the 
"Tiit f'f.T c;· ... n& OiNJ -- l#U• toe: fit#-T 

attenuation again as it now involves R4 as well,/\ One of the advantages 

of the series type of attenuator circuits is that the voltage across the 

FET can be maintained below the 100 mv pp max while the input can exceed · 

it. Lets look at the maximum signal levels as we maintain the 100 mv limit: 

(EQ 10.63) 
:: ((.oo • .. ., 

{EQ 10.64) 

{EQ 10.65) 

which maintains the output FET voltage •t its maximum. The minimum 

input signal occurs when the FET's are just off while maintaining the 100 mv 

output FET vo 1 tage. 

loo.""" (00. ""' 

i/-•O 

{EQ 10.66) 
A 

:: = .· 2.S".. ... v 

Therefore the input range under AGC control would be Zf" to 400 mv or 

I & -: 1 which satisfies both bandwidth and our required attenuation. 
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CLOSED LOOP AGC 

Before we close the control loop for the AGC circuits, we must 

develop a DC voltage that is a function of the output of the linear 

amplifier. This can be obtained from a filtered full wave rectifier 

such as shown in Figure 10.12. There are several features of this circuit 

that need to be discussed since there are many other ways this could be 

implemented. 

The gain control desired is a function of the gain in the loop. If 

we desire a 1% output voltage variation then the peak-to-peak single ended 

signal will vary 0.5% Vpp Diff and the Bal~ to Peak rectified signal will 

vary 0.25% Vpp Diff. For our 7.5 Vpp Differential output signal nominal 

this means that we need to have 

::: (v X 7. <0•1t'rot1 ·- (7· ~ V N" ,.,,.0 It I, 1 -
/\ ,,. 100 (v-) = o• ) '"'"' (EQ 10.67) 
~ v. fl' ()Ill /0() ( 't) -

to control the full range of attenuation. If our FETs pinch off voltage 

is -5.0V MA~ then we need a gain of 

,A ;.1~ = (EQ 10.68) 

This would be the case if resistor R2 were zero but there is an attenuator 

formed by R2 and R3 which causes us to raise this gain. Now R2 is there 

in order to slow down the the attack of the AGC to a sudden increase in 

signal amplitude. This is very desirable for two reasons. First we do 

not want to respond to noise caused amplitude variations and .recond, it 

permits us to achieve stability of the closed loop circuit using the Nyquist 

criteria. The attadr"'T' is 
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(EQ 10.69) 

And the decay 1' i s 

if the input current to the Amplifier is very small and the diode leakage 

current is small also. The diode minority carry lifetime does affect the 

decay,-. 

The actual gain required is (EQ 10.70) 

A = 

We should now turn our attention to the temperature affects since our 

following gain A is so high. Notice that we used a pair of PNP emitter 

followers to drive our Full Wave Rectifier. The base emitter diode nearly 

compensates for the rectifier diodes, but not completely due to the large 

difference in currents caused temperature. Also the current thru Rl must 

be larg£ compared to the current thru R2 in order to maintain PNP emitter 

follower linearity. This means that the temperature of the PNP transistors 

is higher than the surrounding components therefore its Vbe will be less 

and the voltage into the operational amplifier will be more negative. 

This requires a divider in the return ground lead· from R6 shown dotted 

in Figure 10.12. Or we can change the PNP emitter followers to NPN and use 

a Vbe multiplier to compensate, as shown in Figure 10.13, for both the two 

11.27 
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junctions as well as the temperature difference. For example if we need 

to compensate two diode junctions at a difference of io0 c, we need to 

provide an additional (100)(~ mv/oc) = 20.mv correction. This is interesting 

as it is nearly the same as the control signal range of 18.74 mv which 

emphasizes the point. We still have V supply variations to contend with 

' or if we stabilize it with ~ zener we need to concern ourselves with the 

zener temperature behavior as well as its zener impedance. 

The last output diode is inserted to protect the junction FET (Fig. 10-11) 

from positive excursions which would forward bias its Gate junction. A MOS FET 

would not need the diode. If we used enhancement mode FETs we would need to 

reverse the polarity. The potentiometer or a fixed resistive divider is 

added to the negative input to adjust for the charged capacitor signal 

amplitude. That value can be calculated from the following for a PNP emitter 

follower. 

- v. J) 
(EQ 10. 71) 

Note that this will be very broad due to tolerances of the two junctions which 

justifies the potentiometer. The squelch transistor is added to discharge 

the AGC capacitor at the beginning of a read function following the selection 

transient, thus reducing the time to discharge from the transient using the 

discharge 1". 

The amplifier phasing allows for an N type J FET. If we put an 

attenuator stage ahead of our linear amplifier then we can close the loop. 

11.28 
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The Application of Linear Servo Theory to 
"J-.., ~· the Design of AGC Loops• 
f,,,. ~~ IP.Ar w. K. VICTORt AND M. H. BROCKMANt 

. ~-''go 

Summarv-An analytical technique for designing automatic gain 
control (AGC) circuits is presented. This technique is directly ap
flicable to high-gain high-performance radio receiving equipment. 
IJae or this technique pennits the designer to specify the performance 
<Of the AGC·system completely with respect to step changes in signal 
level, ramp changes in signal level, frequency response, receiver 
pin error as a function of receiver noise, etc., before the receiver is 
constructed and tested. When used in conjunction with the statistical 
~lter theory the technique has been used to synthesize optimal AGC 
systems when the characteristics of the,.1ignal and noise are ap
llfOpriately defined. 

Tbe mathematical derivation of the closed-loop equatil'n1 is pre-
9elltecl. Tbe resulting expressions are simple and easy to undersi&Dd 
m.y anyone acquainted with linear seno theory. Furthermore, the 
tmderlying assumptions used in theory have been tested experimen
lally, and the close agreement between theory and uperiment attests 
tbe usefulness of the design technique. 

A, UTOMATJC gain control (AGC) is a closed-loop 
r!. regulating system which automatically ad)usts 

the gain of a receiver to maintain a constant sig
nal amplitude at the receiver output. The AGC loop is 
normally capable of operating over a very wide range of 
signal input levels. When the signal is narrow-band 
and its amplitude is detected synchronously, the loop 
is capable of performing efficiently in the presence of 
wide-band noise. The purpose of this paper is to derive 
the basic equations of the AGC loop which minimize 
the mean square error in the estimate of receiver gain 
when the signal level, noise level, and transient per
formance are specified. 

Fig. 1 is a block diagram showing the principal ele
ments of the AGC loop with the waveform equations at 
wrious points in the loop. The desired output or the re
ceiver is unity. The amplitude of the signal a(t) is ex
pressed as a fraction with respect to unity. The gain of 
the receiver is expressed as (attenuation)-1, or 1/a•(t). 
When a(t)•1, a•(t)=l; the gain is unity, and the re
ceiver output is also unity. When a(t) =0.1, for example, 
c•(t)-0.1, the gain is 1/a•(t) = 10, and the receiver out
put is unity. The attenuation of the receiver is intro
duced as a useful concept because it is the attenuation 
of the receiver that is required to follow the changes in 
·signal level. The variation in attenuation or the receiver 
is some function of the control voltage b; thus, the re
ceiver may be considered as a voltage-controlled at-

' 
• Oriitinal manusmpt rercived by the IRE. April 6, 1959; re

,.i5Cd m.'\nuscript l"C("cived, September 1, 1959. This p:ipcr presents 
the results of one ph:t!'C of ~:irch c:irricd out :it the Jct Propulsion 
L:iboratory, California Institute or T 1."<'hnolo~}'. under Contr:ict 
No. L>A-0+-495-0rd 18, sponsored by the L>cp:irtmcnt or lhe Anny 
OrdMncc Corps. 

t Jet Propulsion L:ib., Californi:i Inst. or Tcchriology, Pasadena, 
C:ilil. 

.tlltin•,t +"Ill 

•• r{[•-*1] ·~} 

R'ecetver attenuation 0•(1) • 

. l [ o(I) J •'(I) ~ F(b) • Function Y 1 - - + - ; 
o•(t) o•(t) 

where 
ci(t) •amplitude of RF carrier expressed as a fractional part of 

unity, 
ai,•radian frequency ol the carrier, · 

•(I) •interference ol fiat spectral density over a ranie or frequen
cies about "'•· 

a'(l) •11{t)[2 sin w.l)•interferenc:e ol same spectral density as 11(1), 

FX(I) • 1.• ,(T')X(t - T")dT', 

1(-r) - weighting function or filter - 2~ f:: f(J)l°T'ds. 

Fig. 1--COnventionaI AGC circuit with cohereut detection. 

tenuator. This idea is expressed in block diagram form 
in Fig. 2. 

Fig. 2 illustrates a recognition of the fact that the 
output of the ·AGC loop is the receiver attenuation 
a*(t) and th:i.t this output signal is required to match 
the input signal a(t) with a minimum error. The syn
chronous detector is easily eliminated because it does 
nothing more than frequency-translate the signal and 
the noise n(t) from the carrier frequency w. to zero fre
quency, or de. In proceeding from Fig. 1 to Fig. 2 it 
should be noted that the two circuits ar~ mathemat
ically equivalent; the solution for the output attenua
tion a•(t) is 

Fune Y 1 - -- + --[ a(t) J n'(t)} 
a•(t) a•(t) 

in each case. The diagram is rearranged to provide a bet
ter understanding of what actually takes place when the 
loop is functioning. 

The next step in the analysis is to choose a function 
for the variation of receiver attenuation with control 
voltage. If b is the control voltage (see Fi~. 3), F(b) is 
chosen to be 10K.t•n°; KA is a constant associated with 
the attenuator (or amplifier) an<.1 has the dimension 
db/volt. Althou~h F(b) is highly nonlinear, it should be 
noted· that log F(b) is a linear function. 

Reprinted from Proc. IRE, vol. 48, pp. 234~238, Feb. 1960. 
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F11. 2-Modified conventional AGC circuit. 

~ . .,...flO ... Ill) 
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"" 

F11. 3-Nonlinear equivalent ACC eircuit. 

•U) Ii d of 'gnat --~ • db,. •00.. • 20 log11 - 1- • amp tu e u apr- ID 

witJa respect to unity 

••(I) • of . • db .-cJ>- • 20 loc11 - • attmuataon receiver m 
I 

witJa respect to unity 

F11. 4-Linear ACC system. 

Fic. $-Simplified linear AGC system • ., 

Having made the decision (see Fig. 3) that the at
!tenuator characteristic should be linear in decibels, the 
:lanction 1-a(t)/a0 (t) is studied and found to be ap
l'PfOximately equal to 20 log10 a(t)/a*(t) over the range 
d J db. or 30 per cent variation in a•(t). Therefore, the 
"tferencing function in Fig. 2 can be replaced by the 
llogarithmic amplifier in Fig. 3 without altering the na
!Ure of the loop, providing the loop error does not ex
ceed 3 db. (This limitation is similar to the requirement 
;.. automatic phase-control systems that the phase error 
llOtexceed 30°.) Within this restriction, then, Fig. 3 is a 
.true representation of the AGC loop, and KD is the 
tonstant associated with the logarithmic amplifier in 
""'·•/db. The equation of the loop as indicated in 
• 3 is 

[ . o(t} n'(l}] · ••<o - 1osc .• r11• xD20 log10 --+ -- . · 
o•(t) a•(t) 

1'ais equation can be solved for a 0 (l) by taking the 

Sitnol + noise J 
--------~1 H(6l 

lest estimate 
.. 1i911al 

Fie. 6-Standard lel'VO problem. 

logarithm of ooth sides and, for convenience, expressing 
the answer in decibels relativ~ to unity. When this is 
done 

•'(t) 
a*(l)o1ba - KDKAY{a(t)o11Ha - a*(t),bu] +KAY o*(t) • 

It is now apparent that when the sign:i.l level and the re
ceiver attenuation are expressed as a logarithm, the 
AGC loop becomes a linear system. This system is 
shO\\'n in Fig. 4 and may be simplified still further to the 
system shown in Fig. S. The problem has been reduced 
to the standard servo problem indicated in Fig. 6 •rnd 
can be solved for the H(s) which gives the minimum 
rms error in receiver gain. 

This problem has been solved using the Weiner meth
ods outlined in a previous paper.1 The input signal was 

' E. Rech tin, •ne . Desii:n of Optin111m Linear Systems,• Jet 
Propulsion Lab., California Inst. Tech., PasacJena, Calif., External 
Publication No. 20-4; April, 19SJ. 
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assumed to be in the form or snmll step changes in am
" ;plitudc. The transient error was defined as the infinite 

time integral of the squared error: 

transient error - f • [a(l),i.. - a•(1),i..]1dl 
. . 

and was assumed to be independent of the amplitude 
noise. The additive noise is assumed to be essentially 
&t over the spectrum, producing a gain-jitter, '1r/1, 

which is . 

1 f+lw 
gain error due to noise - -. I H(s) l~N(s)ds. 

2.., _,_ 

The closed-loop transfer function which minimizes the 
gain-jitter while holding the transient error to a speci
fied maximum value is of the form 

1 
B(s)---1-

1+-1 x. 
where Ks is a parameter in sec-1 which depends upon 
the amplitude step and the noise spectral density. 
The solution of the loop equation for filter Y yields 
1·(s) =Ka/s, a pure integrator. If the loop gain is high, 
1/s may be approximated by 1/(1 +n), a low-pass 
filter. Solving for H(s) yields 

where G is the dimensionless product of KD and KA and 
is greater than tO. 

To demonstrate the usefulness of the theory and the 
validity of the assumptions made in linearizing the loop, 
three experiments were performed on the AGC loop of 
a particular synchronous receiver. 

1) The frequency response of the loop was measured 
using sine-wave variations in the input signal 
level. 

2) The transient response of the loop was measured 
using exponential changes in the input signal 
level. 

3) Therms error in receiver gain was measured as a 
function of the input-noise spectral density. 

The AGC loop forming a part of this system is similar 
to the diagran"ls shown in Figs. 1 through 6. The filter 
Y is a low-pass filter having essentially a single time 
constant of 0.4 second. The loop gain h:is been measured 
at several different values of input signal level and 
"-aried from 66 for a -40-dbm signal level to 38 at 
-80 dbm. However, over a signal-level range of 3 to 
6 db, the gain is essentially constant. 

FJtEQUENCY RESPONSE 

Using the measured values of ~ain, the frequency re
aponse of the AGC loop was calculated for signal levels 
of -40, -60, and - 80 dbm, and the curves have been 
plotted in Figs. 7, 8, .md 9. The frequency response of 
the loop was then measured using a sine-wave modulat
ing voltage which attenuated the carrier approximately 
2.S db. The measured points are plotted in Figs. 7, 8, 
and 9 for comparison with the calculated curves. The 
experimental data may be observed to agree generally 
within 1.5 db of the calculated curve. 

TRANSIENT RESPONSE 

The transient response of the AGC loop to an expo
nential change in input signal level of magnitude Aa 
under the restrictions outlined above can be determined 
by using transform relation 

..t*(s) - H(s)A(1) 

where A (s) -Laplace transform of the input signal and 
A~{s)-Laplace transform of the resultant output sig
nal or 

·1 ~ 
.A*{s) • -------X ----(i +~)+~i 1(1+T1aS) 

where T1a •rise time of the input signal. 
The solution of this equation expressed as a function 

of time is 

•*{t) .... -
Ao.. .. 

1 
1+

G 

[ 
. .!.. r<OlrH - G rWri.>] .,.. ., 

1 - ---------

0~ -~) 
where a*(t), .... represents the resultant change in receiver 
attenuation. The amplitude of the input signal Aa is 
expressed in decibels. Using the measured values of loop 
gain, the transient response of the AGC loop was calcu· 
lated for a 3-db exponential change in signal leve! at in· 
put signal levels of -40 and -80 dbm. The calculated 
AGC output is plotted in Figs. 10 and 11 as resultant 
change in receiver attenuation. 

The transient response of the AGC loop was then 
measured by introducing known changes in the input 
signal level and recording the resultant AGC output 
(see Figs. 10 and 11). The change in input signal level 
was accomplished using a current-controlled microwave 
ferrite attenuator which was varied by a step change in 
control current. The rise time of the input signal change 
was 4 to S times faster than the rise time of the resultant 
AGC voltage change. The measured AGC voltage 
change was expressed as db attenuation chanbe using 
the measured value of K,.. The experimental results are 
plotted in Figs. 10 and 11 for comparison with the calcu· 
lated curves. The experimental data agree with the cal· 
culated results to within O.S db. 
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- . . . 
PROCEEDINGS OF 1'IIE IRE 

RMS ERROR IN RECEIVER' GAi~ 

• The operation of the AGC loop was analyzed with 
r.indom noise jamming, and the root-mean-square 
(rms) error in receiver gain was calculated. An experi
ment was then performed using a synchronous receiver 
to determine i{ the AGC system performed according to 
the theory. The analytical method is presented first. 

The mean square error for the linear system with an 
error spectral density or 4>.("1) is given by 

t 1· .,1 - - +.(Cll)ck.>. 
211' -

(1) 

If the system is considered to be distortionless with re· 
apect to the signal, the mean square error can be writ
ten as 

t J. r distortionless -. - 4'N(w) IHUc.i) l'dw 
--2r -

(2) 

where 4>N(c.1) is the noise spectral density at the input 
in units determined by those of the signal, and HUw) 
is the system transfer function (dimensionless). 

The jamming noise was assumed to have an nns am
plitude of N volts and a fiat spectral density of 

[ 4a(FS) ]'( ]lj~t 1 db1 
+N(Cll) • +,.-(0) • - - -

. . Aa'(O) S 2BN cos 
(3) 

where 

&z(FS) •full-scale value of the gain error curve 
•12 volts, 

&z'(O) •slope of the error curve in volts/db at zero 
gain displacement for the signal level under 
investigation, 

S-rms amplitude of the signal in volts, and 
2BN•the effective bandwidth of the input noise. 

t f. 
• 1 distortionless - •N(O) - IHUw} 12"'1 db' lr _ 

[ Aa(FS) ]'(~' 1 1 f • 
• 1 - - - IH(jw) 12"'1 db1 

Aa (0) S 2BN 2r -
(4) 

• 
- - -db1 - [4a(FS) ]'(B' Br. 

Aa'(O} S BN 
(5) 

where 

t 1· 2B.r. - - I H(iCll} 1'"'1, 
211' -

(6) 

and the approximate AGC loop transfer (unction is 
liven by 

B(jc.i) • __ 1 __ 
,. 

t+;..
G 

(i) 

where 

1'•0.4 second, 
G-gain of the AGC loop, dimensionless= KDKA; 

where 

Ko-AGC detector constant expressed in volts/db, 
and 

K~ -constant associated with the gain of the receiver 
expressed in db/volt. 

The rms error in receiver gain is obtained by taking the 
square root of (5). 

• Aa(FS) N 12Br. 
• distort1onless - · X - X --db rms. (8) 

Aa'(O) S 2BN 

Eq. (8) appears in graphical form in Fig. 12 for the re
ceiver under test. Superimposed on the graph are the 
measured values for comparison purposes. Agreement 
between measured and calculated values is within 1 db. 

....... __ 
A•<rn II-~ .. ,,....,,..... - ·-. ~ .,,. 
A•'IOI $ U., ... 

za..L 
-.. I• 
... u .. 

... • •If.elf• 
lf,.•IT.t•hl--0 .... ,_.,_i-1 

69(1"$) •Ch 

0 

e I • • 1C1 a » 
................ r.tie ill 2.7 - 1Mlldwicltll0 cllt 

Fae. 12-Recei~·er pin error vs input noise-to-signal ratio. 

CONCLUSION 

AGC systems utilizing synchronous detection may be 
analyzed with considerable accuracy using the simple 
theoretical approach outlined here. The assumptions 
made in linearizing the AGC loop are valid for noise· 
free and noise-perturbed signals alike, and the analytical 
technique is a useful design tool. 

The ability to achieve this goal is based on the recoi:· 
nition that an almost linear relationship exists betWL'Cll 
signal level and receiver attenuation when they are both 
expressed in decibels rehitive to unity. With the cstah· 
lishment of this fact, more advanced noise thL'Orr 
may be directed toward the synthesis of optimum AGC 
systems. 
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i -tZ· l.S = o.i;11f 

V1u .:; 7 ' ;-y ",. "'F 

4-

\;U'I" = 4 VIC'"" - i/., 

V .:> = V1.v ( Vc.i.,,,...,~, °'f. 60 X J ·I' 2.) / 

V,o.,TA-'C. - ~~ .( 7} )( ((<: s'+ J y l. 5'; ~) 
/ 

(EQ 10.72) 

(EQ 10.73) 

/ 
(EQ 10.74) 

/ 

(EQ i0.75) 

(EQ 10.76) 

v4'r = t+ l/.u;:- - \/,"" ( v~x *-X ~,; + ,)(2"·'.Kt·~rN-i~x~·!Gl.) E~lv.77 

v"'" = 

v«-N - ]o 

Vo = 

i + Vi~ (1f9• 9r)(~~J + / ) 

v,.., c v...,x ;f J(.-,;~J(z•'4"-~;X*X'~J·,,v-
11,.v ( V«-N x 'I 'f ?·ffx ~,:+ 1) = 

Va -
(v~ )(I V'f·Cftl_) V1~ 

)o (I· f f1ti1v.._) Vt.;;_ 

~cs +- ' + v,.., (t 'If. 'llJ) 
which is unconditionally stable 

V~ == 

I 
I 

\ 

{EQ 10.78) 

(EQ 10.79) 

{EQ 10.80) 

{EQ 10.81) 

(EQ 10.82) 

(EQ 10.83) 

{EQ 10.84) 

(EQ 10.85) 
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FILTERS 

Since our ability to detennine the peak of the pulse resulting from ~ 

magnetic transition depends on differentiation then we need to concern 

ourselves with noise. The input stage including the head is the main source 

of this noise. Some of the noise is white, while the remainder is pink as 

it results from both the head impedance times the amplifier noise current 

plus any diode currents and the media noise. Particulate media is the 

main culprit. The frequencies of this latter noise falls in the bandpass 

of interest and beyond. We can improve the signal-to-noise ratio by 

filtering out that noise above the bandwidth of interest. We also know 

that the head signal contains hannonics which are required in order ·to· 

maintain the signal PW50 and therefore resolution. For example, if we 

1 ost the 3 lit hannoni c then the PWso would be widened, and the reso 1 uti on 

would drop, and the voltage time rate of change at the peak would be 

lessened giving poorer peak detection. The filter roll off characteristics 

then are important to us. There are several different filter types 

that we could choose from besides the constant K and M derived types. The 

best candidates are the Butterworth, Butterworth Thompson, and the Bessel. 

The Chelbyshev has ripple in both phase and gain, therefore, is useless 

to us unless we want to use the ripple as some kind of correction for 

existing anomalies. The Butterworth has very desirable amplitude character

istics which are maximally flat in the pass band and roll off with a well

defined corner depending on the number of elements. The Bessel filter has 

a very long drawn out roll off which does affect the amplitude of frequencies 

somewhat removed from the poor corner. The Butterworth Thompson is a 
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compromise between the Butterworth and the Bessel filter. In regards 

to Phase and Group Delay the three filters are rated differently. The 

Bessel filter has maximally flat group delay and the Butterworth 

doesn't. The Butterworth Thompson is again a compromise. Now it is 

obvious that flat magnitude characteristics are desirable due to the 

relationship among the pertinent harmonics. The Maximally flat phase 

and group delay characteristics are not so obvious. If we were to 

take a fundamental cosine wave and add to it a third harmonic such 

that the peak of both start together as in Fig. 10.27, 

v (EQ 10.86) 

then we will obtain a waveform very similar to our head signal in Region 2 

containing shoulders. Now if we were to repeat our graphical analysis 

with the third harmonic shifted by a constant angle ti> then we can 

(EQ 10.87) 

see there is peak and shoulder distortion. The peak distortion includes 

both amplitude and peak position Fig. 10.16. Now our main concern is 

the peak as it defines the center of the bit or transition; therefore, if 

we cause unequal phase delay, then we lose peak timing information accuracy. 

~s can be seen from Figure 10.15, if our filter introduces amplitude 

reduction of the third harmonit, then the signal PWso widens and if our 

filter introduces unequalgroup delay then we have peak shift. 
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It is obvious that the Butterworth filter preserves the amplitude but 

distorts the group delay. The Bessel filter will widen the PWSO a little 

but maintains the peak in position. Most filters designed for disc drives 

use the Butterworth filter with a phase correcting filter in series. 

Some use the Bessel but wonder why the shoulders climb up the waveform as 

shown in Fig. 10.16. The answer lies not so much in the amplifier but 

in the head. If we go back to Chapter 3 where we discussed the head 

circuit and Chapter 6 where we discussed the Read Circuit we can see that 

the head is a two pole filter as shown again in Figure 10.17. 

The out~~t voltage is determined from the series paralleled network. 

v, .... ( c! ~ ) vit>J ( fs ~) 
V~ = t; ~~ (EQ 10.88) 

- LS I< 
L.s +(.Ir R ) 

f{ L f + - + -cs c.r 

cf't-~ 

v,~ ( t-c.) 
(EQ 10.89) 

V,..v 
...... v .. - '-''., - -

I -s l.. +· _!. s ..... s ... ""' z l "-., s 
,,. - +- w .. 

t(' '- (. 

The phase characteristics of this circuit are not linear,.. or maximally flat 

group delay, therefore, phase distortion is added to the head signal. When 

we design filters to provide the characteristics we need,the head circuit 

forces a different compromise. The use of phase correcting filters allows 

use of the Butterworth filter without degradation of the PWSO or the peak 

position. There are other approaches that are presently being pursued 

which involve spectral shaping which narrow the PWSO while maintaining the 

the peak position. These approaches permit higher transition densities by 
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eliminating or greatly reducing the peak shift due to pulse crowding at a 

small cost of increased noise. Curves can be generated relating the 

improvements and degradation as a function of the degree of slimning. We 

will not pursue this form of filter here but it might be a worthwhile 

study as it has definite advantages. (Mr. D. Huber is very familiar with 

this approach.) The design· of these filters has been made easy by 

several authors of Filter Synthesis books. 

In chapter 13 of Louis Weinberg's Network Analysis and Synthesis 

published by McGraw Hill in 1962 and republished by Kreger Publishing Co. 

in 1975, he gives extensive tables for these and other filters as either 

conventional filters and as equal dissipation filters. An analysis of 'the 

various filter characteristics by Eggen and McAllister is published in 

Electro Technology, August 1966. 

The Phase correction filters or Phase equalizers are the subject of 

several texts. Chapter 17 of Electronic Designers Handbook by Landee Davis 

and Albrecht published by McGraw-Hill, 1957, is a good source. 

Because the head circuit is part of the total gain and phase response, 

the determination of the amount of phase correction required must be obtained 

from the signal itself rather than as input sine wave to the amplifier. 

There are two sources. ·The first is the position of the shoulders on the 

head signal. If they are symmetrical around the base line then the phase 

is correct. If the shoulders are not symnetrical but are above and below 

the baseltne, then correction is required. The amount can be determined 

by the position of the shoulder compared to a graph, but this is rather 

sloppy as it neglects the phase distortion of the differentiator. 

p11F£lf"~rA'T1p Lt;w /l"te~~c.1.,d/C)"' .$/INA' 
..,,rN SN~IP~~J' 
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The best method requires the use of a current passing near the gap of 

the head which generates a voltage according to the relationship KND<t> 
dt 

The flux generated by the current in the wire is loosely coupled to the 

head core which causes a voltage to be developed in the head coil that 

can be amplified. The phase measurements at various frequencies can then 

be plotted if we remember to subtract the 90° associated with the flux 

to voltage conversion. The oscillator must be a true sine wave type with 

very low distortion. Function generators have substantial harmonics and 

cannot be used. The series resistor is equal to the Zo of the generator 

therefore I wire is 

I~, ... e = 

--

\fr,, ft .. 

2ao 

(EQ 10.90) 

= K1 rJ K'" t./ ( V Ittv t.ol t: ) 
3.-» 

(EQ 10.91) 

~o 

Care must be taken to keep track of the phase expected thru the amplifier 

stage by stage including the linear differentiator of the Detector. For 

constant group delay, the phase must be a direct function of frequency. 

r=, 
- e,t.. F.,_ (EQ 10. 92) 
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The design of the phase correction circuits must force compliance 

to EQ. 10.92 for all the frequencies possible with the code used, including 

Notice that the voltage output is an increasing function of frequ~n-cy 

as shown in EQ. 10.91; therefore, care must be taken to maintain linearity. 

To plot the magnitude one must divide by F first. This will result in a·· 

very good check on the Read damping factor if the Bandwidth of the Pre 

Amplifier is wider than 10 times the self resonance of the head. In this 

case the plot must be taken at the output of the Pre Amplifier so as to 

not include the effects of the filters. Any series coupling capacitors must 

be taken into consideration. 

The above measuring technique is very valuable and has been used 

for many years. If the amplifier bandwidth is less than 10 times FRESHEAD 

then a graphical solution can be obtained if the gain and phase characteristics 

of the Pre Amplifier are known. 

One last problem that can be discussed is the affect on the AGC 

circuits of a signal in Region 2. Here the various head signals have 

amplitudes as a function of frequency. If a signal was composed of a series 
'i 

string of groupings of frequencies that are wider than the 'S"" of the AGC 

filter then we have introduced an amplitude modulation not present in the 

original signal. Consider the case of two frequencies, one at the 90% 

point on the BPI curve,Fig. 4.3,and the second at the 70% point as shown 

in Fig. 10.19, for a 20% amplitude difference. The AGC circuit on encountering 

the 90% amplitude signal will reduce the gain then on entering the area of 

the 70% signal wil1111ue15c:the gain again. The result is a signal with 
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double the amplitude modulation in the arectjust following the change. This 

is shown in Figure 10.20. 

Obviously this is undesirable due to the low amplitude remaining 

just following the 90% to 70% change at B. Also the high amplitude at A 

wi 1 l affect the 1 i nea ri ty range required of the amp l if i er. ( Ju.:>~.. c1,,u.,t:1) 

One solution to this-dilenma is to provide a filter before the full 

wave rectifier, but not in the main signal path to the detector, that will 

correct the amplitude differences. Here phase distortion and amplitude 

distortion are of no concern only equality of peak amplitude. Going back 

to the resolution -- our signal will have a resolution of ~ or 77.7%. 

We can introduce a frequency sensitive impedance in the emitter circuit 

to control the gain just as we did for the differentiator of Fig. 9.13A. 

If we do, we can write some equat_ions that relate resolution to the 

gain required. 

:::: (EQ 10.93) ~ 

:::: .a..:. ( a:..: t )(; t+/C) 
" (EQ 10.94) 

------------------~~ ;:H 
;;: x C HF 
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{ f;;_-1 r, .. 
x~H~) f1-4 ~ -ft. 

(EQ 10.95) F,_ 
~ (t4._-I X~HF) 

substituting sin o<.... - t-"'-- ~ (EQ lQ.96) -
J I i" t-._-... o<_ 

ft.. [ !: Xe 11~ 
·- F1.. '$, 
FH --,_-==========-

A I rM X v l + 'f; c ,.., JI+ (~'T (EQ 10.97) 

J I+ C~'")'-

• + (EQ 10.98) 
t "' 

(EQ 10.99) 
I -1-

(EQ 10.100) 

{EQ 10.101) 

(fZf fU,~ - I 
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From Equation 10.101 we can calculate the ratio of Xe to Rat the 

highest frequency which in turn gives the required correction if that ratio 

is used to obtain 

-- (EQ 10.102) 

(EQ 10.103) 

The result then is an AGC system that does not introduce any modulation 

to the output waveform but retains the original resolution. One point 

of interest is that in disc drives where the resolution is a function of 

radius then the resolution must be taken from a compromise track between, 

but not necessarily half way between, the inner and outer radius where the 

resultant modulation has minimum effect. 

We have now discussed the linear amplifier in which we included the 

Region of operation in our discussion as to the blocks required. We found 

that where a percentage amplitude is not required for detector operation 

then a simple amplifier and phase corrected filter is all that is necessary. 

Where a percentage amplitude is required for detector operation, such as in 

gate generators, then AGC or some kind of amplitude controlled clipping or 

gate sensing level is requi~das well as the phase corrected filters. We 

also provided a means to maintain the poor signal amplitude characteristics 

while using AGC. The latter circuit is also useful for driving amplitude 

controlled clipping or gate level sensing circuits instead of a fixed level. 
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Figures 10.21 shows a typical filter amplifier block. It can be used to replace 

one of the three blocks we designed back in Fig. 10.8. The filter design is 

for a current input which we have with a conman emitter amplifier using emitter 

feedback. If we chose a voltage input filter then we must use either an emitter 

follower driver as shown in Figure 10.22 or by loading the collectors of an 

amplifier with a load resistor equal to the filter impedance then we can convert 

a current to a voltage. Note that the voltage input filter must be tenninated 

on both ends, therefore, the.gain is h&lf unless the impedance is doubled 

(see Figure 10.24). 

Figure 10.23 shows the four basic types of filters. Each must be 

tenninated with its characteristic impedance Z0 . The type is determined by 

the input and the number of poles. Figure 10.23A shows a current input and 

four (even) poles, therefore, the output will be a current feeding Z0. 

Figure 10.238 is again a current input with five (odd) poles~ therefore the 

cutout is a vo1taqe feeding Zo. The next figure 'C' is of a voltage input 

filter with four (even) poles, therefore, it has a voltage output to Z0 . 

Similarly, Figure 10.23D is a voltage input with 3 poles (odd), therefore, 

a current output feeding Z0. 

Any filter may be used depending on the design. The current input 

type is handy as it can be used directly in the collector of our standard 

linear amplifiers thus minimizing the number of transitors required. The 

function of the Phase correction filter can also be made a part of the low 

pass filter by making its Z0 equal to two times the Z0 of the low pass filter. 

This is shown in Figures 10.21, 10.22, and 10.24. Although there are several 

forms of the All Pass filter, the most deisrable is that shown in Fig. 10.26A 

and B. Two types are shown. Each of these can be matched to the low pass 

Z0• The first, A, provides a shift of 1800 as a function of frequency 
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LINEAR AMPLIFIERS 

The second provides a 360° change as a function of frequency and can be 

altered as to the rate of change depending on the ratio of its elements. 

This is discussed in the reference. The number of poles of the low pass 

filter depends on the slope of the roll off required. But 1t also affects 

the phase error rate of change whjch forces either a 360° All Pass Lattice 

or less poles 1n the Low Pass. Such 1s the case in many designs where the 

low pass uses only three poles. Sometimes some degree of phase correction 

can be perfonned by using either or both lead and lag circuits in the 

emitter feedback path. 9... ~ ~ ~ ~ --~ 
/..L ~ c·-.~ 1' t:fd ~ ~47- r ck ~ ._ --ee 
~ d ~ ~ ~. ;t..r ~"-PL t;l ;..~ .. c; ~ 
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~ 
The second provides'·,a 360° change as a function o.f frequency and can be 

'· ' _. 
altered as to the rate of"change depending on th~.-ratio of its elements. 

' ---
This is discussed in the ref~~ce. The,/puml);; of poles of the low pass 

fi 1 ter depends on the s 1 ope of ,~fi- off required. But it a 1 so aff ec.t~ 
the phase error rate of change' which fQ._rces either a 360° All Pass Lattice 

or 1 ess po 1 es f n the . L'6w Pass. Such f s ~se in many designs where the 

low pass u~" on,Y/~hree poles. Sometimes so~egree of phase correction 

can be performed by using either or both lead and'~circuits in the 
// 

emi-tter feedback path. 
// 

/ ' 
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One of the variations is the use of separate or different filters for the 

gate and pe'l\k sensing channel, as shown in Fig. 10.27A and B. 

One last type of filter that has some usage is one derived from the delay 

line differentiator discussed in Chapter 9; only this time the two are 

added directly. The derivation is obtained from the block diagram of 

Fig. 10. 28 

~ (I T e-i") 
-
v~ - :::r 
llt.v 

'w r -J 
+- e. 

' +--

' I r / ~ T -1.:::,.. e-:; "-e ~ - .· J..._, 
e~ 

--

and from Cos 9 = e ie + e-jQ 

2 

we get 2(cos '1- } .-i'J! 

_jwT -e a. 

• t.JT -J-:J.! 
•wr ~&: (! 

,_ 
-J- + z.. • e. - e..;~ e;¥ 

Eq. 10.107 

Eq.10.108 

which is a filter with no phase shift except a fixed delay. It is used 

particularly in spectral shaping or in circuits that require no phase shift. 

An implementation of the filter is shown in Fig. 10.30. 

\ 
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There is a class of full wave rectifiers that needs no temperature compensation. 

These are the differential type where the Vbe and/or diode drops are syrrmetrical 

and therefore cancel. The circuit of Fig. 10.31 can be designed for any compatible 

level as long as the input has no offset and is a true differential input. The 

attack and decay can be tailored, but squelch is difficult due to the lack of a 

reference, unless a MOS Fet is used directly across the capacitor. The chopper 

transistors will not work due. to the base current. The option•l capacitor, c2, 

around the op amp may be added, in addition to the capacitor , c1. One nicety is 

that c2provides equal attack and decay, while c1 provides the sample storage 

Wiich is at a higher bandwidth than the op amp can handle. The second ci1rcuit, 

Fig. 10.32, uses a multiplier configuration. Again, the same co1T111ents regarding 

squelch and c1 and c2. Careful balance is required of the two current.sources, 11 

an.d z2, for correct opera ti on. 

Between the AGC control of amplitude with fixed percentage gate references and 

fixed gain with a level controlled reference type detectors, the AGC versions are 

preferred due to their being under closed loop control, while the signal level 

controlled gate reference is open loop, meaning that under worse case conditions 

the reference can wander all over the place. 

Back in the section on AGC we presented equations, 10.69, to describe the attack 

and decay of the AGC. This becomes very important when we consider the signal 

amplitude envelope resulting from a read. Up to now we have mostly only con

sidered the individual pulses, or just a few in a row. Here we need to discuss 

the effect of variations in amplitude as a function of magnetic coating thickness 

and dispersion. Quite often the amplitude modulation is significant and in 

.() 

order to recover all the transitions written each and every pulse must be detected. \ 
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In Fig. 10.33, at A, there is a '50% amplitude reduction and at B a 100% loss 

due to a hole in the media. We should be able to recover transition pulses 

down to around 15% remaining. As we discussed the detectors we can see 

that the time channel (if it has sufficient gain, or, in other words, if this 15% 

were used as the minimum signal in order to calculate the minimum gain requ~red) 

will always sense these pulses. The problem is the Gate Generator. For Region 1 

we can see that the clipping level must include the lowest amplitude expected 

but not low enough to add false pulses due to noise. In Region 2 the Gate 

Generator becomes even more of a problem due to the compromise between the 

center bit of a triple, Fig. 9.22, and the remaining signal in a defect, such 

as A, Fig. 10.33. In order to assist the detection of these pul5es, then, the 

AGC must be able to follow the modulation. As most AGC circuits in use in 

radio have fast attack and slow decay, it is easily seen that we cannot tolerate 

this behavior. If our AGC circuits were designed to have equal attack and decay 

of sufficient bandwidth to follow the types of defects we want to allow, or are 

forced to use, then the clipping level, or sense level (depending on the Region), 

need not extend to the lowest levels near the noise. The 1", then, must allow the 

defect to be traversed with minimal change in amplitude. Being a Type 0 · 

loop, it is obvious there must be some error in order to achieve the ne-ss1s'O:ry 

gain change. Therefore the actual output amplitude change should follow the 

dotted lines of Fig. 10.34. 

The same conments apply if the designer wants to use the amplitude controlled 

clipping . level approach despite the fact that it is open loop. Much effort is 

lost by attributing loss of recovered data to the clipping or sense level based 

on the average amplitude of the envelope instead of allowing for the defect 

11.43 
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caused amplitude reductions. With a correctly operating envelope circuit the 

clipping level, Region 1, or the sense level, Region 2, may be raised so that 

the detector is less susceptible to the noise, yet is fully able to sense all 

the pulses. 
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DATA CLOCKING - PHASE LOCKED LOOPS 

In early disc drives and tape drives all data clocking was handled by a 

separate clock track, as shown in Fig. 11.1. As the data density increased 

the tape skew in tape machines an~ separate head vibration in disc machines 

forced a move towards self clocking data codes. Some relief was obtained 

by breaking up the clock signal intv four phases in quadrature and selecting 

the phase closest to the data on a per record basis. These early data streams 
. 

contained long strings of no transitions. Therefore they were difficult to 

use for generating their own clock. Attempts were made, using HiQ ringing 

amplifiers, to fill in the spaces and gaps; but these all suffered from 

frequency pulling if the tuned circuits were not exactly tuned to the incoming 

data frequency. For example, if the data transitions were continuous, then 

the output phase was a function of the difference between the LC tuned.frequency 

(_ , and the data frequency. During pe~·i ods of no transitions, the c 1 ock was 

equal to the LC tuned frequency. ·;-herefore the phase error would accumulate 

until the transitions recurred. Variations in disc tape speed prevents exact 

tuning of these circuits. Fig. 11.2 shows a typical circuit. 

The self clocking data codes restricted the maximum spacing between transi

tions which permitted the use of either single shot controlled data recovery 

and clocking or, better yet, phase locked loop controlled clocking and recovery. 

An example of the single shot type is shown in Fig. 11.3A, where the incoming 

transition pulses include alternate clock and data. The regularly occurring 

clock transitions establish a gate for the following data transition if it is 

present. Correct phasing is always established following any cell not containing 

a data transition such as at D2 in Fig. 11.38. 
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By far the better r1ock generating circuits are the phase locked loops. 

There are four basic types. The type number for the closed loop is obtained 

from the characteristic equation. This equation is derived from the basic 

block diagram shown in Fig. 11.4. The type number is equal to the number of 

poles at the origin of ~J 

The equation for the Basic Phase Locked Loop is given in EQ 11.1. 

~ - = cp,N 

where 

~) I( s K 4> KF }f,,. Ko {. 
-

I+-~> I ""- Ks K i4J KF K,.. Ko ..!.-
.> 

C,E, -- K. .J.. .... KJ K• k,:. KA > 

Ks is the sample rate expressed as 

K~ is the phase detector gain expressed as either 1olts 
per radian or amps per radian, depending on the 
circuit used 

Kf is the gain of the filter in Hd.n<farcJ LaPlace notation 

K is the gain of the amplifier expressed as either volts 
per volt, volts per amp, amps per volt, or amps per 
amp - again depending on the circuit used to interface 
the filter tu the oscillator 

K is the gain of the oscillator which can be expressed 
as radians per second per volt or radians per second 
per amp, depending on the circuit 

( EQ 11.1) 

(EQ 11.lA) 

The frequency to phase conversion is simply~ -- a mathematical integration. 
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The type number is detennined by the number of poles at the origin of G(s) for 

unity feedback and H(s)G(s) for non unity feedback. Thus, the single "s" in 

the denominator of EQ 11.2 indicates a Type 1 loop. 

G;,.:s} ::: 
5('TJ+I) 

(EQ 11.l) 

(7;5+1_) 
c;_JJ = ------s ~ ( T.- 5 + I) 

(EQ 11.3) 

and a Type 2 for EQ 11.3. 

The order of the loop is detennined from the highest order of the characteristic 

equation, which is the denominator of EQ 11.l, as 1+G(s)=0 (C,E.) 
~· 

Picking up the equation G(s) ofAll.2 in EQ 11.4, 

C.t. : ' i S (Tl+I) 
:o 

we get s (Ts -r1) +- J = T s-:.. + .s + J 

which states the circuit to be second order as S is squared. 

Similarly, EQ 11.3 would be a third order when evaluated. 

We can now evaluate the error conditions for various inputs. 

Q)~ - Cl1N- - <Po.,r (/)IN - cPe.tv"" ( &csJ) 

CJ) '-rl" = 
cJ),.., 

i + '-csJ 

(EQ 11.4) 

( EQ 11. 5) 

(EQ 11.6) 
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For a step change in input phase, in radians, J (·,., ) - _!P 
""'~ - 5 

(EQ 11. 7) 

Therefore 

5 ( I+ Go;) 

For a !ype O loop where G(s) is 
K 

G-(s} = r.r+ I 

rP~ :. :L [ s rj){J) ~ -
i.s 5 ~o 5 ( I + ;;---;:, )J 

which 'S' ~ Ct7n1H-ttNT CV£ 
i+K 

For a Type 1 loop, where G(s) is 
I< 

C.csJ -= s( rr1--1) 

which is aER.o 

For a Type 2 loop where G(s) is 

G-(s) 
= k (G.>~1) 

5i.(7f,J+t) 

(j) err L[ s (/)~) -
5, ). s~o 

S (I+ K(Tz5.,.cJ 
s:..(r;.:,+1) 

which is O. 

(EQ 11.8) 

(EQ 11. 9) 

L s c/6; 5 ( TJ+t) 
-

l)} +- 51.+ 1'{ (r;,f +~( Q 11.10) - 5~o 
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Similarly, for a Type 3 loop where G(s) is 
'(}) ":: I'\ ( .,..,_ s ~ 'X 1i J +-1) 

51 (ir+ 1) 

which is, again, O. 

For a ramp change in input phase 

4't) -
Starting with a Type 0, 

(EQ 11.12) 

which is continually increasing towards infinity. 

For a Type 1 

which is a. Ccnsc4"t" 
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For Type 2 

which is ~ero 

And for a Type 3 

Lf s~ s'(rI~1) 
s _, :. s 5" ( n ~ ~ + !<( .s ("7i-s-r .1X 7j; 1- , 

( t<J( II· ll-) 
. ' 

which is zero. 

We can also evaluate the various types for an accelerated phase changing input 

where t (efi.) = (EQ 11.16) 

wherein we find that the various errors are for a Type 0 and Type 1 infinite, 

Type 2 constant, and Type 3 zero, which can be detennined by the reader from 

(EQ 11.17) 
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We can make a table for the various conditions and types 

Type 0 Type 1 Type 'Z Type 3 

Step fRta I~ 
Ramp fu~ 

Acee l . f.<tl.( 

Step </) > 0 0 -~ 0 
/'\ 

Ramp 47~ cP 
(j>A 
"K 0 0 

Acee 1. lP.., oO .,.P 0 

if we remember that to conveY't from phase to frequency we multiply by S, as 
shown in EQ 11.18 . <ltt.I fro ... fnf~'"'7 ro flt·J.S' wC J1111l.ic •t .s fN•y tit,.. CAMC''-

7',1\<' we lt&tl~ c .. •r ';a.,..~ f:a.&i-L. 

F~ 
S) 

L[s~)5 l 
f _. o Ls (s (' "'" 5 c r~ ~ u~ J 

for a Type 1 step change in frequency. 

(EQ 11.18} 

When we choose between the various types, then, it is desirable to have all 

input variations result in zero phase error. This only occurs for a Type 3, but 

in practice the 'accelerated phase• condition, if it occurs, is only for a short 

time. Therefore, as the Type 2 is easier to build, it is preferred. This is 

borne out in testing, comparing the two in disc drives. 

As we developed the equations for G(s) for the various types the reader may 

have noticed the addition of zeros for Types 2 and Types 3. This needs explanation. 

The Nyquist criteria requires the phase shift to be more positive than -1sooat 

the point of the zero db gain crossing of the open loop G(s)H(s). For Type 0 
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and Type 1 the maximum phase shift is -90° and -180° respectively, at infinity. 

For Type 2 the phase shift starts out at -180° and heads towards -210° follow

ing the pole. To make it stable, a zero has to be added before the pole. For 

Type 3 the starting phase is -210° heading towards -360° due to the pole. The 

addition of two zeros before the pole brings the phase above the -180° required 

for stability. In all cases the pole is not required but is usually present 

due to stray effects. 

The addition of these poles and zeros introduces another parameter called 

'order. 1 The order of the circuit is determined from the order of Characteristic 

Equation, or the denominator of EQ 11.1, (c. ~.) 

For example, if H{s) for unity feedback and G{s} were s (-ri~t) 

s ( Tf+-1) + K = o :: Tr,_ + 5 +- K. 

{EQ 11.19) 

then 

(EQ 11.20) 

which is a second order equation, hence the term 'Type 1 second order' when 

referring to that circuit {see also EQ 11.5). First order and second order 

circuits are well described in the literature and there exist many curves 

and equations relating their behavior. Third order and above are more 

difficult to predict, except as the entire equation is evaluated on a computer. 

The tradeoffs are not easily seen, as with the second order circuits. 

For example, second order circuits can be described in terms of { and c.v .. 

and are easily changed to obtain the required responses. Figs. 11.5 and 11.6 

show the step response of Type 1 second order and Type 2 second order, respec

tively. 
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The open loop Bode plots for several configurations are shown in Figs. 11.7 

through 11.12. These are not the only ones possible but are representative. 

In each case notice the stability criteria constraints. In Figs. 11.7, 8, 9, 

10, and 11 the circuits would be unconditionally stable and in Fig. 11.it,. it 

is stable only if the gain goes to zero well before the phase reaches -180~ 

In Fig.11.11 stability is only achieved if the gain goes to zero between the 

zero and pole. Due to stray capacitances the stability of Figs. 11.10 and 

11.12 are questionable but predictable. The circuit used to obtain Fig. 11.10 

is quite popular and is often used in the trade publications. 

The -3db bandwidth in radians/sec is given for a Type 1 second order system as 

w_~"' (EQ 11.21) 

and for a Type 2 second order circuit as 

(EQ 11.22) 

The settling time for a step response (within 5%) for a Type 1 second order 

system is approximately 

{EQ 11.23) 

The curves of Figs. 11.5 and 11.6 correctly predict this behavior. 
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The Bode plot of Fig. 11.11 requires some further treatment as the presence 

of the added pole makes it a Type 2 third order, which is not so easily 

discussed. The Characteristic Equation is 

c ~. I + 
' 

K(Tz5+ 1) 

s-7-(7;s+1) (EQ 11.24) 

(EQ 11.25) 

We will return to this later, after we have demonstrated the difficulty. 

Our best approach is to provide circuits to fill the blo,ks and then design 

several loops as examples. 

cP Detectors 

The phase detector takes two forms, either the non-harmonic type or the hannonic 

type. The first is the kind usually used in frequency synthesizers for continuous 

waveforms. There are several forms. We will restrict ourselves to only the 

digital forms, as they fit the circuit blocks we might use. The second are 

insensitive to missing cycles or pulses such as occur in a data stream. The 

first kind develop false errors if a cycle is missed. Since we need both kinds, 

we will develop several of each. The test of a phase detector 1 s function is the 

phase transfer curve, which relates the detector 1 s response to various phase 

errors. 
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Non Hannon i c 

There are two forms of these. The first always produces both UP and DOWN 

errors. The average of these two errors becomes the error signal. The 

phase reference is 1T/2 radians; therefore they are called quadratute phase 

detectors. Examples of these are the exclusive "OR" circuit or the multi-
I ' plier configuration which is a current exclusive or output device. 

In Fig. 11.138 we can see the operation. Kny phase shift to the left (early) 

or to the right (late) causes a shift in the area of the UP or the DOWN error 

which, when filtered, produces the desi·red error. The circuit has no dead band 

as a result of the two errors always being present (see Fig. ll.13C). 

The second fonn are the 11 in phase" versions. They produce an error referenceci 

t~ th~ edge of the wavefonns. The circuit of Fig. 11.14A is one of these. 

( · This circuit is useful but suffers from some dead band due to setup and 

propagation times. Also, the filter must be able to handle very narrow pulses 

when the phase errors are near the phase reference. As also the logic family 

chosen must be able to handle the pulse widths (Fig. 11.14C). The circuit 

of Fig.11.lSA does not exhibit dead band and is therefore preferred. There 

are conmercial versions of these available; the Motorola MC4044 and 12040 

being typical. These have similar waveforms to those discussed. Again, dead band 

and logic speed need consideration, particularly when the logic response times 

are an appreciable part of the duty cycle as this increases the tolerances 

or phase jitte~which can be referred to as spurious sidebands/ in the closed 

loop operation. 
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Hannonic Phase Detectors 

These detectors are required for data synchronization due to the nature of the 

_ data. A stream of ones and zeros require insensitivity 

to the missing data. The detectors already discussed fail in that they produce 

false "DOWN" error at the missing data time. The design of this class of 

phase detector includes circuits that allow the phase detector to work for·one 

cycle following an input pulse. 

One version of this is shown in Figs. 11.16A, B, and C. The circuit is similar 

to the non dead band version just discussed except that a gate has been added 

to condition the lower "D" F.F. clocked by the oscillator. The delay must be 

equal to,or slightly less than,one-half period of the oscillator plus 1 logic 

delay 11 C-Q 11 and 1 "D" setup time. The difficulty of this approach is that 

the input f~equency has some tolerance due to tape speed or rotating discs. 

Therefore the phase transfer curve has a trvnc4tion at the leading edge'A: 

If the total delay were greater than a half period plus the other two delays 

then there could occur a false down error of Tror greater, depending on the 
iNf'uT 

location of the following~ulse. The circuit of Figs. ll.17A, B, C, is no 

better off as it also requires a delay. Here the incoming data sets both the 

UP and the DOWN error simultaneously. The UP is reset by the fixed delay 

and the DOWN is reset by the oscillator. The resultant error is the difference 

in area of the two wafefonns. The reference cp is the output of the delay line. 

The delay required to reset the UP FF must be equal to or less than one half 

an oscillator period. If it is greater, then the phase transfer.curve is 

distorted in that the DOWN error is shortened at the previous oscillator edge 

instead of the correct edge for a late pulse. Fig. 11.18. For delays shorter 

12.12 
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than half the oscillator period the phase transfer curve is trvnc 4 ~~d . As 

can be seen, the need for a conditioning circuit causes the phase transfer curve 

to be less than ideal due to the fixed delays versus the variable oscillator 

period and/or the input frequency. 

Detector Interface 

The output of all the phase detectors illustrated so far are voltage pulses. 

The interface to the filter sometiines calls for a current. If this is the 

requirement then the voltage output must be converted to a current. Where 

narrow pulse wfdths are expected, as will occur in the circuits of Figs. 11.14, 

11.15, and 11.16, the current conversion circuit must have very wide bandwidth. 

Current switches of both polarities are often used, such as in Fig. 11.19, or 

a small capacitor can be added to a resistive converter to 11 store 11 some of the 

~-. energy of narrow pulses before integration, such as in Fig. 11.20. This will 

become more obvious as we discuss filter circuits. The gain of these detectors 

are V Logic Swing for the voltage circuits and ;:,~, for the current 
7T r , .. , ... ,. 

switch forms. 

Another type phase detector is the sample and hold. It requires a time varying 

voltage driven by the oscillator,,which is always of the same slope,.and a sample 

circuit. These are inherently Harmonic detectors in that the sample is always 

initiated by the incoming data. The pulse width of the sample gate must be 

small compared to the oscillator half period. Also the ramp must be synmetrical 

around some reference. Some phase locked loops are built around a ramp oscil-

lator which automatically provides the time varying ramp. One problem with 

unislope ramps is that a very fast return edge is required. This could be a 

very fast capacitor discharge (Fig. 11.22) or it could be a 180° phase reversal 

12.13 
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of a syrrmetrical triangular wave (Fig. 11.23). The latter type are easily 

obtained from the oscillator by using an amplifier similar to that which we 

developed to handle two separate inputs as in Fig. 10.4. 

The sample gate must be able to handle the full swing of the ramp and pass the 

charging or discharging currents into the hold capacitor within the period of 

the sample. There are two kinds. The first is illustrated in Fig. 11.24 and 

is a transfonner driven diode bridge. It can handle both the positive and 

the negative portions of a ground referenced sy11111etrical ramp, as well as the 

discharge and charge currents of the holding capacitor for bidirectional 

samples. 

Another fonn that is currently popular is the analog switch shown in Fig. 11.25. 

This circuit has series resistance and therefore requires careful consideration 

of the RC time constants of the hold capacitor and RQ6..~of the Fet. The 

phase transfer characteristics of these circuits is shown in Fig. 11.26. The 

limitations are the sample period and the bandwidth f115tr.,t1ons to the fast 

return slope. 

There are no co11111ercial versions of hannonic phase detectors available. However, 

the non hannonic types already referred to can be made harmonic by the addition 

of the en able gate structure shown in Fig. ll.16A that is made to block the 

oscillator input in the absence of data via an ANO gate or the reset input 

to the lower 11 011 FF. 
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Osc i 11 a tors 

These are all either voltage or current controlled oscillators. Their purpose 

is to produce an output frequency that is a function of some control input. 

They can take the fonn of controlled multivibrators, controlled LC oscillators, 

or controlled sawtooth oscillators. There are a large number of commercial 

types available and many other circuits using discreet components that can' be 

built. Except for the linear LC type oscillator, their frequency period is 

subject to the noise around a threshhold amplitude where the level of charge 

on a capacitor is used as one extreme of the oscillator output swing. Some 

commercial types require very careful power supply filtering or isolation in 

order to reduce their susceptibility to injection locking, even though separate 

pins are provided for the oscillator power and the output driver powers inputs. 

Very careful layout and component placement is required for best stability or 

minimum phase jitter. This is particularly true for the control input which 

is the error voltage or current. 

A voltage controlled multivibrator may be constructed from a bidirectional SS 

circuit with positive feedback. The circuit is shown in Fig. 11.27·and can be 
' 

designed for either ECL outputs or T2L output, depending on the positive supply 
-' 

and the resistor ratios K, lfL used for the clamp. Sensitivity can be altered , 

by changing the ratio between R3, R4, and R5• As the value of R3 is lowered, 

the change in frequency as a function of the control voltage is smaller. 

The frequency is detennined by the clamp voltage, the current source values, 

and the capacitor value. 
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(EQ 11.26) 

and ,. 

(EQ 11.27) 
. If, 

(EQ 11.28) 

Ano.ther ECL oscillator can be built using the line receiver 10116. Here the 

discharge current for the capacitors is provided from the four emi~er return 

resistors supplied from the contrql voltage. 

12.16 
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A simplified schematic is shown in Fig. ll.29A. If we refer to the waveforms of 

11.298, then we can see the operation of the oscillator. The most positive level 

is clamped by the output emitter followers. The actual voltage is determined by 

the Vbe drop resulting from the emitter current. The other side of the capacitor 

would normally be pulled down to around -1.8 volts, but the capacitor will. n·ot 

allow this change until sufficient charge is accumulated via the resistors and 

the control voltage. The non-conducting base, 83, voltage will be held steady at 

-0.6 volts while the conducting base, 87, will be pulled above 0 volts by the 

action of the capacitor. The capacitor discharges to the point where the base 

voltages are equal, which initiates the reversal. The gain of the other stages 
t-hc 

increasest\slope of the RC waveforms around the transition region in order to 

improve stability. One of the greatest concerns is that the base voltage of the 

conducting transistor is above ground while its colle=tor is around -1.0 volts;. 

Cl ear 1 Y Saturated• /NTl'lfN4l. + C,A_t',,.;• N1t:c-F "t"IH) "'"''' ,.,o.f& "'li&,1rl"<f- ,1.;.,.r,,.p; "'' _. -.:1.-:• 
/.INtF.4((. .. ~/IEM.,.,&>N iJ,,? /r~#'11U'"''Y If At<l'~c.rG.11 "'" TN4- C'-1-P'"'' A-Cl"lo.v 

A sawtooth oscillator can be built using discrete components. One of its 

biggest problems is the flyback circuit and the time for flyback. It is shown 

in Fig. ll.30A. Saturation storage time can be minimized by using gold doped 

transistors or schottky clamps. The flyback transistor base pulse width is 

controlled by the propagation time thru the comparator and can be extended by 

the use of a capacitor c2. 

The frequency is controlled by the current source Ql as controlled by the 

control voltage Ve. The peak of the waverform exceeds the comparAtor voltage 

due to the comparator response time. The base drive for Q2 is increased by the 

emitter follower Q3. As can been seen, there are a lot of tolerances or 

dependencies that affect the frequency. These type oscillators can only be used 

12. 17 
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for "low" frequency work meaning below a few Mega Hertz. Above this, the flyback 

time takes an appreciable portion of the cycle thereby altering the phase. transfer f <If Sflf;M.. ti1Av& """"',,.,..tr 

curve of the phase detector. Some of the conmercial version~include the M(4024; 

1648, 1658, 745124, and 74LS124). Of these the MC1648 is~ LC version oscillator 

that requires a voltage variable capacitor to control the frequency. Data. for 

these are contained in their respective data sheets and will not be discussed here. 

The gain of the oscillators is expressed in radians per second per volt, 

or radians per second per amp. depending on the type filter. 

ft~Te~S The purpose of the filter is primarily to provide some bandwidth limitations 

'dhile providing the desired poles and zeros for stab·il ity. If we look at G(s), 

it contains a single S term in the denominator from the frequency to phase 

conversion. This by itself provides a pole at the origin making a type 1 loop .£; 
without adding any other components. The response time of the loop to a step 

change in phase is shown for second order systems back in Figs. 11.5 and 11.6. 

Knowing the overshoot permitted and the repsonse time for settling, the bandwidth 

can be obtained from the graphs. The filters take three basic forms. 

The first filter, Fig. 11.31A, interfaces the logic blocks producing the 

up and down errors as voltage pulses. Its transfer function is stated below. 

The effect of c1 is to capture the narrow error pulses that the OP amp cannot 

respond to. 

'Vv, = I , ( ~ + !,s )- 1 L ( cfs) 

Ov = -l, ( cfs)+- Ii- ( fs ~ k) 
(EQ 11.29) 

(~ ll.$D} 
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v..~ -= ~> . 
(, -'-X!.!.· ..J.)_~ (Eo 1i.31) 

z. 1"' C1 f z. C1 Sj C1 5 

V,;, ( EQ 11. 32) 

~t(-1;cs +-t) 

Vo (L 5 

~Z. (L 5 + 
(EQ 11. 33) () 

( EQ 11. 34) 

(EQ 11.35) 

(EQ 11.36) 
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1 1 1 
Notice that this filter has a zero at R2c2, a pole at R1c1, and a gain of R1c2• 

The filters of Fig. 11.318 can be analyzed by considering the voltage out is 

( 
I (_J_ +~)) 

Vo = I..,.,. Z:F - l~ ~ c,_15 = 
f,s -'- C:s +I( 

(EQ 11.37) · 

t'\Cz.S+- I 

{EQ 11.38) 

(EQ 11.39) 

1 RC1c2 
Which is a pure, integrator, a zero at RC2 , a pole at~ , and a gain of 

1 l 2 
c1+c2 • As can be imagined, the added S in the denominator can be used to 

change a type 1 to a type 2 loop. 

The filter of Fig. ll.31C can be similarly analyzed. Here the imput is a voltage~ 

such as might be stored on a holding capacitor c1 

vq f· I 
j7 S ( (, : Cz.) {EQ 11.40) -- - .. c,_ 5 c, 

f 
4- it( -+- ...L ) (le c, (, 5 ..;. c, +cc.J,. ~c,_) -c,; C1. S 

- // (EQ 11.41) 
(<t + { &.. J( ~ (I ( ,_ S' + 1) ·c, ... c,_ 
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1 
RC C 1 

Again there is a single pole at~, and a gain of; +C 2 • This would be fine 

for a type 1 system as it does not introduce a pole at the origin. The filter of 

Fig. 11.310 is for use with a current input 

v~ = ::r~ z,_. 

·z~ = -- f( (L 5 + I (EQ 11.42) .. 
c~ J 

l "'"'"' If ",41-v "" -1-. ct. 

which is a single zero at~ and a pole at the origin. \/This particular filter 

is not reliable at high frequencies due to stray capacitance, which makes it 

look like EQ 11.39 where c2 is c1 of EQ 11.42 and c1 is the stray capacitance 

in parallel. 

There are many other variations that could be desired depending on our 

requirements. For our examples we will use the filters of Fig. ll.31A and B. 

The filters can be used if the pole associated with the stray capacitance is 

far removed from the zero. The last remaining block is the sample rate block. 

Usually with a data stream there are at least two (a maximum and a minimum) 

pulse rate that are subhannonics of the oscillator frequency, Therefore, there 

is a rraximum gain and a minimum gain to be specified. Both cases should be 

calculated. The loop performance usually requires the maximum peak overshoot 

response to occur at the maximum gain therefore this value must be used to 

establish the loop conditions. The sample rate gain is 

2. 1T Fr.-,,~ 
), ,,,. r OIC. (EQ 11.43) 

for the filters we will be using or if we used the zero order hold circuits 
'/ 

12. 21 
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I ' such as sample and hold the gain is 

~1Tc~J) E ____ w___ - rr -w; 
"'IT -,/,. 

(EQ 11.44) 

where W is the radians per s~cond of interest and WS is the radians per second 

of the sample rate. 

The design of a Type 2 phase locked loop is shown in Fig. 11.32. We will 

first specify the loop. The input shall be Fn :2.5 MHz. It shall have a maximum 

peak overshoot of no more than 5% and a response time of 2.0 us to within ~ 5%. 

The oscillator shall run at 5.0 MHz and shall be able to capture within: 20% 

of 5.0 MHz and be able to follow frequency excursions of : 5%. 

If we look at the graph of Fig. 11.6, we see that a~ of 2 meets the 

criteria of 5% maximum overshoot. The error comes within -5% at around a 

w~t=0.5. Since we want to settle within + 5% in 2 us, then 

O·> - = t = (EQ 11.45) 

The gain of the oscillator is determined from the curve, Fig. 11.33, fDr the MC 

1658. If we choose a nominal control voltage of -0.7 volts, the F.C. product is 

950. For a frequency of 5.0 MHz, the capacitor must be 

(EQ 11.46) 

which can be made up of 180 pf+ 10 pf or 180 plus a variable capacitor to 

fine tune it in. To obtain + 20% range, the error voltage excursions must 

12.22 
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include 

q;o .:! ( crsoX. 0 = C/SD + I r 0 (EQ 11.47) 

on the curve. These control voltages represent at 1140, up to -0.45 volts and 

down to 760 at -0.95 volts. The gain Ko of the oscillator is in radians pe~ 

second per volt 

k ~ 
11f ( i 2.tJ 0 - 7/0) Mff~ •l'r 

( 190. I~ )(J.cJ - O•'f' )11 
= 2· 7 uo7 ~/ ·"- (EQ 11.48) 

/~·if..-0 

The gain of the phase detector is 

l. 7 3 7 - . ur v ..: 
= 

The gain of the K sample is 

The gain of the filter is Kf 

1( 

J
z.. 

~I ( Z, 5 ( ~~(I 5 + ') 

(EQ 11. 50) 

To get~ and Wn specified, we need to write the entire equation. We will include 

an attenuator Koc as we may need it. 

:: 

L + Kip ks KF KrJ... /f 
s 

(EQ 11.51) 
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--
i+ J.,c.z..ivo") 1("11(. ( ~1. Ci.. S ""- I . ) 

5 ~l ,,_ j ( '!!.£.' ,.., J) 
If we look at the characteristic equation ot the denominator, we can determine the 

response 

which is a third order equation which was forced on us by the inclusion of c1 used 

to improve the repsonse to very narrow phase errors. If we ignored this c1 and 

rewrote the equation making sure in our design that the pole~ is more than a 

decade above the zero, we can proceed with a s·econd order solution. 

I? 1'tc Ca. S 
I'\ I 

( EQ 11. 54) 

now rewriteing equation 11. 5·2 

c. f. -
J • ' '2 ~ 'O' ( ~ i. Ci 5 + I ) 
---1(~ ::o 

f f(, (,.. s 
(EQ 11. 55) 
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Therefore, 

and 

Therefore, 

0-''21-''°' !<.-..)( ~ z. Ci.. 5 

rt.l [,_ 
+ J • ' ' I.. ~'~ ~ I<. "" ------=o 

~IC,_ 

K""" (( .._ 
= 

R, 

= Z. • ':J .... ;/JO 
= 

(°??· ' ' l.'(.Jt:'" Ks1..Jt,_ 't\) 
J{l ~ 

),-

<. 
lo 

>·''4'1.l0 4 k~ !(L 

I( I 

& 
lO - O·l11 

" )· (,(;? '!'10 

' 3 • "z. ~o K.c. 
going back to lV"-i, = 

~. (-z. 

; (2· >,.,:) .,_ 

( EQ 11. 56) 

( EQ 11. 57) 

(EQ 11. 58) 

( EQ l l. 59) 

(EQ l l. 60) 

( EQ 11. 61) 

( EQ l l. 62) 
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If we choose c2= l. 0 x 10-8 farads, then 

~1- = 

which also means that 

so if Kocwere 1, then R1 would be 

~. = J 
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(EQ 11.63) 

{EQ 11.64) . 

(EQ 11.67) 

Al "'i 1S r- 'Alt'&. 

Therefore we may need an attenuator for interface purposes;\. Now we have all 

the parameters we need for design. We should review the change in voltage out 

of the OP amp to see if it can drive the attenuator for the frequency range 

since we need some interface to the IC. 

-- ~. ::: 1172.. - (EQ 11. 67A) 

12.26 
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(EQ 11.68) 

Now we know R1, R2, and c2, we can designate the locations of the zero. 

I = - ( ., = (,.J. ~ 'l,i().,. ,_,, -;; ( -or: - 4. ,,u,.,"> ) lo- r) 
"'" '- ... ~ '../ .I (EQ 11. 69) 

,u-~"' » 
• t~ : f• f'f .,_,., Ha. N ~ /o. l(ff A 

r:rt z.. 71' 
We can now draw the Bode diagram knowing all the information we have. We now 

need an equation to describe the zero gain crossing Wen of the -40 db/decade 

(-12 db/oct) slope determined by the s2 in the denominator. 

r::- ,- k = "'-1 c.. . --"" v KT = 1J K ~ I< if K F k. r4 :J '- ,.. ......... (EQ 11. 70) 

: J~X" ·i11>)( r<, 'c,_ ff X z·uu:;') 

= .F j, (o.i1nY" ' ) _,.Y.J.V,._1"'"7 } =2·>~,,/· (EQ 11.71) 
N Z.. '/\ ~·/11.J.tt/)to A._ S'A j 

which checks with EQ 11.45. The zero is located at 6.25 x 104 rad, the phase 

margin at the 0 db crossing of the open loop is 86.4 as obtained from Fig. 11.33,8 

and 

(EQ 11.72) 
~ _, = l.ck.. , , 

We should investigate the phase error that results from using the OP amp. The 

high frequency gain of the OP amp is~= ~:~~2xr~o:= 1.36 
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The manual for a µa 741 shows a phase shift,closed loop at a gain of 1.36 of 
/ 

around 45° at 0.7 MHz or 4.4 M rad above~,.Odb crossing which dictates a 

loss of about l?.8~phase margin and some increase in overshoot and settling 

time. The same goes for any pole we might add by placing a c1 in position. 

t -I/ -/(( c, 
7 

=<0 (EQ 11.73) 
-10 I' 

"- .:: 3 • 'f ( -µ .::> f"rlr 
C, = tv 7 (t •t'1i. '1-1.:J") 

which is the largest capacitor, we could add half way along the R1 or at the 

586 A to 586 JI. junction without subtacting more than 5° from the phase margin. 

This would place the spread between the zero and pole of ;r= ~~~ 5 x 104= 160 

which is adequate. Now the phase jitter is described by the equation for a step 

~ error of '1i 

'-¥ '""tsl ·-Al [ C.(s) J 
5 l + G,,1 ~ 

lv._'- ( l·'"'"-r; +.I) 

S,.... + 2. f w., J + w .. "" 

11 -s 

1T[ ,,,r,,.'0 {t-'"0-~$ + 1) ~ 1 
- s 5 .,_ +- ('·L'""'.::Ji·'"'t:.i~Js + ,.zs-iv?_J 

(EQ 11. 75) 

1T[ '. L;y.10'
0 (I·' x,.;·-s 1- I) J 

= ---- ' 10 5 S"'" f- (.c.,.,o S + ,. 2r'°'N.P 

(e~ ,,, 7tJ 
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""' 2 ~ """ ) 
iv"' (- a. - S + I 

"""'" (EQ 11. 77) .. 

The solution is {EQ 11.78) 

1 .... , 
q.t.) = 

As can be seen as long as we keep the bandwidth up to improve the response 

to a step change in phase, we introduce 0 errors in the oscillator w4~A 

always occur when reading written transitions due to both noise and pu~se. inter

ferences as discussed before. The ideal solution would be a system that would 

lock up fut and then revert to a low bandpass loop while reading transistions 

associated with the customers data. This is accomplished by having a preable 

prior to the data areato be used for locking the phase tocked loop then changing 

the location of the zero.1 perferably.1 to lower the bandpa·U / and hence the jitter. 

Now in the example just cited, the zero is the result of R2 and c2 around 

the OP amp. We could change the location of the zero without changing the gain. 

If we examine G{s)' the gain of the filters is R1t2 which means we could lower the 

zero by only changing R2• We could do this with a Fet if we could accept the 

12.29 
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transient associated with the Ciss of the Fet. If we did this, we could see 

from the resulting Bode p.fot that we really need to lower the gain at the same 

time, in other words we need to lower Wen the same amount that we lower Wz, but 

Wen = ~ therefore, we need to look elsewhere to do the job or allow greater 

time for lockup or allow a compromize. 

There is a better filter that can easily be used that allows both gain 

and Tz to be changed by only changing one component. If we use the filter of 

Fig. 11.318 in conjunction with current converters for the phase detectors, we 

get interesting results. 

(EQ 11.79) 

c\l"I f's 
Now the gain of ~ is in radian or I source/1i radians. The gain of the filter is 

given in EQ 11.39. 

Therefore, the characterist~c equation is 

(EQ 11.82} 

12.30 
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which is a third order equation again. We can take two approaches. The first is 

the same as before where the pole is widely separated from the zero by at lepst 100. 

_,-.....t. (EQ 11.84) 

loo = 

Ci.. - : 100- I 
(EQ 11 .85) 

C1 

, 

If we take the same parameters as before, the filter would be that of Fig. 11.31D ~ 

which has an impedance as given in EQ 11.42. 

(EQ 11.86) 

(EQ 11.87) 

.,,. 
: 5 + 

(EQ 11.88) 
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I t<""' -

2) w ... :: 

•· ;: 't· 2.., 7 ~o r i(<I( 

C1.. {z·i'°~'o>)""' 
"', 1.9, "''"' • 

Ca. 

" 10 .: 

If We let C2 -- 10-8 f&.rL.;I~ b f th as e ore, . en 

c • 

b 
10 

(EQ 11.89) 

(EQ 11.90) 

(EQ 11.91) 

(EQ 11.92) 

(EQ 11.93) 

(EQ 11.94) 
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I 
which looks familiar. We could raise the current by changing c2 and c1 as c2 

as part of the gain. The current source could be 145. µa without an attenuator 

a 1.45mi. with a 10:1 attenuator which should be better unless we run into 

linearity and range problems. c1 would be 

(' ,_ - = 10/, f'P 

Now we can cal cul ate Wen = JK; as 

= (i.I • 1.f7 -µa' X (·<+!;-.Jo_.,) 

to~' 

(EQ 11. 95). 

(EQ 11. 96) 

{EQ 11. 97) 

which all gives the exact same Bode diagram as Fig. 11.33ewith a loss of 5° phase 

margin at the zero db crossing except we do not need an OP amp. To get o~r lower 
-4 Bandpass for less jitter, lets change Tz to 1.6 x 10 . To lower the Wz and the 

gain,we simply raise the resistor R of the filters by 10 and change the current 

of the current sources by(1of"trom 1.45 ma to 14. 5 µa. This would work very well 

as the pole associated with c1 does change therefore, the loss of phase margin 

is less. There is no disturbance to the error voltage by changing R unless the R 

switch introduces an error due to stray coupling. The whole Bode pfot moves down 

by 1 decade meaning that the settling time is now 20 µs insted of 2 us which is 

ideal after syncranization. 

The second version is to make the separation of the pole and the zero 16 

in order to get as good a pha~margin as possible. Unfortunatly, we cannot obtain 

12.33 
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a phase margin sufficient for a ~of 2, so lets see what we get if we keep the 

zero at the same location. 

Ci. - = 
I(, - I 

substituting in EQ 11.81 

C. f . .:: I + C(.J; 

_5 
to ki/1 

If = ( EQ 11. 98) 

( EQ 11. 99) 

(EQ 11. l 00) 

The usual method of making the Bode plot is to locate the centroid between 

the zero and the pole on the W axis on semi log pc\Pe·,- and draw a line with a slope 

of -20 db per decade passing thru zero db. Then on this line locate the zero and 

pole and draw lines -40 db/decade passing thru each/ the pole and zero making_... the 

·1 ine thru the zero extend to the 0 db axis. The intersection of this 1 ine with the 

O db axis is equal to~. The phase bulge extends from -180° on the left upwards 

peaking at the centroid and trailing back to -180° to the right according to the 

equation. 

(EQ 11. 102) 
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Therefore, at the centroid we have a maximum phase margin. If the data recorded 

has several frequencies such as lF, 2F, and 1-1/3F, then the lF and 2F in radians 
/ / 

should be placed on either side of the zero crossing equally spaced on log paper 

Fig. 11.34. This will pr~vide the best possible phase margin for all frequencies 

of interest. If the spread between frequencies is large, then a wider spacing is 

required between the pole and zero. Notice that the gain K of the loop is changed 

by the data (sample) rate. Therefore, all frequencies of interest should be given 

the best possible phase margin. Such will be the case if1 in our example, starting 

at EQ 11.86 the sample rate were used that corresponds to the lowest sample rate, 

then for all higher sample frequencies the system should be stable unless the 

pole is exceeded (associated with RC1). It should be ~•t~J that the phase margin/ 

hence~ is a function of the spacing of the pole and zero. 
I 

Since the solution of a tnird order equation is not so straight foward 

we will try another approach. (from G Winner and R. Spencer) 

Ccs) 
'1; 5 ~ --

Tr- s) + 5 2. 
~zJ ·- - + •I 

K fo{ 

&.olMJ 
.,. / ~r • -

jw (~ - 'V~(ff)) - ~ 

(- ,,,..... 
+ -K 

(t . J.. 

c.~'1 - .+ c.v~'Ta .... )'--
((1-~'r '"( - ~;~)"-K +- c.v 1:_ 7;, K 
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TABLE 12.7 
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('l<"~:"'!O~ 
NOW f)l:J:" PAST 

ai, ~ •2 lF 

0 + 0 0 

0 0 1 

0 0 l 0 

0 1 1 

1 0 0 0 

l 0 1 

1 - 1 0 

1 1 1 

J = Q1 lF + Q1Q21F 

K = Q1Q2fF + Q1 lF 

i 

J K 

l 0 

0 l 

0 0 N cha n.g e 

0 1 

0 0 "., change 

1 0 

0 1 

1 0 
i 
' 

All this can b.e implemented as shown in Fig. 12.16. The decode of phase 
us~s a. 

modulation ~lightly different detector than we have used in the past. 

Depending on the resolution1 where we do not need a gate generator, the circuit 

used for a split Bi Directional Single Shot will suffice directly out of the 

differentiated and limited signal. If a gate generator is used, then the split 

Bi Directional Single Shot is the last block. The phasing must be compatable 

(+ = 1) because the zeros arerealy superfluous; we could ignore them and just 

use the ones or we could use them and repeat tne circuitry . Lets do the . 
later as an exercise. To provide Precompensation for P .M., ~again need a truth 

table only this time we need to look at four levels to anticipate the peak 

shift. The sequence is shift-data-clock-shift. 

~ 
~I. 
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As can be seen, the gain required for best operation is higher than one would 

expect using the graphical design approach. It also makes the Odb crossing further 

towards the pole which would reduce the phase margin. Using the classi~al approach, 

this would spell trouble and wouTa, therefore, be avoided. The real problem is in 

predicting the behavior of the loop when it is third order or above. It also. 

presents an easy solution to knoW1>problems such as can be achieved with second 

order circuits. 

To complete the design the Wo =~was located at 1.23 x 105 , therefore, 

K = 1.513 x 1010 for the first solution, Fig. 11.348, then when we modify it for 

~ = X = 16, we get the new value of K from Fig. 11.39. 

- Ks K., Kr K~ /(. 
'f 

(EQ 11.110) 

(EQ 11 .111) 

(EQ 11. 112) 

= J.. ( I JI I(. c ~ s i- ; 
2- rr l -5 -:;(:-c-t +-(,-,_ "'.""v~~-:--(,-(-L s--,___; \~k v 2·7 1'lD '7..-.:' ~ EQ 11. 113) 

I\ (."' .. { ,_ -1- ! °",..{ . s .,.tr 7· 
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that is a lot of logic, therefore, we--could do an intermediate step that 

addresses only on time, early, and late with a gate for data or clocks. Data 

becomes B and clocks B C, therefore, the enable is B·tf .t. cj.if 

On time is = A B C D + A B C D + A B C D + A B C 0 + A B C D + A B C D 

---·. --Early = A B C 0 + A B C 0 + A B C D 

-Late = A B C D + A B C D + A B C D 

J 
OT = 

Enable 

I 

If 
I 

I 

c 

A 

3.: 
I 

.... I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I I 

I I 

I 

I 

I 

J 
Early = 

p 

I 

I 

' 
c 

z• 2• 
0 0 
0 1 
1 0 

ID ' Late = 

Late 
Early 

I 

I 

I 
c 

EQ 12.34 

EQ 12.35 

EQ 12.36 

e 
1 1 On Time TABLE 12.11 , I I 

c 

This is still a lot of decode. We could assign a two level state to each 

such as 1 = late, 2 = early, and 3 = on time. 

2° = late + on time 
21 = early+ on time 

A 

J 
20 = ' l I 

l l I 

l 
p 

i I 
c. 

j 
i ' t 

2' = l I l 

I I , 
c. 
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W~ m~ght profitably study five level Precompensation. As can be imagined, 

the decode is a little more difficult. We will base the decode on two levels 

of early and late. A 0110 pattern gives the greatest peak shift I!, E~ and a 

01110 lessor L, E. We will again follow the shift-data-clock-shift sequence. 

TABLE 12.12 
' 

early Past Now Future Cl#<IC, 

C'l.a" • A B ' c 0 E A B c 0 E .., 

0 0 0 0 0 c OT 7 1 0 0 0 0 c OT 

0 0 0 c 1 c E 1 1 0 0 0 l c E2 

0 0 0 
, 

0 - 1 0 0 1 0 -I 

0 0 0 1 l - l 0 0 l 1 -
0 0 l 0 0 0 OT 7 l 0 1 0 0 0 OT 

0 0 l 0 l D OT 7 l 0 1 0 l .o OT 

0 0 l ·1 0 D L2 6 l 0 1 1 0 0 L2 

0 0 1 1 l D L 2 l 0 l 1 l D L 

0 1 0 0 0 c L 2 l l 0 0 0 c L 

0 1 0 0 l c OT 7 1 l 0 0 1 c OT 

0 1 0 l 0 - l l 0 1 ' 0 -
0 l 0 1 1 - l l 0 1 .. l -
0 1 1 0 0 0 E2 3 l l l 0 0 D E 

0 l 1 0 1 D E2 3 l l 1 0 1 0 E 

0 1 l l 0 D OT 7 1 1 1 l 0 0 OT 

0 1 1 1' l l D OT 7 1 l l l l 0 OT 
1' clock a«1< 

7 

3 

7 

7 

6 

2 

2 

7 

l 

l 

7 

7 

The number conversion idea will help reduce the logic, therefore, we will make 

a new table , 12.13. 
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The Veich Diagrams are as follows: 

A A 

1 1 1 J J J 
2 ° = E· .1 .1 p + E· J_ J_ 

1 . 1 1. 1 1 1 . 1 J ,. 
" c 

A A 

B 1 1 1 B 1 1 1 
2 • = E· 1 1 D + E· 1 1 

1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 J J 

c c 

A A 

B B 1 J 
2 -2 = E· l 1 + E· 1 1 

1 1 

1 1 1 1 l J_ 
c c 

The boolian reduction of these are given below 

2° = ~(BC + 85) + E(5 + BC) = BC + ~~5 + E5 

2' = E(CD + BC + AC + CO) + E(CO +AC + ABO + BCD) 

= ECO + EBC + AC + co + EABD + ESCO 

22 = E(eo + co) + E(sco + Bco + Bco) 
= EBO + ECO + ESCO + ESCO + EBCD 

---Enable =#FC + BOIF 

D 

D ,. 

D 

EQ 12.44 

EQ 12.45 

EQ 12.46. , 

EQ 12.47 

These three inputs can be fed into a multiplexer together with the appropriate 

delayed 2F clock pulses as shown in Fig. 12.22. 

·--~.·-· . .-··-
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Timing considerations may require the four input gates to be cloc~ 

register before-application to the multiplexer. As the enable '01 

unique or in other words require separate clock and date pulses, 

must be considered and is shown included. 

We will next discuss the implementation of one of the group 

there are several ways of doing this, we will discuss the full le 

as it is the most complex. The other approaches use memory look· 

micro processors. These wilJ be left tm the designers as they a 

to implement. We will choose a 2/3 (1,7) code as one example. 

this code requires two input data bits to be encoded into three 

conditions are satisfied by developing a table of assigned valuf 

TABLE 12.13 

00 = 001 

01 = 010 

10 = 100 

11 = 101 

Now we can easily see that if we had a sequence 0010 we would 

which violates the requirement of one zero between transition~ 

therefore, we must make a new table that assigns an alternate 

be substituted where necessary. This alternate symbol can be 

if the next two bits require it. When making the table, the 
. -

of the bits and the code must be kept in mind as the followir 

requires correct sequencing. 
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A more complete discussion of the phase locked loop can be found in the Bell System 

Journel, vol 41, March 1962, pp 55-9-633. 

As we look at the basic system block diagram, Fig. 5.1, we see two phase 

locked loops. One called the 11 VF0 11 and the second the 11 PL0. 11 These are just r:iames 

that have come into use to designate the function and are not really discriptive. 

The 11 VF0 11 meaning variable frequency oscillator is intended to designate the phase 

locked loop used to clock the read data from the recording channel into the host 

system. The 11 PL0~ 11 phase locked oscillator, is designated as the phase locked loop 

used for general timing and is locked to the servo data recorded on the servo disc. 

Since both these data, readwrite and servo, contain harmonic information, meaning 

the data contains missing bits, both circuits require the use of harmonic phase 

detectors. The only time the non-harmonic type are used is if there is required 

(: some other frequenc_.Y- multiplication that cannot be handled with the original two 

loops that use the output of either the 11 VF0 11 or ·11 PL0 11 as its input. T~e 11 PL0 11 

and 11 VF0 11 1 cop bandwidths are necessarily different. The read data handling 11 VF0 11 

having the wider bandwidth of the two. 

We now need to discuss circuits that utilize the 11 VF0 11 as the clocking oscillator. 

These circuits must assign a read pulse into its proper valued time slot and block 

any extra pulse that the code may generate that are for self clocking purposes 

only. There are two kinds. The first are forcodeswith encoded clocks, and the 

second is for codes that assign each transition a value. 

DeclocRing circuits with RZ to NRZ converters (Data Separators). All the FM 

codes insert clock bits into the data stream to make the data self clocking 

meaning that a data clock can be easily regeneratea from the mixed data itself. 

12.42 
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as six cells, if not, then only two bits are taken and the three cells written. ~ 

Since the implementation will be done with shift registers, it might be 

profitable to rewrite the table in shift register fonn. This is given in Table 

12. 15. 

TABLE 12.15 t (1,7) Code in Shift Reg. Fonn 

BINARY OCTAL 

INPUT DATA WRITTEN CODE INPU'f DATA WRITTEN CODE 

0 c B A 654 321 

0 0 0 0 xxx 100 0 0 4 

1 0 0 0 xxx 100 2 0 4 

0 1 0 0 000 100 1 0 0 4 

1 1 0 0 000 010 3 0 0 2 

0 0 1 0 xxx 010 0 2 2 -

1 0 1 0 xxx 010 2 2 2 

0 1 1 0 xxx 010 1 2 2 

1 1 l 0 xxx 010 3 2 2 

0 0 0 l xxx 001 0 1 l 

1 0 0 1 xxx 001 2 l 1 

0 1 0 l xxx 001 1 1 1 

l l 0 l xxx 001 3 1 l 

0 0 1 1 xxx l 01 0 3 5 

l 0 l l xxx 101 2 3 5 

0 1 l i 001 000 1 3 l 0 

1 1 1 l 000 101 3 3 0 5 
... ) 

l)·U• 
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In Fig. ll .42A we show a typical sequence. At 11 A11 a data bit can be gated out 

to the following registers while the clock bit S is blocked from transmission. 

This is simple enough except as we consider that noise and pulse interference 

i the analog data shift the. pulses from their desired central position. Now 

these pulses have been deliberately mcv-ed to have the leading edge of the pulse _ 

centered in the positive 11 window11 by the use of a delay 1 ine. This is necessary 

due to the P.L.L. locking the leading edge of data to the leading edge of the 

oscillator output (in phase). The problem is when these pulses are shifted 

due to interference, such that the leading edge is within the window but the 

trailing edge overlaps into the 11 clock11 window. ~~hen this happens, the pulse is 

split and it is possible that it is split such that the output is insufficiently 

wide to set the following shift register. This is shown in Fig. 11.43. Further 

if it is wide enough , the propagation time thru the the first stage mav be such 

that the set up time of the second stage may be insufficient for shifting 
- . 

correctly. These problems may be solved by adding a circuit ca11 ed a "window 

extender." The principle is to prevent the fall of the clock until the data 

pulse has cleared the 11 window. 11 A circuit for doing this is shown in Fig. 11.44. 

The circuit works by blocking the change of the FF 11 L11 as long as the data, now 

inverted by K, is present on both nand gates A and B. When the data goes away, 

the appropriate nand is conditioned thus setting or resetting the R.S.F.F., C-0. 

Because the positive 11window11 has to pass thru both A and C before it is gated 

by G, the inverted data from K is reinverted by E and further delayed by F such 

that the total delay is equal in both paths. The pulse from G sets the front 

stage of the shift register H. The clock for H becomes the actual clock meaning 

that the register is shifted just before the data is accepted thru the window for 

each cycle. This permits all propagation delays to be over and settled before 

shifting. It does not matter to the circuit if a clock pulse blocks Nands A 

12.43 
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Cell 1 = AC + AD + AB 

Cell 2 = AB + ACD 

Cell 3 = ABC + ABO + ABO + ABC EQ 12.52 

Cell 4 = BO 

Cell 5 = Cell 6 = 0 

The conditions for taking four input bits instead of two are given in 

EQ 12. 53. 

-Four = ABCD + ABCD + ABCD + ABCD EQ 12.53 

A 

B l 

Four = 1 D = ABC + ABC EQ ·12 .. 54 

1 

l 
c 

This can be fed into a down counter set lines to generate an overflow pulse 

that occurs every 2 or 4 bits (Set 1 or Set 3). The overflow pulse can 

load a six bit shift register for the output cell infonnation. The NRZ to 

RZ encoder is added at the output of the 6 bit shift register followed by 

the write current reversal FF. The entire implementation is shown in Fig. 

12. 23. The Read Decoder is implemented fo 11 owing the NRZ output of the Read 

Detector. If we refer to Table 12.15, we can write the equations for decoding 

the data. We will write it in Octal to save space. 

A= 1 + 5 + 1.0 EQ 12.55 

-..,. 

~ v 

\ 
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B = 2 + 5 + 1.0 with (0.2 suppression) EQ 12.56 

c = 0. 4 + 0. 2 + 2 + 1 + 1. 0 + 0. 5 EO 12.57 

D = 4 + 0.2 + 2 + 1 + 5 + 0.5 EQ 12.58 

but sin~e C and D are replaced in all except the double combinations, then 

we are free to ignor them or_ as redundant bits to reduce the logic. 

c = 0.4 + 0.2 + 1.0 + 0.5 EQ 12.59 

0 = 0.2 + 0.5 EQ 12.60 

Again, the 2 or 4 bit grouping is controlled by C or D which can activate the 

"B" bit of a down counter as before as we can keep track of the output dec~de. 

See Fig. 12.24. The decode itself is easily implemented by using two 3 line 

decoders as in Fig. 12.25. 

The preceding logic implementation shows one way of generating the 

encoding or decoding logic. The method is straight forward and should be 

applicable for the run length limited codes regardless of the number of 

substitutions or conditions. In this code we had 2 levels meaning we had our 

infonnation in either two or four bit oyte. Therefore, ~was either tor i . 
As a contrast, the} (2,7) code presently used in the IBM 3370 is a three 

. m 1 2 3 
1eve1- code mean mg n = Z' 4' or 6 . 

The nert consideration is the fonnat or the preamble to the data. Notice 

that the decode on Read Back depends on the phase of the clocking circuits. 

it is imperitive that only one of the 3 phases be used. This can be controlled 

12. 75 
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by recording say all zero's meaning the transition will be 001001001 as a 

time sequence for VFO sync. then we can follow up with a double character 

such as 001000, which is line 3 of Table 12.15. When this pattern is recognized, 

the count of the UP/ON counter can be set to five, thus, starting the decode 

in the correct phase. 

ERROR CORRECTING CODES 

Ever since the IBM 3330,Disc Drive error correcting codes have been used 

to detect errors and correct.certain kinds of errors. These have become 

necessary due to the media coating thickness reductions which allow pinholes 

or small oxide conglomerates which cause missing or extra bits to disturb the 

data. These codes usually are designed to detect error spreads greater than 

the correctable spreads. For example, a code may be designed to correct 5 

bits in length, but only detect 6 or greater. As might be expected, the ability 

of the code to detect certain sequences of errors is limited, thus, it is 

possible that certain sequences may be undetected. These are predictable 

and a probability is assigned to this occurrance. It is not the intention 

here to develop these codes or go into the math behind them. There is 

considerable literature on this subject and the reader is refered to those 

listed to start. The Fire, Ha1m1ing, Gappa, and Read Solomon codes have been 

used for some time. These only correct single burst errors or errors occurring 

over a short span. There are other codes that can correct multi-burst errors 

meaning that groups of errors can occur in a single record separated by a 

considerable number of bits. These are the interleaved BCH and RS codes. The 

reader is refered to an invited paper presented by Or. E.R. Berlekamp 

published in the IEEE Proceedings, Vol 68, May 1980, p. 564-593. 

12.76 
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[ver since the first binary recording devices were invented, there have 

been codes developed to represent the data. The first codes were simply a 

train of pulses. The early magnetic storage devi~es recorded these pulses 

usii.g linear recording, then later with saturation recording of each pulse. 

As data density increased on subsequent machines, it was realized that there 

was no need to return the surface magnetization to zero nor was it necessary 

to erase the old iftfonnation before making a new record. This pennitted the 

non return to zero, NRZ, codes compared to the earlier RZ or Retrun to zero. 
NP.i <otl.tt ltd.d '""1 sf•c-c.s o~cu,. t,.~,,r.t:•-• 1uc ,.. Jtr1,.:1s •I 11111e-r ,.",, ... _, ..,,,.,. • ,.,.,.,,.,,.,-.; 
Tl:csa codas :::ai11l3 bci11g f:om tl:c :ail: sad idasi:3 ascd a µalas Fa: a ze:r: 
1...J ,,.,.,.., ..,,,.,. 1. ¢f'&.1t•1t'u•lll c.1t'it ,.,.tlu"j '"" j,c e"w•~- • 

This was alternatly inverted for each one bit for 

our industry and became known as NRZI. 

All of the data for drum memories, tape, and disc files used NRZ.I codes 

for many years. The data was assigned its position value by using clock tracks 

recorded on the tape or disc as a separate channel. When the tape skew or 

disc-head ann circumferential vibration increased such that it was no longer 

possible to correctly clock the data, it became necessary to clock with self 

c.locking codes. In Fig. 12. 1 we illustrate the RZ code (-"'lllli-i!!lli!l!ll!!!!!i!l!I!!!!!'!!!!!!--

i.1!1='J!!!!!l!1!!!!!!!!!!!a!!!!:l!!.!!1!!!Ell!l!S!!i!!!!Ei!EEl:l!!!lmil5!!iBl!sell!!!!!f!!!!!i!l!!tes ) . I n F i g . 12 . 2 we show N RZI 

for the same data pattern. Also included is a typical read linear wavefonn. 

A v~riation of the NRZI is the inclusion of a ninth bit for byte identity 

which was subsequently used in the 2305 drum file to make the code "self 
' clocking." This is shown in Fig. 12.3. 

The self clocking codes were essentially Frequency Modulation codes. 

More correctly Pulse Position Modulation that used only two positions. The 

four codes were subdivided into several types. The first, F.M., consisted 

of always writing a clock transition at the bit cell boundary then if the data 

i ;. I 
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I ) . RECORDING CHANNEL TESTING 

, 

Following the design and implementation of a particular recording channel 

and head combination, the designer must prove his design can meet the machine 

specifications for error perfonnance. Typically, a channel has been specified 

as contributing one error in y x 10.l bits transferred. Meaning that over.a 

period of time the total number of bits in error divided by the total number 

of bits transferred during the Read mode becomes a measure of the channels 

perfonnance. This may be designated for all heads and tracks (for disc files), 

using a random number generator for the head and track addresses, or it may 

Just be the total sequential file. Usually the random access method is used 

as it affords the greatest sensitivity of the test, including both inner and 

outer tracks for all heads. In the past this number was obtained using brute 

force methods; in other words, actually transferring, say an order of magni

tude greater number of bits and counting the errors. Games have been played 

by testers wherein they automatically add two bits of error. to the total 

saying that statistically an error could have been made just before the test 

started and another just after the test finished. Also, only soft errors 

are counted. The hard errors are ignored. The definition of soft and hard 

errors is the subject of some controversy. Usually soft errors are designated 

as those errors which do not repeat at the same physical location either 

following a single write or allowing multiple write updates. The one used 
I 

must be specified. Hard errors are the repeaters. These can be attributed to 

disc or media defects at a location designated by head number, track number, 

and bit count. The two types of errors are specified separately. 

14.1 
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requires it a transition at the cell center for a one bit. Thus, there were 
I 

twice as many transitions for an all one.pattern as there were for NRZI, but 

it was self clocking. Because of this density increase, the early machine 

that used this code operated in Region 3 of the B.P.I. curve. Fig. 12.4 show~ 

a typical pattern. In Fig. 12.5, we show the PM or Phase Modulation code. It 

also required the same density as FM, but it differed in that they recorded· 
Tltl4"41 Tn,.141 o.c. 

the zero bits as well. The direction of the read bac~pulse was always of 

the same polarity for a one bit and the opposite for a zero bit. In the 

event two bits of the same value followed together, the code required that a 

middle transition be recorded to return the flux phase such that the second 

bit could be recorded in its proper direction. It is easily seen that now 

we have clock bits added that can have either polarity. These extra 

transitions occur at the cell boundary and therefore, require the sam~ clock 

decoding as FM codes and hence, the same recording density increase. It was 

then determined "that there were other self clocking codes that could be 

developed that only required the standard one for one density. The first of 

these were the Modified FM codes. These were first invented by Mr. W. Pouliart 

et al in 1954 and subsequently reinvented in a slightly.different form by 
·, 

Mr. A. Miller, Mr. W. Woo, and again by Mr. Jacoby. 

The basic code is shown in Fig. 12.6 wherein a set of rules were 

established for writing. The first rule was: All data bit ones are recorded. 

The second was that a clock transition will be written at the cell boundary 

only if there was a data zero in the preceding and following data cell. 

This latter requirement is mixed up in some subsequent literature. A 

variation of the MFM code is the M2 FM and there are several of them. One has 

the following set of rules. Write all data ones. Second--write a clock 

transition at the cell boundary only if there are two cells containing zeros 

13·L 
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The curve has been designated as a Marginalized Variable Frequency Oscillator 

(MVFO) curve. This is an unfortunate choice, as the name really describes a 

totally different device; both devices will be discussed in this chapter. 

For want of a better name, we will designate the curve in question as a 

Quantified Phase Error Curve (QPEC). Basically, the curve is generated by 

plotting the total number of b;:i:t's whose phase shift exceeds a set value, · 
S•t: 

usually expressed in seconds, for a series ofi\values. The reference phase 
;. 

is obtained from a phase locked loop with a low bandwidth. The logic output 

of the phase detector is compared to a chosen time delay. Any b+t.Ls phase 

shift, either up shift or down shift, that exceeds the chosen time delay, is 

counted on a counter for a given number of transferred ~. For short settings, 

a si~gle revolution or a single record is used. For long settings, hundreds o~ 

thousands of revolutions of the disc are used, depending on the accuracy and 

sensitivity of the test. Fig. 13.1 illustrates a typical setup. The capacity 
"f1itANl/"'f:_,.n; 

of the counter is a factor in the choice of total transferred ~ for any 

given setting. 
- - --

(J f' 1> ?~ T 1 

- - - --

INOE ll 

Fig 13.1 
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ltUc •1nt1• ..,;lltt<1.. t.., ~ (l••K.I' •.t;;&.ce.,c t. c .,.,, ,;r/•c,... 

on either side, see ·Fig. 12. 7 ·/\ There is a benefit to this that is not as 

obvious. Back with the FM code it can be seen that for a data stream containing 

ones and zeros when encoded, the 1one 1 bits are always bounded by clock bits 

and will, therefore, have some synmetrical interference which results in small 

peak position shift. The clock transitions on the other hand have no such 

synmetry and will therefore exhibit severe bit shift especialy in Region 3. · 

This fact was taken advantage of in early machines by using an un~ynmetrical 

window, 40% for the data ones, which are shifted least, and 60% tor clocks, 

which are shifted most, Fig. 12.8. Now with M2FM, a similar condition occurs. 

The data, which is always written, has the highest density, therefore, will be 

shifted most. The clock transitions, however, are always spaced a mimimum of 

two cell timef away from its neigh· bor, therefore, suffers the least shift. 

Therefore, a window of 60% or thereabouts, Fig. 12.9, is assigned to ~he data 

ones and a 40% window assigned to the clock. This is a real advantage and 

similar codes are presently used in the floppy disc market. 

The next codes are the group codes or substitution codes so named 

because a group of input is encoded into a differing group for recording. 

During Read, the process is reversed. There is a huge variety of these codes. 

The first assembly of order into the growing literature on these codes came 

with an article by A. Patel in the IBM Journal, July 1975, page 366, and 

quoted in Computer Design, August 1976, page 85. Here Mr. Patel introduced 

a s¥1T1bology that can be used to describe all codes, although not uniquely. 

The input data may be introduced as either one bit at a time or may, depending 

on the code, be in groups. The number of input bits in the group is m, and 

may range from one to m bits. The second part is the number of cells in 

which the number of input bits may be assigned values. This number is 

designated as n, and may range from one to n.. These two numbers are expressed 
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PULSE INTERFERENCE OR BIT SHIFT. This is the repetitive doublet pattern where 

two transitions follow at the minimum spacing with at least one zero between 

the doublets. Usually a single zero or non-transition suffices, depending on 

the pulse interaction. When counting the number of bits transferred, one must 

only count the transitions and relate those through the code used. For 

example, the MFM code is designated as ~(1,3). The maximum doublet pattern 
123 123 

would give transitions for every 3 bits transferred: 0110110. The actual 

cell content on the disc would be cOclclcOc, or 2 transitions for 6 cells. 

Since there are 2 cells per bit transferred, the 6 is divided by 2 to give the 

3 for 2/3 track capacity; or for 105 bits track capacity, we will have 

6.66 x 104 transitions recorded. For a different code, such as the 2/3 (1,7) 

code, we take two data bits and occupy 3 cells. There must be one vacant 

cell between transitions, therefore, to get the minimum doublet patterns we 

nrust have four data bi ts transferred per two trans i ti ons ~ 101 000 101 000 0 
for~ track capacity. For example, if the track held 10 bits of data, there 

would only be 5 x 104 transitions recorded. If we look at Fig. 13.3 again we 

see that the line for the single frequency is a single slope, whereas in the 

doublet case it is forced over but the slope is the same. What we see here 

is. the predicted bit shift of the doublet. The corner of the curve is located 

at the superposition caused bit shift value. The slope is a direct function of 

the channel signal to noise ratio, meaning the head, electronics, and disc 

noise plus signal to the head, electronics, and disc noise. Notice that such a 

plot is totally representative of the entire recording channel and, hence, 

becomes a measure of the error perfonnance of that head disc combination. The 

intersection of the curve at the time value equal to the one half of the cell 

window width, W~, gives the error perfonnance. In the figure, that is 10- 10 

for the maximum doublet, or worse case pattern. In order to save time, 

14.5 
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zero with no more than three cells in a row left zero. The version of M2FM 

described earlier can be written 

. 1 w (d,k) = 2 (1,7) EQ 12. 7 

The Wand d are the same as in EQ 12.6, but the k=7 comes from the sequence 

lcOcOcOcl 

There are several advantages for using codes. Some, as was Mr. A. Patel's, 

designed to minimize the de content of the code in order to write thru a 

transformer of a rotating head system. Others are designed to maximize the 

amount of data stored for a given transition density or to ensure readability 

such as self clocking codes. 

Another distinct difference in codes may be the rule by which they were 

written although observing the recorded waveform it would be impossible to 

tell them apart. For example, the FM code can be designated as the following. 

Write all input ones at the cell boundary and write all clocks mid cell. 

The second may be written. Write all input ones at the cell center and 

write all clocks at the cell boundary. Unless the observer knew the phase of 

the writing circuits, he could not tell them apart, yet they are distinct and 

different. 

For MFM there are eight separate encoding rules that produce the same 

recorded result. It is interesting to note that three of them have been 

patented and a fourth cannot as it is now in the public domain. They.are: 

1) Write all one bits at the cell center, write a clock bit at the leading 

boundary of the cell if preceded andl. followed by a zero. 2) Write all one 

bits at the cell center, suppress all clock bits at the leading boundary 

of a cell except those preceded and followed by a zero. 3) Write all one 

bits at the leading boundary of a cell, write a clock bit at the cell center 

if preceded and followed by a zero. 4) Write all one bits at the leading 
f!,.; 
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Fig. 13.4 Acceptable Amplitude and Resolution Coni:>inations 

It is desirable to have the recording channel cost effective. The 

design then becomes a compromise between bit shift or resolution controlling 

parameters and total S/N ratios. Obviously bit shi~ is controlled by head 

and disc parameters and S/N is controlled by head-electronics and disc parame

ters. Therefore a successful and cost effective design hinges on balancing 

the cost increases ne~essary to reduce bit shift and those necessary to 

reduce noise. Since heads and discs are in both camps, then it is probable 

that equal window spacing be given to bit shift and noise. If the design 

is based on one third bit shift, one third noise, and one third allowed for 

manufacturing variables and degradation during machine life, then a satis

factory arrangement has been reached. See Fig. 13.5 

---------------1$\M 
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We should introduce a third measure for a code. This is the Density Ratio 

Dr where 

Dr= ~=~~r~~~~i~~n Density= T ~in=~ (d + 1) EQ 12.9 

For the codes we have introduced, we can tabulate the various parameters for 

comparison. (see table 12.2) 

TABLE 
12.2 

Code 

NRZI 

FM 

PM 

MFM 

GCR 

3PM 

2/3(1,7) 

1/2(2,7) 

m 

1 

1 

1 

1 

4 

3 

2 

2 

n 

1 

2 

2 

2 

5 

6 

3 

4 

d k Dr m fl illl/Nq,., 

o 00 1 1 

o 1 0.5 .5 

0 1 0.5 .5 

1 3 l . 5 

o 2 0.8 .8 

2 11 1. 5 .5 

1 7 1.333 .6666 

2 7 1. 5 .5 

Now one of the purposes of using codes is to increase the information content 

for the same number of transitions. As can be seen in Table 12.~, Dr, the 

density ratio is one or less for the first five codes listed. Mr. G. Jacoby 

published a code in 1977 that allows an increase of 50% or a Or of 1.5. He 

ca 11 ed it 3PM. It limited the minimum number of zeros to two in order to 

reduce the transition density. With this code, he substituted a 6 cell 11 word 11 .. 
for a three bit data input. Keeping the restriction o~"mAs:'"u • .,· number of 

zeror, created a number of inconsistencies that occur as data are preceded or 

followed by certain patterns that would violate the rule of a two zero m~""u"". 

These he solved with alternate patterns. The listing is given in Table 12.3 

; ;. 7 
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channel. This is done by altering a circuit or circuits that are not nonnally 

part of the machine, but are a later part of the recording channel or it may 

be accomplished by altering a part of the machine that can be independently 

tested. Candidates for these are primarily the clocking circuit and, secQnd

arily, the detector. The clocking circuit is best altered by only changing 

the ~idth of the window used for gating transitions. For example, for FM. PM, 

or MFM codes the clocking window is a squarewave. One half for data and the 

other half for redundant clocks. 

(Fig. 13.8), 

Figure 13.Sa 

By using a delay line and an 1 and 1 gate 

Ji'llT,._ r------.. 
INllVJ>O...., I 

PH"'Y!P p,,,.,.,. 
"""'"'Po...., 

l"'IA"'''"'"(. IZt.JI 
/)11 r"A w IN Jlo c..J 

Fig. 13.Sb 

YATA 
and then realigning the window to center it to an on time transition, th~in-

dow can be marginalized. Hence, when operating, transitions with less than a 

given amount of:, shtft are passed and those exceeding that value are lost and 

cause an error. The error checking is done on the record itself. This is the 

source of the name Marginalized VFO as MVFO. The reader can now see the dif

ference between the two circuits and functions hence our rena~ning the QPEC 

curve. The two functions are different. The QPEC circuit 
'!' KAf'J!1T•Cr1 s 

counts all Amet'sA! that have phase shifts greater than many settings to gen-

L 

()-

erate a curve while the MVFO circuit blocks all transitions with phase shifts ') 

14.9 
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which allows an increase of one-third in density, Dr= 1.3333. Again it is a 

substitution code with changer depending on adjacent word interference that 

would alter the minimum run length. The changes are implemented by accepting 

four input bits at a time instead of the usual two bits and encoding them 

uniquely 

TABLE 12.4 

DATA 

NOW FUTURE 

00 00 

00 01 

00 10 

00 11 

01 00 

01 01 

01 10 

01 11 

10 00 

10 01 

10 10 

10 11 

11 00 

11 01 

11 10 

11 11 

2/3 (1,7) code 

CODE 

NOW FUTURE 

001 xxx 
001 xxx 
001 000 

010 000 

010 xxx 
010 xxx 
010 xxx 
010 xxx 
100 xxx 
100 xxx 
100 xxx 
100 xxx 

- 101 xxx 
101 xxx 
000 100 

101 000 

(X =don't care) 

double group 

double group 

double group 

double group 
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also m~log2 {Cw(n,d) EQ 12. 13 

for conventional Block codes. When merging is a-llowed, as with the 3PM codes, the 

following is given for cases where d ~ 2 

( ) R' (n-d-dj)! 
Cw' n,d = r j! {n-d-(d+l)j)! EQ 12. 14 . 

j=O 

where R' < n-d 
- cr+T 

PRE COMPENSATION 

We first introduced this subject block in Chapter 5. Basicly it consists 

of deliberatly writing a transition such that the resultant movement of the 

peak due to superposition or pulse interference will move the peak back to its 

lon time'position. Thus, if pul~e interference makes a pulse peak late that 

transition is deliheratly written early such that the resultant peak shift 

pfa. ces the peak at its true unshifted position. It has been shown that the 

worst peak shift occurs for two adjacen~ transitions with no transitions on 

either side. If we wrote two transitions T seconds apart and we measured the 

ti~e between the two resultant peaks as 1·2 T, then the peak shift of each 

transition is 0.11. In order to correctly write the two transitions, the first 

has to be written late by greater than O·lT and the second has to be written 

early by greater than O·lT. This is because when the early and late transitions 

are written at .8333T, the pulses are closer together and their pulse interference 

produces a peak timing of greater than T. The process is an itteratlve one and 

is best calculated using about 10% greater shift than predicted for the plus 

and minus Precompensation, then recalculate the predicted peak seperation. We 

left this subject to this chapter because we now have an understanding of the 

clocking effects of the window allowed and the need to minimt2e the movement of 

a pulse so as to keeo it in its assigned window. Further, the implementation 

, 
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is best incorporated in the encoder circuitr~ . See Fig. 12.10 and 12.11. 

Sometimes a particulAr code cannot be optimize9 for peak shift with only a 

single value of plus and minus Precompensation. Certain patterns may produce 

a lessor amount of peak shHt that would be overcompensated if the single 
r.he., 

value were used. It is therefore necessary to install a multi level Pre-

compensation de~ending on the signal degradation and the degree of window 

margin allowed. This is calculated the same way as before using the new peak 

se paration values. 

CIRCUITS 

We might profitably consider a few encoding circuits recognizing that the 

decode is just the opposite. 

The NRZI encoders are trivial being only single 1 and 1 gate as shown in 

Fig. 12.12. Driving the reguired FF to produce the current reversals for each 

bit, hence the need to 'and' the write clock to produce RZ code fjrst. The 

decode is shown in Fig. 11.458 of the previous chapter. 

FREQUENCY MODULATION 

To encode NRZ data into FM for writing requires the use of a phase switch 

as well as the write clock to produce the write current reversals. The rule is, 

write all clocks,c:and write all,1 1 . The decoder is the same as Fig. 11.44. 

To add Precompensation requires a memory shift register in order to look ahead 

and behind the data being written. We can write a truth table to indicate the 

shift direction, but as the previous transition and the following transition 

will always be a clock bit; the data will be bounded and will not shift. The 

clocks, however, will shift, therefore, our table is simple. 
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RMS NOISE = 

Table 13.1 

Probability of Occurance 

1 

• 

0 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

1/0.32 

1/21. 74 

1/370.4 

1/15625 

1/1724137.9 ----- ---~~---··--·------------

1/500 000 000 

6.36 1/10 000 000 000 

7 

8 

1/400 000 000 000 

1/80 000 000 000 000 

. ) ~---
Jy .. ·: c, .~ . .; .. :_ 

. :i·~ 

__ :-:·;_~--

For 10-10 probability of occurance, the noise pulse amplitude is 

6.36.X RMS Noise, 
I 

EQ 13.2 

The method of measuring the signal to noise ratio 1s important. The 
&(4 

measurementS;\taken after the differentiator in order to relate it directly 

to the differentiated pulse for peak shift measurement purposes. 

dS = d V sig RMS 
dN dt 

d vn RMS 
dt 

·"; 
EQ 13.3 

where d V sig RMS is the RMS value of a differentiated signal resulting from 
dt 

evenly spaced transitions at the minimum spacing allowed by the code. In 

disc drives this also means at the inside track. d Vn RMS is the RMS value \ 
dt I 

14.12 
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NOW FUTURE 

A B 

Early 1 c 1 
<--

1 c 0 

0. c l 

0 c 0 

Clock on time = A·B + A·S 

Clock Early = A·S 

Clock Late = A·B 

Late Cl eek on Time 
--;:.. 

Clock Early 

Clock Late 

Clock on Time 

EQ 12.15 

This is implemented in Fig. 12.14'. Note that the and gates must have the same 

[· propagation delay or unwanted shift will alter the data t.i.ming. The data 

bit A is written first on time followed by the clock bit, then the register shifts 

and repeats. 

PHASE MODULATION 

Implementing straight Phase Modulation requires truth tables in order to 

anticipate the p~a.sereversals required for the clock bit which can have either 

polarity. This can be implemented with a J.K.-F.F. Refer- to Fig. 12.15 and 

table 12.7. The sequence is shift-data-clock-shift. 
Q, 

EQ 12. 16 

EQ 12.17 

IF 
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_..._ TABLE 12.8 

K = A B C lF +A B C lF +A B C lF + 

+ A B C lF + A B C lF + A B C lF 

ALL RIGHTS ~ESERVED. PUBLICATION INTENDED. 

EQ 12. 19 

j ;.1) 
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\ 

--

& 
J = 

ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. PUBLICATION INTENDEO. 

- - - -- - -O.T. =AB C lF +ABC lF +ABC lF + 

+AB C lF +AB C lF +A B C lF + 

+A B C lF +A B C lF 

E = A B C lF +A B C lF 

-
L =A B C lF +AB C lF 

1 1 1 

1 
G 

1 
II"' 

1 

p 
K = 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 1 

c. 

It ,, 
OT= 

F I 

1 

A 

1 1 
1 1 
1 1 

1 

The decode of these Veich diagrams is as follows 
- - -J::: B·lF + B C lF 

-K = B·lF +BC lF 

On Time= B C lF +A C lF +AC lF + B C lF 

Early= ABC lF +ABC lF 

-Late= AB C lF +A B C lF 

j 

,. E= 1 
f 

1 

EQ 12.20 

EQ 12.21 

EQ 12.22 

g 
L= 

1 

A 

EQ 12.23 

EQ 12.24 

EQ 12.25 

EQ 12.26 

EQ 12.27 

The implementation is shown in Fig. 12.19. Great care should be used to 

control the logic delays in the clock paths to prevent timing problems. 

1 

c 

F 



DATE 
MACHINE ANNOUNCED IBM FCS TPI BPI 

I 

350 1956 1957 20 100 

1405 1959 40 200 . 
1301 1961 1961 50 500 

1311 1962 50 1000 

1302 1963 100 1100 

230-1/2 I 

2311 I 4/64 1964 100 2200/1100 

2305 
I ·~i400/2200 2314 4/65 I 1966 100 
I 
I 

2319 1969 ~400/2200 

3330 6/70 1971 192 4040 

3330-11 7/17/73 3/74 370 4040 

3340 3/74 ! 11/73 (1251 
3/74 

300 5630 

Sys 32 300 5635 

3344 4/76 

3350 4/76 480 6250 

3370 1979 1/80 635 11900 
~PI (7930) 

3375 1980 10/81 

3380 1980 

--
I ~ ' ·-

AREA 
DENSITY 

2000 

8000 

25000 

50000 

110000 

110000 

220000 

775680 

1494800 

1690500 

1690500 

3000000 

7556500 

~: ' 
'-.,__,.) 

IR 
I 

! 

4;468" 

4.46 

4.46 

4.24 

4.24 

4.06 

4.69 

OR RPM 

1200 

1200 

1800 

1500 

1800 

6.506 2400 

6.50 2400 

6.50 2400 

6.38 3600 

6.44 3600 

6.60 2964 

2964 

5.863 

3600 

2964 

2964 

3600 

I 

LATENCY 

25 MS 

33 MS 

20 MS 

33 MS 

12.5 MS ' 

12.5 MS 

12.5 MS 

8.4 MS 

8.4 MS 

10.1 MS 

10.1 MS 

8.4 MS 

10.1 MS 

10. l MS 

8.4 MS 

l 

DATA 
RATE BITS 

77.6 KB/S 

155 KB/S 

625 KB/S 

700 KB/S 

1.25 MB/S 

1.25 MB/S 

.. 
2.5 MB/S 

2.5 MB/S 

6.45 MB/S 

.6.45 MB/S 

7.08 MB/S 

7.08 MB/S 

9.58 MB/S 

14.827 MB/S 

14.827 MB/S 

24.0 MB/S 

.i p l g . 
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M.F.M. 

With this code we need to know the past and future data, therefore, we 

need a three level truth table. 

TABLE 12.9 

PAST rcLOCK 
A V B 

0 • 
0 , 

0 

0 

II/OW 

0 

0 

1 

FUTURE 
c 

0 

1 

0 

clock = A B C 

clock = A B C 

data = A B c 
-data = A B C 

1 0 0 

1 0 

1 O data = A B C 

1 data = A B C 

A A 

CLOCK : CIIIJ 
ITiiliJ c 

DATA =1~ 
c 

The decode is clocks = A B, data = B. Therefore, we can delete the C FF 

or "future" and deal only with the past and present. The sequence is shift, 

clock, data, shift. The impleme~tation is given in Fig. 12.20. Note that 

the set up and timing paths prevent unequal logic delays from hurting bit 

timing. To add precompensation, we require a four level truth table (Table 

12.10). We will shift-data-clock-shift. 

I>· t7 



AVG. 
ACCESS I PRE FLYING ERASE CLOCKING 

MACHINE MECH CODE COMP HEIGHT ELEMENT METHOD CYLINDERS COATING GAP LENGTH MRX FCS TKsp TW ' ~ ' ~ - - ~ 

I I 
350 Elec Serve 1 NRZl I 0 1 

I 
Yes Clock Trad ---- 1.2 1000 

1405 ! NRZl 1 0 500 Yes .8 
i ' ' 

1301 Dual Hydra• NRZI ! 0 250 Yes Clock Trad· 500 

1311 Hydraulic NRZI 0 125 Yes 200 

1302 Dual Hydra NRZl ! 0 125 Yes Clock Track 200 
I 

230-1/2 Fixed NRZl 0 
' 

2311 Hydraulic FM 0 125 
I 

Yes Hard Sep 200 200 200(M) 9/69 

2305 NRZl 0 VFO 

2314 Hydraulic FM 0 80 Yes VFO ti 300 100 IOO(F) 12/69 10 Mill 7 .0 Mi 11 

2319 Hydraulic FM 0 Yes VFO 200 10 Mill 7 .0 Mi 11 

3330 Ser VC Lin MFM 7 50 No VFO 404 50 50(F) 5.2 4.3 
3330-11 Ser VC Lin MFM 7 35 No VFO 808 50 50(F) 2.7 2.0 

3340 Cou VC Lin MFM 0 22 No VFO 348/696 35 50(F) 3.34 2.6 
Sys 32 VC Rot Lin MFM 0 22 No VFO 50(F) 3.34 2.6 

' ' 3344 VFO 50(F) 2.08 1.45 
3350 Voice Coil MFM 5 20 No VFO 555 35 50(F) 4/77 2.08 1.45 

Lin Motor I 

3370 L.V.C. Ja(2,7) 0 15 No VFO 746 + 746 25(TF) 1.57 1.33 +4 +4 
3375 L.V.C. Ja(2, 7) 0 No VFO (TF) 

3380 L.V.C. Ja(2,7) 0 No VFO (TF~ 

I 

J Pg. 3 Cr/ _./ 
' ' , 



ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. PUBLICATION INTENDED. 

TABLE 12.10 

PAST NOW .rCLOCK FUTURE 
A B D 

F5T-fllll.l:. 

0 • 0 • 0 • 0 0 clock OT 

0 • 0 • 0 1 1 clock early 

a • 0 1 0 2 -
0 0 1 1 3 -
a 1 a a 4 data OT 

0 1 0 1 5 data OT 

0 l l a 6 data late 

a l l 1 7 data late 

l 0 • a • 0 8 clock late 

1 0 • 0 1 9 clock OT 

1 0 1 0 10 -
1 0 1 1 11 -
l 1 a • 0 12 data early 

' I 1 1 0 1 13 data early I 
! 

1 1 1 0 14 data OT 

1 1 1 1 15 data OT 

. - - - -
clock OT = A B C D + A B C D = 0 +9 

clock early = A B C D = 1 

clock late = A B C D = 8 

data OT= AB C D +AB CD+ AB C D +AB C D = 4+5+14+15 

data early = A B C 5 + A B C D = 12 +13 

data late = A B C 5 + A B C D = 6 + 7 

EQ 12.28 

EQ 12.29 -

EQ 12.30 

EQ 12.31 

EQ 12.32 

EQ 12.33 

• 
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ALL-RIGHTS RESERVED. PUBLICATION INTENDED. 

- ---20 = BC + AB + ABC + ACD EQ 12.37 

-2' =AB+ CD+ AC EQ 12.38 

which is much easier. This can be implemented with a four line multiplexer. 

,. 

13.zo 
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TABLE 12.13 

0 

1 Early 

2 Late 

3 Early2 

4 
- 5 

6 Late2 

7 On Time 

We can write the boolian equation for each condition 

7 = ABCDE + ABCOE + ABCDE + ABCOE + ABCDE + ABCDE + ABCOE + 

ASCOE + ABCDE + ABCDE + ABCDE + ABCDE = 111 

6 = ABCDE + ABCDE = 110 

3 = ABCDE + ABCDE + ABCDE ~ 011 

2 = ABCDE + ABCDE + ASCDE + ABCDE = 010 

l = ABCDE + ABCDE + ABCDE = 001 

EQ 12.38 

EQ 12.39 

EQ 12.40 

EQ 12. 41 

EQ 12.42 

Now we can write the equations for the bits as a function of powers of-2. 

2° = 7 + 3 + 1 
2 1 = 7 + 6 + 3 + 2 
22 = 7 + 6 

EQ 12.43 
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--- TABLE12.14 

( 

INPUT DATA ENCODED TRANSITIONS WRITTEN 
time~ time~ time-. 

NOW NEXT NOW NEXT ·SUBSTITUTIONS 

00 00 001 001 001 ' 

00 01 001 010 001 

00 · 10 001 100 001000 
,. 

001000 

00 ·11 001 101 010000 010000 

01 00 010 001 010 

01 01 010 010 010 

01 10 010 l 00 010· 

01 11 010 101 010 

10 00 100 001 100 

10 01 100 010 100 

10 10 100 100 100 

10 11 100 101 100 

11 00 101 001 101 

11 01 101 010 101 

11 10 l 01 100 000100 000100 

11 11 l 01 101 101000 101000 

Now if we examin the substituted code, we see that the widest spacing between 

transitions is for the data sequence 0011,1110 which is written as 010000000100 

which gives 7 zeros in a row maximum, hence, 7 in the code description 2/3 (1,7). 

When the code is implemented, the upcomming data is examined to see if a 

substitution is required. If so, then all four input bits are. taken and written 
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If we look at the Binary written code transition cells, 5 and 6 are always 

zero, therefore, we only need to decode transition cells 4, 3, 2, and l for 

write purposes. 

Cell l = ABCD + ABCD + ABCD + ABCD + ABCD + ABCD + ABCD EQ 12.48 

ce11 2 ·= ~aco +Asen+ ABCD + Asc5 + Asco EQ 12.49 

-- - -- -Cell 3 = ABCD + ABCD + ABCD + ABCD + ABCD + ABCD EQ 12.50 

Cell 4 = ABCD + (ABCD + ABCD + ABCD + ABCD + ABCD + ABCD + ABCo + AiZP+-

+ ABCD + ABCD + ABCD + ABCO} EQ 12.51 

of which the bracketed terms are redundant since that part is written separately 

as transition l of the next pair of input bits. 

A A 

B l B 1 l 

1 = l l D 2 = ' l l D 
1 1 

"" 
1 

1 l . 
c c 

A 

' l B x 1 x x 
3 = 1 1 4 = x x x 

1 x x x 
l 1 x x x 

c. c 

from which we can reduce the conditions to the following 

---·· 

I J · Z 7 
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~ 
(1 ~~) 

\ Ca~il" -1- w 
_ ..... '&. 

LV.!: -~ 

Q- ~ ,_) z.. + .E: (1 - ~·t -.z.,. 
w~ 

There are three terms that cause peaking in the frequency domain 

f + • 
/ 

I 

C ~z..)"'-
1 - -x 

w--JK;' 

..... "'-I -w - .~ 

..... ~ 

i.t)~ 
;! -= -.JK 

x '-" '* ..: -
'-"'z 

"2 2 
Note that the (1 - !!-.) term would cause peaking at a much higher frequency than x 

'"''fV' ... "'-the other two terms. Hence, for ne111i111l peaking, we need to balance the affects 

of the other two terms. 

l G.(;wj J 7- = 
For closed loop bandwidth wheri. 

J- ';) 
2-

and was solved numerically and shown in Fig. 11.35. Closed loop peaking 

._,l_, " I ~(j---) r- -= 0 ,.., w = c..J l'IC 

d... (,y 

l c: ;~ J 

The solution is shown in Fig. 11.36, 37, and 38. For various values of x we can 

tabulate the peaking resulting from ignoring the s3 term and applying the above 

derived corre~tions. These are tabulated in Table 11.l. 

Table 11. l 

x 

4 
10 
16 
20 
25 

Ignoring s3 

4.5 db 
2.12 db 
1. 56 db 
1.37 db 
1.21 db 

Corrected for s3 

4.44 db 
1. 74 db 
1.08 db 

.86 db 

.70 db 

Improvement 

.06 db 

.39 db 

.78 db 
• 51 db 
• 51 db 

12.36 

. " 

\ 
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As can be seen, the further apart the pole and zero {X ~ ) the more the amount 

of error decreases which is what we did when we made the W pole 100 times the 

W zero. The improvement is noted in the right hand column. 

To obtain minimum peaking in the frequency domain, either K should be 

increased or Wz should be lowered from the values that would occur if we 

ignored the cubic. These are listed in Table 11.2 

Table 11. 2 

x W: normal W min eeaking 

4 .707 .648 
10 . 562 .425 
16 .500 .340 
20 .473 .310 
25 .447 .280 

The results of these tables are plotted in Fig. 11.39. They show the correction 

as well as the centroid approach values as a function of X and X·Lc../a 

12.37 
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With the introduction of error correcting codes, the definition changed 

for the two types of errors. Soft errors are defined as correctable errors, or 

those that are within the error correcting codes capability to correct. Hard 

errors are designated as those that cannot be corrected, or that fall outside 

the codes correction capability. A third category then contains the media· 

defects which are still not counted in the error performance but may be 

specified for the total rnactiine. For example, a machine may have a speci

fication that places a maximum on the number of defects allowed either by 

total machine, by surface, or by track, or some combination. Read errors are 

caused by the failure of the recorded transition, if it exists, to generate 

the correct output bit in the correct sequential time slot of a data.stream. 

There are several mechanisms for this, the dominant ones being noise and 

interpulse interference or bit shift. Both of these were discussed in Chapter 4, 

particularly as shown in Figs. 4.11 a, b, and c. This, of course, is true 

only if the correct channel design has been made, including heads, amplifiers, 

filters, detector type, and the clocking circuit. 

Following work done by Dr. E. Katz and later including Dr. T. Campbell, 

at Memorex, a method was disclosed that greatly reduced the time required to 

characterize a channel's error perfonnance. This method pennitted the separa

tion of the two dominant error mechanisms for the first time, which pennitted 

optimization of the various channel characteristics for best perfonnance. 

Obviously, brute force design and testing costs money, particularly if 

over design is used in one area in order to compensate for poor design in 

another. This is now unnecessary. Using a circuit designed by Mr. M. Monett, 
'~" ,,~ a curve ~ generated that totally describes the error perfonnance of a machine. 

14.2 
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(EQ 11 .114) 

r 

(EQ 11 .115) 
• • I<-'-- I = 

--
For a reasonable current, we could ·use an attenuator of say 10:1 so the current 

can be raised to 793 ua for the higher gain. This we should do anyway because when 

we lower the zero and h~nce the gain, we will require only 7.93 ua {from Wz changes 
10 

{Kby 1"i"Q'l"J. We do need to concern ourselves with the oandwidth of the current .. 
switches at these current levels. The last item is the voltage swing on the capacitor~ 

'\ 
for the frequency lock range requirements. ~ 

This we cannot do with the ECL interface from the phase detectors, Fig. 11.40A, 

therefore, further voltage translation is required before applying the erY"or pulses. 

to the current switches. We require the modification on both phase locked loops 

as Fig. 11.40A only allows± 0.5 v error range and the first circuit required ± 

1.25 v, EQ 11.68, and the second required±2.5 v, EQ 11.116. Let us address the 
1 

problem of the low current. If ~e look at the tenns for gain, we see C1+:C 2 • If 

we raise C2 to 10- 7 farads instea.dof 10-8 , we can raise the current. We would 

also need to change the value of R1 to relocate the zero back to 6.25 x 10~ 

radians, and the pole by changing c1 accordingly to .0066 uF. 

12.39 
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Notice that the early part of a record is blocked using·~Data Valid." This is 

to ignore the excessive phase errors during lock up time at the beginning of 

the record fonnat. Also the type of phase detector used detennines the block 

designated as an 11 or11 following the phase detectors. For simple phase 
1y1,;!,t: "Al-! ,:.:';.;,.::: f,"~<:I\ '! p~rtK:~ft:J RJ,,., Yuwe. ..,.'" 7 1'. 

detectors, or non-harmonic phase detectorsY\as shown in Fig. ll.14A, the 

circuit shown is adequate. Care must be taken in allowing for "D" setup time 

in the output block. For hannonic phase detectors, where the up and down 

errors are turned on stmultaneously, an 11 e)(clusive 6r11 must replace the "or. 11 

Then the difference between the two is fed to the delay line and 11 D11 flip flop. 

The operation of the two versions is illustrated in Fig. 13.2a and 13.2b. 

~N ,----, _____ _ 

;:) !!Nf _n___r-:--i_ ____ _ 
"'I to- Oft"'Y 

..:, !. .:'CI< _ ___n,_ __ _ 
I 
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Fig.13.2a 
Typical Non-Hannonic 0 Error 
Discriminator Wavefonns 
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': ~ ')~ J'; ---~ .___ __ __r-i_,._ 
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Fig. 13. 2b 
Typical Hannonic 0 Error 
Discriminator Wavefonns 

A typical plot can be made as a function of the total number of pulses out 

divided by the total number of transitions recorded vs. the delay line setting. 
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Obviously at the Ons setting, almost 

all transitions recorded exceed the 

setting. There are several features 

of this curve that depend on the bit 

pattern, the resolution, and the system 

,.,-. 1 ~ noise. It is usual to use the bit pattern 

that provides the greatest amount of 
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1010 bits need not be transferred. The slope of the curve can just be 

extended from some lesser value to the 10-lO level as the curve in this 

region is a straight line. 

Now we have a tool for measuring the performance of a channel we need 

only find the worst head and the worst media acceptable under the specifi-. 

cations, plot their QPEC curve to obtain the minimum machine performance 

for on track conditions. Similarly, we could do the same for the off track 

conditions at the normal 5 psycometric corners of temperature and humidity 

and power supply variations to predict the worst machine perfonnance. 

Obviously, if the results are unsatisfactory, then the specifications need to be 

tightened for some parameter or component until the performance specification is 

met. This is much simpler than in the past. 

While we are discussing specifications, we need to discuss the head and disc/ 

media . Of the many head parameters that can be measured several stand out as 

being meaningful. These were all discussed in Chapter 4. Of the electrical 

parameters, amp1itudes of the frequency extremes, resolution, and write over 

are the most significant. It is intersting to note that as amplitude increases, 

poor resolution can be accepted for the same error performance. This is 

predicted from the relationships of the QPEC curve. The better amplitude 

results in a better S/N ratio which means a steeper slope, while a poorer 

resolution results in a further shift of the corner to the right. With the 

intercept point fixed at 10-lO and W/2, then various combinations of amplitude 

and resolution can be accepted. This is taken advantage of in the head speci

fication to allow an increase in head electrical test yield, knowing that these· 

combinations will function well. An example of a head specification curve 

relating amplitude and resolution is shown in Fig. 13.4. 

14.6 
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= 
(EQ 11.117) 

The gain K I becomes .... 
10 

J•/'/) 1-tO 

(EQ 11. 118) 

Now if K"' were 110 as before, the currents are 7. 93 ma for the nigh gain, fast 

lock up case, and 79.3 ua for the low gain, loor which is easier to handle. We 

have now gone thru a series of compromizes in order to come up with a viable 

design for a phase locked loop. With each compromize, we pointed out the difficulty 

and a possible solution. The final design is shown in Fig. ll.40tand were numbered 

this way in order to emphasize the development of the design. 

We have now discussed three type 2 phase locked loops. The first u!,ing the 

filter of Fig. 11.31A, EQ 11.79 as shown in Fig. 11.32. The second phase locked 

loop using the filter of Fig. 11.310, EQ 11.42 as detailed in Fig. 11.40A and C. ·· 

We then discussed the third order effects and their adjustments if we built a phase 

locked loop using the filter of Fig. 11.318, EQ 11.39 as developed in Fig. 11.408, 

C, and D. We might profitably discuss a type 1 loop although its use is 1 imited 

due to its phase error due to the difference between the free running frequency and 

the input frequency. This error is easily visualized when we think that with a type 

1 there is no intergration of the error. Th~ error that is stored on the filter 

capacitors leaks away, therefore, it must be constantly replenished which requires 

a constant phase error to maintain the oscillator on frequency. 

12.40 
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There are several variations in the QPEC curve that should be discussed. These 

relate to defects and/or anomalies of the disc/media surface. In Fig. 13.6 

a QPEC curve is shown that illustrates the effect of a small agglomerate 

,;~ 
I \ 

I \ 

I \ 

•''t ~ I , 
J \ 
i I 

Fig. 13. 6 ~ 
QPEC Curve Showing a 
Media Anomaly 

1rf~ 

\ 
\ 

I 

.s I 
to 

Fig. 13.7 
QPEC Curve Showing a 
Media Defect 

in the media. This causes a bit or a few bits to have a different local bit 

shift than the remainder of the track, but the S/N ratio remains the same, 

hence the curve continues down at the same slope. The feature of Fig. 13.7 

is caused by a scratch in the media in proximity to a recorded transition. 

The scratch causes a d~/dt signal, called an extra bit or drop in. The pulse 

adds to an existinQltransition and phase shifts the transition beyond the W/2 

limit, thus causing the curve to extend to the right at one count per revolu

tion or more. The variation shown in Fig. 13.6 could also be caused by this 

mechanism if the shift is small. 

During manufacturing testing of a large number of machines, the QPEC 

curve is not cost or time effective. There are other techniques that permit 

definitive testing. It has been customary to do several things, parameter 

or circuit wise, to the channel to remove some of the margin built into the 

14.8 
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The gain of the phase detector is (~~o~c volts/rad. The oscillator output is 

a sawtooth wave from -2.0 v to +2.0 v as is seen by the reference clamp voltage at 

the emmitter of Q2 and the +2 v reference on the(""1parator. The gain is 

f CISC. 
(4·011) c. 

1k ~ I~ .,..,.-t,,. w 

I '·>V4Cw 
Ve.rr - V".:. + V-t--

l(r 

Therefore, the gain of the oscillator is radians per volt second is 

(v~ - Vac! +Vt) z 1T 

( f:. s x 4 •O V )( Co) 

(EQ 11. 119) 

(EQll.120) 

(EQ 11.121) 

The filter is in two parts. The first is the sample and hold network, R1 in 

parallel with c1, and the second is R2 in series with c2. Assuming the design 

of the analog switch and the input pulse wiath permits full charge or discharge 

of the hold capacitor, we can write the equation 11.122 if Ks= sample rate gain, 

Ksh is the sample and hold filter gain. 

(EQ 11 .122) 

Therefore, 

cpo G(JJ ks I(., K u-1 l(F k .. -- 5 -
4''"' t + Gr.J) l +- f<s Kf l(JH kt= /< .. -.) 

(EQ 11.123) 
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greater than a single setting thus causing an error in a data channel_ 

two different functions for two different results. Of course, the QPEC cir-

cuit could be used at a single setting to get an error indication, but as the 

channel also provides record position as byte count infonnation of the error wcA.,.·.t>".J 

it would require extra circuitry if the QPEC circuit were used for defect 

logging as well as just a channel functionality test. 

At this point it might be well to point out a method devised by Mr. F. 

Sordello that graphically predicts the perfonnance of a recording channel if 

an isolated pulse can be measured for Pwso and the channel S/N ratio is known. 

The method uses an Arc Tangent pulse drawn on a sheet of paper with a nonnalized 

amplitude and time scale.A. Drawn on the same sheet and centered is the differ

entiated pulse shown to scale~and again at 10 X horizontal scalecsimilarly 
A A 

centered. 

Fig. 13. 9 

Using this sheet and a table of noise amplitude probabilities, both intersymbol 

interference ·caused bit shift and noise caused bit shift can be predicted. The 

first is done by algeb~i~y adding the contribution of a second inverted Arc 

Tangent pulse (Fig. 13.10), 

14.10 
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Fig. 13.10 

~, 

,u),_, ...... C 
l ~ 

_:.,4· ... : ' 

Fig. 13.11 

placed at the correct spacing of Pw" then doing the same to the differentiated 
-.;: 

Arc Tangent pulse. The peak amplitude reduction is shown on the first curve. 

The intersymbol interference caused bit shift is shown as the difference in 

time between the original differentiated pulse zero base line crossing and 

that of the second n- modified differentiated t.efo base. h.,e: c:.yo:.~;,,,. . 

The contribution of bit shift from noise can be detennined using a curve 

relating RMS noise amplitude to a gausi~n distribution. 
1 v2 

The gausia.n distribution is P(x) = 21To-1 '€-~ EQ 13.1 

From this equation we can generate a table of noise amplitude as a func

tion of probability of occurance. 

(See MISCHA - SCHWARTZ - McGRAW HILL, 1959,.Page 373-390) 
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or B as they are rejected by G anyway. This is a very useful circuit and is 

required for all FM codes unless logic is devised to overcome the original 

limitations of both pulse width and propogation delays. The shift regisiter 

itself is used to convert from RZ to NRZ which is used to transmit data between 

units of a system. 

RZ to NRZ Converters for Valued Pulses 

The design problem with this type circuit is that there is no interlea ed 

uclock pulse" cycle to use for housekeepping activities such as we used for 

extending the data window. Obviously the circuits that must be devised for this 

application must be edge sensitive only as each cycle is a complete window in 
I 

itself. The problem is at both extremes of the window unless the designer 

disallows a small area at each extreme of the window. If this is done,. then a 

pulse located near the edge will be missed entirely and not just and mispositioned. 

Careful attention to logic delays and extra circuits for parallel use are required 

to ensure no missing data. Fig. 11.45A, B, and C show both the waveform 

application and a circuit. The data input is slinmed into a very narrow pulse by 

A which sets B. An overlap of the set pulse and the possible clock edge is possible 

therefore, that data bit will be maintained in B causing an error if the next pulse 

is missing. The FF C is only used for delay to account for propagation thru B 

and the set up of block D. Again, if the delay from C is not long enough, then 

the late bit into B will not propagate on the cycle but will possibly show up in 

the next position due to the overlap of the set and clock lines of B. Block E is 

now added to a 11 ow for the completed set pulse into B before B is c 1 ocked. This 

is about the oest that can be done using current logic for this application. 

What would be great is to have a block that has two independent clocks, one for 

data and the other for clock. 

12.44 
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Starting Circuits 

Before we leave the subject of Phase locked loops, we should discuss starting 

circuits. These circuits are used to stop the oscillator briefly and restart it 

in phase with the incorrming data. This is useful if the oscillator is already 

running near or at the incorrming frequency which minimizes the phase correction 

required. If the incorrming data pulses were inputted at random phases to the 

oscillator, then there is a distinct possibility that the oscillator will slip 

phase, meaning the phase error exceeds 180° therefore it will lock up on the next 

cycle. For mixed clock and data systems, this will cause clock pulses to be 

missinterpreted as data pulses. Also, it takes longer for the loop to stabilize 

after a 360° slip. In disc files it is now customary to lock the 11 VF0 11 to the "PLO" 

during non-~ea~ cycles and then switch to read pulses during Read. The. circuits 

are al so complicated by using non harmonic phase detectors when locking to the 

"PLO,"" ;}nd using a harmorfic phase- detector when locking to data. The block diagram 

is shown in Fig. 11.46. Here we have both features of the oscillator clamp· 

controlled by the cha~ng edge of the Read Gate and the input data (either Read 
i ' Data or "PLO") as well as the High Bandwidth switch used for fast sync up. This 

' , 
latter is usually referred to as Fast 'T"'a.u. As can be seen, the oscillator is 

clamped to one half cycl~until the counter is satisfied by counting input "data" 

after the Gate edge. For correct operation, the clamp must be able to charge the 

capacitor during some minimum interval. For some type oscillators, this minimum 

interval is one half cycle, therefore, the counter must count to two and hold. 

For-others, a single count and hold will suffice. The Fast1"'must also be 

synchronized with the data due to the gain change. The circuitry for doing this 

includes the current .J~t" (h~~~and the filter change (zero-pole) switches 

illustrated in Fig. 1140E. The control blocks are simply a regular single shot 

12 .45 
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of the differentiated noise including electronic and disc/media noise at the 

same location. 

The peak value of noise voltage becomes 

(6.36)(Vn RMS) EQ 13.4 

or in tenns of the ds ratio· and converting the RMS sig voltage to base to 
dn 

peak at the same time we get 

v - 6.36 - 4.497 
"Peak -{i ds - ds 

dn dn 
EQ 13.5 

which is the peak noise expressed as a fr~ction of the signal peak. 

When we used the d(RMS signal) value to get owrd(S/N) ratio, we are 
r 
('__ really in error when we use this value with a differentiated isolated pulse 

\ 

( 

as the amplitude of the isolated pulse is greater. All that occurs is an 

error in favor of poorer perfonnance which is acceptable. 

Going back to our graph we now locate this amplitude fraction on the 

expanded scale ( ft"J i;.;~) 

Fig. 13.12 

differentiated pulse. The value of the peak shift can be read off on the 

horizontal scale and multiplied by Pw50 which converts it into bit shift ;ns-~111eds. 

2 14.13 
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triggered by the change of the Read Gate followed by a'o'F.F. Thus the'+ High 
' I I B.W. or+ Fast T signal will be synchronized with the first data pulse following 

the Read Gate change and is reset by the first data pulse following the fall of 

the single shot output. 

Data Format Requirements 

From the above we can see that it takes time for the various circuits to be 

ready to properly handle the d.ata. The Write requires establishment of the Write 

Current only before valid transition can be written on a previously selected head. 

With Read, the amplifier requires recovery from any select transient, the AGC 

requires establishment and lastly the 11 VF0 11 require synchronization. Thus the 

preable written prior to each record must include the foregoing, plus some data 

pattern recognizable as'the grouping' just prior to the actual record. This grouping 

can be a single transition phased to occur in the data window or some pattern. Witr ~, 

FM codes, some means must be provided to allow differencing between clock pulses L) 
and data pulses. This is usually accomplished during the sychronization time of 

the VFO by making all transitions,clock transitions. Circuitry can be added to 

ensure that during this period no data is clocked out of the data separator. If 

it does, then the phase of the oscillator requires reversal. This is easy to do 

for FM code since the oscillator is required to run at a frequency that includes 

both data and clock pulse cycles serialy for phase detector use, but at half this 

rate for separation use; therefore, an intervening F.F. is added to divide by 

two. If, during the synchronization period, a "data" were clocked out, it would 

be routed to the reset 1 ine of the FF to reverse its pha.se. Such a curcuit is 

shown in Fig. 11.47. 

12.46 
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Now to get the total bit shift due to intersymbol interference and noise, 

we just add the two values. According to our eariier rule of thumb each of 

these two values should be about one third of the half window width each whjch 

predicts performance at the required error rate.~ncluding~margin of one third 

half window.) ' 
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MACHINE 

350 

1405 

1301 

1311 

1302 

230-1/2 

2311 

2305 

2314 

2319 

3330 

3330-11 

3340 

Sys 32 

3344 

3350 

3370 

3375 

3380 

St EK 

' 

25 

25 

10 

10 

10 

MAX 
SEEK 

100 

100 

55 

50 

50 

AVG 
SEEK 

800 MS 

800 MS 

180 MS 

150 MS 

75 MS 

75 MS 

60 MS 

30 MS 

30 MS 

25 MS 

25 MS 

25 MS 

20 MS 

19 MS 

16 MS 

, 

HEADS/ 
Jr .lllULS:. 

2 

48 

48 

10 

20 

20 

20 

20 

7/13 I 30 

31 I 60 

26 

SURFACES 
R/W DISKS 
;:)t" lRULt. 

50 

50 

50 

10 

20 •.. 
20 

19 

19 

6 

30 

30 

6 R/W+~S/ACT 

~K HEADS R/W TRACK 
FIXED/ FIXED CAPAtlTY/ BYTES 

TRACK .• MATTEO 
CUSTOMER TRACK 

l'IUV!Nb MUVll'ib :>t'lNULt C:l\PAC:HY CAPACITY fAPACITY 

F 2 5 MBy 485 460 460 

F 20 MBy 970 

F 24 + 24 56 MBy 2600 

R 3.65 MBy 3500 

F 24 + 24 234 MBy 5208 

F 

R 10 7.25 MBy 3906 3675 3675 

F 

R 20 29.3 MBy 7812 7200 7200 

R 20 29.3 MBy 

R 19 100 MBy 13440 13030 13030 

R 19 200 MBy 13440 13030 13030 

R 6-12 I 30 35/70 MBy 8960 8368 8368 

F 

F 280 MBy 8960 8368 8368 

F 30 I 60 317.5 MBy 19968 29069 19069 

F 12/ACT 571.3 MBy 37632 R/W 744 Bl/Cyl 
(25088)1.5Ser 24 Alt/Cyl 512/Block 

F 819 MBy 

~260 MBy . 
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as a fraction, thus, two input bits may be assigned into four cell positions 

and will, therefore, be designated 

( EQ 12.1) 

The remaining code designations refer to the minimum and maximum run length of 

zeros. The minimum number of zeros is designated as d, and the maximum number 

of zeros is k, thus any code can be described 

~ (d,k) (EQ 12.~ 

To see how we use this designation, let us try it on several of the codes we 

have previously introduced. Our NRZI code can be written 

~ (d,k) = 1 (o,co) ( EQ 12.3) 

where m=l, n=l meaning that for every input bit there is a unique cell assigned. 

d is zero meaning that each cell can have a one bit, and k== indicates that an 

all zero -record can be written without any tu.ru1t1011s. The code similar 

to NRZI where a ninth sync bit is added for every eight bits can be written 

~ (d,k) = f- (0,8) (EQ 12.4) 

which would be easier to handle thru the amplifiers. The FM code would be 

~ (d,k) = t (0,1) (EQ 12.5) 

meaning that there are two cell positions for every input data. Each cell can 

be filled and only one cell in a row may be left zero. 

The PM code is designated the same. For this reason we still need 

further description to identify any particular code. The MFM code is written 

w (d,k) = t (1,3) (EQ 12.6) 

where any bit is associated with two cell positions, one of which must be left 

. ~.· .. '\ ~ 
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boundary of a cell, suppress all clock bits at the cell center eYcept those 

preceded and followed by a zero, and so on as the boundary is changed to the 

trailing boundary instead of the leading boundary. 

The group codes differ in that they are substitution codes with sometimes 

very elaborate rules as to run length. The most familiar of these is the GCR 
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as taken from his paper. 

TABLE 12.3 3PM CODE 

Adjacent Word Influence Output 
Input Preceding Following p: P1 P2 p3 pl+ Ps PG 

000 x 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 

000 x t 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 

001 x x 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 

010 x x 0 0 l 0 0 0 0 

011 x 0 0 0 1 0 0 l 0 

011 x + 0 0 1 0 0 0 l 

100 x x 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 

l 01 0 x 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 

101 + x 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 

110 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 

110 + 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 

110 0 1- 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 

110 1- + 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 

111 0 x 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 

111 + x 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 

where +=influence, O=no influence, X=don't care, and P~ is the previous 

.word's P6 as altered for this word. For a further explanation, see the 

paper entitled "A New Look Ahead Code for Increased Data Density" GV Jacoby . 

. IEEE Sept Proceedings on Magnetics 1977, vol 13, No 5, p 1202. Another 

code that is useful is designated as (Newman, Fisher) 

~ (d,K) = f (1 ,7) EQ 12. 10 \ 
\ 
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~he code eompressi·ort· Dr = ~ =F.: 1. 5, fo utilize the code, input data may be 
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·~ccepted 2,' 3, or 4 bits -at ·a; time depending on the content. All possible 
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